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Foreword 

D. J. KALUPAHANA, chairman ofthe Department of Philosophy 
at the University of Hawaii, has carried out, in the tradition of his 
teacher K. N. Jayatilleke, a masterful articulation, analysis, and 
interpretation ofthe doctrines of causation in Buddhist philosophy. 
Special attention is given to early Buddhist teachings as found in 
the Pal\ Nikayas and Chinese Agamas; and by working with both 
Pali an~ Chinese sources Kalupahana has broadened considerably 
the fo~dations of scholarship in early Buddhist philosophy. 

In early Buddhism, Kalupahana maintains, a cause is defined 
as "the sum total of several factors that gives rise to a consequent"
the "consequent" being the entire universe as well as a specific 
thing or event. As with the Greeks (Aristotle in particular), for 
whom the question of causality was not so much how one thing 
(efficiently) causes another, but how one thing can become some
thing different from itself, we have in Buddhist thought a concern 
to account for 'development,' 'process,' 'change' in the whole of 
our experience. For Buddhism, causality is at once a problem in 
metaphysics and epistemology, and its resolution in these areas 
leads to a variety of ethical considerations. 

In recent years Western interest in Buddhism has been directed 
mainly to Mahayana traditions, principally to the Madhyamika 
school of Nagarjuna and to Zen. Professor Kalupahana is to be 
warmly commended for turning our attention back to the philo
sophical riches of the early schools, where, together with profound 



x 

spiritual concerns, a good deal of sharp philosophical analysis is 
to be found. The author offers us as well a comprehensive historical 
background to Buddhist 'phenomenalism' and unravels many of 
the complexities in the schools associated with the so-called Thera
vada tradition and in the later Mahayana developments. 

One of the most interesting analyses Kalupahana offers has 
to do with whether the doctrine of 'dependent origination,' or 
paticcasamuppada (Skt. pratTtyasamutpada), implies determinism. 
His manner of treating this question shows how nicely he refuses 
to accept any interpretation of Buddhism that does violence to the 
original texts for the sake of satisfying one's philosophical precon
ceptions or predilections. 

Professor Kalupahana faces directly the many difficulties in 
the Buddhist doctrines and presents a hard-headed, no-nonsense, 
sympathetic but not apologetic, analysis. His work should deepen 
considerably philosophical interest in Buddhism and appreciation 
for the distinctive genius of the many extraordinary thinkers asso
ciated with it. 

ELIOT DEUTSCH 

 



Preface 

STUDIES ON THE PHILOSOPHY of early Buddhism have so 
far been confined mostly to the material available in the Pali 
Nikayas, which represent only one of the early Buddhist traditions. 
Some Japanese scholars, such as Ui Hakuji and Akanuma Chizen, 
have examined the teachings embodied in the Chinese Agamas. 
Unfortunately, these treatises are not accessible to the present au
thor because he does not know the Japanese language. Akanuma 
Chizen as well as Masaharu Anesaki have rendered a great service. 
to those interested in comparative studies of the Nikayas and the 
Agamas by compiling catalogues of the sutras in these two bodies 
of literature. The present·· work was undertaken to compare the 
teachings on the problem of causation in the Pali Nikayas and the 
Chinese Agamas. The importance of the Chinese Agamas for the 
study of early Buddhist thought is twofold. First, they supply cor
roborative evidence for some of the major concepts in the Pali 
Nikayas, whose authenticity has been questioned by many scholars 
in recent times. Secondly, they throw much light on some of the 
obscure concepts in the Nikayas. 

Indian thinkers before and during the time of the Buddha put 
forward a wide variety of views regarding the problem of change 
and causality. Buddhist theory is a product of criticism, assimila
tion, and synthesis of these ideas. Most of the earlier theories are 
examined in the early Buddhist texts, namely, the Pali Nikayas 
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and the Chinese Agamas. In chapter 1 an attempt is made to trace 
the gradual development of causal theories in the Vedic tradition 
to establish the historical basis of some of the theories mentioned 
in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas. Here the evidence 
from the Agamas is mainly corroborative. An examination of philo
sophical sections of the Vedas, Brahma:Q.as, Ara:Q.yakas, and the 
Upani~ads has led to the conclusion that the theories of self-causa
tion (sat-karya) and creation by God (f§vara-nirmar;.a) were two of 
the major causal theories in the Vedic tradition. These were referred 
to in the early Buddhist texts as sayarrz katarrz (tsu tsao) and issara
nimmar;.a (tsun yu tsao) , respectively. Buddhist criticism of these 
theories appearing in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas is 
also examined. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to an analysis of pre-Buddhist ideas 
mainly in the non-Vedic tradition. The causal theories of the 
Materialists, the Ajrvikas, and the J ainas are discussed in detail, 
especially because oftheir possible influence on the Buddhist theory 
of causation. Here the evidence gleaned from the Chinese Agamas 
is of immense value in understanding some obscure concepts, such 
as niyatisangatibhliva of the Ajrvikas. The close similarity between 
the theories of moral causation put forward in Jainism and Bud
dhism has confused some scholars who have written on this subject, 
so the Jaina standpoint is discussed at length. With the help of the 
commentaries of SiIaIika it is possible to determine the relationship 
between the two schools of thought with some precision. It is 
pointed out how the philosophical theory of causation formulated 
in J ainism led to the acceptance of a deterministic theory of moral 
causation. The influence of some Ajrvika theories on Jainism is 
not overlooked. Apart from the doctrines of these major schools 
of thought, we examine several other theories that are mentioned 
in the early Buddhist texts. 

Chapter 3 is an attempt to elucidate the meaning of some of 
the terms expressing causation in the early Buddhist texts. The" 
different views, classical as well as modem, regarding the use of 
the "terms hetu (yin) and pratyaya (yuan) are discussed. All the 
evidence from the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas indicates 
that during the earliest phase of Buddhism the two terms were 
used synonymously and that they did not express any distinction 
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comparable to the distinction between 'cause' and 'subsidiary con
dition.' Doctrinal as well as textual evidence suggests that that 
distinction originated with the Sarvastivadins. 

A discussion of the causal principle involves an examination 
of the nature of things that are connected by the causal principle. 
Chapter 4 is therefore devoted to an analysis of the nature of 
causally conditioned dharma or dhamma. There are many impor
tant disquisitions on this subject by modem scholars. Outstanding 
among them are (i) The Central Conception of Buddhism and the 
Meaning of the Term' Dharma' by T. I. Stcherbatsky, which is based 
primarily on the source material in the Abhidharmakosa, and (ii) 
Pali Dhamma by Wilhelm and Magdalene'Geiger, who examined 
almost every reference to the term dhamma in Pali literature, ca
nonical. as well as commentarial, to bring forth the wide variety of 
meanings. the term connotes. A fresh look at this material was 
found to be necessary especially in the light of the information 
supplied by the Chinese Agamas. The conception of dhamma (fa) 
appearing in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas was found 
to differ from the conceptions of dharma in some of the major 
schools of thought, such as the Sarvastiyada, the Sautrantika, and 
the later Theravada. Some scholars have minimized the difference 
between the teachings of early Buddhism as embodied in the Pali 
Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas on the one hand and those of the 
later schools on the other;1 we endeavor to show that the difference 
is far too great to be ignored. For example, the acceptance of a logi
cal theory of momentariness (k$a1'Jikavada) instead of an empirical 
view of change and impermanence (anitya) gave rise to a host of 
problems, and their solution created significant differences not only 
among the later schools but also between these and early Buddhism. 
The Sarvastivadins, it is pointed out, accepted an eternal underlying 
substratum (dravya, svabhava) in things (dharma). It was this fun
damental conception of Sarvastivada, a school that gained promi
nence in India after the third century B.C., that was the target of 
Nagarjuna's dialectic. Thus, with much justification, the Mahaya
nists attributed a theory of pudgala-nairatmya (nonsubstantiality 
of the individual) but not dharma-nairatmya (non substantiality of 
the elements) to the Sarvastivlidins and claimed superiority over 
them for formulating the latter conception. Since the Sarvastivada 
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was then the most prominent of the Hlnayana schools, the Mahaya
nists, without any justification, extended their criticism to all the 
Hlnayana schools. 

Moreover, with the emergence of different Buddhist schools 
and the compilation of the Abhidharma literature and ancillary 
works, the study of the early sutra literature was relegated to the 
background. As a result, the Abhidharma came to be looked upon 
as the primary source for the study of early Buddhism. The Sau
trantika school, claiming to base its doctrine on the source material 
in the sutras (sutranta), may have emerged in reaction to giving 
such priority to the Abhidharma. But the Sautrantikas, too, in 
accepting the theory of momentariness, moved away from the 
standpoint of early Buddhism. 

The view that the Sarvastivada school represents the earliest 
phase of Buddhism seems to have prevailed in the minds of the 
compilers of the Sandhinirmocana-sutra (7.30) as well as historians 
such as Bu-ston. 2 Taking the various phases of Buddhism as repre
sented by the schools in India during their own time, these Maha
yana scholars formulated the conception of tricakra-parivartana, 
"the three swingings of the Wheel of the Law." That theory com
pletely ignores the sutra literature, which, as we point out, is if not 
more exalted at least not much different from the ideas expressed 
and the critical attitude adopted by Nagarjuna and his followers. 

Stcherbatsky's theory that the earliest form of Buddhism was 
a Radical Pluralism that eventually led to Monism and finally to 
Idealism was contested by Schayer, who held the view that Plural
ism, Monism, and Idealism were parallel currents of thought in 
early Buddhism. 3 It may be possible to trace the germs of Pluralism, 
Monism, and Idealism in the Buddhist canon in the same way that 
one can see different trends of thought in the Upani~ads. But the 
Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, which are primarily based 
on the speculations of one individual, unlike the Upani~ads, should 
lend themselves to a single interpretation. Our examination of the 
conception of dhamma (fa) in the Nikayas and the Agamas leads 
us to conclude that the philosophical standpoint ofthese early texts 
represents a form of 'phenomenalism.' 

Chapter 5 explains the causal principle in Buddhism. The first 
part of the chapter examines the nature of the causal nexus, and 
the second part assesses the validity of the causal principle. The 
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status of the causal principle in Buddhism is discussed in relation 
to some of the Western schools of thought that are skeptical of 
causation. The chapter concludes with a discussion of how the 
causal priJ;1ciple is verified. 

Chapter 6 elucidates the various problems that are given causal 
explanations in Buddhism. The operation of the principle of causa
tion in the spheres of inorganic phenomena, organic life, psychol
ogy, social and moral life, and spiritual life are examined in detail. 
The detailed treatment is necessary to eliminate the erroneous be
lief, created by the writings of some modern critics of Buddhism, 
that the idea of causation in Buddhism is confined to the twelvefold 
formula . 

. A comparison of the theory of causation in the Nikayas and 
the Agamas with later developments (chapter 7) has convinced us 
that the view of some scholars that Madhyamika philosophy repre
sents a "Copernican revolution" in Buddhism is unfounded. The 
Madhyamika philosophers did develop a critical attitude in philos
ophy as a result of the metaphysical theories propounded by the 
later Buddhist schools; but the standpoints adopted by the Buddha 
and the Madhyamika philosophers to avoid such metaphysics are 
radically different. The concluding chapter, in which we try to 
interpret the Buddha's silence on metaphysical questions, was writ
ten to clarify the difference between these two standpoints. 

Chapter 8 includes a comparison of the theory of causal corre
lation (pratyaya) of the Theravada as enunciated in the Patthana 
with the theories of the Sarvastivada and Yogacara. Correspon
dences among these theories are noted. 

Our final conclusion is that the Buddha rejected contempo
rary metaphysical speculations, giving instead a scientific explana
tion of the pJIenomenal world, and that without getting unduly 
engrossed in or obsessed by the mystical aspect of the current 
religious traditions, he utilized that mystical knowledge and expe
rience to achieve freedom (vimutti, chiai t' 0) from the trammels of 
sarp.saric existence. 
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Auspicious are the Sun's bay-coloured horses, bright, 
changing hues, meet for our shouts of triumph. 

Bearing our prayers, the sky's ridge have they mounted, and 
in a moment speed round earth and heaven. 

This is the godhead, this the might of Siirya, he hath with
drawn what spread o'er work unfinished. 

When he hath loosed his horses from their station, straight 
over all Night spreadeth out her garment. 3 

This conception of a purely physical order appears to have 
arisen as an inductive inference based on the repeated experience 
of such phenomena as the daily rising and setting of the sun. As 
the number of experiences of such phenomena increased, the prob
ability of their repetition approached certainty, and man began to 
believe in dependable regularities in the external world. 

The regularity with which these phenomena function was 
understood by the Vedic Aryans to be due to the greatness or 
divinity of the gods. 4 Thus, order prevails in the world because of 
the nature of the gods. After experiencing a uniformity a certain 
number of times, Vedic Aryans came to expect that it would be 
repeated on future occasions; as a result, they formed expectations 
about many phenomena, which are expressed in their hymns. 5 One 
such expectation is found in the hymn to Parjanya. 6 

The wind blows forth, the lightning falls; the plants shoot 
up; heaven overflows. Nature is born when Parjanya 
quickens the earth with seed. 

Give us, 0 Maruts, the rain of heaven; pour forth the 
streams of your stallion. Hither with this thunder come, 
pouring down the waters as the divine spirit our father. 
Bellow towards us; thunder; deposit the germ; fly around 
with thy water-bearing car. Draw well thy water skin un
fastened downwards; let the heights and valleys be level. 

Thou hast shed rain; now wholly cease; thou hast made the 
deserts passable again. Thou hast made the plants to grow 
for the sake of food; and thou hast found a hymn of praise 
from [thy] creatures. 7 

The passage above, among a host of others, exemplifies a 
belief in the uniformity of nature based on a primitive conception 
of causation. It expresses the idea that rain causes the plants to 
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shoot up; rain has made the heights and valleys level; and rain has 
made deserts passable again. These three assertions are good 
examples of the primitive notion of cause. Three features stand 
out in them: firstly, the assimilation of causation to agency; 
secondly, the relation of cause and effect as being one of production; 
and thirdly, the effect as being regarded as relatively passive. S These 
features characterize the primitive as well as the common-sense 
notion of cause that derives from our immediate experience, such 
as the moving of our limbs.9 Our own efficiency is measured by 
our volitional actions and consciousness of effort, and it is thus 
natural for us to interpret external events by ascribing to them 
actions and volitions that we experience ourselves. 

The Vedic Aryans conceived of physical phenomena in the 
same manner, introjecting their own experiences into external ob
jects. They tried to understand the working of the forces of nature 
by positing inner wills or agents in them. This comes very close to 
the activity view of causation,IO except that the Vedic conception 
is more anthropomorphic than the activity or the common-sense 
views of causation. 11 

In the next stage, the regularity observed in the functioning 
of phenomena was considered to be an unalterable law. This is the 
conception of rta, or cosmic order, that we come across in the 
lJ..gveda. 

It is interesting to note that during the time polytheism was in 
vogue this universal or cosmic order was considered to be inde
pendent of the gods. The gods themselves were said to follow the 
laws of rta. 12 Heaven and earth are what they are by reason of rta. 13 
The whole universe is founded on rta and moves in it. It appears 
that it was during this stage that Varul;la came to be considered the 
guardian (gopa) ofrta;14 in another context, not only Varul;la but 
all the gods are looked upon as the custodians of rta. 1S 

During the period of transition from polytheism to monothe
ism, and during the period of monotheism itself, this natural order 
came to be regarded as the creation of the gods Mitra and Varul;la. 
It was believed that Mitra and Varul;la established rta by means of 
sacrifice. 16 During the monotheistic stage, when Varul;la alone 
attained the position of "the lord of all, including the gods,"17 the 
natural law became his will, which is unhesitatingly followed by all 
the gods. IS 

At this stage, two other conceptions of rta, or law, appear to 
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have come into vogue. 19 One is rta as the moral order, and the 
other is rta as a sacrificial order. The first was a natural develop
ment, for we can see how Varut;1a, the god who established the 
cosmic law, was also looked upon as the righteous ruler of the 
world, the dispenser of justice. 20 The consciousness of right and 
wrong issuing out of a belief in the prevalence of a moral order is 
clearly expressed in the hymns addressed to VarUt;1a.21 

The association of rta with the moral order of the universe 
was developed further when rta came to be considered as the truth 
in the world and anrta as falsehood. However, Heinrich Liiders, 
who made an exhaustive study of the conception of Varut;1a and 
rta, maintains that in the Vedas rta is never an adjective but always 
a noun and has only one meaning, 'truth.'22 

The conception of rta as a sacrificial order would have arisen 
only after the originally simple sacrifices of the Vedic Aryans had 
developed into an elaborate institution under the priestly architects. 
With the development of monotheism and the gradual emphasis of 
sacrifices as the cause of the origin of the world,23 rta, in the form 
of the sacrifice, became the eternal law governing the universe. The 
smooth, orderly functioning of nature was ensured by the sacrifice, 
and thus sacrificial acts were looked upon as rta. 24 

In the Atharvaveda, however, the order of the universe was 
considered to be more of a magical character. "Order (rta), truth 
(satya), creative fervor (tapas), sovereignty, asceticism, law and 
works; past, future, strength and prosperity are in the ucchi,yta." 
This ucchi,yta, which- was considered the foundation or the basis of 
the universal order, was thought of as a 'force of force. '25 Ucchi,yta, 
or the remnants of the sacrificial food, was thus considered to have 
the magical power of determining everything in the world. 

In the Brahmat;1as, too, the order of the universe was mechani
cal but magical. 2 6 lJ.-ta was identified with Brahman (Brhaspati), the 
creator of the universe. 27 This appears to be a continuation of the 
conception of order found during the stage of monotheism in the 
lJ.-gveda. lJ.-ta, which denoted merely the regularity of events or the 
natural law was looked upon by the Brahman priests as no more 
than the customary mode of divine action as exemplified in the 
sacrifice; hence its magical character. 

This, in brief, is the gradual development of the conception 
of the uniformity of nature or the natural law. During the earliest 

r 
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period, belief in a natural law was purely a product of observation 
and inference. It was taken for granted by the later speculative 
thinkers, whose main preoccupation was to explain how this uni
verse, in which orderliness prevails, originated and developed to its 
present form. This speculative thought, starting as early as the 
time of the tenth book (malJtjala) of the lJ.-gveda, continued un
abated during the periods of the BrahmaQ.as; AraQ.yakas, and the 
Upani~ads, giving rise to a multiplicity of conflicting theories, most 
of which are referred to in the early Buddhist texts. An examination 
of these various theories will throw much light on the Buddhist 
theory of causality and enable a proper appreciation and evaluation 
of it, for they form the context in which the Buddha preached his 
doctrine of causality. 

Four Pre-Buddhist Causal Theories 

The theories mentioned in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese 
Agamas may be classified into four main types as follows: 

1. Self-causation (saya11'l kata11'l, a ttaka ta11'l , 28 tsu tsao, 29 tsu 
ts030), a metaphysical theory that was intimately connected with 
two concepts, the concept of self or soul (atman, P. atta) and the 
conception of evolution. In the Upani~adic system, it was closely 
associated with the concept of atman, both in the theories of evolu
tion and in the theories of creation. The basic assumption of this 
metaphysical postulate was that the cause and the effect are identi
cal in essence. 

2. External causation (para11'l kata11'l,31 t' a tsao, t' a ts032), 
which includes several different theories. SiIaitka, the J aina com
mentator, defining the term annakatja11'l (anyakrtam, P. parakata11'l) 
occurring in the Sutrakrtanga,33 lists the following theories under 
this category: 

• Time (kala). 
• Creation by God (zsvarakrtaka). 
• Inherent nature (svabhava). 
• Action or behavior (karma). 
• Fate (niyati). 

3. Internal as well as external causation (saya11'l katafi ca 
para11'l katafi ca,34 tsu tso t' a ts0 35 ), which is a combination of the 
first two theories. 

4. Neither internal nor external causation (asayamkara11'l 
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aparamkararrz,36 fei tsit fei t' a tso), 37 therefore indeterminism 
(adhiccasamuppanna,38 wu yin tso,39 yadrcch(40). It denies any form 
of causation. 

These four types of theories may be broadly divided into Vedic 
and non-Vedic. The theories of self-causation and of divine creation 
included under external causation are found in the mainstream of 
the Vedic tradition. The rest may be considered non-Vedic because 
they were developed by schools that were generally opposed to the 
Vedic tradition although, of course, the germs of these theories are 
found in the Vedic tradition itself. 

THEORY OF SELF-CAUSATION 

The theory of self-causation can be traced to the time of the 
tenth book (ma1Jcjala) of the ~gveda. A very important feature of 
the philosophical hymns of the ~gveda is that they partake of ideas 
of mechanical as well as creative evolution. In their attempt to 
trace the origin and gradual development of the universe into its 
present form, the Vedic thinkers posited various primeval sub
stances such as water and abstract principles such as "year" 
(samvatsara) and then explained the universe as a product of the 
gradual evolution of these original substances. The conception of 
evolution is one of self-causation or self-origination, where one 
phenomenon gives rise to or produces another phenomenon by its 
own inherent power (svadhaya)41 in an orderly sequence. 

According to Aghamar~a1).a, who is considered the first phi
losopher in India,42 warmth (tapas) is the first creative principle, 
and in it originated law (rta) and truth (satya). These, in turn, 
produced darkness (tamas), and from darkness was produced water 
(apas). Water gave rise to the year (samvatsara) or the time principle, 
and the year produced in due course the sun and the moon, the 
heaven and the earth, the firmament and the light, and ordained 
the days and nights. 43 In a similar fashion, Prajapati Parame~tin, 
who is called the Thales of India,44 advanced a theory of natural 
evolution based on water (salila) as the primeval substance. From 
water sprang, in due course, everything in the universe, animate as 
well as inanimate.45 

According to these theories, chance has no place in the evolu
tion of the world. The principle of movement or development is 
inherent in matter itself, and the world evolves from the immanent 
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energy (svadha) of nature; the movement as a whole is self-deter
mined. Herein we also find the germs of the theory of Natural 
Determinism (svabhavavada), which later developed into a system
atic philosophy of nature under the Materialists. 

In some of the Vedic hymns and especially in the Brahma1J.as, 
this concept of immanent or inherent energy (svadha) in phenomena 
was given a theological twist. There was a tendency to identify the 
various principles suggested by the earlier thinkers as the ultimate 
world-ground, with the personal God, Prajapati,46 considered to 
be the creator of the universe.47 Thus, theories of evolution came 
to be associated with theories of creation, giving rise to a form of 
pantheism. It was often said that Prajapati created the world out 
of himself, the inherent power of phenomena to evolve thus being 
considered the power ofPrajapati. Prajapati is not merely a creator 
of beings but part and parcel of them, for he reduces them to order 
from their chaos by entering them with form (rupa) and name 
(naman).48 The Satapatha BrahmalJa says: "Verily, in the beginning, 
Prajapati alone was here. He desired, 'May I exist, may I be 
generated.' He wearied himself and performed fervid devotions: 
from him thus wearied and heated, the three worlds were created
the earth, the air and the sky."49 It is interesting to note that this 
idea of self-causation was used to explain the origin of a sacrificial 
oblation, the graha (a substance such as soma or ghee that is held in 
a sacrificial spoon or ladle). A passage in the Satapatha BrahmalJa 
runs thus: "He [the Adhvaryu] offers [the graha] with [the words], 
'Self-made thou art (svamkrto'si),' for, thisgraha being his [Yajna's] 
out-breathing, it is indeed made by itself, born of itself. Hence he 
says, 'Self-made thou art'-for all powers, divine and earthly-for 
it is born of itself for all creatures."50 Moreover, the epithet 
svayambhu ("self-originating"), applied to the creator God in many 
places in the Brllhma1J.as,51 suggests that self-causation was widely 
accepted at this time. 

The idea of self-causation appears in a more refined form in 
the philosophy of MahTdasa Aitareya in the Aitareya AralJyaka. 52 

There the problem of causation is presented with the problem of 
change. MahTdasa appears to have been aware of the problem 
presented by the 'unceasing mutability of existence,' which is con
sidered one of the earliest as well as one of the most persistent 
problems in all philosophy. 53 He seems to have conceived the idea 
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that within the unity of one thing there is a succession of different 
states. He believed that all change and diversity in the world have 
an immutable ground of unity. This is implied in his statement: 
"That body into which goes the indestructible [the breath] which 
we have joined [in meditation], proceeding from the indestructible 
[the highest Brahman], that body which the harnessed horses [the 
senses] draw about, that body where the true of the true follows 
after-in that body all gods become one."S4 

Instead of the conception of change enunciated in some of the 
Upani~ads, change that is merely an illusion of our deceptive senses 
because it is incompatible with a permanent reality, MahIdasa 
conceived of change as the transformation of a single bodily reality, 
transition from the potential to the actual, a concept that is quite 
similar to the Sfulkhyan view. This conception of change deter
mined to a great extent the theory of causation in the philosophy 
-of MahTdasa that is set forth in the following passage. 

Then comes the creation of the seed. The seed of Prajapati 
is the gods; the seed of the gods is rain; the seed of rain is 
herbs; the seed of herbs is the food; the seed of food is the 
living creatures; the seed of living creatures is the heart; the 
seed of the heart is the mind; the seed of the mind is the 
speech; the seed of speech is action; the act done is this man, 
the abode of Brahman." 5 5 

The use of the term "seed" (retas) is very significant in that it 
affords a clue to the meaning of causation in the philosophy of 
MahIdasa. Just as a sprout is produced by a seed, so Prajapati 
produced the gods; the gods in turn produce rain, and so on. Thus, 
a chain of causation is established, each link in the chain producing 
the one following. Speculating on the origin of the universe, 
MahIdasa says: 

Was it water? Was it water? This world was water. This was 
the root (milia); that the shoot (tii/a). This the father; those 
the sons. Whatever there is of the son's, that is the father's; 
whatever of the father's, that is the son's."S6 

This statement further illustrates the connection between two 
links in the chain of causation. Sayana maintains that'there is unity 
or oneness between the cause and the effect and that there is no 
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complete division or distinction between the two, as between clay 
and a jar made of clay. 57 It is interesting to note that this is the first 
reference to the division of the causal process into two compart
ments, cause and effect. According to MahTdasa's view, the cause 
(the root, mUla) passes its characteristics on to the effect (the shoot, 
tUla), just as a father bestows some of his characteristics, physical 
as well as mental, on the son, or as the son inherits the characteristics 
of the father. 

MahTdasa attempted to explain the nature of causality in 
accordance with his theory of evolution and change. The theory of 
self-evolution or self-causation formulated by Aghamar~al)a finds 
detailed and more systematic treatment in the philosophy of 
MahTdasa. Yet his analysis is so tempered by speculative meta
physics that he shows greater zeal for First and Final Causes than 
for a rational explanation of things and their interrelation. 

During the time of the Upani~ads, greater emphasis was laid 
not so much on the theory of change, which would have given rise 
to a theory of causality, but on the theory of permanence. Almost 
all the thinkers of this period concentrated on demonstrating and 

, proving the permanence of the self (atman), the reality underlying 
the phenomenal world. Thus, the Svetdsvatara Upani~ad says: 
"That eternal should be known as present in the self (atmasalflstha). 
Truly there is nothing higher than that to be known. When one 
recognizes the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, and the universal 
Actuator, all has been said. This is the threefold Brahma."58 

The keynote of all the Upani~ads, in fact, was the immutable 
or imperishable nature of Brahman. The Katha Upani~ad says: 
"The wise one (atman) neither is born nor dies. It has not come 
from anywhere, has not become anyone. Unborn, constant, eternal, 
primeval, it is not slain when the body is slain."59 The Upani~adic 
thinkers recognized two forms of knowledge, the higher (para) and 
the lower (apara), and emphasis was laid on the higher form of 
knowledge, understanding the imperishable Brahman. 60 

From these few instances, it is clear that the Upani~adic think
ers aimed foremost at understanding the 'Absolute' (Brahman or 
Atman), which is celebrated as the 'imperishable' (ak~ara). 61 Be
cause that aim was incompatible with investigating the nature of 
causality, the Upani~adic contribution to the theory of causality 
was a negligible one. Upani~adic thinkers only systematized some 
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of the theories inherited from the earlier period. These system
atizations are found in all theories of evolution, which to some 
extent make use of the notion of causality. In these atman is con
sidered the chronologically antecedent cause and the manifold 
universe, the effect.62 Yet these come under the category of meta
physical speculation because they represent investigations into First 
Causes63 rather than empirical causal events. 

The theories of evolution in the Upani~ads seem to follow a 
pattern similar to the theories of self-causation enunciated by 
Aghamar~a]J.a and elaborated by MahTdasa. One of the most im
portant theories of evolution is that of Uddalaka Aru]J.T, set forth 
in the following passage from the Chandogya Upani~ad. 

In the beginning, ... this world was just Being (sat), one 
only, without a second. To be sure, some people say: "In the 
beginning this world was just non-Being (asat), one only, 
without a second; from that non-Being Being was pro
duced." But verily, ... whence could this be? said he. How 
from non-Being could Being be produced? On the contrary, 
... in the beginning this world was just Being, one only, 
without a second. It bethought itself: "Would that I were 
many! Let me procreate myself!" It emitted heat. That heat 
bethought itself: "Would that I were many! Let me procreate 
myself!" It emitted water .... That water bethought itself: 
"Would that I were many! Let me procreate myself!" It 
emitted food. Therefore, whenever it rains, there is abundant 
food. So food for eating is produced just from water. 64 

U ddalaka then explains how beings are produced from elements 
that evolve in this manner, and later enumerates this process of 
evolution in reverse order. 

On this point, ... understand that this [body] is a sprout 
(suitga) that has sprung up. It is not without a root (mUla). 
What else could its root be than food? Even so, ... with 
food as a sprout, look for water as the root. With water 
... as a sprout, look for heat as the root. With heat ... as 
the sprout, look for Being as the root. All creatures here ... 
have Being as their root, have Being as their home, have 
Being as their support. 65 

Here the words mUla and suhga are used, whereas the philosophy 
of MahTdasa used the terms mUla and tUla. 
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SaIikara makes a distinction between the conception of Being 
(sat) in Uddalaka's philosophy and the conception of matter 
(prakrti) in the SaIikhya philosophy. According to him, the SliIik
hya accepts a primordial substance that is insentient, while in 
Uddalaka's theory Being (sat) is sentient because it is able to make 
a wish, namely, a wish to procreate, which sets the whole chain of 
causation in motion. 66 The persistent endeavor by Vedic and 
Upani~adic thinkers to attribute sentience even to material things 
seems to be the result of an attempt to explain the functioning of 
phenomena by the analogy of human behavior. It was observed 
earlier that the primitive notion of cause attributes causation to 
personal agency. UddaIaka's conception of causation is not much 
different from this. 

Criticism of the theory of self-causation. Commenting on the 
word "Being" (sat) occurring in the description of evolution given 
by Uddalaka, SaIikara says that it stands for the entity that is 
"mere esse" (astitamatram).67 In the Samyukta, the Buddha rejects 
the conception of 'Being' (atthita, jo yu = astita) as an extreme 
view, because it is an unobservable entity, hence a metaphysical 
postulate. 68 He says, "To one who observes with proper under
standing the passing away of things of the world, there would not 
be the belief in Being [existence]."69 According to the commentator 
Buddhaghosa, Being (atthita) connotes permanency (sassatarrz).70 
Moreover, the Buddha maintained that the theory of self-causation 
also leads to the belief in permanency. 71 Thus, both the conception 
of Being (sat) and the theory of self-causation, which are knit 
together in the philosophy of Uddalaka, lead to one result, the 
belief in permanency. The pre-Buddhist thinkers maintained the 
theory of self-causation by assuming an immutable basis such as 
atman; hence they considered cause and effect as being identical in 
essence. This view of cause and effect was accepted by the SaIikhya 
school and came to be known as the satkaryavada.72 The Buddha 
rejected this view because it has a metaphysical basis that is not 
verified by observation. On similar grounds, Nagarjuna criticized 
it on a later occasion. 73 

In the Pasadika-suttanta, a list of wrong views concerning 
the beginning of things (pubbantakappana, pen sheng pen chien) is 
given. 74 One of them refers to the self-causation of the self (atta) 
and the world (loka).7s This certainly is a reference to such cos
mological speculations as those ofUddalaka and his predecessors. 
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The Buddhist counterpart ofUddalaka's theory of evolution is 
found in the Aggaiiiia-suttanta of the DTgha Nikaya. 76 The keenness 
of the Indian mind for cosmological speculation was so great that 
even the Buddhists, who for empirical reasons abstained from dis
cussing the problem of the origin of the world,77 were compelled at 
least to give a rational explanation of the problem of evolution. But 
unlike the theories of Uddalaka and his predecessors, where the 
principle of evolution is one of self-causation, the Buddhist theory 
applies the general formula of causation to explain the process of 
evolution. 78 

The causality of the individual self or soul (atman) is discussed 
in the Svetasvatara Upani.yad. But this has to be supplemented by 
the discussion of the origin of the self found in the Taittirrya 
Upani.yad: "In the beginning this [world] was nonexistent. There
from, verily, Being (sat) was produced. That made itself (svayam 
akuruta) a Soul (atman). Therefore, it is called the well-done 
(sukrta). "79 Here the idea of self-causation is clearly exemplified. 
The causality of the universal, rather than the individual, self is 
described. 

But because the individual self was considered to be a basic 
part of the universal self,80 what is said of the latter may be true of 
the former to some extent. Referring to the reincarnating individual 
self, the Svetasvatara Upani.yad says: "Coarse and fine, many in 
number, the embodied one chooses forms (rupa) according to his 
qualities."81 Thus, the nature ofthe physical form is determined 
by the actions or qualities of the soul or self (dehz = atman). 

This theory is referred to and criticized in the Samyukta, 
where the question of who made this body is raised, and bhikkhunz 
Sela says that it is neither self-made nor wrought by another. 
Rejecting the use of a metaphysical principle to explain the causa
tion of the human personality, the Buddhists, after a perusal of 
observable facts, explained it as being due to a concatenation of 
causes. 82 

Applying the theory of self-causation to the sphere of moral 
responsibility, the Svetasvatara Upani.yad says: "Whoever has 
qualities is the doer of deeds that bring recompense, and of such 
action surely he experiences the consequences. Undergoing all 
forms characterized by the three qualities, treading the three paths, 
the individual self wanders along according to its deeds."83 Both 
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Mahav'ira and the Buddha opposed this conception of moral 
responsibility. 

In the Sutrakrtanga, MahavIra is represented as rejecting the 
view that suffering is self-caused (na tarrz sayarrz kaeJarrz dukkharrz).84 
The commentator SiIa:rika says: "'Caused by oneself' (sayarrz 
kaeJarrz) means 'caused by one's own effort' (atmana puru$akarena 
krtam)," and he adduces empirical arguments for the rejection of 
this view by MahavIra. He points out, "If one experiences happi
ness, etc., caused by one's own effort, then why should there be 
disparity in, or even absence of, results reaped by servants, traders, 
farmers and others when they exert equal effort. Some, even those 
who do not have a profession, such as servants, appear to enjoy 
great gains. Therefore, nothing can be achieved by one's own 
effort."85 This line of argument leaves room for the introduction 
of another agency to which the effect (phala) can be attributed 
when one's own exertion does not seem to be the determining 
factor. Thus, according to the Jaina theory of causation, it is not 
human exertion alone but some other agency that combines to 
produce the effect. 86 

The early Buddhist literature makes numerous references to 
the theory of self-causation of suffering (and happiness).87 The 
Samyukta records an interesting dialogue between a man called 
Acela Kassapa and the Buddha.88 Kassapa raises the question 
whether suffering is self-caused, to which the Buddha gives a 
negative answer. The Buddha argues thus: "A person acts and the 
same person experiences [the result]-this, Kassapa, which you 
emphatically call 'suffering self-wrought,' amounts to the eternalist 
theory."89 This explanation shows that the Buddha was aware that 
the problem of personal identity was connected with the theory of 
moral responsibility. For the Buddha the Upanj~adic solution was 
not the least satisfactory. Commenting on the foregoing explana
tion of the Buddha, C. A. F. Rhys Davids says: "We fare no better 
in the editorial hands over the way in which the Founder is shown 
teaching another important application of the causal law. We mean 
the statement of continuous identity. "90 

This criticism may lose its force if we carefully consider the 
argument in light of the Buddha's attitude toward metaphysical 
concepts. The Buddha is represented as rejecting the theory of self
causation of happiness and suffering because he was aware, as 
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pointed out earlier, that acceptance of the theory of self-causation 
results in the adoption of a metaphysical entity such as a permanent 
self or soul, and therefore does not solve the problem of personal 
identity. His empirical attitude prevented him from accepting a 
permanent and immutable self (atman) serving the functions of 
both the agent (karta) and the enjoyer (bhokta) of consequences. 

This is evident from a conversation the Buddha had with a 
monk named Moliya Phagguna, who raised the question, Who feeds 
on consciousness-sustenance? The Buddha pointed out: "It is not 
a proper question. I am not saying [someone] feeds on it. If I were 
to say, '[Someone] feeds on it,' then the question, 'Lord, who feeds 
on it?' would be a fitting one. But I do not say so. And since I do 
not say so, if some one were to ask me: 'Of what, Lord, is con
sciousness the sustenance?' this would be a fitting question. "91 This 
does not mean that the Buddha despised the beliefs of common 
sense. His attitude is comparable to that of a modern Logical 
Positivist, who is suspicious of the "unreflecting analysis of those 
beliefs, which takes the grammatical structure of the sentence as a 
trustworthy guide to its meaning."92 Therefore, the Buddha refor
mulates the question without leaving room for the introduction of 
any substantive ego, an atman. 

Taking up the question of the self-causation of suffering, the 
Buddha says: "Even those who believe that [happiness and] suffer
ing are self-caused depend on contact (phassa, ch'u) [with the world], 
for it is impossible to have any experience without contact. "93 The 
inference is that the Buddha reduced the substantive ego (atman) 
of the Upani~adic thinkers to what may be described in Humean 
terms as "a bundle or collection of different perceptions. "94 To say 
something about the self, according to the Buddha, is to say some
thing about sense experiences. In making these arguments, the 
Buddha rejected the Upani~adic conception of moral responsibility, 
which in turn was based on the theory of self-causation. 

The inherent conflict in the Upani~adic theory of self-causa
tion could not lie dormant forever. Evolution or transformation of 
an immutable and permanent self (atman) was a paradox. The 
Upani~adic thinkers, therefore, gradually came to consider change 
as a mere illusion of our deceptive senses because it could not be 
reconciled with a permanent and homogeneous bodily reality.95 
They were led to a complete denial of plurality.96 Although the 
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search for an essential unity of things was crowned with success, 
philosophy suffered a severe setback as a result ofthis transcenden
talism. As Deussen puts it: "This unity excluded all plurality, and 
therefore, all proximity in space, all succession in time, all inter
dependence as cause and effect, and all opposition as subject 
and object."97 Reality was considered to be beyond space, time, 
change,98 and therefore causality. Change is a mere matter of 
words, nothing but a name (vadirambhanalfl vikaro namadheyalfl). 99 

After this, metaphysical speculation took the upper hand, and any 
serious attempt to give a rational explanation of the things of 
experience is lacking in the Upani~ads. 

THEORIES OF DIVINE CREATION 

We now come to the second category of pre-Buddhist theories 
of causation: external causation. The theories in that category that 
belong to the Vedic tradition are those asserting the creation of the 
world by an omniscient and omnipotent God (issara, tsun YU).100 
Many theories of creation are mentioned in the pre-Buddhist 
literature. They appear to be the product of reasoning as well as of 
religious experience. Of the two methods, it was by the former that 
the concept of God and creation, as it appears in the Vedas and the 
BrahmaJ;las, seems to have been arrived at. The argument from 
religious experience was mostly adduced during the period of the 
later Upani~ads. 

The process of reasoning by which the conception of God was 
arrived at in the Vedas and the Brahma:Q.as involved two types of 
arguments, namely, the cosmological and the teleological, or the 
argument from design. 

The cosmological argument is based on the assumption that 
the infinite regression of time is meaningless. The problem of the 
infinite regression of time is hinted at in the Nasadzya-sukta. 101 

The conception of the infinity of time (and of space) seems to have 
been personified in the form of Aditi.102 But the Vedic thinkers 
could not reconcile themselves to the idea of infinite regression. 
Prajapati Parame~tin appears to have been aware of the problem 
of the infinite regression of contingent phenomena, and he raised 
genuine doubts as to whether anybody could say what the beginning 
of the universe was. But even he had to fall back upon something 
that he described with attributes that are the opposite of those of 
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existence: "That One, breathless, breathed by its own nature."103 
This is a clear indication of an attempt to avoid the infinite regres
sion of contingent phenomena by resorting to a noncontingent 
factor. 104 

While the reluctance to accept the infinite regression of phe
nomena contributed to the development of the idea of God, it was 
further supported by the theory of self-causation. According to the 
theory of self-causation, a phenomenon produces from within itself 
another phenomenon. Tracing observable phenomena backwards, 
the Vedic thinkers posited primordial substances such as the 
(heavenly) waters ('apas). But this is only a material cause that is 
insentient and inanimate, although the later Upani§ladic thinkers 
attempted to explain such primordial substances as being sentient. 
Therefore, the necessity of positing an intelligent being as the 
creator of the universe may have been felt even at an early date. 

This theoretic desire to determine the first cause of the world 
grew keener and keener, and we find several hymns devoted to it, 
Narayana's "Hymn of Creation" (Puru~a-sukta) being one of the 
best-known.1os Although the so-called cosmological argument led 
to a belief in an original Being (sat) that possessed characteristics 
opposite to those of the world of experience, the concept of a 
personal God as the creator of the universe did not appear. Barua 
has rightly remarked that it was the conception of Hirat;lyagarbha 
and of Visvakarman that showed a considerable advance toward 
the idea of God." 106 In one of the hymns of the ~gveda, things of 
the world are traced back to their causes. 107 The sun, which was 
called the Golden Germ. (hira1')yagarhha), was looked upon as the. 
great power of the universe, from which all other powers and 
existences, divine and earthly, are derived. It represented the 'origin 
oflife.'108 The sun, which denotes fire or the generating principle, 
was the solar essenCe. But it was itself contained in the (heavenly) 
water. The author of the hymn was not satisfied by explaining the 
origin and development of the world using water as the first prin
ciple, for there conceivably was a higher principle behind it. It was 
Prajapati, the God of gods, who brought forth water and provided 
the generating principle and the ordaining power of things. This 
was the theory posed in reply to the question, "What God should 
we adore with our oblations ?"109 

The other argument, the teleological argument, or the argu-
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ment from design, appears to be the basis of the conception of the 
creator God found in the hymn addressed to Visvakarman. The 
question raised there is, "What was the tree, what wood in sooth 
produced, from which they fashioned the earth and heaven ?"110 
The critics of the teleological argument have tried to show that the 
argument does not prove that the God is a creator but only an 
architect who arranges the materia1. 111 But this criticism does not 
hold itt the case of the Vedic conception, for according to the hymn, 
the original substance out of which the universe was fashioned 
derives its being from the creator God. The commentator Sayana 
says that there is no contradiction in applying the attributes 
'created' and 'creator' to the same being because of the ability to 
assume both these attributes by the power of tapas. 112 Thus, the 
creator is one with the creation, although he is the maker, disposer, 
and the omniscient one. 113 

Most ofthe theories of creation in the J;?.gveda include mechan
ical and organic views of creation. But in the hymns addressed to 
Visvakarman we come across, for the first time, the idea of a 
personal creator God, which became a favorite topic of speculation 
during the period of the Brahmru;tas. 

In the sacrificial metaphysics of the Brahmru;tas, theological 
speculation centers on Prajapati, who replaces various other con
cepts found in the philosophic hymns of the J;?.gveda and the 
Atharvaveda. In the Taittir'fya Brahmal'Ja, Prajapati is identified 
with Visvakarman.114 Continuity in the cycle of creation is hinted 
at when it is said, several places in the Satapatha Brahmal'Ja, that 
Prajapati, after creating beings, became exhausted and was healed 
by the gods (his offspring) by the power ofthe sacrifice. us Although 
Prajapati was the creator, his ability for continuous procreation 
was dependent on the sacrifice. In the Brahma~as there are only a 
few instances where the theory of creation is presented independent 
of sacrificial metaphysics. Once it is said that Prajapati, who alone 
was at the beginning (agra) and who thought of procreation, created 
the three worlds by the power of heat (tapas).116 An attempt is also 
made to explain how Prajapati created living beings of various 
species. 

Side by side with the conception of Prajapati, we find the 
conceptions of Brahman (neuter)U7 and of Brahma (masculine)118 
serving the function of creator God. This is evident in a statement 
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repeated in several texts belonging to different periods. In the 
Paficavilflsa, or lalJqya Maha BrahmalJa, Brahman (neuter) is said 
to be the "first born of the divine order."1l9 In the Taittirzya 
BrahmalJa, the same is said in identical words with regard to 
Prajapati. 120 This suggests that the concepts of Brahman (neuter), 
Brahma (masculine), and Prajapati were used without much dis
crimination during the period of the BrahmaI).as, which may be 
considered a formative stage in the conception of a personal 
GOd. 12l 

The rational justification of the existence of God and of the 
creation of the world by him continued during the time of the 
Aitareya AralJyaka. There we find the amalgamation of the two 
arguments, the cosmological and the teleological, for the existence 
of God. We have already seen how MahTdasa Aitareya explained 
the causality of phenomena. Things arise as effects (tUfa) from 
causes (mula). Tracing these causes backward, one arrives at the 
conception of water (apas), the first root of which the universe is 
the shoot. 122 This primordial matter, which was passive and which 
served as the substratum of change, had to be energized; hence the 
idea of God brooding over matter. 123 

The principle of motion by which passive matter was set in 
motion was considered to be something other than matter. This 
was God, the highest truth (satyasya sat yam). 124 This argument is 
extensively used by Uddyotakara in his Nyaya Varttika to prove 
the existence of God. He maintains that "Just as an axe, not being 
intelligent itself, acts [only] after having been directed by an in
telligent carpenter, in the same manner do unconscious pradhana, 
atoms, and karma act. Therefore, they are also directed by an 
intelligent cause."12S 

Speculative theories based on rational explanations rather 
than mystical experience seem to be a characteristic of thought 
during the period of the Vedas and the BrahmaI).as. Such speculative 
theories about the existence of God and the creation of the world by 
him continued during the time of the early and middle Upani~ads. 
In the BrhadaralJyaka Upani~ad we find a speculative theory that 
partakes of most of the ideas expressed in the Vedas, BrahmaI).as, 
and the AraI).yakas but tries for the first time to explain how the 
original unitary Being gave rise to the world of manifold variety. 126 

As is evident, the belief was that the Self (atma), which served the 
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function of a creator God, was solely responsible for the creation 
of the world of diversity. With the disappearance of the distinction 
between atman and brahman, on the one hand,127 and the synony
mous use of brahman and brahma, which are not strictly distin
guished in the early Upani~ads, on the other,128 Brahma assumed 
the role of a personal creator God. It is this stratum of thought that 
is preserved in the Mur;eJaka Upani~ad when it says: "Brahma arose 
as the first among the gods, the maker of the universe, the protector 
of the world."129 It is an echo of the statements made about 
Brahman and about Prajapati in the Brahma:Q.as referred to earlier. 

The intuitional method of verifying the existence of God ap
pears to have been adopted during the time of the later Upani~ads. 
During this period more and more importance was attached to 
yogic concentration and the mental powers attained by such meth
ods. Meditation was considered the proper means of beholding 
God. The Sveta§vatara Upani~ad says: "By making one's own body 
the lower friction stick and the syllable 'Om' the upper friction 
stick, by practicing the friction of meditation (dhyana) , one may 
see the God (deva) who is hidden, as it were."130 

In the same Upani~ad, the following question is posed: "Pre
sided over by whom do we live our different conditions in pleasure 
and pain ?"131 Having rejected some of the theories of causation 
such as time (kala), nature (svabhava), necessity or fate (niyati) 
posited by contemporary thinkers, the Upani~ad replied thus: 
"Those who have followed after meditation and abstraction saw 
the self-power of God hidden in his own qualities. He is the one 
who rules over all these causes, from 'time' to the 'soul'."132 

The repeated occurrence of the terms r§ and r§vara in the sense 
of an omnipotent God is a significant feature of the Sveta§vatara 
Upani~ad. 133 Also, the word deva occurs in almost every stanza in 
this Upani~ad and indicating that the idea of God as a personal 
being was the predominant conception. This God (r§vara) is the 
creator of all and receives the appellation of vi§vakarma. 134 He is 
the supreme Lord of Lords, the highest deity of deities. 135 The 
function of the creation of the world attributed to Brahma in the 
earlier Upani~ads is transferred to r§vara in the Svetasvatara 
Upani~ad. This appears to be the formative stage of the conception 
of fSvara, which was to dominate the theological speculations of a 
later time. 136 
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Criticism of the theories of creation. Side by side with this new 
concept of fsvara we find the continuation of the earlier concept of 
Brahma (masculine).137 Therefore, when the Buddhist texts refer 
at times to Brahma as a personal creator God 138 and, at other 
times, to fsvara (issara, tsun yu) playing the same role,139 they are 
not referring to fanciful accounts of their own imagination 140 but 
are presenting genuine conceptions found in the mainstream of the 
Vedic tradition. 

As we have already seen, the terms brahma and fsvara were 
used synonymously in the later Upani~ads. This is reflected in the 
early Buddhist texts, where it is often said: "yo kho so bhavarp. brah
ma mahabrahma abhibhu anabhibhUto afifiadatthudaso vasavattT 
issaro katta nimmata settho safijita vaSI pita bhUtabhavyanarp." 
("That illustrious Brahma, the Supreme One, the Mighty, the A11-
seeing, the Ruler, the Lord of all, the Maker, the Creator, the Chief 
of all, appointing to each his place, the Ancient of days, the Father 
of all that are and are to be").141 The Chinese Agamas preserve 
this statement and there, too, the terms ta fan and tsu tsai are used 
synonymously.142 Moreover, in the Pa{ika-suttanta, the Buddha 
refers to some teachers who advocated the traditional doctrine of 
creation of the world by I§vara, by Brahma,143 and the commen
tator believes that there the two terms I§vara and Brahma are used 
synonymously. 144 

The intuitional method of verifying the existence of God is 
referred to and criticized in the Brahmaj'iila-suttanta. 145 There, the 
Buddha does not adopt the negative approach that treats all forms 
of religious experience as illusions or hallucinations. He adopts a 
more sober attitude, comparable to that held by Broad and Stace 
in our day. According to that view, human beings do, in some 
religious experiences, come in contact with "an aspect of reality" 
not encountered in more ordinary types of experience, but that 
aspect of reality is probably misdescribed by the use of theological 
language. 146 This method of refutation was adopted by the Buddha 
in criticizing the claims of the sages who maintained that they had 
witnessed God in their trances. The Buddha's argument is put 
forward in the form of a parable. He says: 

At the dissolution of the world process, some of the beings 
are born in the realm of Brahma, and of these, the being 
who is to be born in that realm first comes to be oflong life, 
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good complexion and is powerful. Beings who follow him are 
inferior. It so happens that one of the beings who came later, 
having passed away from that realm, is reborn in this world. 
After being reborn here he adopts the life of a religious 
.mendicant and by practicing mental concentration is able to 
reach such rapture of thought that he can recollect his past 
births up to some moment [of his life in the Brahma-world] 
and not beyond. Then with regard to the being who was first 
born in the realm of Brahma, he maintains that "he is the 
great Brahma, the supreme one, the mighty, the all-seeing, 
the ruler, the lord of all, appointing to each his place, the 
ancient of days, the father of all that are and are to be, and 
we must have been created by him."147 

21 

This fanciful account is intended merely to refute the idea of 
creation. At the same time, it testifies to the existence of people 
who depended on religious experience to make assertions about the 
existence of a creator God. The Buddha seems to have been aware 
of the difficulty into which these religious teachers had fallen. As 
the parable shows, he rejected their views not because they were 
illusions or hallucinations but because they were misdescriptions 
of an aspect of reality that pertains to extrasensory perception. 

Further, the view that the origin of the world was due to the 
creative activity of God was refuted bya counter-theory that appears 
to reject each of the salient features of pre-Buddhist theory. First, 
the view that the world process had a conceivable beginning is 
rejected when it is suggested that the process is one of dissolution 
(sarrzvatta, huai) and evolution (vivatta,pien), without a beginning. 
Second, the Upani~adic idea that the first being became as big as a 
man and woman embracing each other and that the parting of this 
very body into two resulted in the appearance of man and wife is 
rejected. 148 The Buddhist text maintains instead that just like the 
first being, another being appeared in this world, having disap
peared from the world of Brahma. 149 Then it explains how the 
being who came first misconstrued that he was the creator of other 
beings who came later. Because the first being hoped for the com
pany of another, he interpreted the appearance of the second being 
as a response to his wish. As for the other beings who came later, 
they thought that the being who appeared first was their creator. 
This story exposes the fallacy of the idea of creation of the world 
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by an almighty God and perhaps also indicts the view that the prior 
or the preceding is always the cause of the subsequent. 

The Buddha's objection to the view that the world of beings, 
with their happiness and suffering, is created by an omnipotent and 
omniscient God is based mainly on two grounds. First, it denies 
the doctrine of the moral responsibility of man, and second, it is 
detrimental to the religious life. 

According to the Mahabodhi Tataka, "If God (issara) were to 
determine the life of all beings, including their happiness and misery, 
virtue and vice, then man is carrying out the commandments of 
God. Therefore, it would be God who would be smeared by their 
actions." This argument, which makes use of the idea of creation 
itself to refute the theory of creation, is compared to the bringing 
down of a mango by striking it with another mango. 150 Another 
argument is adduced to the same effect: "If beings experience plea
sure and pain because of theistic determination, then the NigaJ).thas, 
for example, are created by an evil God because they experience 
extreme forms of pain; and the Buddha, because he, being freed 
from defilements, enjoys extreme happiness, would be a creation 
of a beneficent God."ISI From these arguments it is evident that 
the Buddha objects to the idea of creation because it tends to 
undermine the idea of moral responsibility. 

On the other hand, if we were to holdthat evils such as murder 
or theft are due to theistic determination, it would destroy the very 
foundation of religious life. The Anguttara says: "For those who 
fall back on the idea of creation by God as the essential reason, 
there is neither desire nor effort, nor the sense of 'ought' and 'ought 
not.' Thus in the absence of such [disposition and discrimination] 
in truth and verity, the term 'recluse' cannot be applied [to such a 
person] because he lives in a state of bewilderment with the faculties 
unguarded." The doctrine of creation (issaranimmalJahetu, yin tsun 
yu tsao), along with two other views, namely, that everything is due 
to past action (pubbekatahetu, yin su ming tsao) and that everything 
is due to chance occurrence (ahetu appaccaya, wu yin wu yuan), are 
considered to be sectarian tenets (titthtiyatana, tu ch'u) that lead 
to a traditional doctrine of inaction (akiriya, wu tsO).IS2 



II. Pre-Buddhist Theories of Causation: 
The Non-Vedic Tradition 

THE VARIOUS THEORIES of external causation, except the 
theory of creation by a personal God, are predominantly non
Vedic, although the germs of these theories may be found in the 
Vedic tradition itself. Most of these theories may be classified under 
the broad category of Naturalism. 

Theories of Naturalism 

In the history of Indian thought, three types of Naturalism 
have arisen. The :first type is synonymous with Materialism, which 
regards all facts of the universe as sufficiently explained by a theory 
of matter. 1 Matter is considered the ultimate fact of the universe, 
and all phenomena, including the phenomenon of consciousness, 
are reduced by the theory to transformations of material molecules. 
The transformation of material molecules takes place according to 
inherent nature (svabhava). This school of thought is represented 
in Indian philosophy by the Carvakas, the Lokayata, or the 
Barhaspatya. 

The second type of Naturalism is the one advocated by the 
Ajlvikas, who, while accepting the Materialist conception of the 
universe, laid emphasis on the theory of complete natural deter
minism (niyatz). Being influenced by the biological speculations of 
the time, however, they, unlike the Materialists, believed in trans
migration. The third type of Naturalism limits itself to what is 
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natural or normal in its explanation of the universe, instead of 
appealing to what is supernatural. Its scope is not limited to physi
cal nature but takes in mental phenomena, which are also consid
ered fundamental constituents of the universe. It may be this type 
of Naturalism Riepe had in mind when he said: "Every school 
that is materialistic is also naturalistic although it is by no means 
true that all naturalistic schools are materialistic."2 

MATERIALISM 

Let us consider the first type of Naturalism, namely, Materi
alism. Materialism is generally thought to be a product of the 
incipient rational temper pervading the pre-Buddhist philosophical 
atmosphere,3 and especially a revolt against the ritualism of the 
Vedas and BrahmaI).as and some of the idealistic metaphysics of 
the Upani~ads. Systematic treatment of Materialism is found quite 
late in the history of Indian philosophy. The sources by which the 
teachings of this school can be reconstructed fall into three broad 
categories. (1) The references to Materialistic teachings in the 
orthodox as well as the Jaina and Buddhist literature. These ac
counts are tinged with partiality, since only the aspects of Mate
rialistic teaching that are opposed to the doctrines of the school 
quoting them are emphasized, to the neglect of other aspects. 
(2) Accounts in the histories of philosophical systems such as the 
$atj,darsanasamuccaya and Sarvadarsanasarrzgraha, which, though 
their authors may belong to a particular faith, present the views of 
the Materialists as a comprehensive whole. In this category may be 
included the account of Materialism found in the Santi-parvan of 
the Mahabharata. 4 (3) The Tattvopaplavasirrzha of Jayarasi Bhatta 
is a unique work, being the only treatise on Materialism belonging 
to a Materialistic school. 

There is no doubt that the information supplied by the sources 
of the first category is the earliest. Yet it would be unfair to depend 
on them for a true picture of the materialistic philosophy. On the 
contrary, it would be more fitting to evaluate the information 
gathered from the sources of the first category in the light of the 
information afforded by those of the second and third, for the 
latter present a systematic treatment of Materialism. 

There are several important discussions by modern scholars 
of Indian Materialism. s Some have traced the origins of Mate-
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rialist thinking to the early Upani~adic period. 6 Iayatilleke has 
pointed out that "the Materialists themselves seem to trace their 
doctrines to the early Upani~ads when they quote a statement 
attributed to Yajiiavalkya in the Upani~ads in support of their 
doctrines".7 Discussing the ontological speculations of U ddalaka 
in the Chandogya Upani.$ad, Ruben calls them a form of "hylozo
istische Monismus," and traces the germs of Materialism to the 
thought of U ddalaka. 8 On the other hand, we find Sa:tikara making 
an effort to distinguish Uddalaka's theory from the more mate
rialistic Sa:tikhya and to interpret it as a form of Idealism (see 
chapter 1). For Uddalaka and his predecessors, as in the case of 
the Milesians,9 the union of matter and spirit in a primordial 
substance was an unquestioned assumption. But as time went on, 
matter and spirit tugged more and more strongly at the bonds that 
united them until the emergence of completely materialistic as well 
as naturalistic schools on the one hand and the idealistic schools on 
the other. Therefore, it is possible to trace the origins of Materi
alism as well as of Idealism to the hylozoistic tendencies in the 
thought of Uddalaka and his predecessors.1o 

Causation through inherent nature (svabhava). It was pointed 
out that a theory of self-causation was at the basis of the philosophy 
of change accepted by Uddalaka (see chapter 1). The material 
elements, which were considered sentient, were able to produce out 
of themselves succeeding elements. Even the Sa:tikhya, which, ac
cording to Sa:tikara, considered material elements to be insentient, 
accepted a theory of self-causation. But being unable to explain 
how movement can be initiated in insentient matter (prakrtz), the 
Sa:tikhya school posited an external spiritual principle, puru.$a, that 
creates the movement in matter. Therefore, in the ultimate analysis, 
it is the spirit or puru.$a that sets the chain of causation moving. The 
Materialists rejected the spiritual principle as accounting for move
ment and instead attributed change to inherent nature (svabhava). 

Although no separate work of the Materialists in the pre
Buddhist period has come down to us, there is no doubt that the 
school existed independently, fighting against the ritualistic and the 
idealistic schools of thought current at that time. This is borne out 
by the Svetasvatara Upani.$ad, which refers to several contemporary 
theories of change and causation, two of which are the "theory 
of elements" (bhutani) and the "theory of inherent nature" 
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(svabhiiva).l1 There is a tendency to indentify Materialism with 
the theory of elements, 12 but not with the theory of inherent nature. 
In the later sources of the Materialist school, we find that Materi
alism, or the theory of elements, is inextricably connected with the 
theory of inherent nature. 13 layatilleke believes that in the Sar
vadarsanasa1[1.graha the Materialists have adopted the theory of 
inherent nature. 14 But in the Mahabhiirata we have an earlier 
reference to the close connection between Materialism and 
svabhava. 15 Unfortunately, the early laina and Buddhist texts make 
no reference to this aspect of Materialism even though it is men
tioned in the Svetasvatara Upani~ad. But is this silence on the part 
of the Buddhists and the lainas a proof of the nonacceptance of the 
theory of inherent nature by the Materialists? If Natural Deter
minism (svabhavavada) was adopted by the Materialists at some 
point, what was their position before its adoption? Did they pro
pound a theory of chance (yadrcchii)? This is not plausible, because 
even the Nihilist school of Materialists, as will be pointed out later, 
accepted a theory of inherent nature. We are inclined to believe that 
svabhavavada was part and parcel of Materialism, even in pre
Buddhist times. 

Two types of Materialism. All accounts of Materialism admit 
the plurality of elements. 16 Even the Tattvopaplavasi1[1.ha, which 
purports to 'upset all realities' (tattva-upaplava) including the mate
rial elements, admits, at the level of conventional truth, the reality 
of the four elements, earth, water, fire, and air. 17 Scholars have gen
erally agreed that the Materialists saw the material or the physical 
world as the only reality and considered nonmaterial phenomena, 
such as consciousness, unreal. But this is not so. The Tattvopaplava
si1[1.ha testifies to the existence of a slightly different philosophy of 
Materialism. 

Comparing the conceptions of reality given in the sources 
mentioned above, it is possible to classify the Materialists into two 
schools, (1) those who upheld a theory of evolution (parir,zatz) of 
physical objects and ascribed reality to them, denying the reality of 
mental phenomena, and (2) those who upheld a nihilistic theory 
denying the reality even of physical objects. 

Group 1 is certainly the best-known. Both the $atfdarsa
nasamuccaya of Haribhadra and the Sarvadarsanasa1[1.graha of 
Madhava present this theory. The $atfdarsanasamuccaya states it 
thus: "As a result of the evolution (parir,zatz) of body (deha) by the 
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combination of elements of earth, etc., consciousness arises." The 
same theory is set out in the Sarvadarsanasarrzgraha: "Here the 
elements, earth, etc. are the four realities; from the evolution of 
bodily form (dehdkara) from these [realities], consciousness is 
produced."18 Thus, according to this theory, body (deha) and such 
other physical things are real in that they have evolved directly from 
real material elements. But these bodies are distinguished from 
consciousness, which arises in the bodies once they have evolved 
(parilJatebhyal;). This implies that the physical bodies are as real as 
the material particles that constitute them, but consciousness is only 
a by-product and is therefore unreal. Because Materialists of 
group 1 accepted perception (and also inference in a limited sense) 
as a valid form of knowledge, they were able to grant the reality of 
physical bodies, but they rejected consciousness, etc. as unreal 
since these are not subject to perception (a4r.sta). 

Belief in the evolution of the physical personality (deha = 
rupa) from material elements, and the granting of a greater degree 
of reality to objects that have evolved in this manner than to 
consciousness, may have led these Materialists to accept a person
ality lasting as long as life. This gave rise to a school of Materialists 
who believed that the soul is identical with the body (tajjfvatac
charfravada), a theory referred to in the Buddhist as well as the 
J aina texts. 19 

The teachings of group 2 are represented in the Tattvopaplava
sirrzha. There the constitution of the phenomenal world is described 
in a slightly different way. It does not speak of evolution but 
maintains that "earth, water, fire and air are the realities, and as a 
result of their combination [arise] body, senses, objects and con
sciousness."2o The important feature in this statement is that even 
the body, the senses, and external objects-without distinction
are put into the same category as consciousness. Consciousness is 
considered by all Materialists as unreal, and therefore the conclu
sion that this school believes that even physical bodies are unreal 
is irresistible. Such a theory is quite plausible when we consider the 
epistemological standpoint of this school of Materialists. As 
Jayatilleke has pointed out, they denied even perception,21 and 
thus there was no ground for a belief that physical bodies are real. 

Dialectical arguments were adduced by this school of Mate
.rialists to refute the conception of causality (hetuphalabhava). 
Jayadisi rejected the idea of production Uanakatva)22 as well as 
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concomitance (sahotpada).23 That rejection led him to deny the 
idea of destruction (vilJasa).24 Denial of any form of production 
appears to be the result of the acceptance of the a priori premiss 
that "What is does not perish, and from nothing comes nothing, "25 
which is attributed by SiIaitka to one of the schools of Materi
alism. 26 Having rejected destruction (vilJasa), J ayarasi had to 
admit the permanence of all realities. 27 This he did without any 
hesitation when, after criticizing the conception of causality, he 
concluded that "anterior or posterior activity is not generated by 
immovable or static matter (avicalitarupa)."28 This means that the 
Nihilist school of Materialists upheld a theory of motionless perma
nence (avicalita-nityatvam). With the acceptance of the principle 
of motionless permanence, these Materialists were compelled to 
maintain the unproductivity or barrenness of phenomena. This 
idea was certainly hinted at by J ayarasi when he said: "The wise do 
not query about causation or absence of causation in the case of a 
barren woman's child who is nonexistent."29 

Conception of svabhava. Of all the doctrines of the Materi
alists, the one that is most relevant to our study is their conception 
of Natural Determinism (svabhavavada). Without doubt it was the 
Materialists who first put forward a systematic theory of inherent 
nature (svabhava). Both Ramatlrtha Svampo and NrsiItlha Asra
ma,31 commenting on the Sarrzk$epasarfrika32 of Sarvajfiatma 
Muni, attributed svabhavavada to the Materialists. 

It was noted above that according to the first school of Mate
rialists there is a plurality of elements and the phenomenal world is 
the product of the evolution of these material elements. The most 
popular school of Materialists, we are informed, denied the validity 
of inference. 33 If so, how did they explain evolution? What was 
the principle by which the plurality of elements formed the world 
of experience? Jayatilleke states the problem that the second 
school of Materialists, according to his classification, faced as a 
result of their change of epistemological outlook, but he leaves it 
unsolved. He says: "It is difficult to say whether this school asserted 
that there was a necessary connection between cause and effect or 
merely held that concomitance or sequence was only probable and 
therefore the inference was only probable."34 Having changed its 
epistemological outlook, this school of Materialists would be 
expected to propound a theory of causation. But it must be remem-
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bered that these Materialists changed for practical reasons and as 
a result of the criticism of the other schools of thought. Though 
they accepted the validity of inference in a limited sense, they 
emphasized that the inferable was confined to the sphere of the 
verifiable. Thus, it was difficult for them to go beyond the school of 
Materialists that accepted sense perception only as a valid means 
of knowing and put forward a theory of causation based on the 
inductive principle. 

According to the best-known school of Materialists, "a uni
versal proposition is not established even by the observation of 
several instances because of the possibility of error, even after a 
thousand instances have been observed. Though, by the observation 
of several instances, we come to the conclusion that smoke and fire 
are concomitant, we cannot know that there is no smoke in the 
absence of fire, even after repeated observation."35 This denial of 
the validity of inference and thus of universal propositions militated 
against the acceptance of the principle of causation. 

Does this mean that the plurality of phenomena perceptible 
to the senses are destitute of causes? The Materialists of the 
Sarvadarianasarrzgraha raise this question thus: "Nanv adr~tani
~tau jagad vaicitryam akasmikarp. syad iti" (" If what is not per
ceived is not granted [as existing], is it not that variety in the world 
is due to chance occurrence ?")36 As this school of Materialists was 
opposed to indeterminism, the answer to that question was in the 
negative. The use of the word akasmika to denote the idea of chance 
occurrence is very significant, because Sankara used the very same 
word to explain yadrcchavada. Commenting on the Svet!iivatara 
Upani~ad, he says: yadrccha akasmikr prapti/:z. 37 If akasmika is a 
synonym for yadrccha, then certainly the Materialist theory set 
forth in the Sarvadarianasarrzgraha cannot be considered a "curious 
admixture of Svabhavavada and Yadrcchavada", as Hiriyanna 
would have us believe,38 because akasmika is rejected as a solution 
and in its place the belief in inherent nature (svabhava) is upheld. 39 
Even the Nihilist school of Materialists, which accepted a doctrine 
of motionless permanence (avicalita-nityatvam), appears to have 
believed in a theory of inherent nature (svabhava).40 

Defining the word svabhava occurring in the Svet!iivatara 
Upani~ad (1.2), Sankara says: "Svabhava is the unique power or 
property restricted to [individual or classes of] objects, like the 
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warmth of fire. "41 It is one's uniqueness. Udayana Acarya, in his 
Nyayakusumafijalf, supports and elaborates this view: "What per
tains to all cannot be inherent nature (svabhavatva) and indeed, the 
same thing cannot be the nature of more than one; otherwise there 
is contradiction. "42 Vardhamana, commenting on this passage, 
says: "Svabhava is said to be the property restricted to one [class of] 
object[s]. If that pertains to everything, then there would not arise 
the state of inherent nature (svabhavatva) or uniqueness (asad
hara1Jatva). "43 Vardhamana's explanation is significant in equating 
inherent nature (svabhava) with uniqueness (asadhara1Jatva). This 
means that svabhavavada involves the idea of necessary connection 
or invariability (niyamatva). 

Udayana Acarya defines invariability as "the dependence of 
the effect on the cause" and goes on to argue that if the Svabhava
vadins are to accept such a theory of invariability, then this 
svabhavavada may be acceptable.44 Commentator Varadaraja also 
maintains that "This itself, [invariability] is the dependence of the 
effect on the cause [in such a way] that it happens only when that 
exists. If an assisting cause devoid of invariability is not meant [by 
svabhavavada] , then svabhavavada would be accomplished. . .. If 
there be a svabhavavada [according to which] smoke exists when 
there is fire, it would be acceptable to us. "45 

This interpretation of svabhavavada makes it a theory of 
causation that maintains the invariable concomitance between two 
things such as fire and smoke. It would therefore be a recognition 
of the validity of a universal proposition that was categorically 
denied by the Materialists. As Varadaraja himself points out, the 
svabhavavada accepted by the Materialists is different from this.46 
The example quoted by Udayana Acarya to illustrate the Materi
alist theory of svabhava seems to refute the idea of interdepen
dence.47 Varadaraja also considers that the belief in permanence 
is intended to affirm nondependence (anapek.yatva).48 Belief in the 
permanence of material elements was a cornerstone of the Mate
rialist creed. Therefore, the svabhavavada propounded by the Mate
rialists was clearly opposed to interdependence.49 

For the Svabhavavadin, a phenomenon does not depend on 
another phenomenon or group of phenomena for its existence. It 
depends on its inherent nature (svabhava). Inherent nature was the 
only cause (kara1Ja). Therefore, Nrsi!p.ha A§rama, commenting on 
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the Sarrzk~epa§arlrika, says: "The Carvakas maintain that inherent 
nature (svabhava) is the cause because of the inadmissibility of 
positing a theory of cause and effect apart from inherent nature." 50 

This is because the Materialists were reluctant to draw any infer
ences beyond what is perceived. They refused to depend on past 
experiences to draw inferences for the present or the future. Denying 
induction, they were forced to abandon causality, and they main
tained that all things-for example, the sharpness of the thorns, the 
variegated instincts of the birds and the beasts-are born of in
herent nature. To maintain this it was not necessary to assume the 
validity of something unseen. It was an inference that did not go 
beyond, the verifiable, or, more correctly, the perceptible. 

The Materialists' rejection of interdependence and any form 
of causation except inherent nature (svabhliva) earned them the 
appellation of noncausationists (ahetuvada) (see below). But it 
must be emphasized that they were not indeterminists, for they 
accepted the determinism of nature (svabhliva). 

The interpretation of svabhava as the unique power or prop
erty of an object or a class of objects implies the classifiability of 
the things of the world according to their resemblance to one 
another. This leaves diversity or plurality as the ultimate char
acteristic of the universe. The prefix sva in the term svabhava means 
"one's own," implying contrast with "other," and is therefore 
definitely opposed to monism. 51 In fact, the Tattvopaplavasirrzha 
emphasizes the diversity in the world: "Because things are deter
mined, each according to its own nature, by nature, ... they partake 
of individuality or diversity." 52 

If svabhava is to be interpreted as inherent nature or self
nature, why did the Buddhists and J ainas include it under the 
category of external causation (pararrz katarrz, t' a tso), in opposition 
to self-causation (sayarrz katarrz, tsu tso)? The idea of self-causation, 
as we saw earlier (see chapter 1), was wedded to the conception of 
atman and considered to be the reality in man as well as in things. 
But the Svabhavavadin, who recognized no such entity as atman as 
a reality, formulated this theory of inherent nature (svabhliva) to 
explain the force at work in material phenomena. It was a purely 
physical law. The individual was only an automaton functioning 
according to the dictates of the stuff out of which his physical 
personality was composed. Nature was a power over which human 
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beings had no control; 53 in this sense it was external to them. 
Hence its inClusion under the category of external causation by 
those who recognized the validity of human exertion as a causal 
factor. 

This being the case, it is difficult to subscribe to the view put 
forward by Basham that according to the svabhavavZida the indi
vidual was "rigidly self-determined by his own somatic and psychic 
nature." Such a wider application of svabhZivavZida to include 
psychic phenomena can not be found, especially in the teachings 
of the Materialists, who alone, apart from the AjIvikas, put forward 
a theory of inherent nature (svabhZiva) before the rise of Buddhism. 
Basham himself maintains that the AjIvikas "viewed the individual 
as determined by forces exterior to himself." 54 If even the AjIvikas, 
who accepted such phenomena as rebirth, did not consider the 
psychic personality as being self-determined, it is difficult to see 
how the Materialists could do so. In fact, Basham's interpretation 
derives from a consideration of svabhZivavZida as a philosophy 
distinct from Materialism. 

XifvIKA DETERMINISM 

Another conception coming under the category of external 
causation that has very close connections with svabhZivavZida is 
niyativZida, complete determinism or fatalism. Much has been said 
about the conception of niyati, which was put forward by the 
AjIvika school of thought. 55 Very definite ideas have been expressed 
on many problems connected with AjIvikism. We feel that many of 
these views should be reconsidered and modified. Basham, ex
plaining the close connection between svabhZivavZida and niyativZida, 
says that some heretics exalted svabhava to the status of niyati in 
the regular AjIvika system. To illustrate this connection he quotes 
from the PrainavyZikarar;a of JiUinavimala and the Tarkarahasy
adfpikZi of Gut;laratna. 56 

One of the earliest exponents of niyativZida, or fatalism, was 
Makkhali Gos~ila. His teachings are recorded in the SZimafi
fiaphala-suttanta thus: 

There IS neither cause nor basis for the impurity of living 
beings; they become impure without cause or basis. There is 
neither cause nor basis for the purity of living beings; they 
become pure without cause or basis. There is no deed per-
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formed either by oneself or by others, no human exertion or 
action, no strength, no courage, no human endurance or 
human prowess. All beings, all that have breath, all that are 
born, all that have life are without power, strength, energy; 
have evolved according to destiny (niyatz), species (saizgati), 
and nature (bhava); and experience pleasure and pain in the 
six types of existence." 57 
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The crucial phrase in this passage is niyati-sangati-bhava
parifJata. Basham translates it as "developed by Destiny (niyati), 
chance (sangati) and nature (bhava)." Jayatilleke equates sangati 
with yadrccha (chance).58 Both scholars seem to have been guided 
by a rarer meaning of sangati given by lexicographers. MacDonnell 
gives the following meanings: "meeting with, resorting to a place, 
frequenting, association, intercourse; alliance (rare); accidental 
occurrence (rare); fitness, appropriateness; connection, relation; by 
chance, haply. Monier-Williams gives a similar list of meanings. 59 
Since chance (yadrccha) is opposed to both forms of determinism, 
namely, destiny (niyati) and inherent nature (svabhava),60 Jayatil
leke tries to reconcile the contradiction by maintaining that 
Makkhali Gosala is a "syncretic thinker" and that the central 
concepts of different schools are welded together in his teachings. 61 

Basham and Jayatilleke seem to have overlooked the traditional 
explanation of the word sangati. An examination of the comments 
of Buddhaghosa and Silailka in the light of the AjTvika cosmology 
shows that the term sangati, in the description of Makkhali 
Gosala's teaching, does not stand for chance occurrence (yadrccha). 

Silailka explains the term samgaiyam 62 as samgaiyam'ti sam
yak svaparifJamena gati/:t63, ("development or progress according to 
proper self-evolution"). The use of the word samyak is extremely 
important in that it points to the absence of any incongruity or 
inconsistency. To understand the full significance of the statement 
above, it should be examined in the light of the rest of Makkhali 
Gosala's teaching. We have already seen that the Svabhavavadins 
advocated plurality and the classification of this plurality according 
to the resemblance the elements bear to one another. Makkhali 
Gosala accepted svabhavavada as well as the classifiability of things, 
and in accordance with them presented the theory of the six types 
of existence (cha abhijati, liu sheng). 64 Buddhaghosa defines sangati 
as channam abhijatznarrz tattha tattha gamanarrz ("movement or 
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progress according to anyone of the six types of existence". 65 

The explanations of sahgati by Buddhaghosa and SilliIika seem 
to be very similar, the only difference being that the former gives 
a more specific description of the way things or beings are evolved, 
i.e., according to the six types of existence, while the latter explains 
it in very general terms as self-evolution (svapari1].ama).66 Moreover, 
Buddhagosa does not consider the words satta, pa1].a, bhilta and 
jfva, occurring in the statement of Makkhali's teaching, as syn
onyms but as references to different types of existence: 

satta = camels, buffaloes, donkeys, etc. 
pa1].a = beings with one sense, with two senses, etc.· 
bhilta = beings born from eggs, born in the womb, etc. 
jfva = rice, barley, wheat, and such other plants. 67 

The description of niyativada in the Chinese version of the 
Sama'ifiiaphala-suttanta, which is more lucid and less obscure than 
the Pali version, confirms Buddhaghosa's analysis of beings into 
different species. The Chinese equivalent of the phrase sabbe 
satta sabbe pa1].a sabbe bhilta sabbe jfva reads thus: i ch'ieh chung 
sheng yu ming chih lui,68 and may be literally rendered as "all 
beings, species of living things." 

A comparison ofthe Pali and Chinese versions of the Devadaha 
Sutta of the Majjhima would throw much light on the exact 
meaning of sangati. There five pre-Buddhist theories are men
tioned: 69 

Pali version Chinese version 
1. pubbekatahetu, ) 1. yin pen tso 
2. issaranimma1].ahetu, ',_ ~ 2. yin ho hui 
3. sangatibhavahetu, ~ 3. yin wei ming 
4. abhijatihetu, '-............ 4. yin chien 
5. ditthadhamma-upakkamahetu, X 5. yin tsun yu 

P(1) and C(1) represent the Jaina theory of karma (see below). 
P(2) and C(5) represent the theory of creation (see chapter 1). 
P(5) and C(4) refer to a theory put forward by those who upheld 
the validity of human exertion. The phrase ho hui in C(2), meaning 
"coming together" or "harmony," were used to render the Pali 
term sannipata, which occurs in the passages describing the process 
of rebirth, or more properly, the conception of a being. 70 Therefore, 
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in the present instance, ho hui may be taken as representing the 
term saizgati. Thus, C(2) is the equivalent of P(3). Then we are 
left with P( 4) and C(3). C(3) may be translated as "by reason of 
destiny" (= niyati?), which along with C(2) would constitute the 
AjIvika theory of niyatisaizgatibhavahetu. But P(3) and P( 4) appear 
to overlap each other because, according to Buddhaghosa's 
analysis, saizgati can be explained on the basis of the theory of 
the six types of existence (abhijati). Thus, it appears that the 
Chinese version of the Devadaha-sutta presents the AjIvika con
ception of niyatisaizgatibhava, having split it into two parts-wei 
ming referring to niyati and ho hui representing saizgati (bhava)
while in the Pali version we find a repetition of the conception of 
species (sangati). 

That even Gautama Sailghadeva, in his translation of the 
Devadaha-sutta, has understood the term saizgati to mean "coming 
together" or "harmony," and not "chance" (yadrccha) is evident 
from his rendering of the term as ho hui. The problem would then 
be how to interpret this "coming together" or "harmony." Another 
Chinese rendering of the phrase niyatisangatibhavaparilJata be
comes helpful in solving this problem. It is the phrase ting fen 
hsiang hsu chuan pien, where ting fen represents niyati, hsiang hsu 
represents saizgati (bhava), and chuan pien, parilJata.71 The phrase 
hsiang hsu is generally used in Buddhist Chinese to mean "stream" 
or "continuity" (santati, santana). 72 Therefore, the coming together 
or harmony represented by the characters ho hui may be understood 
as the "harmony of the characteristics that constitute·one stream." 
According to the AjIvika theory of existence, a thing has to fall 
into one of the six categories of existence. The particular charac
teristics possessed by a thing determine the nature of the species 
into which it falls. It is the "concurrence" of these characteristics 
that is denoted by the term sangati. The concurrence is not hap
hazard. It is strictly determined by destiny (niyati). Once the nature 
of the species (saizgati) is determined by Destiny (niyati), that 
species begins to evolve (parilJama) according to its nature (bhava = 
svabhZiva). This may be the proper self-evolution (samyak svapari
lJama) that Silailka had in mind. 

Considering the three factors separately, as Buddhaghosa 
does, 7 3 we find that they are presented in a particular order. 
Destiny (niyati) is placed at the beginning because of its universality 
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and all-comprehensiveness. It is the cause that accounts for the 
manifold diversity of the universe. Then comes a more specific 
factor, species (sangati) , and lastly, nature (bhava) , that is, the 
nature of that particular species. This interpretation of the concept 
of sangati has the support of Belvalkar and Ranade, whose trans
lation of the passage in the samannaphala-suttanta, although 
done about four decades ago, has gone unnoticed. They have 
paraphrased the last part of the passage thus: "They [the beings] 
are bent this way and that by their fate, by the necessary conditions 
of the class to which they belong, by their individual nature, and it 
is according to their position in one or the other of the six classes 
that they experience ease and pain."74 

This description of the evolution of the different types of 
existence is reminiscent of the biological speculations of the earlier 
thinkers, such as Mahldasa Aitareya. 7 5 In fact, Basham, in his 
analysis of the Ajlvika doctrines, also recognized the impact of 
the earlier biological speculations on the teachings of the Ajlvikas. 76 

Thus, according to Makkhali Gosala, the evolution of things 
is determined by three factors, destiny (niyati), species (sangati) 
and inherent nature (svabhava). This explanation would make it 
unnecessary to consider Makkhali Gosala a syncretic thinker or to 
give a special explanation why the idea of evolution came to be 
associated with the teachings of Makkhali Gosala. 77 Evolution 
was the very basis of his biological speculations, as it was with 
some of the thinkers of the Vedic tradition (see chapter 1). Even 
a group of Materialists accepted a theory of evolution. 

If sangati is to be understood in the above manner, then the 
Sutrakrtanga passage may be translated as follows: "Sa71'lgaiya71'l 
means development or progress according to proper self-evolution. 
Whatever experience of pleasure and pain, no matter whose, in 
whatever time or place-that is according to one's species. Destiny 
is one's natural lot. They say that since pleasure and pain, etc., 
are not produced by human exertion and so on, evolution is caused 
by destiny and species."78 In fact, SilaIika identifies sangati with 
niyati.79 Thus it is possible to eliminate the idea of chance (yadrccha) 
from the teachings of Makkhali Gosala,80 and the evidence above 
would show how, in the words of Basham, "some heretics exalted 
svabhava to the status of niyati in the regular Ajlvika system."81 

Summing up the doctrine, Buddhaghosa says: "Whatever 
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should happen will happen in that same way. Whatever should 
not happen will not happen."82 Thus, it is complete determinism, 
but not indeterminism, that is the basis of Ajivika fatalism. If the 
phrase niyatisangatibhavaparilJata is interpreted in this manner, it 
is clear that chance (yadrccha) has no place in the teachings of 
Makkhali Gosala and, therefore, of the Ajivikas. B. C. Law has 
rightly observed that "Gosala maintains that everything happens 
according to the unalterable laws of nature, that is to say, he 
banishes chance from the whole of experience. He seeks to explain 
things as a biologist in the light of these principles: (1) Fate, 
(2) Species, and (3) Nature."83 This analysis leads to a very im
portant conclusion. Makkhali Gosala's was not an attempt to 
reconcile the central teachings of different schools of thought. 
With due recognition for his ingenuity, it may be held that he 
was presenting a set of beliefs, logically and mutually consistent, 
leading from a theory of complete Natural Determinism to a 
doctrine of Fatalism. 

Jayatilleke has rightly observed the influence of the earlier 
speculations regarding the problem of time (kala) on the determinist 
thesis of the Ajivikas. 84 In the Atharvaveda time (kala) is conceived 
as an hypostatized entity that has everything in the world under 
its control. Time had produced what was in the past and would 
produce what would be in the future. 85 This conception of time 
(kala) as the cause of the things in the world was mentioned in 
the list of theories given in the Svetasvatara Upani/iad.86 The 
influence of this conception of time is to be found in the Ajivika 
theory of salvation. 

In keeping with his Determinism, Makkhali Gosala pro
pounded a theory of transmigration that, in the words of Basham, 
"seems to have been thought of on the analogy of the development 
and ripening of a plant."87 As may be expected, this kind of 
rebirth has its appointed end. Thus, Makkhali Gosala maintained 
that "sarrzsara is measured as with a bushel, with its joy and sorrow, 
and its appointed end. It can neither be lessened nor increased, 
nor is there any excess or deficiency of it. Just as a ball of thread 
will, when thrown, unwind to its full length, so fool and wise 
alike will take their course and make an end of pain." 88 This 
theory came to be known as sarrzsarasuddhi, or "purification 
through.wandering in the cycle of existence. 89 It is interesting to 
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note that this theory is said to have been propounded by the . 
noncausationists (ahetuvadf), because they denied any form of 
causation other than species and nature. 90 

Let us examine the moral and ethical implications of the 
conception of Natural Determinism, for it is this aspect that 
comes under the persistent criticism of the Jainas and the Buddhists. 
The Santi-parvan of the Mahabharata presents us with a model 
account of svabhavavada. Though a later account, it is the most 
comprehensive. It combines the main features of Lokayata Ma
terialism and Ajlvika Determinism.91 

There, BhIsma quotes an old story of a discussion between 
Prahlada and Indra to dispel doubt as to whether man is the 
doer of actions producing consequences. Prahlada upholds svabha
vavada, for he maintains that everything comes into being and 
then ceases in consequence of its own nature (svabhava). He 
draws several conclusions from this main thesis. Firstly, there is 
no personal exertion as such because nothing is achieved by it. 
Secondly, in the absence of personal exertion, no personal agent 
exists. Thirdly, there is no effect of good and bad deeds, no moral 
responsibility. Lastly, freedom and emancipation come through 
inherent nature (svabhava). 

The denial of human exertion is a necessary corollary of 
svabhavavada. As we have already pointed out, nature (svabhava) 
is a force external to man in the sense that he is unable to control 
or change the course of nature. He has no power over his own 
physical personality because his physical frame is subject to the 
physical laws that govern nature. Jayatilleke has pointed out that 
the arguments adduced by the Niyativadins against causal deter
mination, are said to hold against the connection between human 
exertion and its fruits.92 J ayatilleke quotes only Silaitka (9th 
century), although the argument is stated in the same manner in 
the Mahabharata. There the argument is attributed to the Svabha
vavadin, thus showing the close connection between svabhavavada 
and niyativada. It is stated thus: "Even among persons doing their 
utmost, the suspension of what is not desired and the attainment 
of what is desired are not seen. What comes then of personal 
exertion? In the case of some, we see that without any exertion on 
their part, what is not desired is suspended and what is desired is 
achieved. This then must be the result of nature (svabhava)" . 93 
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Whatever the philosophical implications of this argument,94 it has 
been used by the Svabhavavadins to reject the validity of human 
exertion. 

The denial of the validity of human exertion is, according 
to the Samannaphala-suttanta, one of the main theses of the fatalist 
Makkhali Gosala. 95 Thus, the Materialists, who upheld a theory 
of nature (svabhava), and the A.jlvikas, who accepted Determinism 
(niyati), agree in repudiating human exertion as having any in
fluence on the course of nature. 

If we accept the Mahabharata description of svabhavavada 
as accurate then we are compelled to admit that the absence of 
personal exertion implies the absence of a personal agent. This 
brings together the teachings of Makkhali Gosala and Pakudha 
Kaccayana because, while the former believed in the absence of 
human exertion, the latter reiterated the absence of a personal 
agent. Pakudha Kaccayana maintained that "No man slays or 
causes to slay, hears or causes to hear, knows or causes to know," 
because "even if a man cleaves another's head with a sharp sword, 
he does not take life, for the sword cut passes through or between 
the elements."96 In the same tone the Svabhavavadin of the 
Mahabharata says: "When one slays another, one slays only the 
other's body."97 The Chinese version of the Samannaphala-suttanta 
attributes this doctrine to Purat;la Kassapa,98 who according to the 
Pali version was a Materialist. Thus, Pakudha Kaccayana, who 
was an A.jlvika, seems to have shared some of the dogmas accepted 
by the Materialists. He is represented as putting forward a theory 
of motionless permanence (avicalita-nityatvam).99 We have shown 
that the Nihilist Materialists also propounded a theory of motion
less permanence while accepting svabhavavada as a central tenet. 
Therefore, it is not improbable that Pakudha Kaccayana accepted 
a theory of Natural Determinism (svabhavavada). 

Further, according to the Svabhavavadin of the Mahabharata, 
the denial of human exertion and the repudiation of a personal 
agent leads to the denial of moral responsibility. He maintains 
that "What we have now become is neither due to any act of ours 
nor of others. Everything is due to inherent nature (svabhava)."100 
The denial of moral responsibility is explicitly stated as part of 
the teachings of Makkhali Gosala, Ajita Kesakambali and Purat;la 
Kassapa, and is implied in the teachings of Pakudha. 101 This 
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means that the Materialists, as well as the AjIvika Determinists 
who accepted svabhavavada, held the view that there is no moral 
responsibility, no effect of good and bad deeds. 

The teachings attributed to Makkhali Gos~ila in the Samafifia
phala-suttanta are in another place102 called ahetuvada; the 
teachings of Pural).a Kassapa, akiriyavada, and the teachings of 
Ajita Kesakambali, natthikavada. The three terms ahetuvada, 
akiriyavada, and natthikavada are used in another context as 
synonyms. 103 This is evident from the Chinese renderings of at 
least two of the terms. The term akiriyavada is rendered into Chinese 
as shuo wu tso, and the phrase natthikavada as shuo wu yeh,104 
the only difference being that the tso expresses a more active 
meaning than does yeh. The rendering of natthikavada as shuo 
wu yeh, "he who maintains that there is no [effect of] action," 
shows that the definition of the term in the PTS Dictionary10S is 
inaccurate. 

Basham has observed that "In certain passages of the Pali 
Canon the description of doctrines among the six teachers is 
significantly altered, in a way which strongly suggests that the . 
credos ascribed in the Sama'ifiiaphala-suttanta to Makkhali, 
pural).a, and Pakudha were aspects of a single body ofteaching" .106 
The examination of svabhavavada described in the Mahabharata 
confirms this and points to the close connection between Material
ism and AjIvika Determinism. Therefore, it is difficult to question 
the authenticity of the Chinese version of the Samdiinaphala
suttanta, as Basham himself does,107 although it does not agree 
with the Pali version in the description of the teachings of these six 
heretical teachers. 

Thus we are led to the conclusion that svabhavavada, as 
described in the M ahabharata, is a synthesis of Materialism and 
AjIvika Determinism. It incorporates the teachings of four of the 
six heretical teachers, Ajita Kesakambali, Pakudha Kaccayana, 
Pural).a Kassapa and Makkhali Gosala. In spite of their differing 
emphases all of them were Naturalists, accepting Natural Deter- . 
minism (svabhavavada) as the basis of their teachings. 

Buddhist criticism. The Devadaha-sutta of the Majjhima Ni
kaya, though mainly devoted to a refutation of the Jaina theory of 
karma, is also an attempt to demonstrate that belief in external 
determination undermines belief in moral responsibility. The 
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Buddha argues that if happiness and suffering are caused by destiny 
(niyati, wei ming) or one's lot or species (sahgati, ho hui), then the 
Nigal).thas, because they undergo extreme forms of suffering, have 
an evil destiny or are of evil species. The Buddha, who is freed from 
all defiling tendencies and who therefore enjoys extreme forms of 
happiness, has a good destiny or is of good species. IDS This criticism 
represents an attempt to show the fallacy of positing an external 
agency, even in cases where individual responsibility is clearly 
manifest, because the Nigal).thas' severe pain is inflicted upon 
themselves by themselves, while the Buddha's happiness is a direct 
result of his untiring effort. 

Another criticism of this theory of external causation is found 
in the Mahabodhi Jeitaka: "If man's behavior depends on one's 
species (sahgatya) and nature (bhavaya) , then his actions, which 
should or should not have been committed, are committed without 
any intention [on his part]. If so, who is it that would be smeared 
by the evil consequences when these actions are unintentional."lo9 
This argument was adduced to refute the belief in a creator God 
(issara), too. 

Therefore, whenever the Buddhists criticize the doctrines of 
the heretical teachers, they seem to refer only to those aspects 
with which they disagreed. The conception of inherent nature 
(svabhava) that was common to the teachings of four of the six 
heretical teachers is not referred to, except that of Makkhali 
Gos~ila. And reference to his conception of svabhava may have 
been made because it was exalted to the status of destiny (niyati). 
The word svabhava is never even mentioned in the early Buddhist 
texts, and when it occurs in the later commentaries it connotes 
"truth."110 Criticism of the philosophical theory of nature (svabha
vavada) is conspicuous by its absence, although the theory definitely 
existed during the time of the Svetasvatara Upani~ad This does 
not mean that the Buddhists accepted in toto the theory of nature 
(svabhavavada) of the earlier teachers. The Buddhists would have 
certainly objected to the attempt to limit svabhava to physical 
nature alone, ignoring the mental or psychological and moral 
aspects of nature that Buddhists consider the fundamental con
stituents. lll But the silence of the Buddhist texts on svabhavavada 
may be accounted for if we admit the influence of this theory on 
the Buddhist theory of natural causal Determinism (see chapter 4). 
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CONCEPTION OF NATURALISM 

The third type of Naturalism referred to at the beginning 
of this chapter does not fall into the category of either Materialism 
or complete Determinism. Naturalism in this sense is expressed in 
the Buddhist texts by the term dhammata ("nature of things"). 
While the word is used to explain the behavior of physical phe
nomena,112 it is not confined to that. Even psychological attitudes 
are given naturalistic explanations and are illustrated by examples 
from physical nature. The Kosambiya-sutta says: "It is the nature 
(dhammata) of a person endowed with right understanding that 
whatever kind of offense he falls into, ... he confesses it, discloses 
it, declares it quickly to the teacher or to intelligent coreligionists; 
having confessed, disclosed and declared it, he comes to restraint 
in the future, just as an innocent little baby lying on its back draws 
back its hand or foot if it has touched a live ember. ... "113 It is 
also "the nature (dhammata) of a person endowed with right 
understanding that if he is zealous concerning those many duties 
to be done for coreligionists, then he becomes of strong aspiration 
for training in higher conduct (adhislla), higher thought (adhicitta), 
and higher intuitive wisdom (adhipafifia). Just as a cow with a 
young calf, while she is pulling the grass, keeps an eye on the 
calf .... "114 

Even extrasensory perceptions and emancipation are not 
considered supernatural occurrences in Buddhism. They are 
natural causal occurrences. 

It is in the nature of things (dhammata,fa tsujan), that a 
person in a state of concentration knows and sees what really. 
is. A person who knows and sees what really is does not need 
to make an effort of will to feel disinterested and renounce 
[the things ofthis world]. It is in the nature of things that a 
person who knows and sees [the world] as it really is, feels 
disinterested and renounces. One who has felt disinterested 
and has renounced does not need to make an effort of will to 
realize the knowledge and insight of emancipation (vimutti, 
chiai t' 0). It is in the nature of things that one who has felt 
disinterested and has renounced realizes the knowledge and 
insight of emancipation. 115 

According to this statement, mental concentration, which is 
a product of training and effort, is a causal factor (upanisa, yin) 
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in the production of knowledge leading to emancipation. It is 
categorically stated that in the absence of right mental concen
tration, the cause for the production of knowledge and insight is 
absent. 116 This does not mean that these processes are absolutely 
determined by destiny (niyati, wei ming) or any such thing, as the 
AjTvikas believed, but that they are natural causal occurrences. 
The Buddhists, unlike the Materialists, did not confine their 
Naturalism to physical nature. Thus, in the later commentaries, 
which attempt to systematize the teachings found in the early 
sutras, five kinds of causal patterns are enumerated. They are in 
the realm of (a) the physical (inorganic) world (utuniyama), (b) the 
physical (organic) world (b'ijaniyama), (c) the sphere of mental life 
(cittaniyama), (d) the moral sphere (kammaniyama), and (e) the 
higher spiritual life (dhammaniyama) (see chapter 6). Thus the 
teachings of the Buddha may, in certain respects, fall into the third 
category of Naturalism. 

Criticism of External Causation 

The above-mentioned theories of external causation (pararrz 
katalfl, t' a tso) were criticized by the Buddhists for two main 
reasons. First, because they implied a denial of the validity of 
human exertion and posited a principle external to man as the 
cause of his pleasure and pain. Second, because they led to a belief 
in annihilation. The second criticism is stated in the early Buddhist 
texts thus: "The theory of external causation of suffering, ... 
according to which one acts and another experiences, amounts to 
a theory of annihilation (uccheda, tuan)."117 

If we understand annihilation (uccheda, tuan) in the usual 
sense of destruction of life and the absence of rebirth,118 the 
statement that external causation leads to a theory of annihilation 
presents a problem. How are we to include the AjTvika theory of 
determinism (niyati, wei ming) under this category of annihilation? 
The AjTvikas, unlike the Materialists, did not hold that a being 
is cut off and completely destroyed at death; they believed in some 
kind of survival. 119 This problem may be easily resolved if we 
distinguish several different uses of the term uccheda (tuan). In the 
context above, "annihilation" may be interpreted as the annihila
tion of action (kamma) , that is, elimination of the connection 
between an action and its consequences. 120 Annihilation in this 
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'sense can be taken as denial of moral responsibility and may be 
synonymous with natthikavada. Thus, ucchedavada and natthika
vada mainly represent the theories denying moral responsibility, 
though they are used more specifically to denote nihilistic systems. 

Criticism of the theory of external causation brings us once 
again to the problem of personal identity. It was mentioned that 
the theory of self-causation led to a belief in permanence, a belief 
in a permanent entity underlying the empirical reality (see chapter 
1). According to it, the person who acts (the cause) and the person 
who experiences (the effect) are one and the same, the identity of 
the two individuals (or the cause and the effect) being maintained 
on the basis of a permanent substance. The theory of external 
causation leads to an opposite result, namely, a belief in annihila
tion (uccheda, tuan). This means that the person who acts and the 
person who experiences the result are two different persons; the 
cause and the effect are different. All the statements in the early 
Buddhist texts to the effect that a person acts and reaps the con
sequences121 are made to refute the theory that denies the identity 
of the person who acts and the person who experiences the results. 
But these statements should not be taken as referring to an ultimate 
reality; they are only empirical statements and the identity is main
tained not by positing an extraempirical entity such as a soul 
(atman), but by a theory of causality (see chapter 6).122 

Thus, the Buddha criticized two main theories: (1) the doctrine 
that posited a permanent soul (atman) on the basis of which 
personal identity, moral responsibility, and survival were explained, 
which came to be known as atthikavada (shuo yu lun che), and (2) the 
doctrine that did not posit such a soul, denied personal identity, 
moral responsibility, and survival, which came to be known as 
natthikavada (shuo wu lun che). Both these theories were rejected 
by the Buddha on empirical grounds. We have already stated the 
argument for the rejection of the first (see chapter 1). Ip. the same 
manner, the Buddha appealed to experience in his refutation of 
the second. He maintained that "to one who sees, with proper 
understanding, the arising of the things in the world, the belief 
in nonexistence would not occur." 123 

The Jaina Theory of Causation 

The third of the four main types of pre-Buddhist causal 
theories is that which upholds internal as well as external causation 
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(sayalfl katafi ca paralfl katafi ca, tsu tso t'a tso). This is a relativist 
theory that attempts to combine the first two types of theories 
discussed above, self-causation and external causation. There 
appear to be two such theories in Indian thought. One is pro
pounded by the Jainas, who were recognized as relativists. 124 The 
other, as pointed out by J ayatilleke, is mentioned in the Svetasvatara 
Upani~ad. 125 

We have seen how the Upani~adic thinkers conceived of 
Being (sat) or reality as permanent, immutable, and eternal, and 
how they rejected impermanence, mutability, and change as 
illusions (chapter 1). The Jaina thinkers, in the desire to account 
for the various forms of experience such as change, continuity, 
impermanence, and duration, and supported by their epistemo
logical standpoint that absolute judgments are not possible at the 
mundane level,126 maintained that Being (sat) is multiform in 
that it exhibits the characteristics of productiveness (utpada) , de
structiveness (vyaya), and permanence or durability (dhrauvya).127 
This came to be known as parilJamanityavada,128 a theory that 
comes very close to that of MahTdasa Aitareya (see chapter 1). 

It was pointed out that the rejection of change and mutability 
as illusory impeded fruitful speculation on the problem of causality 
during the period of the Upani~ads. When the Jaina thinkers 
accorded greater reality to experiences such as change and muta
bility, they initiated serious discussion of the problem of causality. 
It has been held that the first attempt at systematic analysis of 
the causal problem was made by the AjTvikas. 129 But because of 
their theory of strict Determinism and Fatalism they were reluctant 
to accept any cause other than destiny. On the other hand, the 
J ainas, with their relativist epistemological outlook, made a genuine 
effort to determine the nature of causality. 

The locus classicus of their theory of causality is the 
Sutrakrtanga and its commentary by SiIanka. In the former, 
MahavIra criticizes several theories concerning the causality of 
suffering. It is interesting to note that some of the same theories 
came under the persistent criticism of the Buddha. These theories' 
thus had a historical basis and were not mere imaginations of the 
Buddha or MahavTra. MahavTra says: "Suffering is not caused by 
oneself (sayalfl katf,alfl); how could it be caused by another (anna
katf,alfl)? Happiness and suffering, final beatitude and temporal 
[pleasure and pain] are not caused by themselves or by others; they 
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are due to one's own lot or species (safTlgaiyafTl). This is what they 
[the Fatalists] say."130 

The phrase "caused by oneself" (sayafTl kaqafTl) is explained 
by Silailka as "caused by one's own exertion" ((Umana puru.$aka
rena krtam). The Jainas rejected it because they found that even 
when there is equal human effort, sometimes the results differ or 
there are no results. Explaining the phrase "caused by another" 
(annaka4afTl) , SiHiilka lists several existing theories of causality: 
destiny (niyati), time (kala), God (TSvara), nature (svabhava), and 
action (karma). 131 Destiny is identified with species (sahgati) and is 
taken up for criticism later. 132 The other conceptions are considered 
and argued against in turn. 

MahavTra then says: "Those who proclaim these views are 
fools who fancy themselves learned; they have no knowledge and 
do not understand that things are partly determined and partly 
undetermined (niyayaniyayafTl safTltafTl)."133 Silailka's commentary 
on this statement is very important. Below it is reproduced in full. 

Because they unconditionally (ekantena) resort to the theory 
of creation by destiny [niyatikrtam, "predestination"], "when 
things are partly determined and partly undetermined," that 
is to say, happiness, etc. are partly determined, brought about 
necessarily (avasyambhavyudayaprapitam) and partly undeter
mined, brought about by one's own exertion (atmapurw;a
kara), God (Tsvara), etc., therefore, they are ignorant; they 
have no knowledge of the cause of happiness, suffering, etc., 
and are devoid of knowledge. But in the teachings of the 
Jainas (arhatanam), some part of happiness, suffering, etc., is 
due to destiny [or predetermination, niyatita eva]-it is said 
to be caused by destiny [or predetermination] because of the 
necessary manifestation of [past] karma as a cause at some 
moment or other. Similarly, some part is undetermined (ani
yatikrtam), that is, caused by human exertion (puruqakara), 
time (kala), God (Tsvara), nature (svabhava), karma, etc. 
Herein, the effectiveness, in some way or other, of human 
exertion in the case of (the production of) happiness and 
suffering, etc., is maintained. Since an action yields results, 
and the action depends on human exertion, it has been said: 
"One should not give up .one's effort thinking (that every
thing) is due to destiny (daivam). Without effort who would 
be able to obtain oil from sesame seeds?" But the inequality 
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of results obtained when there is equal human exertion, al
though said to be a fallacy, is not a fallacy. Because, in such 
a case, the difference in human exertion is the cause of the 
inequality of the results. If for some person equal exertion 
produces no result, then it is the work of something unseen 
(adr~takrtal:z). That too we consider a causal factor. Thus, 
time (kala) also is a cause because the bakula [Mimusops 
elengz], the campaka [Miceliya campaka], the asoka [Jonesia 
asoka roxb], the punnaga [Rottleria tinctorial, the naga [Mesua 
roxburghiz], the sahakara [a kind of mango] and such other 
trees are seen to bloom and bear fruit during the proper sea
son, but not always. The statement that variety in the world 
is not possible because of the oneness of time (kalasyaikaru
patvat) does not hold good in the case of our theory. For we 
do not accept the agency of time (kala) alone, but accept 
karma too; therefore, cosmic variety is not a fallacy. 134 

In a similar way, SiIailka assesses the other causal theories. 
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A careful examination of MahavIra's statement in the light of 
Silailka's commentary reveals two main features of the Jaina theory 
of causation. First, because of their epistemological standpoint, 
the Jainas refused to posit unconditionally (ekantena) one single 
cause. They examined each one of the causes posited by various 
thinkers in their explanation of the causality of suffering, etc.
causes such as human exertion (puru$akara), destiny (niyatz), time 
(kala), God (r.fvara) , nature (svabhava), action (karma)-and 
showed that these do not, by themselves, constitute causes. But 
in the end they agreed that these are causal factors depending on 
the point of view from which they were considered. Taking up the 
problem of human exertion, SiIailka maintains that if it fails as a 
cause, that is because there are other causes that are not directly 
seen (adr$ta). 

Thus, Jaina theory partakes of relativity as well as plurality. 
But this plurality of causes can be divided into two broad categories: 
(1) internal causes such as human exertion (puru~akara), and 
(2) external causes such as time, God, nature, and karma. The 
:first group can be included under the category of self-causation 
(sayarrz katarrz, tsu tso) , and the second under the category of 
external causation (pararrz katarrz t' a tso). Although these are 
considered to be untenable as causes when taken individually, 
when considered in a group or from different standpoints their 
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causal status can be defended. Thus, the theory referred to in the 
early Buddhist texts as "internal as well as external causation" 
(sayal[l katafi ca paral[l katafi ca, tsu tso t'a tso) can be attributed 
to the J ainas. This may be why MahavTra is represented as criticizing 
each of the two theories of self-causation (sayal[l kaqal[l) and 
external causation (annakaqal[l) , but not a combination of both. 

A different grouping of causal factors appears in SilaiLka's 
classification of those that are destined to occur (niyata) and those 
that are not (aniyata). The only example SilaiLka gives of the 
former is karma "because it can necessarily manifest itself [as a 
cause] when the opportunity is available" (kasmil[lscid avasare 
'vasyambhavyudayasadbhavat). Karma is also included with un
determined (aniyata) causes, along with human exertion (puru-
9akara) , time (kala), etc. Therefore, a distinction has to be made 
between these two forms of karma. 

We are inclined to believe that the karma that is determined 
(niyata) to occur refers to past karma, while that which is undeter
mined (aniyata) refers to present and future karma. If so, the 
connection between past karma and its characteristic of being 
determined (niyata) seems to be very significant. It shows that 
just as the AjTvikas raised species (sahgati) or nature (svabhava) 
to the status of niyati, the Jainas raised karma to the status of 
niyati. It may be mentioned that the Jainas did not have to face 
the problem of personal identity because they believed in the 
existence of individual souls, which were considered to be sub
stances and therefore eternal. 135 By maintaining that karma is 
a necessary cause, the Jainas viewed the present as being strictly 
determined by past karma. If one's personality is so strictly 
determined, it appears that there is no freedom of will. But this 
conclusion is avoided by the way in which the undetermined 
(aniyata) cause is explained. It was pointed out that what is undeter
mined is what is caused by one's human exertion, God, etc. The 
Jainas recognized human exertion as a causal factor under certain 
circumstances. This means that although one's present state is 
determined by one's past karma, one can change the future because 
one's human exertion is an effective cause. Therefore, man is 
endowed with freedom of will. This belief is referred to in the early 
Buddhist texts as pubbekatahetu or yin pen tso or yin su ming 
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tsao. 136 A representative passage in the early Buddhist texts runs 
thus: 

Whatever the individual experiences, whether painful or 
pleasant or neutral, all is due to what was done previously. 
Thus by burning up, by making an end of, past deeds, by the 
nondoing of new deeds, there is no overflowing into the 
future. From there being no overflowing into the future 
comes the destruction of deeds; from the destruction of 
deeds comes the destruction of anguish; from the destruction 
of anguish comes the destruction of feelings; from the de
struction of feelings all anguish will be worn away. Thus 
say ... the Niga1;lthas. 137 

From this passage it is evident that a knowledge of causes 
and conditions is behind the Jaina theory of existence. The first 
part of the theory is tempered by a belief in strict determinism 
(niyata): everything a human being experiences is completely 
determined by his past karma and there is no escape from it. The 
second part partakes of the idea of conditionality such that when 
A happens B happens. Herein, causal factors such as human 
exertion, God, and nature are recognized. This seems to have 
been taken by the Jainas as indeterminism (aniyata). Thus, 
Mahavlra's belief that things are "partly determined and partly 
undetermined" (niyayaniyayarrz) is reflected in the Buddhist state
ment of the Jaina theory of karma. 

The account of the Jaina theory of karma given by Barua is 
very confusing. He starts by attributing a certain theory to the 
Jainas and ends by accepting an altogether different proposition, He 
says: 

The Buddha understood that MahavIra, in opposition to 
current beliefs that our happiness and misery are caused by 
others-determined wholly and solely by external factors and 
conditions-formulated a new theory, namely, that they are 
caused by the individual agent of our free will. That our weal 
and ill are conditioned solely by or dependent upon external 
causes is one extreme, and by opposing to this a new indi
vidualistic theory, MahavIra ran to the other extreme, neither 
of which can a man with true insight reasonably accept. 138 

Barua makes such a statement because he considers the doctrine 
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of self-causation (sayarrz katarrz) mentioned in the Pali Nikayas 
a reference to the J aina theory of karma. 139 He fails to see that this 
same theory was rejected by MahavIra. Moreover, after comparing 
descriptions of the theory of karma in the early Buddhist and the 
Jaina sources, he maintains that it is "hardly possible for us to 
detect any differences between their opinions." 140 But being unable 
to ignore the many passages in the Pali canon where the Buddha 
is represented as criticizing the J aina theory of karma, Barua is 
forced to examine whether there is any difference between the 
two schools of thought. Eventually he comes to a conclusion that 
contradicts his earlier statement regarding the Jaina doctrine. He 
says: "In accordance with MahavIra's view I am not, as a thinking 
subject, wholly and solely the maker of my moral being, but I am 
partly a creature of circumstances." And in support of this view 
he quotes MahavIra's statement that "things depend partly on 
fate and partly' on human exertion."141 We have pointed out 
that this relativistic theory is mentioned in the Pali Nikayas and 
the Chinese Agamas, where it is presented as a combination of 
self-causation and external causation (see chqpter 1). The theory 
of self-causation is therefore not a Jaina theory, as Barua seems 
to think, but a theory formulated by the thinkers of the Vedic and 
Upani~adic traditions. 

BUDDIDST CRITICISM OF THE JAINA THEORY 

In the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, the theory of 
complete Determinism in the sphere of moral responsibility-that 
everything we experience is due to past karma (pubbekatahetu: 
yin pen tso )-is clearly attributed to the J ainas, but not the relativis
tic theory of internal and external causation (sayarrz katafi ca 
pararrz katafi ca, tsu tso t' a tso). The latter is not attributed to any 
specific school. What is the connection between these two theories? 

On the authority of the Jaina commentator, SiIaIika, it was 
pointed out that for the Jainas self-causation (sayarrz kat/.arrz) stood 
for causation by one's own exertion, while external causation 
(annakat/.arrz) included the work of time, God, nature, etc. We 
agreed with Barua that "MahavIra appears to be in sharp antago
nism with Gosala."142 This is because MahavIra disagreed with 
Gosala's denial of moral responsibility and free will. But MahavTra 
did not reject the theory of Determinism (niyatz) advocated by 
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Gos~ila. This is evident from Mahavlra's dictum that "things are 
partly determined and partly undetermined" (niyayaniyayal?1). 
This, then, was the main problem faced by Mahavlra. While 
accepting a theory of Determinism (niyati), Mahavlra wanted to 
uphold moral responsibility and free will. Acceptance of the 
doctrine of karma accomplished the latter. By asserting that man's 
present life is completely determined by his past karma, he was 
able to make room for the theory of Determinism (niyati). Thus, 
the theory of moral responsibility, according to which everything 
a person experiences is due to past behavior (pubbekatahetu), is 
only a corollary of the philosophical theory that combines self
causation and external causation. 

The theory of moral responsibility put forward by the Jainas 
cannot be considered a strictly individualistic theory. That would 
defeat the very purpose for which it was formulated by Mahavlra. 
In fact, as mentioned earlier, he rejected the individualistic theory 
of moral responsibility. Mahavlra would maintain that the indivi
dual is responsible for his acts, but once he has committed an act 
(karma), it completely determines his future and thus becomes 
something external to him, for he cannot control it. It is interesting 
to note that the Buddhists group this theory with two other theories, 
theistic determinism (issaranimmcll'Ja, tsun yu tsao) and indeter
minism (ahetu appaccaya, wu yin wu yuan), and call them all 
sectarian tenets (see chapter 1). The theory of creation positing 
an external personal agent was a widely prevalent view. 

Opposed to this personal agent was the impersonal prin
ciple, namely, karma. In addition to these two major theories 
of moral causation, a third existed that denied any form of 
causation. It was specifically stated that the theory of pubbeka
tahetu, along with the other two, lead to a denial of moral respon
sibility (akiriya). Why did the Buddhists consider the Jaina theory 
of karma, which purports to explain moral responsibility, as 
leading to a denial of moral responsibility? Perhaps because the 
Jaina theory partakes of determinism. Moreover, if the identifica
tion of pubbekatahetu with the theory of karma referred to by 
SiIarika is correct,143 SiIarika was justified in including it under 
external causation, although it was intended to occupy an inter
mediate position between self-causation and external causation. 
Or, perhaps in the belief that man is almost powerless to control 
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already committed actions, as the Buddhist texts would have us 
believe, the J ainas attempted to expiate past actions by the practice 
of severe austerities and to prevent further accumulation of karma 
in the future by nonaction. 

The Buddha's criticism is levelled against the first part of the 
theory, which maintains that every experience that a human being 
has in this existence or moment is completely determined by his 
past behavior (pubbekatahetu, yin pen tso). Looking upon karma 
as an external force, as the Jainas themselves did, the Buddha 
says: "If one's experiences of pleasure and pain are due to what 
was done in the past, that person is paying his debt, to wit, his 
former sins. Who, when freed from debt, would be smeared by 
his sins ?"144 The argument that was used to refute the idea of 
creation and of "species" is thus also employed to refute the Jaina 
theory of karma. It is maintained that "if the experiences of a 
human being are determined by past karma, the Niga:r;tthas, who 
in this life undergo extreme forms of suffering, would have been 
of evil behavior in their past lives", and "the Tathagata who 
experiences extreme forms of happiness was of good behavior 
in his past life". 145 

Apart from these few instances, the Buddha's criticism is 
directed, not so much at the theory itself, but at the epistemological 
basis of the theory. The Buddha asks the Jainas whether they knew 
that they existed in the past and whether they knew that they 
committed such and such an act. The Jainas replied in the negative 
and claimed that they depended on the testimony of their teacher, 
Nigat;ttha Nathaputta. 146 

In the SvetaSvatara Upani$adwe come across another relativis
tic theory of causation comparable to that of the Jainas. While 
the Jainas posited karma as an external cause and upheld the 
validity of human exertion as an internal cause, the Theists 
mentioned in the Svetasvatara Upani$ad believed that God is the 
external cause and that the person assumes various forms according 
to his own deeds. 147 As Jayatilleke has pointed out, DhammapaIa, 
commenting on the U dlma,148 referred to this theory thus: "It is 
the belief of some that God, etc. [nature, destiny, etc.], in creating 
the soul and the world do not create them entirely of their own 
accord but take into consideration the good and evil of each being 
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[considered as] a cooperative cause, and thus the soul and the world 
are [both] self-caused and caused by another" .149 

Theory of N oncausation 

The last of the four main types of causal theories is the theory 
of "chance occurrence" (yadrccha), or the theory of "fortuitous 
origination" (adhiccasamuppada, wu yin wu yuan), which is a 
denial of any form of causation. In the early Buddhist texts the 
term adhiccasamuppada replaced the earlier term yadrccha. Jaya
tilleke has identified this theory with the niyativada of the AjTvikas, 
firstly because he believes that the word saizgati occurring in the 
description of niyativada connotes the idea of "chance," and 
secondly, because niyativada was considered to be a form of 
ahetuvada. 150 

We cannot accept the first argument since we understand 
saizgati as "species," not "chance." With regard to the second 
argument, although niyativada came to be described as ahetuvada, 
it was only in the sense that there was no cause other than niyati, 
not in the sense of chance occurrence. It should be noted that the 
ahetuvada of Makkhali Gos~ila falls into the category of external 
causation (paralfl katalfl, t'a tso), whereas fortuitous origination 
implies a denial of both internal and external causation (sayalfl 
katafi ca paralfl katafi ca,fei tsu fei t'a tso ).151 

The theory of "fortuitous origination" (adhiccasamuppada), 
although it does not imply any form of determinism such as 
niyativada, may be designated a theory of noncausation (ahetuvada). 
This is what the Buddhist commentator Dhammapala meant 
when he said: "Adhiccasamuppanna means 'arisen by chance'; 
it is called the theory of 'fortuitous origination' because events 
arise without any cause. Therefore, even ahetukavada is to be 
included in it."152 



III. Clarification of Terminology 

ONE OF THE TERMS used most frequently in the early Buddhist 
texts to denote both causation and causality is paticcasamuppada 
(Sk. pratTtyasamutpada), which is a combination of the two terms 
paticca, 'having come on account of' (prati + .JT + (t)ya), and 
samuppada, 'arising'. Buddhaghosa defines it thus: "causation 
or dependent arising (paticcasamuppada) is the mode of causes 
(paccayakara). The mode of causes is that according to which co
ordinate phenomena are produced mutually. Therefore, it is called 
causation."l Again, he explains the term 'arisen' (samuppanna), as: 
"When arising, it arises together, that is, coordinately, not singly 
or without a cause,"2 and "that which has arisen depending on 
causes."3 These definitions emphasize the existence of a group of 
causes and their occurrence together. 

Another term used in the early texts to denote causation or 
causality is idappaccayata (Bsk. idampratyayat(4 ), which means 
'conditionality' or 'relativity.' It is an abstract noun derived from 
the combination of the terms ida or idam (neuter of ayam) , meaning 
'this,' and paccaya (prati + vfT) 'foundation', 'cause,' or 'basis.' 
The PTS Pali-English Dictionary explains it as "having its founda
tion on this, that is to say, causally connected, by way of a cause." 
Buddhaghosa suggests the following meaning: "From the stand
point of the condition (hetu) or group of conditions (hetusamuha) 
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that give rise to such states as decay and death, as stated, there is 
said to be conditionality."s 

Edgerton states that the two words idampratyayatli and pra
tityasamutplida constitute one compound and that the editors of 
the Vinaya Pitaka have wrongly separated them. 6 The different 
uses of the term idappaccayatli in the Pali texts do not justify that 
opinion. In the Pali texts we come across two main uses of the term 
idappaccayatli. Sometimes it is used to denote a characteristic of 
paticcasamupplida, as, for example, in the statement, "Causation 
is said to have [the characteristics of] objectivity, necessity, invari
ability and conditionality."7 Here the two words are clearly used 
separately, the term idappacayatli defining one of the character
istics of causation (paticcasamupplida). CandrakIrti seems to take 
idampratyayatli in the sense of relativity, as is implied in the state
ment, "when this exists, that exists" (asmin sati idarrt bhavati). This 
is distinct from active causation (pratltyasamutplida) , which is 
referred to by the statement, "when this arises, that arises" (asyot
plidlid idam utpadyata).8 But sometimes the term idappaccayatli is 
used as a synonym of paticcasamupplida and appears along with 
it. 9 In such cases, the term paticcasamupplida is almost always 
preceded by the term idappaccayatli. Of the four characteristics of 
causation mentioned above, the importance of idappaccayatli (see 
below) may be taken as the raison d' etre for using it as a synonym 
of paticcasamupplida. It is probably this usage of the term that 
misled Edgerton to declare that the two terms constitute one 
compound. 

Moreover, a comparison of some of the Pali passages in which 
idappaccayatli occurs with the corresponding passages in the Chi
nese Agamas shows that the Agamas, except in one instance, do 
not have a special translation for this term. In the example quoted 
in the paragraph above, (from S 2.26, the Chinese version in TD 
2.84b; Tsa 12.14), the term tathatliis rendered asjufa erh; avitathatli 
as fa pu Ii ju; anaiiiiathatli as fa pu i ju; and sui shun yuan ch'i may 
be taken as a rendering of the term idappaccayatli. The absence of 
a special translation for idappaccayatli or idampratyayatli is more 
evident in the Chinese translations of the later Buddhist texts such 
as the Bodhisattva-bhumi. 10 That may be because when the Buddhist 
texts were translated into Chinese, the usage of idappaccayatli as a 
synonym for paticcasamupplida had gained currency, with the result 
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that the characters used to translate paticcasamuppada were also 
used to render idampratyayata. 

The definition of paticcasamuppada given by Buddhaghosa, as 
well as some of the discussions of the theory of causation in the 
early texts 11 imply the recognition of a group or number of causes. 
A 'cause' implies a 'harmony of causes' that constitute one cause 
having the capacity to produce an effect. Thus, Buddhaghosa main
tained that if there were a deficiency in any of the several causes 
that constitute a single cause, there would be no effect. 12 The group 
of causes (hetusamuha) producing an effect would not be able to do 
so if they were mutually independent or if some of them were 
lacking. Therefore, through mutual dependence, equally (samarrz) 
and together (saha), they produce the effect or the resultant states. 13 

In the Chinese Agamas we come across several different trans
lations of paticcasamuppada. Two of the most popular renderings 
are yin yuan fa and yuan ch'i fa. 14 In the first, the character yuan, 
which is generally used to express the term pratyaya, is used as a 
verbal form, like ch'i in the second rendering, to express the idea 
of 'arising.' In some instances it is possible to find yin and yuan 
used in compound form but denoting hetu and pratyaya, respec
tively. For example, the phrase heturrz paticca sambhutarrz has been 
rendered into Chinese as yin yuan hui erh sheng and yin yuan ho 
ho sheng. 1S Although the Pali version refers to the cause in the 
singular as heturrz (a collective noun), the Chinese versions definitely 
imply a harmony of several causes. Even though in classical Chinese 
yin means direct cause as opposed to yuan, which refers to an 
indirect cause, this distinction cannot be made in the early Buddhist 
texts, because the technical meaning yin and yuan acquired in 
Buddhist Chinese is based on the meaning of the words they repr:e
sent, namely, hetu and pratyaya. Even if we translated the two 
Chinese passages as "arising on account of the harmony of hetu 
and pratyaya," the usage of the two terms hetu and pratyaya in 
the early Buddhist texts would not allow distinction between them 
as 'cause' and 'supporting condition,' respectively. 

The idea of a group of causes has misled some scholars to 
think that Buddhism recognizes a difference between hetu and 
pratyaya, two ofthe words most frequently used to denote the idea 
of 'cause.' Monier-Williams, defines pratyaya, as: "[with the Bud
dhists] a co-operating cause, the concurrent occasion of an event 
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as distinguished from its approximate cause." Soothill and Hodous 
as well as Jeschke and Saratchandra Das, have followed Monier
Williams' interpretation. 16 Soothill and Hodous went further when 
they said (in the same place): "It is circumstantial, conditioning 
or secondary cause, in contrast with yin (hetu), the direct or funda
mental cause. Hetu is the seed, pratyaya the soil, rain, sunshine, 
etc." De la Vall{~e Poussin also believes that "A distinction is to 
be made between the cause (hetu) and the conditions (pratyaya)."17 
In an article on the Buddhist concept of identity, he seems to elabo
rate on this point: "Yet like all the Buddhists, the VatsIputriyas 
admit-basing their faith on scripture and experience-that a flame 
is always being renewed, and that it never remains for one moment 
identical with itself. The flame of the lamp on the third watch of the 
night is the continuation of the flame in the first watch, these two 
flames form a series (santati): the first is the cause (hetu) of the 
second, for they have both the same nature, the wick and oil are 
not causes but only co-efficients (pratyaya). "18 

Do the early Buddhist texts recognize a distinction between 
cause (hetu, yin) and condition (pratyaya, yuan)? Words expressing 
the idea of cause in the Pali Nikayas are numerous. Buddhaghosa 
has given a list, includingpaccaya, hetu, karar;a, nidana, sambhava, 
and pabhava, and maintains that although the words are different, 
they express the same meaning. 19 To the above list may be added 
upanisa. 20 A similar list of synonyms is given in the Sphutarthabhid
harmakosa-vyakhya of Yasomitra. 21 Of these, paccaya and hetu 
occur very frequently in the Pali Nikayas, and the former appears 
to have been most favored. In the Chinese Agamas the characters 
yin and yuan, representing hetu and paccaya, are widely used. 

It is almost certain that the hetu (yin) and paccaya (yuan) were 
used synonymously in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, 
although some of the early interpreters have mistakenly rendered 
them as 'cause' and 'effect,' respectively.22 The locution "What is 
the cause, what is the condition [reason]?" occurs very frequently 
in the Nikayas and the Agamas and also in later texts such as the 
Saddharmapur;qarfka, Suvarnaprabhasottama-sutra, and Lalitavis
tara. 23 Another example illustrating the synonymous use, of the 
two terms is found in the Nikayas and the Agamas: "There are 
two causes, two conditions for the arising of right view (samma 
ditthi, cheng chien). Which two? Testimony of another (para to 
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ghosa, ts'ung t'a wen) and proper reflection (yoniso manasikZira, 
cheng szu wei)."24 This passage was quoted by Yasomitra when he 
wanted to illustrate the synonymous use of the two terms in the 
early Buddhist texts. 25 Therefore, the view expressed by some of 
the modern critics of Buddhism that "hetu is the seed, pratyaya the 
soil, rain, sunshine, etc." (see above) does not seem to be applicable 
in the literature cited above. Such definitions would wrongly imply 
that in the early Buddhist texts hetu (yin) denotes 'cause' and 
paccaya (yuan) stands for 'condition,' thus making only a common
sense distinction. 26 

Let us consider the example quoted by Soothill and Hodous 
to illustrate the distinction between 'cause' and 'condition.' This 
very example is found in the Samyukta, both in the Pali and the 
Chinese versions.27 There, BhikkhunT Sela rejects two ofthe existing 
theories of causation, namely, self-causation (attakatafl'l, tsu tsao) 
and external causation (parakatafl'l, t'a suo tso), saying "This per
sonality is not caused by oneself, nor is it caused by another. It 
comes into being on account of a cause (hetufl'l paticca)28 and 
disappears when that cause is destroyed."29 Then she cites a simile: 
"Just as a seed that, when sown in a field, will grow if it is supplied 
with the essence of the earth and moisture, so that [five] aggregates, 
the [eighteen] elements and the six senses come into being on 
account of a cause and disappear when that cause is destroyed."30 
In the Pali version, hetufl'l, the word denoting 'cause,' is in the 
singular, but in the simile three causes or conditions are enumer
ated: (1) the seed, (2) the fertility of the soil, and (3) moisture. 
Does it mean that the seed is the cause and the others are secondary 
conditions? If so, then the seed should be able to produce the 
sprout without the other factors, because according to the Buddhist 
theory of causation a cause must be able to produce or give rise to 
an effect invariably (see chapter 4). But in the above simile the seed 
is not capable of producing the sprout without the support of the 
other two factors. Therefore, in this case the seed itself cannot be 
considered the cause. Moreover, the seed has to satisfy several 
other conditions: it should be unbroken, not rotten, not destroyed 
by the wind or sun, and must be fresh and well planted. Otherwise, 
it will not sprout forth or grow up and attain maturity (S 3.54; 
TD 2.8c-9a; Tsa 2.7). A cause in this context can be described as 
the sum total of the various conditions. 31 
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This point can be illustrated further by another example from 
the M ajjhima Nikaya. There we find an exact linguistic equivalent 
of the phrase hetulfl paticca in paccayalfl paticca,32 which clearly 
shows that hetu and paccaya were interchangeable and were used 
synonymously. It occurs in a passage describing the causation of 
perception. Although the text does not refer to all the conditions 
that have to be satisfied to make possible an act of perception, it 
refers to two of the conditions, the sense organ and the corre
sponding sense object. But as in the example quoted earlier, al
though there is more than one condition, they are referred to in the 
singular as paccayalfl. 

These few examples illustrate two main features of the early 
Buddhist theory of causation that have been misunderstood by 
some scholars. First, early Buddhist theory transcends the common
sense notion of causation. While recognizing several factors that 
are necessary to produce an effect, it does not select one from a set 
of jointly sufficient conditions and present it as the cause of the 
effect. In speaking of causation, it recognizes a system whose parts 
are mutually dependent. This dependence has been designated the 
'dependent origination' (paticcasamupplida), which conforms with 
the definition given by Buddhaghosa. 33 Thus, although there are 
several factors, all of them constitute one system or event and 
therefore are referred to in the singular. Only if a cause includes all 
the necessary factors will it give rise to the effect. In taking this 
position, early Buddhism did not make any distinction between 
cause (hetu, yin) and condition (pratyaya, yuan),34 even though 
current convention did recognize such a distinction. 

The definition of a cause as the sum total of several factors 
that gives rise to a consequent led to further developments in the 
Buddhist theory of causality later. During the period of the 
Abhidhamma, the Buddhists started investigating the nature of the 
several factors that constitute a cause. They found that each of the 
several factors stands in a different relationship to the effect. These 
different types of relation were analyzed in the Pat thana of the 
Theravadins35 and philosophical treatises of the other schools of 
Buddhism. 

When the analysis of 'jointly sufficient conditions' was under
taken during the period of the Abhidhamma, the meaning of hetu 
(yin) was restricted to 'root' or 'primary,' but pratyaya (yuan), 
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which stood for 'cause' in general, came to be prefixed by various 
terms such as hetu and alambana. In this manner arose the com
pound hetu-pratyaya (yin yuan), which means 'primary or root 
cause.' In this case hetu is only an adjective qualifying the word 
pratyaya, and hetu alone does not seem to have been used to mean 
'primary cause.' With this specialization of the meaning of hetu, its 
former function of denoting 'cause' was taken over by pratyaya. 
But the Y ogacarins also retained the earlier meaning of hetu as 
'cause' in general (see below). According to the Abhidhammika 
definition, paccaya is "that depending on which the [fruit or effect] 
derived comes,"36 with hetu meaning 'root'.37 A similar definition 
of pratyaya is given by Nagarjuna in the MUlamadhyamaka-karika : 
"Those which, through dependence, give rise [to effects] are called 
the pratyayas."38 

Viewing the simile quoted by Soothill and Hodous in light of 
this new analysis, we maintain that the seed would be hetu-pratyaya 
(yin yuan), meaning 'root cause,' not hetu (yin). The essence of the 
earth, moisture, and temperature may be put into the category of 
nutritive cause (ahara-paccaya).39 The earth (ti), as given in the 
Chinese texts, may be considered a supporting cause (nissaya
paccaya).40 Paccaya or pratyaya or yuan, therefore, stands for 
'cause,' whether as a root or in some other capacity. As pointed 
out earlier, the use of hetu (yin) to denote cause in general was not 
completely abandoned, for we find references to ten hetus (some
times called karalJa or neng tso), which again are qualified by 
various prefixes, for example, "supporting cause" (sahakari-hetu, 
t'ung shih yin and sahakari-karalJa, t'ung shih neng ts041). It is 
important to note that these different types of causes do not, by 
themselves, invariably give rise to effects. Although for purposes 
of examination various causes are distinguished, they do not make· 
any difference in the production of the effects. 42 

It was the Sarvastivada school that appears to have distin
guished between hetu (yin) and pratyaya (yuan), which misled the 
scholars mentioned above into believing that all Buddhists did so. 
The Sarvastivadins formulated a theory of six hetus: 

1. karalJa-hetu, neng tso yin. 
2. sahabhu-hetu, chu yu yin. 
3. sabhaga-hetu, hsiang ying yin. 
4. samprayuktaka-hetu, t'ung lui yin. 
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5. sarvatraga-hetu, pien hsing yin. 
6. vipaka-hetu, i shu yin. 43 

They also formulated a theory of four pratyayas: 

1. hetu-pratyaya, yin yuan. 
2. samanantara-pratyaya, teng wu chien yuan. 
3. alambana-pratyaya, suo yuan yuan. 
4. adhipati-pratyaya, tseng shang yuan.44 

That the Sarvastivadins were the first to formulate a theory of 
causality with two aspects, hetu (yin) and pratyaya (yuan), is suffi
cient evidence that they were the first to make a distinction between 
hetu and pratyaya.45 Moreover, this distinction does not carry the 
imprint of authority from the sutras, as is evident in the inability 
of the Sarvastivadins to quote a statement therefrom to support it. 
They merely say that the sutras (that deal with the six hetus) are 
lost, while at the same time they quote statements from the sutras 
to justify the synonymous use of the two terms.46 

Apart from the formulation of a theory of causality with two 
facets, there is a statement in the Abhidharmakosa-bhaflya that 
indicates recognition of a distinction between hetu and pratyaya. 
It is a quotation from an unnamed sutra and is preserved in the 
Sanskrit version as well as in two Chinese translations, one by 
Hslian Tsang and the other by Paramartha. The Sanskrit version 
reads, 

Tatha cak~ur bhik~o hetii rupani pratyayas cak~urvijfiana
syotpadaya, 

and may be translated, 

In this manner, monks, the visual organ is the cause (hetu) 
and form the condition (pratyaya) for the arising of visual 
consciousness. 47 

The specific use of hetu to describe the visual organ and pratyaya 
to refer to the external object is very significant. 48 Analyzing this 
causal process of perception in light of the common-sense notion 
of causation, it can be maintained that the visual organ is the 
'cause' and the external object the 'condition' or 'contributory 
cause.' In an act of perception, common sense would suggest that 
the visual organ is more important as a cause than an object of 
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perception.49 Therefore, it would be possible to say that the 
Sarvastivadin distinction between hetu (yin) and pratyaya (yuan) 
corresponds to the distinction between cause and condition in the 
common-sense notion of causation. 

It is of interest to investigate the source ofthe quotation above 
from the Abhidharmakosa. In his edition of the Chinese version of 
the Abhidharmakosa, Saeki Kyokuga identifies this passage with a 
statement in the Samyukta Agama (Kando ed., 9.6). This seems to 
be a reference to the wood-block edition of the Chinese Tripitaka 
and is thus not easily accessible. The question is resolved by Nishi 
Giyii. In his Japanese translation of the Abhidharmakosa appearing 
in the Kokuyaku Issaikyo, he refers to the Taish5 edition of the 
Agamas, where the Samyukta statement occurs as yen yin yuan se 
yen shih sheng. 50 The Pali version of this statement is found else
where as cakkhufi ca paticca rupe ca uppajjati cakkhuvififialJa~. It 
occurs in several places in the Pali Nikayas, the Chinese Agamas, 
and even in the Buddhist Sanskrit texts of a later date. 51 It may be 
translated, 

Visual perception [or consciousness] depends upon the visual 
organ and the visible object in order to arise. 

This is a sterotyped description of the causation of perception 
found in the Buddhist texts. 

It is quite evident that there is a difference between the state
ment in the Abhidharmakosa-bha~ya and its Chinese versions on 
the one hand and the statement in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese 
Agamas on the other. The Abhidharmakosa-bha~ya version presents 
the visual organ (cak~u, yen) as the hetu (yin) and the external 
object (rupa, se) as the pratyaya (yuan). But no such distinction is 
implied in the Pali Nikaya and the Chinese Agama versions. In 
fact, even the later Pali scholiasts seemed to consider the sense 
organ and the sense object on a par as far as their causal capacity 
is concerned. 52 In the Nikayas and the Agamas no statement corre
sponds to that in the Abhidharmakosa-bha~ya. This leads us to 
conclude that if the Sarvastivadins were actually quoting from the 
sutras (included in the Nikayas and the Agamas), they changed 
the statement found in the sutras to suit their own theory of 
causation. 
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If the Sarvastivadins recognized a distinction between cause 
and condition, their theory of causation would fall in line with the 
common-sense notion of causation. The distinction between cause 
and condition is said to be the result of the common-sense notion 
of a 'thing.' It is believed that "commonsense distinguishes between 
a thing and its states."53 The thing or phenomenon is regarded as 
something substantial-a substance persisting through a period of 
time-but it has states that change. This common-sense notion of 
substance was, no doubt, a basic part ofthe Sarvastivada teachings. 
For the first time in the history of Buddhist thought, the Sarvasti
vadins accepted a bifurcation of elements as having substance and 
characteristics (see chapter 4). This came to be called dravyavada 
and is believed to be the result of V aise~ika influence. 54 The 
acceptance of such a bifurcation leads to the recognition of a 
distinction between cause and condition. For example, if clay is 
considered the substance, and the form it assumes (jar, etc.) its 
characteristics or states, then clay itself would be taken as the cause, 
while the potter, and the potter's wheel, etc., which give clay its 
shape, would be only subsidiary conditions. 55 Thus, all evidence, 
textual as well as doctrinal, proves that the Sarvastivadins were the 
first to make a distinction between a cause (hetu, yin) and condition 
(pratyaya, yuan). 

Therefore, when Yasomitra wrote the Sphutdrthdbhidharma
kosavyakhya, the Buddhist scholars differed as to the nature of 
hetu (yin) and pratyaya (yuan). In one place Yasomitra refers to 
the earlier view in which the terms were used synonymously. 56 A 
quotation from the sutras is given to prove this point. Later, com
menting on the statement cak~ur bhik~o hetur iti (see above), he 
refers to several dissenting views thus: "Hetu is the proximate 
cause, the remote one is the pratyaya; others say hetu is what 
generates [or produces], whereas pratyaya is only the supporting 
condition; still others maintain that the two are synonymous." 57 

As far as we know, the only Theravadin text that upholds 
this distinction between hetu and paccaya is the NettippakaralJa, 
included in the Khuddaka Nikaya. Discussing requisites or condi
tions (parikkhara-hara), it says, "two things give rise to or produce 
[a phenomenon], cause and condition."58 Explaining the charac
teristics of a cause and a condition, the same treatise points out 
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that the cause has the characteristic of being unique, and the 
condition the characteristic of being common. S9 The example of 
the sprout is given to illustrate this distinction: the seed is the unique 
'cause' for the arising of the sprout, while the earth and water, being 
common, are only 'conditions.'60 The discussion concludes with, 
"intrinsic nature is the cause, extrinsic nature the condition; cause 
is internal, condition external; the cause generates [or produces], 
the condition supports; that which is unique is the cause, that 
which is common is the condition."61 We agree with NaI).amoli's 
comment, on the analysis of the category of requisites (parikkhlira
hara) in the Nettippakaral}a, that the distinction between hetu and 
paccaya seems peculiar to this work and that in the suttas no such 
difference is discernible. 62 Since a definition implying a distinction 
between hetu and paccaya cannot be found in the other canonical 
texts of the Theravadins, the compilers of the N ettippakaral}a may 
have been influenced by the ideas expressed on the subject at the 
time the Sphutarthabhidharmakosavyakhya was compiled. 

While the Sarvastivadin theory of causation consisted of the 
two facets, hetu (yin) and pratyaya (yuan), the Vijfianavadins and 
the Theravadins emphasized the theory of pratyayas. The Vijfia
navadins even extended the theory of pratyayas by enumerating 
twenty subdivisions of the hetu-pratyaya (yin-yuan).63 Ten of them 
are referred to in the MadhyZmtavibhagabha~ya of Vasubandhu64 
and in the Vijiiaptimatratasiddhi (Dharmapala's version6S). In the 
former, they are called karal}a (neng tso), and in the latter they are 
termed hetu (yin). This shows that even when the jointly sufficient 
conditions were being analyzed, the words hetu (yin), karal}a (neng 
tso) and pratyaya (yuan) were used synonymously. The subdivisions 
of hetu-pratyaya (yin-yuan) are called karal}a (neng tso) in one text 
and hetu (yin) in another. The division of hetu-pratyaya into twenty 
karal}as in the Abhidharmasamuccaya appears to be very significant. 
With the three other pratyayas, they make a total of twenty-three, 
which corresponds closely to the list of twenty-four enumerated 
in the Patthana of the Theravadins (see chapter 8). 

After the Sarvastivadins put forward a theory of causation 
with two facets, the Vijfianavadins seem to have attempted to 
resolve the problems created by this dichotomy by fusing the two 
theories together. The Abhidharmasamuccaya describes several 
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Fig. 1: Forms of hetu and pratyaya in the Sarvastivada 
(Abhidharmakosa) and Vijnlinavada (Abhidharmasa
muccaya) Schools 
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ways in which a primary cause (hetu-pratyaya, yin-yuan) can be 
recognized. 66 They are by way of-

1. Self-nature (svabhava, tzu hsing). 
2. Diversity (prabheda, ch' a pieh). 
3. Assistance (sahaya, chu pan). 
4. Coexistence (sampratipatti, teng hsing). 
5. Increase (vrddhi, tseng i). 
6. Opposition (paripantha, chang ai). 
7. Grasping (parigraha, she shou). 

In his commentary on the Abhidharmasamuccaya, Haribhadra 
maintains that the first two characteristics, self-nature and diversity, 
together establish the kara1Ja-hetu (neng tso yin), and the remaining 
five characteristics, in order, elucidate the sahabhu- (chu yu), 
sabhaga- (hsiang ying) , samprayuktaka- (t 'ung lui), sarvatraga- (pien 
hsing) and vipaka- (i shu) hetus. 67 This clearly indicates an attempt 
by the Vijiianavadins to reconcile the two theories put forward by 
the Sarvastivadins. While the Abhidharmakosa includes all five 
hetus, except kara1Ja-hetu, under hetu-pratyaya,68 the Abhidharma
samuccaya goes one step further to include even the kara1Ja-hetu 
under this category. Moreover, Haribhadra concludes by saying 
that all hetus can be included under the category of kara1Ja-hetu, 69 
thus making kara1Ja-hetu and hetu-pratyaya identical. The differ
ence of standpoints of the two schools is apparent in Figure 1. 

The purpose of the classification by the Vijiianavadins was 
to define hetu-pratyaya so that whatever causes (hetu, yin) appeared 
in the Sarvastivada classification could be brought under hetu
pratyaya. Even though the terms hetu and karana were retained by 
the Vijiianavadins, they do not differ in meaning; they are inter
changeable and are used synonymously. Therefore, we may con
clude that early Buddhism as embodied in the Pali Nikayas and 
the Chinese Agamas, as well as the later Theravada and Vijiiana
vada schools, did not recognize a difference between 'cause' and 
'condition' and that the words hetu and pratyaya did not denote 
any such distinction. 



IV. The Conception of Dharma 

IN OUR DAILY EXPERIENCE "we are accustomed to distin
guish between occurrences that we regard as being regularly 
connected and occurrences that we consider to be accidentally or 
casually conjoined."! There is no doubt that primitive man dis
covered some minor uniformities, and that he made use of this 
knowledge as a guide to his daily activities. But where such unifor
mities could not be discovered he resorted to rituals and magical 
practices.2 His ritual practices may therefore be explained as 
unconscious attempts at overcoming or avoiding what he consid
ered to be accidental occurrences. The two types of events enu
merated above, namely, those that regularly occur and those that 
occur accidentally, have been called uniformities and multiform
ities, respectively.3 Scientific knowledge is said to consist in re
solving these multiformities into a uniformity of a higher generality 
and greater abstraction, or to explain the causation of what have 
been described as accidental occurrences, so that belief in events 
that sometimes happen may be replaced by belief in events that 
always happen. 

The Buddha made a similar discovery when, with the insight 
he gained as he sat under the Bodhi tree on the banks of the river 
Nerafijara, he was able to penetrate into the nature of dhamma. 4 

The truth he discovered is summarized in a discourse he delivered 
to his disciples later. There he speaks oftwo aspects of his discovery, 
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(1) 'causation' (paticcasamuppada, yin yuan fa), and (2) 'causally 
produced dhamma' (paticcasamuppanne ca dhamme, yuan sheng 
fa).5 

The So-ch'u-ching makes this distinction very clear in using 
the two phrases yin yuan ch'i and yin yuan ch'i so sheng fa to denote 
paticcasamuppada and paticcasamuppannadhamma, respectively. 6 

The former is further explained in terms of the causal formula: 
"When this is present, that comes to be; from the arising of this, 
that arises. When this is absent, that does not come to be; on the 
cessation of this, that ceases." This causal pattern, according to 
which things are conditioned, is explained in terms of the twelve 
factors of the special application of the causal formula (see chap
ter 5). Thus, it is a distinction between the causal relation and the 
causally related. The problem of causation, therefore, involves two 
aspects, the rule or pattern according to which things change, and 
the things themselves that are subject to change. 7 

Analysis of the nature of causally produced dhamma throws 
much light on the problem of causation. The conception of dhamma 
(fa) is fundamental to Buddhist philosophy. Conze has observed 
that "In its essentials the Dharma-theory is common to all schools, 
and provides the framework within which Buddhist wisdom oper
ates."B The term dhamma is used in a wide variety of meanings. 9 

The implications of the term have been examined by the com
mentators, and the various uses are given in two slightly different 
lists.lO Wilhelm and Magdalene Geiger have amalgamated these 
two lists, giving five different uses as follows: 

1. gUlJa, Eigenschaft, Fahigkeit, Tugend. 
2. des ana, Lehre, Predigt. 
3. hetu, ursache. 
4. pariyatti, heiliger, kanonischen Text. 
5. nissatta (= nijj'fva), Unbe1ebts, Ding, Sache. ll 

We are primarily concerned with the third and the fifth uses, which, 
for the sake of convenience, may be considered similar. Dhamma 
in this sense has undergone multifarious changes in the different 
schools of Buddhist thought. Our main attempt in this chapter will 
be to examine the conception of dhamma in the Pali Nikayas and 
the Chinese Agamas, referring to other developments when 
necessary. 12 
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A wide variety oftranslations of dhamma have been suggested 
by scholars. Stcherbatsky renders it as 'elements.' C. A. F. Rhys 
Davids seems to prefer 'phenomena.' Wilhelm and Magdalene 
Geiger have translated as 'Ding(e),' or more properly, 'die em
pirischen Dinge.'13 We propose to leave the term untranslated 
until the conception in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas 
is fully examined and assessed in light of later developments. 
Then we can determine which of the translations would best express 
the meaning of the term in these early texts. 

The most important characteristics of dhamma are said to be 
impermanence (anicca, wu ch'ang), unsatisfactoriness (dukkha, k'u) 
and nonsubstantiality (anatta, wu 0).14 Various other character
istics have been given, but they all are representations or even 
further elaborations of the three major characteristics. There is, 
for example, the triad consisting of impermanence, unsatisfac
toriness, and change or transformation (viparilJamadhamma, pien 
i fa).15 The last characteristic replaces nonsubstantiality (anatta), 
because change represents the opposite of substantiality or sub
stance (atta, 0), reckoned as the immutable substratum of empirical 
reality. Of the three characteristics mentioned above, the most 
important is impermanence (anicca, wu ch'ang); the other two may 
be regarded as corollaries. 16 

Discussing the Buddhist theory of the impermanence of 
dhamma, Stcherbatsky makes the following observation: 

The elements of existence are momentary appearances, 
momentary flashings into the phenomenal world out of an 
unknown source. Just as they are disconnected, so to say, in 
breadth, not being linked together by any pervading sub
stance, just so they are disconnected in depth or in duration, 
since they last only one single moment (kijalJa). They dis
appear as soon as they appear, in order to be followed in 
the next moment by another momentary existence. Thus a 
moment becomes a synonym of an element (dharma), two 
moments are two different elements. An element becomes 
something like a point in time-space. The Sarvastivlidin 
school makes an attempt mathematically to determine the 
duration of a moment. It, nevertheless, admittedly represents 
the smallest particle of time imaginable. Such computations 
of the size of the atom and the duration of the moment are 
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evidently mere attempts to seize the infinitesimal. The idea 
that two moments make two different elements remains. 
Consequently, the elements do not change, but disappear, 
the world becomes a cinema. Disappearance is the very 
essence of existence; what does not disappear does not exist. 
A cause for the Buddhist was not a real cause but a preceding 
moment, which likewise arose out of nothing in order to 
disappear into nothing. 17 

Stcherbatsky attributes this conception of dharma to the "first 
period" of Buddhist philosophy. IS This attribution is not well
founded because the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, which 
represent the "first period," contain no such conception of dharma. 
Evidence suggests, rather, that the conception of dharma described 
by Stcherbatsky belongs to the period represented by the Abhi
dharma. 

The Abhidharma Pitaka, though regarded by the scholastics 
as having originated with the Buddha himself,19 is no doubt a 
product of a later age. It has been observed that the teachings 
embodied in the Abhidharma Pitaka represent merely an explicit 
form of the Dharma implicit in the Sutra Pitaka. 20 This tendency 
to minimize the difference between the teachings of the Slitra and 
Abhidharma Pitakas is the cause of much misunderstanding re
garding the relative positions of the different schools of thought in 
Buddhism. Evidence strongly suggests that early Buddhism, as 
embodied in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, represents 
a form of phenomenalism. 21 It is true that in speaking of the 
external world, or more properly of 'form' (rupa) , the Buddha 
makes reference to primary existents (mahabhuta) and 'secondary 
form' (upadaya rupa).22 But this division is not equivalent to the 
division of matter into primary and secondary qualities found in 
many of the realist schools. The so-called primary existentsrepre
sented by earth (pathavi), etc. are nothing but sense data. Hence, 
earth, for example, is defined as grossness (kakkhalata).23 On the 
other hand, there are specific statements that knowledge of the 
external world is based on experience (vedana), and that this 
experience is dependent on contact with sense data (phassa).24 
Hence, any theory about the nature of the external world has to be 
based on sense data (phassa) , and speculation that goes beyond 
sense data would be metaphysical and futile. Such theories are 
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based on hypothetical ideas about what reality ought to be rather 
than on verifiable data. In other words, they are beyond the sphere 
of experience (avisaya, fei ching chieh). 25 

But with the Abhidharma we notice a gradual change in this 
philosophical outlook. The origin of the Abhidharma has been 
traced to an attempt to preserve the fundamental teachings of the 
Buddha after his demise. 26 The method adopted to achieve this 
end was to pick out the central teachings and analyze and classify 
them. Once the central tenets were determined, the next step was to 
classify and group them into various categories, sometimes in 
numerical order. 27 This process of analysis and classification con
tinued until the formulation or compilation of texts such as 
Dhammasangani and Vibhanga of the Theravadins and Jfiana
prasthana and other texts of the Sarvastivadins. There we find the 
analysis and classification of dharma into material (rupa) and 
mental (dtta, caitasika) groups. Such analyses and classifications 
had to be complemented by a system of definition, and in defining 
these categories the Abhidharmikas seem to have followed their 
own ideas rather than those found in the early texts. For example, 
rupa or form came to be regarded as nonmental (a ce tasika , dt
tavippayutta).28 Such definitions led to a clear demarcation between' 
mental and physical events comparable to the division of reality 
into mind and matter. Thus the philosophy of the Abhidharma 
assumed the form of a naive realism or pluralism, which was very 
different from the philosophical outlook of early Buddhism. 

The Abhidharma tradition in India then became exposed to 
various external, non-Buddhist influences. Philosophical specu
lation continued in the wake of the emergence of such pluralistic 
and realistic schools as the Vai§e~ika, and the Abhidharmikas also 
succumbed to speculation, engaging in an endless analysis of 
dharmas into their minutest forms. This process of analysis reached 
its logical conclusion when the Abhidharmikas accepted the view 
that a dharma is a point in space-time. Thus, the Buddhist schools 
in India came to accept the theory of atoms (paramalJuvada) and 
a theory of moments (k~alJavada). As Stcherbatsky himself points 
out, "such computations of the size of the atom and the duration 
of the moment are evidently mere attempts to seize the infinites
imal."29 These are the theories that dominated the philosophical 
atmosphere during the period of the Abhidharma, although 
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Stcherbatsky has attempted to throw them back to the time of 
early Buddhism. They are conspicuously absent, even in the 
Theravada tradition before Buddhaghosa (see chapter 7). Setting 
aside the theory of atoms for the time being, let us consider the 
theory of moments, which is closely connected with the theory of 
impermanence (anicca) and which has created innumerable prob
lems in understanding Buddhist conception of causality. 

The difficulties faced by the Buddhists who accepted a theory 
of moments (k$alJavada) is illustrated not only by the criticism of 
non-Buddhist thinkers such as Sailkara but also by the objections 
raised by Buddhists themselves. Sailkara pointed out that "Those 
who maintain that everything has a momentary existence only 
admit that when the thing existing in the second moment enters 
into being, the thing existing in the first moment ceases to be. On 
this admission, it is impossible to establish between the two things 
the relation of cause and effect, since the former momentary ex
istence ceases or has ceased to be, and so has entered into the state 
of non-existence, cannot be the cause of the later momentary 
existence."3o In the Tattvasangraha, Santarak~ita cites the view of 
Bhadanta Y ogasena that causal efficiency cannot be maintained in 
the case of momentary existences. 31 

Yamakami Sogen wrongly accuses Sailkara of "complete 
ignorance of the Buddhist doctrine of Universal impermanence."32 
On the contrary, Sailkara has convincingly shown the logical 
implications of the theory of momentariness. His criticism does not 
affect the theory of impermanence (anicca, wu ch' ang ) as expounded 
in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, or even the pre
Buddhaghosa Theravada. The theory of moments, which is a prod
uct of psychological or even logical analysis of the theory of 
impermanence, presents a problem, as Sailkara and Yogasena have 
pointed out, with regard to the conception of causality. If a thing 
exists for one moment only, a moment being reckoned as the 
smallest particle of time imaginable, how can the causal efficiency 
of that moment be made intelligible? 

The later Buddhists adopted two methods for solving the 
problem of causal continuity created by the acceptance of a theory 
of moments. The first was to recognize an unchanging substratum 
underlying the momentary flashes of the apparent phases of 
dhamma. The second was to formulate a theory of immediate 
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contiguity (samanantara) and grant causal efficiency (arthakriya
karitva or paccayata) to the immediately preceding dhamma. As will 
be seen (chapter 7), the Sarvastivadins adopted both these methods, 
while the Sautrantikas and the later Theravadins criticized the 
first and adopted the second. 

In his anxiety to defend the Buddhist theory against SaIikara's 
criticism, Yamakami Sogen, says: "The substratum of everything 
is eternal and permanent. What changes every moment is merely 
the phase of the thing, so that it is erroneous to affirm that, ac
cording to Buddhism, the thing of the first moment ceases to exist 
when the second moment arrives."33 This distinction between the 
substratum of a thing and its changing phases, a distinction similar 
to the common-sense notion of a thing as having primary char
acteristics and causal characteristics,34 has been the keynote of 
Sarvastivada teachings. 

In his discussion of the Sarvastivada teachings, Stcherbatsky 
uses the term "element" to translate the word dharma. "Element" 
has been defined as "that which cannot be reduced to simpler terms 
under the conditions ofinvestigation."35 Thus, in science, the term 

. refers to the different kinds of atoms, the sort of material of which 
the world is composed. The use of the term "element"' to render the 
word dharma may be in keeping with the teachings of the Sarvasti
vadins. Dharmas are, according to them, the simplest elements to 
which an empirical object can be reduced. Stcherbatsky points out 
that these elements were considered to have four salient features: 
(1) nonsubstantiality (all dharmas are anatman)-this refers to all 
seventy-five elements, whether eternal or impermanent, (2) non
duration (all salflskrta-dharmas are anitya)-this refers only to the 
seventy-two impermanent elements of phenomenal existence, 
(3) unrest (all sasrava-dharmas are dulJkha), and their unrest has 
its end in (4) final deliverance (their nirvana alone is santa). 

After enumerating the four salient features of a dharma, 
Stcherbatsky explains the first of these in detaiL He maintains that 
"the term anatman is usually translated as 'non-soul,' but in reality 
atman is here synonymous with a personality, an ego, a self, an 
individual, a living being, a conscious agent, etc. The underlying 
idea is that, whatsoever be designated by all these names is not a 
real and ultimate fact, it is a mere name for a multitude of inter con
nected facts, which Buddhist philosophy is attempting to analyze 
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by reducing them to real elements (dharma)." Thus, according to 
the Sarvastivada teachings, as interpreted by Stcherbatsky, a being 
(pudgala) is nothing but a congeries of elements; it is in itself no 
'ultimate reality' (not a dharma).36 This implies that although the 
individual is not a real individual, the elements (dharmas) that 
constitute him are ultimate realities. But these ultimate realities are 
separate., disconnected elements that, according to the second of 
the four salient features, are momentary (k.$alJika). To use 
Stcherbatsky's own expression, "they are momentary appearances, 
momentary :flashings into the phenomenal world out of an un
known source."37 Thus came about the dichotomy of an element 
as having a substance (svabhava) that is unknowable and having a 
phenomenal appearance (lak.$alJa) that is causally conditioned. 
While the underlying substratum came to be denoted by the words 
svabhava and dravya, which are synonymous, the causal char
acteristics came to be differently conceived by the various Sar
vastivada teachers. 

The Abhidharmakosa, as well as the other texts dealing with 
the doctrines of Sarvastivada, refers to four main theories put 
forward by the school on the nature of the causal characteristics 
(lak.$alJa).38 The first is the view advocated by Dharmatrata, who 
taught a theory of change of state (bhavanyathatva, lui i). He 
maintained that a thing existing during the three periods of time 
changes its state (bhava) but not the underlying substance (dravya). 
This process is compared to the different shapes assumed by gold, 
which itself does not change. Thus, the three epochs of time-past, 
present, and future-are differentiated by the nonidentity of the 
states (bhava): Gho~aka, another teacher of this school, contrib
uted the second theory, the view that only the characteristics of a 
thing are subject to change (lak.$alJanyathatva, hsiang i). According 
to him, an entity always takes three courses. When a thing is 
present, it has the seeds of the past and the future. Likewise with 
things of the past and the future. This is illustrated by the example 
of a man who is attached to one woman but who is not at the same 
time detached from other women. Third is the view adopted by 
Vasumitra, who believed that a thing, when passing through the 
three periods of time, does not change its nature but changes its 
condition (avasthanyathatva, wei i). The condition is determined 
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by causal efficiency (karitra). "When efficiency is present, the thing 
is said to be present; when efficiency has been given up, it is said 
to be past; and when it is going to have efficiency, it is future."39 
And fourth, Buddhadeva upheld a theory of change of relations 
(anyonyathatva, tai i). A thing is said to change because of the 
change of its relation with the past and the present. Thus, a woman 
can both be a daughter and a mother. A refutation of these views 
is to be found in the Tattvasal?1graha-pafijika of KamalasTla.40 
Thus, the Sarvastivadins recognized "two hemispheres" in the 
world of empirical reality.41 One is the world of experience and 
knowledge; it has no ultimate reality since everything there consists 
of fleeting momentary appearances. The second is the world of 
reality, the reality behind the momentary appearances. 

It is true that the Sarvastivadins denied the substantiality of 
the individual (pudgala). But compelled by the need to explain the 
problem of continuity resulting from the acceptance of discrete 
momentary dharmas, they came to believe in an underlying sub
stratum (svabhava, dravya) considered to be eternal (sarvada asti, 
heng YU).42 We agree with Ninian Smart that the "difficulties of 
this kind were one motive for the Realist school to insist strongly 
upon the existence of everything past, present and future: so that 
events could enter into relations with one another. "43 

By his interpretation of the term dharmata, Stcherbatsky seems 
to authenticate the Sarvastivada theory of eternal elements. A 
passage in the Madhyamikavrtti that had already appeared in the 
Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas declares, "Whether the 
Tathagatas were to arise or whether the Tathagatas were not to 
arise, this nature of dharmas remains." (utpadad va tathagatanam 
anutpadad va tathagatanal?1 sthitaivai~a dharmanal?1 dharmata).44 
Stcherbatsky seems to have taken dharmata in this context to mean 
the "essence of dharmas," i.e., their svabhava as opposed to their 
causal characteristics (lak~al'Ja).45 Therefore, he translates the word 
dharmata as "ultimate realities".46 And as the statement in the 
Madhyamikavrtti goes, these realities are eternal irrespective of 
whether the Tathagatas were to arise or not. As is pointed out 
below (chapter 5), dharmata (P. dhammata) refers to the causal 
connection between two dharmas rather than an underlying sub
stratum of dharmas. If dharmata stands for the causal connection, 
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it cannot mean an ultimate reality (dharmasvabhliva) as the 
Sarvastivlldins understood it, because Nllgarjuna and his followers 
rejected the conception of svabhliva, using the argument that 
svabhliva is opposed to causality (see below). 

This theory that all dharmas in their ultimate nature (svabhava) 
exist during the three periods of time,past (atfta, ch'u), present 
(vartamCina, chin), and future (anCigata, iai), gave the Sarvastivadins 
their appellation.47 Asserting that the theory of the Sarvastivlldins 
represents the earliest phase of Buddhist thought, Stcherbatsky 
quotes a passage from the Samyukta Agama. The Buddha is asked 
what is meant by "everything exists" (sabbarrz atthi or sarvam asti or 
i ch'ieh yu), and he replies, "'everything exists' means the twelve 
'gateways of perception' (Ciyatana) exist. "48 Stcherbatsky com
ments: "Now the twelve llyatanas are merely one of the many 
classifications of the elements of existence of matter and mind. The 
Sarvastivlldin school admitted seventy five such elements. These 
elements were called dharmas. "49 

We believe that Stcherbatsky misunderstood the implications 
of the above text. The statement "everything exists means the 
twelve Ciyatanas exist," did not mean that the twelve Ciyatanas, past, 
present, and future, exist, as the Sarvastivlldins would have inter
preted. There is no reference to the past and the future, or, for that 
matter, to any conception of time. Early Buddhism does not deny 
present sense experiences, or therefore, their causes, namely, the 
sense organs and sense objects. This idea is clearly expressed in the 
sutra that immediately follows the one Stcherbatsky quoted: "The 
visual organ and the visible object produce visual consciousness 
and contact. As a result of visual contact (yen ch'u) there arise 
feelings that are either pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral. This is what 
is meant by 'everything exists.' "50 This passage clearly shows that 
the reference is to present sense experiences and their causes. 

Moreover, the Sarvastivllda theory of 'everything exists' 
(sarvam asti) not only implies the real existence of the twelve 
Ciyatanas, but also the existence of an eternal substratum (dravya) 
or ultimate nature (svabhliva). This idea is denied by the very sutra 
quoted by Stcherbatsky because it emphasizes that positing any
thing beyond the twelve Ciyatanas would be beyond the sphere of 
experience (fei ching chieh = avisaya). Thus, even the so-called 
'elements' (dharma) that, according to Stcherbatsky, were con-
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sidered ultimate realities by the Sarvastivadins are looked upon 
as being nonsubstantial (wu 0 = anatta). They have no substance 
(svabhava) that survives during the three periods. 51 

The theory that everything past, present, and future exists is 
contradicted by yet another sutra in the Nikayas and the Agamas. 52 
According to the analysis in this sutra, the Sarvastivada theory that 
dharmas past, present, and future exist oversteps the limits of 
linguistic convention. The version in the Pali Nikayas reads thus: 

"There are these three linguistic conventions or usages of 
words or terms that are distinct-have been distinct in the 
past, are distinct at present, and will be distinct in the future 
-which [conventions] are not ignored by the recluses and 
brahmins who are wise. Which three? Whatever form (rupa) 
there has been, which has ceased to be, which is past and has 
changed is called, reckoned, and termed 'has been' (ahosi); 
it is not reckoned as 'it exists' (atthl) nor as 'it win be' (bha
vissatl). [The'same is repeated with regard to the other four 
aggregates.] ... Whatever form is not arisen, not come to be, 
is called, reckoned, or termed 'it will be' (bhavissatl) and is 
not reckoned 'it exists' or 'it has been' .... Whatever form 
has been and has manifested itself is called, reckoned, or 
termed 'it exists' and is not reckoned 'it has been' or 'it will 
be.' " 

This statement should have served as a warning for the Sarvas
tivadins to avoid the mistake of maintaining that dharmas in their 
ultimate reality exist during the past, present, and future. The 
Sarvastivada theory may therefore be taken as a new development 
in the history of Buddhist thought resulting from the acceptance 
ofthe theory of momentariness. If so, it would be unfair to attribute 
the misconception (viparyasa) of "perceiving a self in things without 
self, thinking of nonexistent things as existent" to all the so-called 
Hlnayana schools, although it may be attributed to the Sarva
stivada school. 53 

Discussing the nonsubstantiality of the individual (pudgala), 
Stcherbatsky writes: "The underlying idea is that, whatever be 
designated by all these names, it is not a real and ultimate fact, it is a 
mere name [sammuti] for a multitude of interconnected facts."54 
This view is, of course, based on the statement in the Pali Nikayas 
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and the Chinese Agamas that illustrates the doctrine of non
substantiality: "Just as the word 'chariot' exists on the basis of the 
aggregation of parts, even so the concept of 'being' exists when the 
five aggregates are available."55 Examining the simile in that state
ment, it would seem that the chariot is unreal (nonsubstantial) 
because it is merely a name for a multitude of different parts (wheels, 
axle) assembled in a certain way. But are the individual and sepa
rate parts real or substantial? On closer scrutiny one finds that they 
too are unreal or nonsubstantial in that they are causally produced, 
just like the whole, the chariot. 

Therefore, the view was accepted that just as the individual is 
unreal, so the component parts, the aggregates, are unreal in that 
they have no substance (atman = svabhava) , being subjected to 
becoming (bhuta), composition, (sahkhata), and causal production 
(paticcasamuppanna). Thus, anatman becomes a synonym of 
nil;svabhava. That the aggregates (skandha), taken not only in 
combination but also separately, are nonsubstantial is emphatically 
stated in the sutras. 56 The Chinese Agamas seem to go further in 
maintaining that even the aggregates taken separately are non
substantial (wu 0 = anatta) and unreal (k'ung = sufifia).57 

It was this line of argument that was adopted by Nagarjuna 
to refute the Sarvastivada conception of reality. He devoted one 
whole chapter of the MUla-madhyamaka-karika to refuting the 
doctrine of the substantiality of the dharmas. 58 Starting from the 
fundamental proposition in Buddhist philosophy that there is 
nothing in this empirical world that is not causally produced, 59 
Nagarjuna raises the question, "How could a contingent svabhava 
be possible?"60 CandrakTrti replies, "The concept of contingence 
(krtakatva) and substance (svabhava) cannot be combined in one 
meaningful unity (asarrzgatartham) , for they are contradictory 
(parasparaviruddhatvad). According to realistic logic, the term 
svabhava has more or less the meaning of 'thing-in-itself' (svo 
bhavo). Even with regard to this definition, nobody in the world 
would designate contingent reality as svabhava. So, for example, 
heat [as a property] of water [is a contingent reality and for that 
reason is not its svabhava]." 

Then CandrakTrti anticipates the reply of the opponent, which 
he states thus: "Svabhava is noncontingent (akrtaka), as for exam
ple, with heat as a property of fire, for in this example the inherence 
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(sam parka) of the thing (padartha) and its attribute (an tara) is 
not causally produced (ajanita). Therefore one can speak of 
svabhava. "61 To this the Madhyamika replies: 

It must be stressed, of course, that this acceptance of a non
contingent svabhava is only true from the point of view of 
common-sense experience (lokavyahara). On the contrary, we 
maintain that heat as a property of fire is not a svabhava, for 
fire is itself contingent (krtaka). It originates in correlation 
(sapek:jata) with certain causes and conditions through the 
cooperation of various factors: the lens, fuel, the sun, or 
owing to the friction of pieces of wood. There is no heat in
dependent of fire. So heat is also produced in correlation 
with causes and conditions and is therefore a contingent 
(krtaka). And being contingent, it cannot be a svabhava, just 
as heat of water cannot be a svabhava. 62 

Here, too, the Madhyamikas were attempting to show that the 
dharmas are devoid of substance (svabhava) because they are 
causally produced or are contingent. This is the very argument 
adduced in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas to show the 
nonsubstantiality of the dharmas. 

Moreover, the Madhyamikas quoted a statement of the 
Buddha to justify their rejection of the Sarvastivada conception of 
the eternality of the dharmas. Nagarjuna says: "Recognizing the 
problems of 'Being' and 'non-Being,' the Buddha has, in the 
Klityayana-sutra, rejected the two concepts 'it is' and 'it is not.' "63 
Candraldrti points out that this sutra is studied in all schools of 
Buddhist thought. 64 Also in the Nikayas and the Agamas the two 
concepts 'everything exists' and 'everything does not exist' are 
rejected because they are said to lead to a belief in permanence 
(sassata-ditthi, ch' ang chien) andto a belief in annihilation (uccheda
ditthi, tuan chien). 6 5 For the Buddha, these were metaphysical pro b
lems. The Sarvastivada theory that dharmas in their own nature or 
substance (svabhava) exist during the three periods of time may be 
considered a result of metaphysical speculations on the problems 
of time and continuity.66 There is no doubt that the Sarvastivada 
theory leads to belief in permanence, although Stcherbatsky at
tempts to show that it does not. 67 This becomes clear from the fact 
that Nagarjuna viewed the theory of svabhava in the same way as 
the Buddha viewed the Upanisadic conception of 'Being' (sat). 68 
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Therefore, in his attempt to counteract the Sarvastivada conception 
of svabhliva, Nagarjuna found it appropriate to quote the statement 
of the Buddha refuting the Upani~adic conception of 'Being' (sat). 

Even a later Theravada text such as the Kathlivatthu is un
equivocal in its criticism of the Sarvastivada conception of the 
'substantiality of dharmas' (dharma-svabhliva).69 Ignoring this ex
plicit criticism in the Kathavatthu, Murti says: "It is a mistake to 
think that the Mahayana schools reversed the denial of the soul 
and reaffirmed its reality. If anything, they were more thorough in 
carrying out the Nairatmya doctrine. They denied not only the 
substance [of the individual, pudgala-nairlitmya] but also extended 
the denial to the elements (dharma-nairlitmya), which the Hlnayana 
schools had uncritically accepted as real."70 The theory of the 
nonsubstantiality of the dharmas, as pointed out above, was not 
new to the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas. In the Pali 
Nikayas we find specific references to the doctrine of the non
substantiality of all dharmas (dharma-nairlitmya) in the locution 
sabbe dhammli anattli.71 Not being able to accept that early 
Buddhism made such a denial, L. de la Vallee Poussin, quoting 
a passage from the Ahguttara Nikliya where this locution occurs, 
changed it to sabbe sahkhlirli anattli, indirectly implying that it is 
either a misreading or a later interpolation.72 This, no doubt, 
is another example of the way in which a modern scholar may be 
tempted to interpolate early texts to suit his own interpretation of 
the ideas embodied in these texts. Fortunately, the Chinese Agamas 
seem to support the statement in the Pali Nikayas, for we :find the 
exact equivalent of this statement (i chieh fa wu 0) in several 
places. 73 

The conception of dharma in early Buddhism, as depicted 
in the Pali Nikayas, the Chinese Agamas, and the Theravada 
Abhidhamma as represented by the Kathavatthu, would therefore 
be much different from the Sarvastivada conception. Hence we 
maintain that it was the Sarvastivadins who propounded a theory 
of the substantiality of dharmas and that there is no justification 
for extending that criticism to the other HInayana schools. 

The second method of reconciling the doctrine of causal 
continuity with the theory of momentariness was adopted by the 
Sarvastivadins and by the Sautrantikas and the Theravadins with 
slight variations. The Sarvastivadins accepted four moments of 
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a conditioned thing (sa1flskrta), one of which is the static (sthiti).74 
This static moment was further defined according to its causal 
efficiency. "The production of a result (phalak:jepa) by a dharma 
endowed with potency gained as a result of coming into [present] 
existence and the harmony of [external and internal] conditions, is 
said to be the causal efficiency (karitra)."7S To maintain causal 
continuity among such momentary dharmas, they formulated the 
theory of immediately contiguous cause (samanantarapratyaya, 
teng wu chien yuan). 

The Sautrantikas, who did not recognize the static moment, 76 

believed that a dharma disappears immediately as it appears. 77 

For them, what is perceived as .a static moment or moment of 
duration is a series of successive moments with a continuous flow. 78 

They too employed the theory of immediately contiguous cause to 
explain the connection between two successive moments. Yet the 
conception of momentariness presented other problems. If exis
tence is a series of successive moments, how can birth, decay, and 
destruction be explained? The Sautrantikas attempted to solve this 
by maintaining that birth is the beginning of a series; decay repre
sents the fact that in a given series each successive moment is 
slightly different from the preceding one; and lastly, destruction is 
the end of the series. 79 The causality of each individual moment in 
a series is then reduced to invariable antecedence. 8o But still they 
had to explain the origin or beginning of a series. It was to explain 
this problem that they presented the theory of causation that came 
to be known as abhutva bhava utpada, or pen wu chin yu sheng, 
according to which the first member of the series being nonexistent 
(abhutva, pen wu) comes into existence (utpada, sheng).81 This 
theory of causation will be discussed in detail in chapter 7. 

The Sautrantika theory, which denies the static moment 
(sthiti-k:ja1J.a) of a dharma, was given authority and sanctity when 
it was attributed to the Buddha himself. KamalaSila, in his com
mentary on the Tattvasangraha, records the Buddha as saying: 
"All forces are instantaneous. But how can a thing that has no 
duration nevertheless have the time to produce something?" The 
following answer is given: "That is because what we call 'existence' 
is nothing but efficiency (kriya), and this very efficiency is called a 
creative cause." 82 This means that a dharma represents an eternally 
changing process. 
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Yet the problems raised against the theory of moments re
mained unsolved. The Sarvastivada solution to the problem, which 
was based on acceptance of a substance (svabhava), although con
trary to the Buddha's doctrine of nonsubstantiality (anatma), was 
nevertheless more straightforward. On the other hand, the Sau
trantikas, while denying substance, merely assumed the causal 
efficiency of the momentary existence. But this very assumption 
was being questioned. 

For some time the Theravada tradition, as represented by the 
Pali Abidhamma Pitaka, did not have to face these problems. The 
reason was that the metaphysical theory of moments did not appear 
in the Theravada tradition until the time of the great commentator 
Buddhaghosa (see chapter 7). Therefore, when the doctrine of 
momentariness appeared in the Theravada tradition, the solutions 
presented by the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas came along 
with it. The Sarvastivada doctrines appeared in disguise in the 
works of Buddhaghosa, Dhammapala, and the writers of the 
Polonnaruva period. The Sautrantika ideas came to be advocated 
by Ananda of Mfilatfka fame. 

The foregoing account shows how the Sarvastivadins and the 
Sautrantikas, in their attempt to present a logical analysis of the 
doctrine of impermanence (anicca), came to accept a theory of 
moments, which in turn led to several theories not consistent with 
early Buddhism. While the Sarvastivadins accepted a belief in an 
underlying substratum in dharmas, thus going against the non
substantialist (anatma) standpoint of early Buddhism, the Sautran
tikas were led to adopt a theory of causation that was very similar 
to the one rejected by the Buddha (see chapter 7). These differences 
suggest that the teachings of the Abhidharmakosa of Vasubandhu 
are not representative of the earliest phase of Buddhism. 

What, then, is the theory of impermanence found in the early 
Buddhist texts? Hardly any evidence can be gathered from the Pali 
Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas to support the view that things 
were considered to be momentary (k~alJika, ch'a na). We do not 
come across any statement such as, "All forces are momentary." 83 

The theory of momentariness is not only foreign to early Buddhism 
but is contradicted by some statements in the Nikayas and the 
Agamas. For example, two suttas in the Samyukta called Assutava 
describe how a man should give up attachment to the physical body 
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made up of the four primary existents because the body grows and 
decays, comes into being and perishes. Comparing the vacillation 
of the mind with the change taking place in the physical body, it 
continues: "This physical body made up of the four primary exis
tents exists for one, two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, 
fifty, a hundred or more years. That which is called the mind, 
thought, or consciousness arises as one thing and ceases as another 
whether by night or by day." 84 That description of mind and body 
is not inspired by a theory of momentariness. In fact, it seems to 
refute the idea of momentariness when it says that the physical body 
is comparatively more stable than the mind. Physical bodies are 
experienced as enduring for some time, although they are subject to 
change and decay, which change is not perceived as occurring every 
moment. Nor is there any suggestion that the mind is subject to 
momentary changes. The suttas merely emphasize the relative 
speeds at which the body and mind change. 

This is an empiricist account of change. The statement, "All 
conditioned things are impermanent," it has been observed, "is not 
given as a result of metaphysical inquiry or of any mystical intuition, 
but' a straightforward judgment to be arrived at by investigation 
and analysis. It is founded on unbiassed thought and has a purely 
empirical basis."85 

Buddhaghosa's commentary on these suttas betrays an over
whelming influence of the conception of momentariness. His 
attempt, to again use Stcherbatsky's words, "is to seize the infini
tesimal." Buddhagosa maintains: "Just as the flame of a burning 
lamp, without leaving the area of the wick, breaks up then and 
there and when it burns or flickers in succession throughout the 
night it is called a lamp, even so, taking the succession [of states] 
this body is presented as enduring for a long time."86 Here he is 
trying to explain the perceived duration of the body by resorting 
to a theory of moments. It is reminiscent of the Sautrantika solution 
to the problem of duration. In fact, the Sphutdrthdbhidharmakosa
vyakhya uses the simile ofthe flame to explain the momentariness of 
existents (bhutani). The explanation runs thus: "The movement of 
the stream of elemental properties, whose nature is such that it 
appears in successive places, is like the flame because of its momen
tariness. The comparison with a flame is given because the momen
tary character of a flame is an established fact."87 With regard to 
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mental phenomena, Buddhaghosa says: "There is no single thought 
that can endure for one night, or even for one day, for during a 
moment of the snapping of the fingers, there arises several hundred 
thousand myriads of thoughts." 88 

Does this explanation of Buddhaghosa represent the original 
position with regard to the theory of impermanence ? In view of the 
empiricist attitude of early Buddhism, the answer would be no. 
According to early Buddhism, things are impermanent, not because 
they are momentary, but because they are characterized by birth 
(uppada, ts'ung ch'i), decay or transformation (thitassa afifiathatta, 
ch'ien p'ien), and destruction (vaya, mieh chin).89 Whatever is born 
is impermanent,90 since that which is born is sure to perish. What is 
conditioned or compound (saizkhata) is also impermanent,91 and 
so is that which is subject to decay.92 In short, impermanence is a 
synonym for arising and passing away, or birth and destruction. 93 
This pattern of things-that all conditioned things are impermanent 
(anicca, wu chang), unsatisfactory (dukkha, k'u), and that all 
dharmas are non substantial (anatta, wu o)-is eternal.94 

The term dhamma, when applied to empirical things, is always 
used in the sense of 'causally conditioned dhammas' (paticcasamup
panna-dhamma). The realization of this fact may have prompted 
Nagarjuna to declare: "There is nothing in this world that is not 
causally produced."95 In the famous dictum that is held to sum
marize the Buddha's teachings, it is said: "The Great Recluse 
says that the Tathagata has spoken of causally produced (hetup
pabhava) dhammas, their cause [or causes] and their cessation."96 
The Nikayas and the Agamas abound in statements such as: 
"sabbe saizkhZira anicca, sabbe saizkhara dukkha, sabbe dhamma 
anatta."97 The last statement seems significant. Here the occurrence 
of the two terms, saizkhZira and dhamma, is intriguing. Do they refer 
to two different things? Or, are they synonymous? 

The term saizkhara, when it refers to a psychological fact, 
certainly means 'disposition.' But there are occasions when it is used 
in a very broad sense to refer to everything in this world. One 
prominent example is from the Maha-Sudassana-suttanta where, 
referring to the glories of the famous king of the past, Maha
Suda,.ssana, his cities, treasures, palaces, elephants, horses, car
riages, women, etc., the Buddha says: "Behold, Ananda, how all 
these things (saizkhZira) are now dead and gone, have passed and 
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vanished away. Thus impermanent, Ananda, are the sahkharas; 
thus untrustworthy, Ananda, are the sahkharas. And this, Ananda, 
is enough to be weary of, to be disgusted of, to be completely free of, 
such sahkharas."98 

The past participial form sahkhata (wei) is generally used to 
refer to anything that is 'compound,' 'organized,' or deliberately 
'put together,' hence synonymous with kata (tso) 'made,' 'done.' 
Thus, sahkhata describes anything in which man's dispositional 
tendencies (sahkhara) has played a major role. In such cases, 
the things that are carefully selected for compounding or putting 
together, that is, the components, may also be called sahkharas. 
In the Nikayas and the Agamas, the human personality consisting 
of the five aggregates is called 'a bundle of components' (sahkha
rapunja).99 Therefore; it is possible that sahkhara in the context 
above is intended to denote all the aggregates, including 'dis
positions. ' 

In contrast to these sahkharas, there are things that are not so 
deliberately compounded, but that are 'natural' or 'causally con
ditioned' (paticcasamuppanna). This means that paticcasamuppanna 
dhammas are to be distinguished from sahkharas (or sahkhata 
dhammas). Thus all sahkharas are dhammas, but not all dhammas 
are sahkharas, because some dhammas are natural occurrences. 
If sahkhara is understood in this broad sense, then the above 
statement may be translated as: "All components are impermanent; 
all components are unsatisfactory; all dhammas are nonsub
stantial. " 

If dhamma is all comprehensive (and includes even sahkharas) , 
the statement sabbe dhamma anatta will imply that all things, 
including the sahkharas, are nonsubstantial. Therefore, it is not 
possible to maintain that, according to early Buddhism, the 'aggre
gates' (khandha) are 'substantial.' In spite of the statement "sabbe 
dhamma anatta" occurring in the Nikayas and the Agamas, where 
dhamma include all sahkharas or 'components' such as the aggre
gates (khandha) , the editors of the PTS Pali-English Dictionary, 
commenting on the nature of the khandhas, say: "Being the 'sub
stantial' factors of existence, birth and death depend on the 
khandhas."loo In a similar tone, Murti says: "As a matter of 
dialectical necessity then did Buddha formulate, (or) at least 
suggest, a theory of elements. The Mahayana systems clearly 
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recognize this dialectical necessity when they speak of the pudgala
nairatmya-the denial of substance (of the individual)-as intended 
to pave the way for Absolutism. Sunyata is the unreality of the 
elements as well (dharma-nairatmya)."101 

These comments imply that according to early Buddhism the 
individual (pudgala) is unreal but the components (khandha or 
skandha) are real or have substance. But that view is contradicted 
by a large number of statements in the Nikayas and the Agamas 
that emphasize the unreality or nonsubstantiality of the khandhas 
as well. The most explicit denial of the reality or substantiality of 
'components' is quoted by the Madhyamikas themselves: "All form 
is comparable to foam; all feelings to bubbles; all sensations are 
mirage-like; dispositions are like the plantain trunk; consciousness 
is but an illusion; so did the Buddha illustrate [the nature of the 
aggregates]." 102 

Moreover, the aggregates (khandha) are considered to be 
causally produced (hetu1l1 paticca sambhUta).103 The characteristics 
of the dhammas are said to be found also in the causes. They are 
said to be impermanent (anicca), conditioned or compounded 
(sahkhata), and causally produced (paticcasamuppanna) and are 
therefore not substantial. 104 Speaking of these three characteristics, 
C. A. F. Rhys Davids has rightly remarked: "Hereby we see how 
interwoven are these three concepts .... And they are held in such 
a way as to elude the metaphysical problems of (a) realism and 
idealism, and (b) of mechanism and atomism."10s 

Thus we see that the causes and the caused have been described 
in similar terms. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that early 
Buddhism, as depicted in the Nikayas and the Agamas, does not 
posit the substantiality of dhammas as the Sarvastivadins did. It was 
the awareness of this fact that led Candraklrti to make the following 
categorical statement: "Indeed, the Tathagatas never posit the real 
existence (astitva) of a soul or the aggregates."106 That statement 
directly contradicts the view expressed by Murti that the Buddha 
formulated a theory of elements as a dialectical necessity. 

Another rendering of the term dhamma that may mislead a 
student of early Buddhism is 'phenomena.' There are two different 
theories of phenomenalism: (1) that all knowledge is limited to 
phenomena (i.e., things and events in time and space) and that we 
cannot penetrate into reality itself, and (2) that all we know is 
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phenomena, that is, reality present to consciousness, either directly 
or reflectively, and that phenomena are all that is to know, there 
being no 'thing-in-itself' or object out of relation to conscious
ness. l07 'Phenomenon' in the first sense may be a better rendering 
of the Sarvastivada conception of dharma-lak/ialJa. That is because 
it is opposed to dharma-svabhava, which may be considered the 
equivalent of 'thing-in-itself,' thus coming under the category of 
the unknowable. 'Phenomenon' in the second sense may come very 
close to the conception found in the Nikayas and the Agamas, 
where the emphasis is on sense data as the content of our empirical 
knowledge, with denial of any real substratum behind phenom
ena. l08 Because early Buddhism did not recognize an underlying 
substratum in dhammas and because all dhammas were considered 
to be empirical, the rendering of the term as "die empirischen 
Dinge" by Wilhelm and Magdalene Geiger (see above) seems satis
factory. 

Stanislaus Schayer has put forward a theory of dharma dif
ferent from those discussed above: "The extension of the term 
dharma to all elements of the mundane and supramundane existence 
is an innovation of the later scholiasts -and ... the antithesis of 
rupa and dharma is a survival of pre-canonical Buddhism which 
actually divided the world into two opposite categories of rupa and 
dharma."109 He bases his conclusion on (1) the theory of "two 
bodies" (dvika,ya), namely, the rupa-ka,ya, representing the physical 
personality of the Buddha, and dharma-kaya, the spiritual per
sonality and (2) the use of the term dharma in the phrases dharm'
ayatana and dharmadhatu, where it represents mental objects or 
concepts. If his theory is correct, then the use of the term dhamma 
in the famous passage that begins "ye dhamma hetuppabhava ... " 
(see note 101, above) and the statement summarizing the Buddha's 
teaching, ("pa{iccasamuppadafi ca vo bhikkhave desissami paticcasa
muppanne ca dhamme ["I shall preach to you, 0 monks, on causality 
and causally conditioned phenomena"]) may have to be taken as 
referring to 'mental facts' only. But this is not so, for we find even 
'form' (rupa), especially namarupa (ming se) denoting not only the 
psychic but also the physical personality, included under the cate
gory of paticcasamuppanna-dhamma.110 There dhamma is used in a 
very broad sense to include physical as well as mental facts. There
fore, the relationship between dhamma as signifying 'concepts' and 
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paticcasamuppanna-dhamma as implying everything empirical can 
be diagrammatically represented thus: 

paticcasamuppanna 
dhamma 

'causally conditioned 
things' 

dhamma 

'concepts' 

In light of the abov~ analysis of the conception of dhamma, 
it is difficult to agree with Stcherbatsky, Murti, Schayer, and others 
who interpret early Buddhism as a form of radical pluralism. 
Moreover, according to early Buddhism, pluralism (nanatta) and 
monism (ekatta) are metaphysical views,l11 which, as the com
mentator has rightly remarked, are similar to or associated with 
annihilationism and eternalism. 112 
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V. The Causal Principle and Its Validity 

IN CHAPTER 4 we investigated the nature of causally produced 
dhamma, which is one aspect of the Buddha's discovery. This 
chapter examines the second aspect ofthe Buddha's discovery, the 
pattern according to which change takes place in things (dhamma). 
The change in things is not haphazard or accidental. It takes place 
according to a certain pattern, and this pattern ofthings, this order
liness in things, is said to be constant. It is a cosmic truth eternally 
valid and independent of the advent of the Tathagatas. 1 This pat
tern has been variously described as 'conditionality' (idappac
cayata, sui shun yuan ch'i) and as 'causality' (paticcasamuppada, 
yin yuan fa) (see chapter 3). Thus, according to the Buddha's 
philosophy, there are no accidental occurrences; everything in the 
world is causally conditioned or produced (paticcasamuppannarrz). 
The realization that every occurrence is a causal occurrence is said 
to clear the mind of all doubts, a characteristic of the state of perfect 
knowledge and enlightenment. 2 This truth the Tathagata discovers 
and comprehends; having discovered and comprehended it, he 
points it out, he teaches it, lays it down, establishes, reveals, ana
lyzes, clarifies it and says "100k."3 The significance of the discovery 
is such that, according to the Buddhist texts, he who perceives the 
causal law sees the truth, and he who sees the truth perceives the 
Buddha.4 

This theory of causation has been called the 'middle path' 
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(majjhima patipada, majjhimena, chung tao), 5 because it steers clear 
of the two extremes (anta, pien) with regard to causation; self
causation, which leads to a belief in eternalism, and external 
causation, which leads to a belief in annihilationism (see chapters 1 
and 2). 

The general Buddhist formula of causality is often stated in 
the following manner: 

Pali version. 
"Imasmitp. sati idatp. hoti, imassa uppada idatp. uppajjati." 
"Imasmitp. asati idatp. na hoti, imassa nirodha idatp. nirujjhati."6 
Buddhist Sanskrit version. 

"Imasya sato, idam bhavati, imasya asato idatp. na bhavati."7 
"Imasyotpadad idam utpadyate, imasya nirodhad idatp. nirudhy
ati." 8 

Chinese version I 
"Tz'ii yu ku pi yu, tz'ii ch'i ku pi ch'i." 
"Tz'ii wu yu ku pi wu yu, tz'ii mieh ku pi rnieh."9 
Chinese version II 
"Jo yu tz'ii tse yu pi, jo wu tz'ii tse wu pi."10 

These may generally be rendered into English as follows: 

When this is present, that comes to be; 
from the arising of this, that arises. 

When this is absent, that does not come to be; 
on the cessation of this, that ceases. 

There are two main points in the versions quoted above that 
should be clarified at the outset. First, in the Pali version of the 
formula, the same demonstrative adjective "this" (idaf!1,) is used, 
not the pair "this" and "that" (idaf!1" asau), as in some of the 
Buddhist Sanskrit versions, although we have used the two adjec
tives in our English translation. Commenting on this question 
C. A. F. Rhys Davids said: "This should not lead the reader to see 
in the formula a set of merely identical propositions. Pali diction 
does not distinguish between the two terms in our way; but the 
context invariably shows that there are two terms and not one."ll 
Moreover, in any statement of causation it is held that the referents, 
in this case, those denoted by the demonstrative pronouns, "must 
differ from one another in at least one respect." 12 The Buddhist 
Sanskrit version of the PratTtyasamutpada-sutra, discovered in 
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fragmentary form, uses the two words "this" (idam) and "that" 
(asau).13 In the English translation above we have followed the 
Chinese translators, who almost always distinguish the two terms 
by the use of the two characters tz'u ("this", "these") and pi 
("that", "those"). 

Second, it has been argued that the form of the causal prin
ciple-"C, therefore E," or "E because coo-is inadequate to pour 
causation into because it has the form of an explanatory statement. 
It suggests only a reason, and does not express the idea of condi
tionality.14 This is true with regard to the Chinese version I, where 
the character ku denotes only a reason. But the locative absolute 
construction in Pali and Sanskrit (as in the statements imasmifl1- sati 
idarrz hoti or asmin satidarrz bhavati), and the use of the characters 
jo and tse in the Chinese version II, seem to express the idea of 
conditionality in a more definite form. Those versions may there
fore serve as a corrective to the Chinese version I. 

Causality or causation (paticcasamuppada, yin yuan fa), as 
described in the Samyukta, is synonymous with the causal nexus, 
for example, as between 'ignorance' (avijja, wu ming) and 'dispo
sitions' (sahkhara, hsing). This causal nexus is said to have four 
main characteristics, (1) 'objectivity' (tathata,jufa erh), (2) 'ne
cessity' (avitathata, fa pu li ju), (3) 'invariability' (anannathata, 
fa pu i ju), and (4) 'conditionality' (idappaccayata, sui shun yuan 
ch' i). IS A. B. Keith, who made a persistent attempt to restrict the 
Buddhist theory of causation to the so-called chain of causation, 
seems to have overlooked the importance of this passage when he 
said: "The lover of causation would have insisted on each link; for 
the practical Buddhist all that was necessary was to show that evil 
was caused and the minor details could be left vague."16 Let us 
examine these four characteristics of the causal nexus in detail. 

The first characteristic, 'objectivity' (tathata, ju fa erh), de
scribes the status of causation in Buddhism. We have already shown 
that some of the Upani~adic thinkers considered change, and 
consequently causation, a mental construct, a purely subjective 
phenomenon (see chapter 1). For them causation had no onto
logical status; it was a purely epistemological category belonging 
solely to the description of human experience. If causation were 
only a mental construct, then it would be a concoction or fabri
cation of man, a hypothesis without any real basis. Hence a very 
pertinent question is raised in the Samyukta Agama17 as to who 
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constructed or fabricated this theory of causality, the Buddha or 
solle other person. Buddha's reply to this question was: "It is 
neither made by me nor by another. Whether the Tatha.gatas were 
to arise in this world or not, this pattern of things (fa chieh 18 = 
dhammadhatu) is eternally existent. Concerning this [pattern 
of things] the Tathagata has insight, is fully enlightened." The 
Buddha's reply certainly emphasizes the objective validity of the 
causal law. 

The 'objectivity' of causation is further illustrated in the 
Buddha's comparison of its discovery to the discovery of a buried 
city.19 The metaphor is stated thus: 

Suppose a man faring through the forest, through the great 
woods, sees an ancient path, an ancient road traversed by 
men of former days. And he goes along it and sees an ancient 
city, a former prince's domain, where men of former days 
lived, a city adorned by gardens, groves, pools, foundations 
of walls, a beautiful spot .... Just so did I behold an ancient 
path, an ancient way traversed by former Buddhas .... 
Following that path, I came to understand fully decay and 
death, their arising, their cessation and the path leading to 
their cessation. 20 

Of the four Noble Truths discovered by the Buddha, the 
second and the third refer to the theory of causation. These refer
ences would be sufficient to show that according to early Buddhism, 
as embodied in the Nikayas and the Agamas, causation is not a 
category of relations among ideas but a category of connection and 
determination corresponding to a feature of the actual world, both 
subjective and objective, so it has an ontological status. It is a 
component of experience because it is an objective form of inter
dependence in the realm of nature. 

Unfortunately, Buddhaghosa's explanation seems to have 
missed the point completely. According to Buddhaghosa: "As 
those conditions alone, neither more nor less, bring about this or 
that event, there is said to be 'objectivity."'21 Following this, 
Nathmal Tatia has translated the word tathata as "regularity of 
sequence" and considers it to be the positive characteristic of the 
causal law, while avitathata, rendered as "absence of irregularity," 
is considered to be the negative characteristic.22 According to our 
understanding, this does not bring out the real implications of the 
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term tathata. Tathata (from tatha > tatM) in the early Buddhist 
texts means 'correspondence,' 23 and as a characteristic of causa
tion, therefore, it is used to mean that causation is not merely an idea 
or thought-construction without any objective validity, but an idea 
that corresponds to what is found in nature. This is very clearly 
expressed in the Chinese rendering of the term as ju fa erh. This 
interpretation of the conception of tathata finds support in 
Mahayana Buddhism, wherein the term is used to mean 'true 
essence,' 'actuality,' 'truth,' or 'ultimate reality,' and is employed 
as a synonym of satya. 24 The use of tathata as a characteristic of 
causation seems to be very significant, especially at a time when 
causation was either considered a thought-construction or was 
completely denied. In this context, therefore, the word can be 
interpreted as "what corresponds to reality." 

The second characteristic of the causal nexus, avitathata (fa 
pu Ii ju), has been rendered as 'necessity' which conforms to the 
explanation given by Buddhaghosa: "Since there is no failure, even 
for a moment, to produce the events that arise when the conditio:p.s 
come together, there is said to be 'necessity.' "25 Whether the con
cept of necessity should be included in an adequate formulation of 
the causal principle has been the subject of much discussion in 
recent years. The traditional anthropomorphic meanings attached 
to the word 'necessity' have been rejected, and the empiricist view 
that it denotes a lack of exception or the existence of regularity 
has been accepted. The word avitathata, even according to 
Buddhaghosa's definition, means necessity in the sense of lack of 
exception. It has been observed that "If the notion of necessity is 
stripped of its anthropomorphic and fatalistic associations, it is 
reduced to ... constancy and uniqueness,"26 a view that is also 
implied in the early Buddhist conception of avitathata. 

The third characteristic of causation or the causal nexus is 
'invariability' (anafifiathata, fa pu i ju), which Buddhaghosa defines 
in the following manner: "Since no effect different from [the effect] 
arises with [the help of] other events or conditions, there is said to 
be 'invariability.' "27 This definition should not be understood as 
implying "same cause, same effect" or "every event has a cause, 
and this cause is always the same." A theory of causation main
taining that if the same cause is repeated, the same effect will result, 
is said to have the shortcoming of emphasizing the sameness of 
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causes and effects.28 It has no scope at all, "since the same cause 
never occurs exactly."29 But 'invariability' in the early Buddhist 
texts does not refer to the nature of causes and effects. On the con
trary, it refers to the nature of the relation existing between causes 
and effects. It only states that there is a constant relation between 
causes of certain kinds and effects of certain kinds. It emphasizes 
the constancy of the relation rather than the sameness of causes and 
effects. 

The fourth characteristic of causation is 'conditionality' 
(idappaccayatCt, sui shun yuan ch' i). That it was used as a synonym 
of 'causation' (paticcasamuppada) in the early Buddhist texts (see 
chapter 3) points to its great importance. Buddhaghosa's definition 
runs thus: "From the condition or group of conditions that gives 
rise to such states as decay and death there is said to be 'condi
tionality.' "30 Buddhaghosa's explanation seems to imply that a 
thing comes into existence only if the necessary condition or group 
of conditions is available. Conditionality as a characteristic of 
causation is still more important in that it prevents causality from 
being considered a form of strict determinism. It places causality 
midway between fatalism (niyativada) and accidentalism (yadrc
chavada) (see chapter 2). Fatalism, or strict determinism, and 
accidentalism are said to be the two extreme forms oflawlessness. 31 
If so, conditionality may be called the 'middle path' because it 
avoids the two extremes, namely, the unconditional necessity as
serted by fatalism and the unconditional arbitrariness assumed by 
accidentalism. 

It has been observed that "the statements of causal laws, and 
in general, scientific laws, do not assert that something will inevi
tably happen under all circumstances, regardless of the past or the 
present conditions. Quite on the contrary, statements qf causal 
laws assert that if and only if certain conditions are met with certain 
results would follow."32 While this is implied in Buddhaghosa's 
definition of conditionality, it is also clearly expressed in the use of 
the locative absolute phrase in the general formula of causation
"When this exists, that exists" -where the word when represents 
the conditional particle" if." 

Keith confused the conception of conditionality in early 
Buddhism with determinism when he made the following accusa
tion against Buddhism: 

r 
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Moreover, man has the power to act; strange as it may seem 
when one ground of the denial of the self is remembered, and 
the apparent determinism of the Chain of Causation, the 
Buddha has no doubt whatever that the determinism of 
Makkhali Gosala is the most detestable of all heresies. The 
position is the more remarkable because one of the argu
ments in the Canon and later against the existence of the self 
is that such a thing must be autonomous, while all in the 
world is conditional and causally determined. But the issue is 
solved by the simple process of ignoring it and Buddhism 
rejoices in being freed from any error of determinism to 
menace moral responsibility. 33 
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Oltramare seems to agree with Keith, for he puts forward a similar 
theory that" Le Bouddhisme a pousse jusqu'aux dernieres limites 
son explication phenomeniste et deterministe des choses."34 These 
views are based entirely on it wrong understanding of the concep
tion of causation in early Buddhism and its explanation of the 
problem of moral responsibility. This question will be examined in 
detail in chapter 6. 

'Necessity,' (avitathata, fa pu li ju) in the sense of lack of 
exception and invariability (anafifiathata, fa pu i ju), is also ex
pressed in the positive aspect of the general formula of causation: 
"When this exists, that exists; on the arising of this, that arises." 
On the other hand,· conditionality is emphasized by the negative 
aspect, which is expressed by the second part of the causal formula: 
"When this does not exist, that does not exist; on the cessation of 
this, that ceases." 

In addition to these four characteristics of causation, which 
are specifically mentioned in the early Buddhist texts, there are a 
few other important characteristics that are not directly stated but 
are clearly implied by the causal principle. We have seen how early 
Buddhism criticized the idea of self-causation, which implied the 
prior existence ofthe effect (satkaryavada), and the idea of external 
causation, which accounted for a previously nonexistent effect 
(asatkaryavada) (see chapters 1, 2). The rejection of these two views 
may suggest that the Buddhist theory of causation expresses merely 
the constant conjunction of two things.35 The first part of the 
general formula of causation, "When this exists, that exists," cer
tainly expresses the idea of constant conjunction or association. 
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While criticizing self-production and production of a nonexistent 
effect, however, early Buddhism was not prepared to reduce cau
sation to constant conjunction, especially to constant association 
of successives, i.e., regular succession, because such a form of causa
tion "does not represent a category of determination through 
change, but only as an antecedent." 36 

Empiricists such as David Hume have reduced causation to 
mere succession or constant conjunction of impressions-sup
posedly based on experience. But such a reduction of causation to 
mere succession is meaningful if experience is analyzed only in 
terms of momentary impressions, moments being reckoned as the 
smallest and indivisible units of, time. A similar definition of 
experience is encountered in a later school of Buddhism, the 
Sautrantika (see chapter 4), which as a result of accepting the 
theory of moments (k$a1J.a), reduced causation to a mere succession 
of momentary appearances. In fact, this school's theory led to a 
denial of causation, as did Hume's. It is true that early Buddhism 
depended on experience (i.e., 'contact,' phassa, ch'u or 'sensation,' 
vedanli, shou) to verify the nature of reality. But such experience 
was not considered momentary (see chapter 4). Therefore, the 
causal connection itself becomes an object of experience. Thus, the 
statement, "When this exists, that exists," is immediately followed 
by, "On the arising of this, that arises" (imassa upplidli idarrz 
uppajjati) , thereby combining the principle of lawfulness or con
stant conjunction with that of productivity. The use of the word 
"arising" (upplida, ch' i) with the term "exists" (bhavati, yu) is there
fore not mere repetition or only the statement of a concrete formula 
as opposed to the abstract formula given first. 37 It represents, 
rather, a deliberate effort to include the idea of productivity in the 
statement of causation. This is further exemplified by the use of 
"dependent arising" or "dependent origination" (paticcasamup
plida) to express the idea of causation. 38 Even the Buddhists of a 
later date who had accepted the theory of momentariness and 
emphasized the constant conjunction ofthings attempted to accom
modate the idea of production when they defined a momentary 
thing as having the capacity to produce the effect (kliritra or 
arthakriylikliritva) (see chapter 4). 

Another interpretation of the statement, "When this exists, 
that exists," is given by Nagarjuna in Ratnlivalf. He finds in the 
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statement only the idea of relativity, not active causation. The 
example he gives is that the idea of shortness exists only in relation 
to the idea of length. 39 The determination of a thing or object is 
possible only in relation to other things or objects, especially by 
way 0/ contrast. Nagarjuna maintains that the relationship between 
the ideas of 'short' and 'long' does not owe to intrinsic nature 
(svabhava).40 This rare interpretation of the causal principle is not 
completely foreign to the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, 
for in one place in the Samyukta the idea of relativity is clearly 
expressed: "That which is the element of light ... is seen to exist 
on account of [in relation to] darkness; that which is the element of 
good is seen to exist on account of bad; that which is the element of 
space is seen to exist on account of form (rupa)."41 

Comparing the theories of causation advanced by the practical 
agent and the scientific investigator, Stebbing says: "The practical 
agent, however, is content with a relation that is determinate only 
in the direction/rom cause to effect: whenever X occurs, E occurs. 
Such a relation may be many-one; given the cause, the effect is 
determined, but not conversely. But a scientific investigator wants 
to find a relation that is equally determinate in either direction, that 
is, he seeks a one-one relation: whenever X occurs, E occurs, and 
E does not occur unless X has occurred. "42 The general statement 
of causation, "Whenever this exists, that exists or comes to be," 
when coupled with the negative aspect, "Whenever this does not 
exist, that does not exist or come to be," seems to establish a one
one relation which, according to Stebbing, is a scientific theory of 
causation. 

Apart from the one-one relation discussed above, we come 
across the "practical commonsense view,"43 which implies the 
existence of a plurality of causes. It has been noted that: "When a 
plurality of causes is asserted for an effect, the effect is not analysed 
carefully. Instances which have significant differences are taken to 
illustrate the same effect. These differences escape the untrained 
eye, although they are noticed by the expert. "44 In the Dvayat
anupassana-sutta of the Sutta-nipata the problem is raised of how 
suffering (dukkha) originates and how it can be ended.45 The 
Buddha replies that it is due to the substratum of rebirth (upadhi). 
But the Buddha seems to sense the interlocutor's wish to know of 
other causes, for he says that according to another standpoint 
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(afifiena pariyayena) ignorance (avijja) is the cause of suffering. 
Then he proceeds to enumerate ten different causes, which are 
shown in Figure 2. This is an instance of a many-one relation that 
is determinate in one direction only, from cause to effect. 

Thus, the causal principle as stated in the Pali Nikayas and 
the Chinese Agamas seems to include all the features of a scientific 
theory of causation-objectivity, uniqueness, necessity, condition
ality, constant conjunction, productivity, relativity-as well as 
one-one correlation. But the existence of such "practical com
monsense views" side by side with a philosophically advanced 
theory may confuse the student of Buddhist thought. Such confu
sion can be avoided if we distinguish the different types of people to 
whom the Buddha's teachings were addressed. They were meant 

substratum of rebirth 
(upadhi) 

ignorance (avijja) 

dispositions (saizkhara) 

consciousness (vififial}a) 

craving (tal}ha) 

grasping (upadana) 

birth (jati) 

inception of energy 
(arambha) 

nutrition (ahara) 

vacillation (ifijita) 

Fig. 2: A many-one relation 

suffering 
(dukkha) 
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not only for those who were philosophically mature and spiritually 
advanced, but also for untrained (sekha), ordinary people (puthuj
jana). The Buddha was reluctant to confuse the minds of the latter 
speaking of highly philosophical theories. His was a gradual path 
of instruction; hence, during the initial stages of instruction, the 
Buddha spoke to an ordinary man in terms intelligible to him. 

The question of the truth about causation and the validity of 
the causal law was discussed briefly when the characteristic of 
'objectivity' (tathata,jufa erh) was examined. A detailed examina
tion of this problem seems to be in order because of the doubts 
raised on this issue at every stage in the history of philosophy, both 
Eastern and Western. In the history of Indian philosophy before 
the Buddha, the first to deemphasize the principle of causation was 
the idealist school of the Upani~ads, which, as was pointed out in 
chapter 1, denied change and therefore causation. This was because 
of the Upani~adic view that reality (atman) is permanent and eter
nal. Thus, the denial of an entity such as atman and emphasis on 
change as a matter of fact opened the way to fruitful speculation 
regarding causality. Such speculation actually gave rise to the very 
significant theory of the Materialists, that of inherent nature 
(svabhava). Unfortunately, because oftheir extreme aversion to the 
idealistic metaphysics of the Upani~ads, the Materialist thinkers 
not only rejected belief in a soul (atman), but even denied the truth 
and validity of mental phenomena. Their suspicions about the 
different sources of knowledge such as perception and inference led 
them to the metaphysical theory of inherent nature (svabhava) as an 
explanation of the pattern of change in physical phenomena. 

Following a 'middle path,' the Buddha emphasized the objec
tive validity of the causal propositions and the possibility of their 
verification through perception, both normal and paranormal, and 
through inductive reasoning. An attempt to find out the nature of 
the causal law in Buddhism, therefore, involves an examination of 
the epistemological standpoint adopted by the Buddha. The most 
thorough analysis of the early Buddhist theory of knowledge based 
on the Pali Nikayas has been done by K. N. Iayatilleke.46 Without 
going over trodden ground we shall confine ourselves only to a few 
pro blems connected with the verification ofthe theory of causation. 

Iayatilleke maintains that inductive inferences in Buddhism 
are based on a theory of causality.47 But according to some modern 
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epistemological theories, the theory of causation itself is based on 
inductive inference, thus leading to a circularity in the argument.48 

In light of the Buddhist theory that will be explained in the following 
pages, we propose to distinguish between 'causation' and 'causal 
uniformity' or 'causality' and maintain that only causal uniformity 
or causality is based on inductive inference and that causation itself 
is given in experience. In the Western world, the view that 'causa
tion' is based on inductive inference seems to be a consequence of 
the Humean analysis of experience. A detailed investigation into 
this problem is essential to understanding the status of causation 
and causal uniformity or causality in Buddhism. 

Empiricism in modern Western philosophy is said to have 
started with John Locke and through George Berkeley reached its 
culmination in David Hume. Locke, appealing to experience, at
tempted to eliminate the Cartesian dualism as well as a belief in 
'substance.' But Berkeley came dangerously close to positing a 
'mental substance.' Hume, in his endeavor to reject the belief in a 
'mental substance,' fell back on the introspective method. Thus, 
Hume came to adopt the Cartesian method of investigation in his 
desire to eliminate the belief in a 'self' (or substance), which he 
considered pernicious. To illustrate this method of Hume, let us 
quote from his Treatise. 

For my own part, when I enter most intimately into what I 
call myself, I always stumble upon some particular percep
tion or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, 
pain or pleasure. I never catch myself at any time without a 
perception, and never can observe anything but the percep
tion. When my perceptions are remov'd for any time, as by 
sound sleep; so long am I insensible of myself, and may truly 
be said not to exist. And were all my perceptions remov'd by 
death, and cou'd neither think, nor feel, nor see, nor love, 
nor hate after the dissolution of my body, I shou'd be en
tirely annihilated, nor do I conceive what is farther requisite 
to make me a perfect non-entity.49 

The method adopted by the early Buddhists to reject belief in 
a 'self' (atman) was very similar to that adopted by Hume. But the 
Buddha, and the early Buddhists, did not arrive at the conclusion 
to which Hume arrived, indicated in the second part of the para
graph quoted above. We pointed out above that in Buddhism 
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the rejection of the 'self' did not lead to annihilation. In fact, the 
causal process (which was referred to as the 'middle' between the 
two extremes of eternalism and annihilationism) was considered 
sufficient to explain the continuity of a thing without positing a 
'self' or a 'substance.' But Hume was unable to accept that sort of 
idea because he considered causation nothing but a succession of 
discrete momentary impressions. Let us look at his argument: 

I may venture to affirm of the rest of mankind, that they are 
nothing but a bundle or collection of different perceptions, 
which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity and 
are in a perpetual flux and movement. Our eyes cannot turn 
in their sockets without varying our perceptions. Our thought 
is still more variable than our sight; and all our other senses 
and faculties contribute to this change; nor is there any 
single power of the soul, which remains unalterably the same, 
perhaps for one moment. The mind is a kind of theatre, 
where several perceptions successively make their appear
ance; pass, repass, glide away, and mingle in an infinite 
variety of postures and situations. 50 

Though he declared that "Our thought is still more variable 
than our sight," Hume does not seem to have distinguished between 
the different patterns of change available to experience. For exam
ple, change taking place in a flame appears to experience as being 
more rapid than change taking place in a piece of stone. Similarly, 
the pattern of change available or observable in thought is different 
from that of the external world. His analysis of space is found in 
the following passage from the Treatise: 

The table before me alone is sufficient by its view to give me 
the idea of extension. This idea is then borrow'd from, and 
represents some impression, which this moment appears to 
the senses. But my senses convey to me only the impressions 
of colour'd points disposed in a certain manner. If the eye is 
sensible of any thing farther, I desire it may be pointed out 
to me. But if it be impossible to shew any thing farther, we 
may conclude with certainty, that the idea of extension is 
nothing but a copy of these colour'd points and the manner of 
their appearance. 51 

Hume reached this conclusion regarding the nature of exten
sion, according to which an object is analyzed in terms of points 
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(similar to the atoms, paramal'Ju, posited by Indian thinkers) after 
his speculation regarding the nature of time, which was a necessary 
condition of his entire philosophy. His conception of time is sum
marized in the following passage: 

All this reasoning takes place with regard to time; along 
with an additional argument which it may be proper to take 
notice of. Tis a property inseparable from time, and which 
in a manner constitutes its essence, that each of its parts 
succeeds another, and that none of them, however contiguous, 
can ever be co-existent. For the same reason, that the year 
1737 cannot concur with the present year 1738, every mo
ment must be distinct from, and posterior or antecedent to 
another. 'Tis certain then, that time, as it exists, must be 
compos'd of indivisible moments. For if in time we cou'd 
never arrive at an end of division, and if each moment, as it 
succeeds another, were not perfectly single and indivisible, 
there would be an infinite number of co-existent moments, 
or parts of time; which I believe will be allow'd to be an 
arrant contradiction. 52 

Now it is possible to see how Hume's arguments are ordered. 
Speculation on the problem of time, which he considered a neces
sary condition for the analysis of experience, led him to the view 
that time consists of indivisible moments, never coexisting but 
succeeding one another. If experience is analyzed in terms of time, 
time itself being considered momentary and discrete, the experience 
of external objects also has to be explained in this manner. Hence, 
experience of the objects of the outer world came to be analyzed in 
terms of points, discrete and momentary. S3 Once the experience of 
the outer world is analyzed in this manner, it becomes difficult to 
account for the causal efficiency of such discrete and momentary 
entities or even any kind of relation among them. The connection 
between them would merely be one of succession. 

The conception of time and space arrived at by Hume there
fore seems to be almost identical with the conception of moments 
(k~al'Ja) and atoms (paramal'Ju) held by some of the later Indian 
philosophers, especially the Vai§e~ikas (Hindu) and the Sautran
tikas (Buddhist). We have already pointed out that the Sautran
tikas, as a result of their acceptance of the theory of momentary 
experiences (k~al'Jikavada), failed to account for causal continuity. 
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For them causation was merely a succession of immediately con
tiguous (samanantara) point-instants. This, no doubt, was also the 
theory of causation accepted by Hume. 

The theory of moments (k~afJa) may be a consistent logical 
development of the theory of impermanence, a theory intended to 
eliminate belief in 'substance.' It could also be considered a product 
of the. introspective analysis of experience that was part of the 
Buddhist Abhidharma tradition. Judging from the sections quoted 
from the Treatise, it appears that Hume, too, emphasized momen
tary, discrete, and indivisible impressions as a result of his specula
tion on the problems of time and space as well as his introspective 
analysis of experience. After Hume, the idea that experience consists 
of momentary and discrete impressions gained such popularity 
among philosophers that causation came to be looked upon as a 
mere inference, not part of what is given in experience. In fact, 
B. A. W. Russell went so far as to maintain that "The law of 
causality ... like much that passes muster among philosophers, is 
a relic of a by-gone age, surviving, like the monarchy, only because 
it is erroneously supposed to do no harm." 54 Russell's view owes, 
no doubt, to the circularity of the argument when causation itself 
is considered to be an inductive inference (not part of experience) 
and inductive inferences themselves are supposed to be based on 
the theory of causality. 

But the position is not the same in early Buddhism. We have 
already pointed out that in early Buddhism experience was not 
analyzed in terms of moments (see chapter 4). According to the 
Assutava-sutta, early Buddhism recognized several patterns of 
change. One was the experience of change taking place in one's own 
psychic process, and another was the experience of change in the 
outer world. In the case of the former, the experience is that of 
rapid change. In the case of the latter, the experience is of a rather 
stable objective reality. With regard to the perceived physical body, 
it was said: "This physical body, made up of the four great existents, 
is seen to exist for one, two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, hundred or more years." With regard to the thought 
process, it was said: "That which is called mind, thought, or con
sciousness arises as one thing and ceases as another whether by day 
or by night." Hume seems to have made the same distinction when 
he said, "Our thought is more variable than our sight," although 
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he does not remain faithful to that idea when he goes on to analyze 
experience. According to early Buddhism, physical bodies are 
experienced as enduring for some time, and although they are sub
ject to change and decay, this change is not experienced or perceived 
as occurring every moment. This, as we have pointed out (chap
ter 4), is an empiricist account of change. But our perception of 
our own thought process is much different. It is experienced as being 
in perpetual flux, palpitating like a fish out of water. It is therefore 
extremely difficult to control (durakkharrz) and guard (dunniva
rayarrz). ss The purpose ofmeditational practices is to gain mastery 
over our thought process. 

If the objective world is explained in this manner, then it is 
possible to maintain that we have experience not only of individual 
objects but also of the causal connections between them. The fol
lowing argument could be raised against that view: Although one 
is able to perceive the causal connection between two events that 
succeed one another without a pause or temporal gap (e.g., the 
connection between touching a live electric wire and getting a 
shock), one cannot directly perceive the relationship between two 
events that are separated in time and space, although action at a 
distance is recognized as a fact. In the latter case, one has to depend 
on one's memory, which may not be reliable. This, of course, would 
not be considered a problem by the Buddhist, who accepts the 
validity of extrasensory perception. 

According to the early Buddhist texts, the Buddha claimed to 
have attained the sixfold higher knowledge. Its forms are as follows: 

1. Psychokinesis (iddhividha,ju i tsu). 
2. Clairaudience (dibbasota, t'ien erh). 
3. Telepathy (cetopariyafia1Ja, t'a hsin chih). 
4. Retrocognition (pubbenivasanussatifia1Ja, su ming chih). 
5. Knowledge of the decease and survival of beings (cut'upa

patafia1Ja, sheng szu chih), also known as clairvoyance 
(dibbacakkhu, t' ien yen). 

6. Knowledge of the destruction of defiling impulses (asavak
khayafia1Ja, lou chin chih). S6 

The first is not relevant to our discussion here because it 
represents a form of psychic power rather than an actual form of 
knowledge. The second is very important in that it suggests the 
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ability to perceive sounds well outside the range of normal hearing. 
It is said: "With clairaudience, clear and transcending human 
hearing, one hears two kinds of sounds, human and divine, far and 
near." 57 This extension of auditory perception, both in extent and 
depth, would enable a person to perceive directly certain correlated 
phenomena that are only inferred by others. The M ajjhima records 
an instance where a conversation between two people, the brahman 
Bharadvaja and the ascetic Magandhiya, was heard at a distance 
by the Buddha. 58 Perceptions like these would undoubtedly give 
the Buddhists greater certainty about certain causal correlations. 

The faculty of telepathy (cetopariyafialJ-a, t'a hsin chih) enables 
one to know the general state as well as the functioning of another's 
mind. 59 One who has developed this faculty is said to be able to 
comprehend the minds of others in the following manner: "He 
knows it as a passionate mind, a dispassionate mind, a mind 
full of hatred or free from hatred, ignorant or devoid of ignorance, 
attentive or distracted, exalted or unexalted, inferior or superior, 
composed or not composed, emancipated or not emancipated." 
It is as if "one were to observe one's face in a mirror or a pan of 
water and notice whether there is a mole or not."60 In the same 
way one is able to perceive the workings of another's mind. 

The Anguttara Nikaya refers to four ways of knowing 
another's mind. 61 They are (1) by observing external signs 
(nimitta),62 (2) by obtaining information from others, (3) by 
listening to the vibrations of thought of another as he thinks and 
reflects, and (4) by comprehending the mind of another and 
observing how the mental dispositions are ordered so that he is 
able to predict that such and such thoughts are likely to arise. 
The first two ways fall within normal perception, and the last 
two are forms of paranormal perception. The first two ways can 
be called 'mediumistic;' the last two are direct perceptions. This 
direct perception of thought processes enabled the Buddha and 
his disciples who had developed such faculties to feel more certain 
about the functioning of mental phenomena. In fact, their certainty 
was so great that they were able to say, after observing a good 
number of cases, that "such and such thoughts would follow 
such and such thoughts invariably. "63 The difficulty of knowing 
another's mind was, therefore, the raison d' etre of scepticism about 
the uniformity of mental phenomena. 64 This kind of scepticism 
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is referred to by the Jaina commentator, SiHhika, when he said: 
"Scepticism is best since it is difficult to gauge the thought processes 
of another". 65 

The fourth form of knowledge is retrocognition (pubbeni
vasanussatifialJa, su ming chih), by which one is able to verify 
one's own history.66 It is said: "When the mind is supple and 
pliant on attaining the fourth jhlina, one recalls one's manifold 
past existences, one birth, two births, and so on for many periods 
of the evolution and dissolution of the world in the following 
manner: 'I was in such a place with such a personal and family 
name, such a status, having such and such food. Dying there, 
I was born here.' In this manner one recounts his various past 
existences in all their aspects and details." This perception. is 
compared to that of a person who, after going on a journey from 
village to village, is able to recall all the details of his journey. 67 

This knowledge of one's own past existences is followed by 
the knowledge of the decease and survival of other beings. "With 
his clear and paranormal clairvoyant vision, he sees beings dying 
and being reborn, the low and the high, the fair and the ugly, the 
good and the evil, each according to his karma." 68 This knowledge 
is sometimes called the 'divine eye' (dibbacakkhu, t'ien yen), by 
which the Buddha could perceive objects that were beyond the 
horizon of normal vision. 69 Disciples of the Buddha also claimed 
to have had visions of celestial figures beyond the reach of normal 
vision. 70 Perceptions of this nature may have served as a basis 
for inferences drawn by the Buddha and his disciples. 

By means of the knowledge of the past existences and the 
knowledge of the decease and survival of beings, the Buddha was 
able to verify the problem of rebirth. In Buddhism, the propositions 
about the phenomenon of rebirth are inductive inferences based 
on the data of direct experience.71 The Buddha is represented as 
criticizing the Jaina ascetics for not personally verifying the truth 
or falsity of the theory of survival and moral retribution. 72 The 
Buddha and his disciples, in contrast, were said to have personally 
verified the doctrine of survival and moral retribution; thus their 
inductive inferences with regard to the possibility of survival 
were more certain. 

With knowledge of the destruction of defiling impulses, and . 
also through the foregoing four forms of knowledge, one is able 
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to verify the four Noble Truths and the origin and cessation of 
defiling impulses. 73 This form of knowledge is peculiar to Bud
dhism, whereas the four other forms, together with psychokinesis, 
were developed by the contemplatives of pre-Buddhist India. 74-

Thus, having experienced particular instances of causation 
through sensory as well as extrasensory perception, the Buddha 
arrived at a general theory of 'causality' or 'causal uniformity,' 
which he considered to be a universally valid principle: "Whether 
the Tathagatas were to arise in this world or not, this nature of 
things, this state of things, this orderliness of things, this causal 
pattern remains."75 The essence of the Buddha's enlightenment, 
as pointed out earlier, was said to consist of the realization of this 
causal uniformity (dhammata). This causal uniformity carries more 
certainty for Buddhists since it is not based on pure reasoning 
and since it is not a mere mental fabrication. It is based on actual 
experiences of individual causal situations. Thus, while 'causation' 
is considered part of experience, 'causality' or 'causal uniformity' 
is looked upon as an inductive inference based on particular 
instances of causation. 

Acceptance of the validity of extrasensory perception and 
the employment of such means of knowledge in the verification 
of the truth about phenomena led the Buddhists to attach a greater 
degree of credibility and certainty to causal laws. Extrasensory 
perception was recognized as a valid form of perceiving and 
verifying not only mental phenomena but also physical phenomena 
that are not given to immediate sensory perception. 

One of the most important attributes of the five forms of 
extrasensory perception is that they are all concerned with the 
past and the present. There is no reference to the future. It is 
believed that the "essential function which causality has been 
supposed to perform is the possibility of inferring the future from 
the past, or more generally, events at any time from events at 
certain assigned times."76 Thus, after verifying a number of 
causal relations, such as between birth and decay and death, the 
Buddha made inductive inferences concerning the future. The 
knowledge of these causal situations was called the "knowledge 
of the [causal] processes" (dhamme fialJa1?1). Describing the inductive 
inferences made on the basis of such knowledge, it was said: "By 
seeing, experiencing, acquiring knowledge, and delving into these 
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phenomena, he draws an inference (nayarrz neti) about the past 
and the future (atTtfmagate) as follows: 'All those recluses and 
brahmans who thoroughly understood the nature of decay and 
death, its cause, its cessation, and the path leading to the cessation 
of decay and death did so in the same way I do now; all those 
recluses and brahmans who in the future will thoroughly under
stand decay and death ... will do so in the same way I do now'
this constitutes his inductive knowledge (idam assa anvaye 
nalJarrz). "77 This represents an inference from one specific instance 
to a general law or uniformity. 

The foregoing discussion should help to determine the nature 
and validity of the causal principle in early Buddhism. To sum
marize, knowledge of causation is obtained through experience, 
and knowledge of causal uniformity is obtained through inference 
(anvaya) based on experience. The latter is especially necessary to 
understand the future; in other words, it accounts for predictability. 
This causal uniformity is considered by some modern philosophers 
to be a probability only, since sometimes we find instances that 
seem to violate this principle of uniformity. As a result, doubt has 
been cast on the validity of causal uniformity. This, as pointed out 
recently by H. Van Rensselar Wilson, owes to a confusion of 
standpoints, the epistemological and the ontological: 

There are two kinds of problems connected with causation: 
epistemological problems and ontological or metaphysical 
problems. Although they are interrelated in many ways, it is 
possible for purposes of analysis to keep them relatively 
distinct, and in my opinion it is important that confusion 
between them be avoided so far as possible. It therefore 
strikes me as unfortunate to speak as though predictability 
(an epistemological concept) were synonymous with causal 
necessity (an ontological concept). Lack of causal necessity 
entails lack of predictability; but I see no reason to assume 
that lack of predictability entails lack of causal necessity. 
The fact that the epistemological difficulties in sociological, 
psychological, and many biological situations preclude our 
knowing what all the specific relevant causal factors are in a 
particular case does not warrant the conclusion that there are 
none. Present inability to specify the values of a variable can 
hardly be construed as evidence that no such values exist. 78 

It seems that the Buddha, while accepting the universal validity 

'"""" 
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of the causal uniformity, avoided making it a strictly deterministic 
principle according to which the cause should produce the effect 
under any circumstances whatsoever. Such theories of strict deter
minism (niyati) were held by some of the thinkers prior to and 
during the Buddha's day (see chapter 2). It is against this back
ground that we ought to evaluate the causal principle propounded 
by the Buddha. As a result of certain prejudices, some philosophers 
had refused to recognize the validity of certain causal factors 
operative in the causal process and thereby either tended to accept 
complete determinism, or, on the discovery of any instance of 
failure of this strictly determined process, indeterminism. This is 
very clearly brought out by a famous discourse in the Majjhima 
Nikaya called the Maha-kammavibhanga-sutta. In it the Buddha 
refers to some recluses and brahmans who, by a thorough applica
tion and concentration of mind, were able to see beings who had 
led an immoral life and had been reborn in an evil state. As a 
result of this telepathic insight, they concluded: "He who takes 
life, steals, ... who is of wrong views, would be reborn in an evil 
state after death. They who know this have right knowledge; others 
are mistaken." To consider this conclusion to be "the only truth 
and that all else is false"79 is, according to the Buddha, a very 
grave mistake. The difficulty of drawing such absolute conclusions 
is demonstrated by the Buddha. He points out that a person who 
sees a man reborn in a happy state after having led an immoral life 
comes to a conclusion diametrically opposed to the one given 
above. He maintains that there is no effect of good and bad deeds. 
The Buddha does not doubt the attainments of the person who 
perceives the phenomenon of rebirth and moral retribution;80 
rather, he doubts the validity of the inference because certain 
aspects of the causal process were not taken into consideration. 
The Buddha points out that in the .case. of the person who had 
led an immoral life but was reborn in a happy state, there may have 
been counteracting tendencies. Perhaps he led a good life at some 
time during a past or present life, or perhaps he held right views 
at the moment of death. 81 An interesting illustration ofthis problem 
is found in the LOlJaphala-vagga of the Anguttara Nikaya82 (see 
chapter 6 for a discussion of this text). Thus, according to the 
Buddha, strict determinism and indeterminism are both extremes 
that are products of prejudice and ignorance. 83 



VI. The Causal Explanation of Existence 

THE CAUSAL PRINCIPLE discussed in the previous chapter 
was found to be operative in every sphere of existence. Later 
scholiasts refer to five broad spheres in which the causal~process 
works. They are as follows: 

1. The physical (inorganic) world (utuniyama). 
2. The physical (organic) world (b"fjaniyama). 
3. The sphere of thought or mental life (cittaniyama). 
4. The social and moral sphere (kammaniyama). 
5. The higher spiritual life (dhammaniyama).l 

This classification is, no doubt, based on the various statements 
made by the Buddha to explain man and his environment. 

Physical Causation 

One of the problems that attracted the attention of the pre
Buddhist thinkers was the origin and development of the world. 
The keenness of the Indian mind for cosmological speculation is 
well manifested in the large number of theories put forward during 
this period. We have seen how speculation starting as far back as the 
time of the ~gveda came to be systematized and assumed final form 
in the theories of the Upani~adic thinkers such as Uddalaka (see 
chapter 1). Most of these thinkers accepted a First Cause such as 
Being (sat) and explained the world as the final product of evolu-
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tion, mostly by way of self-causation. Others, who conceived of 
this First Cause as a personal creator God, considered the world 
the creation of this omnipotent Being. As we have seen, most of 
these views were known to the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese 
Agamas. 

For empirical and logical reasons the Buddha abstained from 
any discussion of the problem of the origin of the world (see 
chapter 9). He emphatically declared that "it is not possible to 
know or determine the first beginning of the cycle of existence of 
beings who wander therein deluded by ignorance and obsessed by 
craving."2 Nevertheless, the Buddha found it necessary to give a 
rational explanation of the problem of evolution, especially to 
refute the claims of the Brahman caste to superiority which were 
based on the theory that Brahma had created the world. Thus, the 
AggafifiZi-suttanta, which discusses the evolution of the world pro
cess, was preached to explain the evolution of the existing social 
order, namely, the four castes. 3 

Without positing a First Cause such as the Being (sat) of 
Uddalaka, the Buddha, after stating that the beginning of the cycle 
of existence (salflsara) is difficult to know or determine, described 
the world as being subject to a process of dissolution (salflvatta, 
huai) and evolution (vivatta, pien): 

There comes a time, ... when, sooner or later, after the lapse 
of a very long period of time, this world passes away (or 
is destroyed). And when this happens, beings (who have 
reached the end of their life span4) are reborn in the world 
of Radiance, 5 and there they dwell; made of mind, they feed 
on rapture, are self-luminous, traverse the air, remain in 
glory, and thus they stay for a long time. There also come a 
time, ... when, sooner or later, this world begins to reevolve. 
(When this happens, beings who have passed away from the 
world of Radiance,6 usually come to life as humans. And 
they too are made of mind, they feed on rapture, are self
luminous, traverse the air, abide in glory, and remain thus 
for a long time.)?" 

Whatever the credibility of the above description, it illustrates 
two important features of Buddhist cosmological speculation. 8 

First, it implies that the world in which we live is only a small part 
of an extensive universe. Although speculation about the origin 
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and extent of the universe is generally discouraged in early Bud
dhism, the vastness of space and the immensity of time are never 
forgotten. In the vastness of cosmic space are found an endless 
number of worlds, of which this earth is only a very small part. 
The passage quoted above implies that there can be mutual in
fluence among these different worlds. When the earth undergoes 
dissolution, beings living there are reborn in another sphere, whence 
they come back to earth as it starts reevolving. In this manner, a 
continuity is maintained amidst dissolution and evolution, without 
a complete extinction of life. Such speculations enabled the Bud
dhists to avoid the question of the beginning of the world process 
and therefore of life. 

Second, the passage emphasizes the immeasurable length of 
time between dissolution and evolution and between evolution and 
dissolution. The processes of evolution and dissolution take periods 
of time measured in eons (kappa, chieh). The duration of a single 
eon is such that it can be explained only by parables. One of them 
is, "[Suppose] there were a great mountain, one league in width, 
one league in length, and one league in height, a solid mass without 
chasms or clefts. And [suppose] a man at the end of every hundred 
years were to strike it once with a silk cloth. That mountain would 
be destroyed sooner than would an eon [pass]."9 

Describing the relative beginning of the process of evolution 
(vivatta, pien), the AggaPiPiZi-suttanta says: 

Now at that time, all had become one world of water, en
circled by dense darkness. Neither moon nor sun appeared. 
No stars or constellations were seen. Neither was night 
manifest nor day (neither months nor half-months), neither 
seasons nor years (neither male nor female). 10 

This passage is strongly reminiscent of the description in the 
NZisadfya-sukta of the lJ..gveda. 11 There, to explain the relative 
beginning of evolution, the Buddha, made use of current specula
tion in a way not inconsistent with his philosophy. Perhaps to 
accord with the description of the state of the world at the time of 
evolution, the Buddha maintained that beings of the world of 
Radiance who were self-luminous and capable of traversing the air 
were reborn on earth because no other beings could be expected to 
survive under earth's conditions. 
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Another stage in the process of evolution is described in the 
passage that follows the one quoted above: 

And to those beings, ... sooner or later, after a long period 
of time, the earth with its savor was spread out in the 
waters.12 (Even as scum forms on the surface of boiled milky 
rice that is cooling, so did the earth appear.)13 It became 
endowed with color, odor, and taste. Even as well-made ghee 
or pure butter, so was its color; even as the flawless honey of 
the bee, so sweet it was. Then ... one of the beings with 
greedy disposition said: "Lo now! What will this be?" and 
tasted the savory earth with his fingers. He, thus tasting, be
came suffused with the savor and was overcome by craving. 
Other beings who followed his example and tasted the savory 
earth with their fingers were also suffused with the savor and 
overcome by craving. Then those beings began to feast on 
the savory earth, breaking off lumps of it with their hands. 
And as a result, their self-luminosity faded away. Thereupon, 
the moon and the sun became manifest. When the moon and 
the sun became manifest, night and day became manifest. 
After this, the seasons and years became manifest. Thus far 
did the world evolve. 

Comparing the foregoing description of the evolution of 
the world with the theories put forward by the earlier thinkers 
such as MahTdasa and Uddaiaka (see chapter 1), we discern 
one of the salient features of the Buddhist theory of evolution. 
Whereas the theories of Mahrdasa and Uddlilaka explained evolu
tion as a pattern of self-causation, the Buddha explained evolution 
in terms of the causal formula, "when this exists, that exists or 
comes to be; ... " This is especially illustrated by the last part of 
the preceding quotation in its Pali version, where, as in the general 
formula, the locative absolute construction is used: "saya:ql pab
haya antarahitaya candimasuriya paturaha:qlsu; candimasuriyesu 
patubhiitesu nakkhattani tarakariipani paturaha:qlsu" ("When 
self-luminosity faded away, the moon and the sun became manifest; 
when the moon and the sun became manifest, the stars and the 
constellations appeared. "). 

Although this account of the evolution of the world from a 
chaotic state is no more than a hypothetical description (as every 
description of the evolution of or origin of the world must be), it 
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reveals, as T. W. Rhys Davids has observed, "a sound and healthy 
insight and is much nearer to actual facts than the Brahman legend 
it was intended to replace." 14 Its importance lies mainly in the fact 
that it gives a causal account of physical change. 

The foregoing causal account of the evolution of the world 
should be supplemented by the causal account of the dissolution 
of the world, which is found in the Ahguttara. 15 The Buddha is 
explaining the impermanent nature of all component things 
(sahkhara, hsing) as introduction to the doctrine of renunciation. 
He describes how the great earth would be destroyed by a cosmic 
catastrophe: 

There comes a time, after many hundreds of thousands of 
years, when there is no rain. All vegetation, including the 
giant trees of the forests, is dried up by the heat of the sun 
and destroyed. 16 After another long period, a second sun 
appears, as a result of which all the streams and water spouts 
dry up and disappear. 17 With the appearance of a third sun, 
the great rivers18 are parched and dry up without leaving a 
trace behind. The huge lakes that are the sources of the great 
rivers are completely dried up when a fourth sun appears. 
The appearance of a fifth sun is the cause of the gradual 
drying up and disappearance of the four great oceans. The 
waters of the four great oceans recede a hundred leagues and 
[continue] until they reach seven hundred leagues. Then the 
waters remaining at a depth of seven palm trees19 gradually 
dry up so that their depth is up to a man's ankle. What is left 
is comparable to the puddles of water left in the footprints of 
cows during an autumnal rain.20 With the appearance of a 
sixth sun, both this earth and Sumeru, the king of moun
tains, begin to belch forth clouds of smoke. Lastly, when a 
seventh sun appears, the earth bursts into flames, becoming a 
single sheet of fire. 

Here too we find the general formula of causation applied to 
explain the gradual process of dissolution. The gradual increase in 
the number of suns appearing in the sky may be taken as a poetic 
way of describing an increase in the heat of the sun, which, it was 
believed, would cause the destruction or dissolution of the earth. 

In addition to this description of the processes of evolution 
and dissolution of the world, we occasionally come across causal 
accounts of such physical events as earthquakes and drought. 21 
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Occasional reference is also made in the Pali Nikayas and the 
Chinese Agamas to the causation of plant life. Most of these 
references occur in connection with explanations of the causation 
of the human personality, psychic events, or even moral behavior. 22 
Analogies are drawn between the growth of plants and the arising 
of the human personality. An explanation of the process by which 
a person comes to be reborn in an inferior existence, it is said: 
"Behavior is the field, consciousness the seed, and craving the 
moisture that cause beings who are deluded by ignorance and 
obsessed by craving to be reborn in an inferior existence."23 

Causation of the Human Personality 

One of the most important problems that the Buddha had to 
face as a result of denying a permanent self (atman) was how to 
explain the causation of the human personality and its continuance 
in sa1?'lsara. It was pointed out that the process of rebirth of human 
beings had been directly verified by the Buddha and his disciples, 
who had developed extrasensory perception. The process of rebirth 
was thus not merely an explanation of certain problems connected 
with moral causation. The problem for him was to explain this fact 
ofrebirth without positing a permanent and enduring entity, which 
he considered an unverifiable metaphysical principle. 

In the Nikayas and the Agamas, the human personality is 
generally represented by the term namarupa or ming se and some
times ming hsiang, where nama or ming represents the psychic 
personality and rupa or se (hsiang) stands for the physical person
ality. In further elaboration, man is explained in terms of six ele
ments (dhatu, chieh): of earth (pathavi, ti), water (apo, shui), heat 
(tejo, huo), air (vayu, feng), space (akasa, k'ung), and consciousness 
(vififia1Ja, shih).24 The psychic personality is represented by one 
element, consciousness, while the physical personality is further 
analyzed to show that a permanent element such as a material soul 
(atman) posited by some of the Materialist thinkers does not exist. 

But this analysis of the human personality into six elements 
was not as popular as another classification, which reduced the 
personality to five aggregates (khandha, yin). The physical person
ality is represented by one aggregate, form (rupa, se), while the 
psychic personality is further analyzed into four aggregates: feeling 
or sensation (vedana, shou), perception (safifia, hsiang), dispositions 
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(sahkharli, hsing), and consciousness (viiiiialJa, shih). This fivefold 
classification predominated in the early discourses because the 
Buddha used it to refute the conception of the more psychic self 
or soul that was accepted by the Upani~adic thinkers.25 With 
regard to these five aggregates, we agree with the explanation 
presented by C. A. F. Rhys Davids: "There is here no order in 
function and evolution."26 The four immaterial aggregates merely 
represent the different aspects of the psychic personality, which in 
the earlier classification was denoted by the element of conscious
ness (viiiiialJa, shih). The five aggregates have been called the aggre
gates of grasping (upadanakkhandha, shou yin27) because they 
represent the five things to which a person clings as his person
ality.28 It is specifically stated that these five aggregates of grasping, 
constituting what may be called the personality, are causally 
conditioned (pa/iccasamuppanna, yin yuan sheng). 29 

According to the early Buddhist texts, a being is conceived 
when three conditions are satisfied. First, there should be coitus of 
the parents; second, the mother should have her period; third, a 
gandhabba (hsiang yin) should be present. 30 The first of these 
accounts for the seed that forms the physical personality (rupa, se). 
This is clearly implied in the Maha-hatthipadopama-sutta, where it 
is said that the body, which is physical and which is derived from 
the four great existents, is born from the parents and is sustained 
by liquid and gross food. 31 The second and third conditions de
scribe the circumstances under which the seed provided by the 
parents will grow in the mother's womb. Even though the seed is 
provided by the union of the parents, if the mother does not have 
her period and if a gandhabba is not present, that seed will not 
germinate. 32 Of these two circumstances, the first is purely a tem
poral one. The latter is very significant in that it determines the 
nature of the psychic personality of the new individual. Gandhabba 
(hsiang yin) in this context is identified with 'consciousness' 
(viiiiialJa, shih), 33 which is the psychic factor that survives physical 
death and which, in association with the fetus or the biophysical 
factors in the womb, helps in the development of the new person
ality. This consciousness is said to serve as food (ahara, shih) 
for beings who are conceived as well as for those seeking birth 
(sambhavesf).34 The word viiiiialJa (shih) is here used in an eschato
logical rather than a psychological sense. 

-"" 
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In his analysis of the early Buddhist conception of vififili;fJa, 
E. R. Saratchandra has rejected the view that rebirth constituted 
a central tenet of early Buddhism.3s He questions the interpreta
tion given in the Mah'li-nidana-suttanta36 to the statement "de
pending on consciousness arises the psychophysical personality" 
(vififiafJapaccaya namarilparrz). He thinks that it is due to the influ
ence of the non-Buddhist belief in rebirth and insists that it not be 
taken as representative of the original Buddhist position. 

Saratchandra sees a contradiction in the reply in the Mah'li
nidana-suttanta to. the question whether the psychophysical per
sonality would grow to maturity if consciousness did not enter the 
mother's womb. He maintains that "The very contradiction 
inherent in the explanation shows it up as a later intrusion. It is 
said that, if vififiafJa did not descend into the mother's womb, the 
growth of nlimarilpa would be prevented. If namarilpa here stands 
for the whole individual composed of mental and physical factors, 
we should have to regard vififiafJa as something over and above 
namarilpa, a position which is not consistent with the rest of the 
Buddhist teaching. Nlimarilpa, whenever it stood for the individual, 
always included vififiafJa as well."37 This view seems to us to be 
based on a superficial understanding of the early Buddhist texts. 

In the Aitguttara it is stated that "conception (gabbhassavak
kanti, sheng mu t' az) is dependent on the six elements, and when 
there is conception, there is the psychophysical personality (nama
rilpa)."38 The six elements consist of the five physical elements and 
consciousness. Hence, conception is the conjunction of the two 
aspects of the personality, the physical and the psychic. This idea 
is stated more clearly in the Sal?1yutta: "That which is thought of, 
that which is reflected upon, and that which is dwelt upon-that 
becomes the basis [literally, "object," arammafJa] for the estab
lishment of consciousness. Where there is a basis, consciousness is 
provided with a foothold. When consciousness is established and 
develops, then there is conception of a psychophysical personality 
(namarilpassavakkanti,ju yu ming se)."39 

All the statements just quoted emphasize that consciousness 
is dependent on a physical personality and that without the con
junction of consciousness and the physical personality there cannot 
be a psychophysical personality. While not denying the influence 
of the physical on the psychophysical personality, the Buddha 
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emphasized the importance of consciousness or the psychic per
sonality because only it has a past history. It is the personality that 
survives physical death and, in conjunction with the new bio
physical contributions of the parents, gives rise to a relatively new 
psychophysical personality. Therefore, when it is said that "de
pending on consciousness there is the psychophysical personality 
(vififialJapaccaya namaruparrz)," it means only that the 'surviving 
consciousness' is a factor in determining the nature of the psycho
physical personality (namarupa). Hence, the question in the Maha
nidana-suttanta-"Were vififialJa, ... not to enter the mother's 
womb, would body and mind be constituted therein ?"-may 
rightly be considered "a case of folklore speech adopted by the 
Suttanta teaching," as C. A. F. Rhys Davids thought it to be. This 
conception of vififialJa as a transmigrating entity is not, as Sarat
chandra tries to interpret the explanation of Mrs. Rhys Davids, 
an intrusion into Buddhist thought from folk religion. 

While the term vififia1'Ja (shih) was used in passages de
scribing the process of rebirth, it was also employed in the descrip
tion of the attainment of enlightenment, because enlightenment 
culminates in the cessation of rebirth.40 In the Sarrzyutta we come 
across two passages describing the passing way, immediately after 
the attainment of enlightenment, of two of the Buddha's disci
ples, Godhika and Vakkhali.41 They "attained perfect release, 
with consciousness finding no support or basis (appatitthitena 
vififia1'Jena parinibbuto)." This statement has been brushed aside 
by Saratchandra as another popular interpretation. 42 That the 
word vififia1'Ja in this context is used in an eschatological sense is 
further proved by the Chinese translation of this passage. The 
statement appatitthitena vififia1'Jena has been rendered into Chinese 
as wu yu shen shih ("there is no rebirth consciousness")43 or as 
pu chu shih shen ("without continuity in rebirth consciousness").44 
It is significant that the phrase shen shih has been used to render the 
idea expressed by the phrase hsiang yin ( = gandhabba), which, as 
pointed out above, denoted an eschatological concept.45 

The combination of shih, the term for 'consciousness,' with 
shen is very interesting, especially because shen is also used to 
translate the word atta (atman) meaning 'soul.'46 This conception 
of vififia1'Ja (shih) no doubt created problems, even during the time 
of the Buddha. We find one of the Buddha's immediate disciples, 
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Satl, affirming that "it is this consciousness that transmigrates 
without change." Asked by the Buddha what he means by this 
'consciousness,' Satl replies: "It is that which speaks, feels, and 
experiences the effects of good and bad deeds."47 He was thus 
admitting the existence of a subject or agent within the psycho
physical personality, the agent of all the actions as well as the 
enjoyer of all the experiences. The reasons for the Buddha's refusal 
to contribute to such views have been discussed earlier (see chapter 
1). This, therefore, is a very clear attempt to interpret the Buddha's 
teaching as being not much different from those of the Upani~ads, 
an interpretation that has its modern advocates.48 Rejecting the 
idea of a permanent consciousness that functions as the subject or 
agent, the Buddha insisted that he had "in many ways spoken of 
consciousness as being causally produced and that apart from 
causes there would be no arising of consciousness. "49 

The use above of the term 'consciousness' (vififialJa, shih) as a 
connecting link between two existences invalidates Saratchandra's 
view that the concept of vififialJa in an eschatological sense is not 
integral to the early teachings. Moreover, while explaining the 
connection between consciousness and the psychophysical person
ality, the Ch'eng wei shih lun maintains that vijfiana in this context 
refers to the eighth vijfiana (according to the Yogadirins), i.e., 
alaya-vijfiana or 'store-consciousness,' because the other seven 
forms of consciousness are not continuous. 50 

The fact is, the term vififialJa (shih), like the term sahkhara 
(hsing), is used in the early Buddhist texts in a wide variety of 
meanings that Saratchandra has failed to distinguish. At least three 
important uses of vififialJa can be clearly distinguished. First, it is 
used to denote psychic phenomena in general, synonymous with 
the terms citta (hsin), 'mind,' and mano (i), 'thought.'s1 Second, 
it is used to describe a complete act of perception or cognition (see 
below); and third, it stands for the connecting link between two 
lives, a form of consciousness that later came to be designated 
'rebirth consciousness' (patisandhi-vififialJa). The first ofthese refers 
to psychic life in general, and the last two represent two important 
aspects of consciousness. 

It is of interest to find out whether there is any connection 
between the last two uses ofvififialJa, namely, the psychological and 
the eschatological. 'Consciousness' in an eschatological sense is 
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almost always associated with 'dispositions' (saizkhara, hsing). The 
nature of the saizkharas is exemplified by a statement in the Aizgut
tara Nikaya that one who has attained "the state of concentration 
free from cogitative and reflective thought can comprehend with 
his mind the mind of another, and by observing how the mental 
saizkharas are disposed in the mind of that particular individual, 
[he can] also predict that he would think such and such a thought 
at a later time." 52 

As is evident from that passage, the subject is not aware of this 
thought process, which is cognized by the telepathic insight of 
another. This, no doubt, is a reference to unconscious mental pro
cesses. This unconscious mental process constituted the 'stream of 
becoming' (bhavasota or vififialJasota) and maintained continuity 
between two lives without interruption, but itself existed in a state 
of flux. A person who has developed extrasensory faculties is said 
to be able to "perceive a man's unbroken flux of consciousness 
established both in this world and in the next." 53 This is the same 
consciousness that was referred to as gandhabba (hsiang yin), the 
consciousness that is said to enter the mother's womb; it is even, 
according to the twelvefold formula of causation (see below), the 
consciousness that conditions the psychophysical personality. 

In the last case, when it is said that dispositions condition 
consciousness, it means that the dispositions (saizkhara, hsing), by 
conditioning consciousness, or more correctly the unconscious pro
cess, determine the nature of the psychic personality of the newly 
born individual. But these dispositions are ultimately the results of 
perceptive activity. This is clearly implied in a passage in the Sarrz
yutta that discusses the difference between a dead man (mato 
kalakato, wei szu) and a man who has entered the state of mental 
concentration characterized by the cessation of perception and sen
sation (safifiavedayitanirodhaf!l samapanno, ju mieh cheng shou). 
"In the case of a dead man, his dispositions, bodily, verbal and 
mental, cease to exist and are pacified 54; life has come to an end, 
breath is calmed, and the senses are destroyed. But in the case of a 
man who has attained the state of cessation of perception and sen
sation, even though his dispositions have ceased to exist and are 
pacified, his life has not come to an end, breath is not calmed, and 
the senses are not destroyed." 5 5 

According to this account, although the senses of the man who 
has attained the state of cessation of perception and sensation are 
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intact, because there is a temporary cessation of perceptive activity 
he does not accumulate any dispositions. The obvious conclusion 
is that dispositions are the results of perceptive activity. 56 Not only 
the tendencies in the conscious mind but even those in the uncon- , 
scious process are the results of perception. Therefore, as early as 
the time of the Nikayas, the conclusion was reached that "mind is 
luminous by nature and it is defiled by adventitious defilements." 57 

This, no doubt, was the germ of the theory of the Y ogacarins stated 
in the Lahka.vatara-sutra. 58 But the question of when this mind, 
pure and luminous, first came to be defiled by adventitious elements 
was more or less a question about the origin of salllsaric existence. 
Therefore, from the standpoint of early Buddhism, it was a problem 
that came under metaphysics proper. 

'Consciousness' (vififia1J.a, shih) can be described as something 
that is conditioned as well as something that conditions. On the one 
hand, consciousness arises because of conditions (paccayarrz pat
icca, sui so yuan sheng), for example, the contact of sense organs 
and sense objects (see below). On the other hand, as discussed 
above, it serves as a cause in that it conditions the psychic person
ality of the newly born individual. Thus, the problem of perception, 
as well as the problem of rebirth, which the Upani~adic thinkers 
solved by positing an immutable and perduring soul, were given 
causal explanations in the early Buddhist texts. 

Causation of the Perceptual Process 

The process of perception, which the Upani~adic thinkers also 
explained on the basis of a metaphysical self (atman), received a 
causal explanation in the hands of the Buddha. For him, this was a 
pro blem of prime importance because he realized that all the misery 
and unhappiness in the world were due to the evils associated with 
sense perception. The Buddha thus found it necessary to explain 
clearly how sense perception takes place. He realized that a proper 
understanding of the sensory process would give insight into the 
origin of suffering as well as into the way one can attain freedom 
from suffering. Hence, in the Sarrzyutta Nikaya, the higher life (brah
macariya) lived under the Buddha is said to be aimed at under
standing the sense organ, the sense object, and sense contact, 
i.e., sense perception, because it is sense perception that leads to 
suffering. 59 

The theory of sense perception is represented in the twelvefold 
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formula of causation by sal'ayatana (liu ju chit). The term ayatana 
(ju chiJ) , which, to use a word from modern psychology, means 
'gatewaY,'60 denotes both the sense organ and the sense object. 
The origin of perception from the subject-object relationship is 
described in diverse ways in many places in the Nikayas and the 
Agamas. 61 One of the most important statements follows: 

Depending on eye ... and visible form arises visual con
sciousness; meeting together of the three is contact (phassa); 
because of contact arises feeling or sensation (vedana); what 
one feels, one perceives (saiijanati); what one perceives, one 
reflects on (vitakketi); what one reflects on, one is obsessed 
with (papaiiceti); what one is obsessed with, due to that, 
concepts characterized by such obsessed perceptions (papaii
casaiiiiasaizkha) assail him with regard to visible form cog
nizable by the eye, belonging to the past, the future, and the 
present." 62 

The implications of this passage have been interpreted in 
various ways by scholars who have written on the problem of 
perception in Buddhism. 63 The latest on the subject is by 
Na:t;lananda, who, in his small but excellent work, Concept and 
Reality in Early Buddhist Thought, has given a very clear exposition 
of this passage. 64 He rightly points out its significance in distin
guishing three important stages in the process of perception. The 
formula begins on a very impersonal note and follows the pattern 
set out in the general formula of causation ("When this exists, 
that exists or comes to be"). This impersonal manner of description 
is found only up to the point of feeling or sensation (vedana). 
Then the mode of description, the grammatical structure of the 
sentences changes to a very personal tone suggestive of deliberate 
activity. Note the use of the third-person verb: "What one feels or 
senses, one perceives; what one perceives, one reflects on; what 
one reflects on, one is obsessed with." Thus, immediately after 
feeling (vedana), the process of perception becomes one between 
subject and object. The feeling comes to be looked upon as 
belonging to a subject. This marks the intrusion of the ego
consciousness, which thereafter shapes the entire process of 
perception, culminating in the generation of obsessions. 65 These 
obsessions, according to the commentator, are threefold: craving 
(tafJha) , conceit (mana), and dogmatic views (ditthi).66 The final 
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stage in this process of perception seems to be different from the 
preceding two stages. It is no longer a mere contingent process, 
nor is it an activity deliberately directed, but an inexorable 
subjection to an objective order of things. At this final stage of 
perception, he who has hitherto been the subject now becomes as 
it were a hapless object. 

This analysis of the process of perception is of tremendous 
importance for several reasons. First, it replaces the theory of an 
eternal and unchanging entity (like the atman) considered to be 
the subject, with a causal account of the process. Second, while 
tracing the origin of ego-consciousness to the deliberate activity 
of the mind, it also accounts for the phenomenon of free will, 
without which a theory of moral responsibility is untenable. It 
shows that up to the point of feeling or sensation one is governed 
by a natural flow of events, a flow in turn governed by the causal 
pattern. But immediately after that begins deliberate activity, 
which can lead one either to subjection to the objective order of 
things, that is, to enslavement to things of the world, or to freedom 
from bondage to such things through the elimination of ego
consciousness (ahamkara or mamamkara). 

Let us examine the problem of free will in Buddhism. The 
reconciliation of free will with causality has been a perennial 
problem in philosophy. With regard to the problem of free will 
in Western philsophy, it is pointed out that the advocates of free 
will depend on the apparent indeterminacy of the future as com
pared with the determinacy of the past,67 because what is foreseen 
is considered to be fated. layatilleke presents another view in 
explanation of the Buddhist position. He distinguishes between 
physical and psychological causation and maintains that since 
causality "is a probability and not a necessity when psychological 
factors are involved," one can admit freedom of will. 68 

With regard to the first view, it has been well argued that 
dependence on future indeterminacy as the basis of a theory of 
free will is the result of ignorance. That is because "it is plain that 
no desirable kind of free-will can be dependent simply upon our 
ignorance; for if that were the case, animals would be more free 
than men, and savages than civilized people. "69 If we are able to 
recollect some of our past volitions, volitions that have changed 
the course of our lives, then we would certainly feel we were free 
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in the past. Similarly, we might be free in the future even if we are 
able to perceive our future volitions. Therefore, the definition of 
freedom that "our volitions shall be as they are result of our own 
desires, not of an outside force compelling us to will what we should 
rather not Will"70 seems to be consistent with the teachings of 
Buddhism. This is possible only if we recognize the causal status 
of our dispositions and desires, a recognition that points to a 
Buddhist contribution to Indian thought when viewed in light of 
the theories propounded by the naturalistic schools current in 
India during the Buddha's day (see chapter 2). 

layatilleke quotes two statements from the Pali Nikayas in 
support of his view that causality "is only a probability, not a 
necessity, when psychological factors are involved." The first is, 
"A person who knows and sees things as they are, need not make 
an effort of will (saying) 'I shall become disinterested'; it is in the 
nature of things (dhammata) that a person who knows and sees 
becomes disinterested."71 This statement implies that causality 
reigns supreme in the sphere of psychological life. As opposed to 
this, layatilleke quotes another statement that if a person "being 
ardent, gains knowledge and insight, and because of it, praises 
himself and disparages others," he will not progress in spiritual 
development. 72 Comparing these two statements, one in which 
causality seems to work and the other in which the same causal 
process seems to have failed, layatilleke concludes that causality 
is a probability when psychological factors are involved. 

Acceptance of such indeterminism in the sphere of psycho
logical causation would seem to go against the Buddha's theory 
of the uniformity of mental phenomena (cittaniyama; see above). 
But a careful examination will show that these two statements 
explain two different causal situations. According to the first 
statement, causality is a law valid in the sphere of psychological 
life. In the second example, the individual's disposition, that is 
to say, his inclination to be satisfied with the knowledge he has 
gained, appears to have interfered with the natural process and 
therefore produced a result that is different from what it would 
otherwise have been. Thus, the difference between the two examples 
is that in the case of one a certain causal factor, namely, the 
disposition to be satisfied, is absent and in the case of the other, 
it is present. Only if we dismiss the importance of this disposition 
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as a causal factor can we maintain that causality in the present 
case is merely a probability, not a necessity. 

On the contrary, the examples above illustrate very clearly 
that causality is not incompatible with free will so long as psycho
logical factors such as dispositions are given causal status. In fact, 
the incompatibility of causation with free will becomes a problem 
when causation is confined to physical phenomena alone, denying 
its validity and the causal efficiency of psychic phenomena. It was 
the knowledge that causality was effective in the past, is effective 
in the present, and will be effective in the future that enabled the 
Buddha and his disciples to put an end to suffering and thereby 
attain perfect happiness and peace. This may have been a very good 
reason for the inclusion of ignorance of the past as well as of the 
future under the category of ignorance (avijja, wu ming).73 

Causation of Moral Behavior 

We have seen that before the rise of Buddhism several different 
theories of moral causation had been put forward by Indian 
thinkers. The eternalists of the Vedic and Upani~adic traditions 
held the view that man is both the doer (kartr) of the actions and 
the enjoyer (bhoktr) of the consequences (see chapter 1). This 
theory was based on a metaphysical self (atman) believed to reside 
in the individual. Hence they concluded that whatever happiness 
and suffering a man experiences owes to self-causation. 

On the other hand, there were the nihilists, who denied any 
form of moral causation or responsibility. First, the Materialists 
advocated a strictly determined law such as the principle of 
inherent nature (svabhava) (see chapter 2). Second, the AjIvikas, 
led by Makkhali Gosala, believed in fate (niyati) and therefore 
could not grant man's responsibility for his actions (see chapter 2). 
The Theists, who transferred man's responsibility for his actions 
to an omnipotent God (issara), were criticized by the Buddha as 
denying moral responsibility (see chapter 1). 

Opposed to these different schools of thought were the 
Jainas, who considered moral behavior as being completely 
determined. The present, they believed, is completely determined 
by one's past behavior (pubbekatahetu). Karma for them was an 
inexorable law that could not be escaped (see chapter 2). 

Rejecting all these views as unsatisfactory, the Buddha gave 
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a causal account of human behavior. Behavior, according to him, 
consists of three forms, bodily (kaya, shen), verbal (vaGi, k'ou), and 
mental (mano, i), and he emphasized the psychological aspect. 
Once, when explaining what immoral behavior is, the Buddha 
maintained that both bodily and verbal behavior has mind as the 
basis. 74 On another occasion, he was interrogated by the Jaina 
ascetic DlghatapassI, who believed that bodily punishment (kaya
darJ4a, shen fa) is more blameworthy than mental punishment 
(manodarpja, i fa). The Buddha turned the discussion from punish
ment (da1Jda, fa) to action (kamma, yeh) and maintained that 
mental behavior should be considered more blameworthy in the 
commission or perpetuation of evi1.7 5 This is a clear example of 
the Buddha's emphasis on the psychological aspect of behavior 
rather than on external behavior manifested by way of body and 
speech. Hence, he defined behavior (kamma, yeh) as volition 
(cetana, SZU).76 

The Buddha's emphasis on the psychological aspect of 
behavior led some of his contemporaries to think that he believed 
that "Bodily behavior is unrea1. So is verbal behavior. Only 
mental behavior is true or rea1."77 One such person was the ascetic 
Potaliputta, but venerable Samiddhi corrected this misrepresenta
tion. Samiddhi pointed out that a man "experiences pain after 
having committed volitional acts (sancetanikalfl kammalfl, tso yeh), 
bodily, verbal as well as menta1."78 When the discussion between 
Potaliputta and Samiddhi was reported to the Buddha, he rebuked 
Samiddhi: "This foolish person Samiddhi has given a categorical 
answer to a question that demands a conditional or analytical 
reply. "79 After thus accusing Samiddhi, the Buddha explained the 
pro blem: "Having committed a volitional act leading to pleasurable 
feeling with the body, speech, and mind, one experiences pleasur
able feeling. [The exposition continues with volitional acts, leading 
to painful and neutral feeling.]" Even from this analytical answer 
given by the Buddha it is evident that volition is the basis for the 
three forms of behavior, bodily, verbal, and menta1. Thus, the two 
statements-(1) that mind is the basis of bodily and verbal behavior, 
and (2) that volition is the basis of all three forms of behavior, 
bodily, verbal, and mental-were made at different levels and 
should not be confused. The former ranks the three forms of 
behavior according to degree of importance, while the latter 
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describes the psychological motives or springs of behavior, bodily, 
verbal, and mental. 

Let us consider the cause of moral behavior. The Buddha did 
not present an overall postulate to account for the causation of 
moral behavior, mainly because his was a theory of conditionality 
rather than a doctrine of strict determinism. Instead of providing 
an all-inclusive theory of moral causation, as the Jainas did 
(see chapter 2), he gave answers to various questions in specific 
contexts. Therefore, it is possible to find several causal explanations 
of behavior in the early Buddhist texts. 

In the Ahguttara, the problem of the causation of behavior 
is raised. The Buddha answers that "contact (phassa, keng 10) is 
the cause of behavior (kamma, yeh).80 This statement can be 
interpreted in two ways. First, taking phassa (keng 10) as sense 
contact, it may be interpreted as a broader or more general cause 
of behavior. This is because mental tendencies, such as craving 
(ta1'Jh'li, yu), that may be considered specific causes of behavior 
are only results of contact (phassa). This is exemplified by the 
statement that the cause of craving "is an agreeable object. 
[Because] in the case of a person who reflects wrongly on an 
agreeable object, craving that has not yet arisen arises and craving 
that has already arisen increases."81 Second, we may take phassa 
(keng 10) in a more physical sense to represent a stimulus-response 
sort of causal explanation, where reflex movement is followed by 
sensory excitation. This may be illustrated by the example of a 
person who, while crossing a road, jumps up either because of a 
twinge in his stomach or because a car happens to back fire. 82 
Another example is "an innocent little baby lying on its back 
[who] quickly draws back its hand or foot if it has touched a live 
ember." 83 

Apart from this more general cause (or the physical cause of 
sensory stimulation, whichever we may take it to be), there are 
certain other motives, such as craving (raga, t'an), hate or aversion: 
(dosa, wez), and confusion (moha, ch'ih), that are more or less 
conscious tendencies that serve as causes of behavior. 84 Generally 
these causes are thought to produce evil or immoral behavior. 
Hence, morally good behavior is produced by mental tendencies 
that are the opposites of those mentioned above. These fall into 
the category of volitions (cetana, szu), which determine the gravity 
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of an action. Buddhism emphasizes the elimination of these springs 
of action. Hence the importance of mental culture. 

In addition to these conscious motives, there are unconscious 
motives that determine the behavior of man. They are represented 
in the early Buddhist texts by the term 'disposition' (saizkhara). 
Dispositions are accumulated either consciously (sampajano) or 
unconsciously (asampajano).85 It was pointed out earlier that in 
the special formulation of the causal principle the term saizkhara 
(hsing) stands for 'unconscious dispositions.' They also account 
for the problem of moral responsibility. The cause of behavior 
given in the Sarrzyutta Nikaya is a specific instance of such uncon
scious motives. There it is pointed out that a man, when told that 
such and such things, for example, deadly poison, lead to disas
ter, will naturally avoid such things because he "desires to live 
(jlvitukama, ch'iu sheng), recoils from death (amaritukama, yen 
szu), desires happiness (sukhakama, ch'iu 10), and recoils from 
pain (dukkhapatikkUla, yen k'U)."86 Once a person is informed 
that such and such a thing is harmful to him, his behavior in the 
presence of that thing will be determined by these unconscious 
drives. 

The Buddha gave different causal explanations for different 
problems, which shows, in the words of a modern writer, "the 
sensitivity to the different sorts of questions that can be asked 
about human actions and the different sorts of answers that are 
appropriate."87 It also indicates the Buddha's reluctance to posit 
an overall theory of motivation that might create confusion by 
elevating an answer to a limited question to the status of a general 
postulate. 

While human behavior is itself produced by causes, it is 
followed by the correlated consequences. This correlation between 
action (kamma, yeh) and consequence (phala, pao or vipaka, i shu) 
constitutes the doctrine of kamma in Buddhism. An examination 
of some of the texts that deal with the problem of moral behavior 
and responsibility reveals that it is generally founded on the 
doctrine of rebirth. This is evident from the Cilla-kammavibhaizga
sutta, which maintains that a person who kills living creatures 
or has no compassion for them will, because of that behavior, 
be reborn in an evil state. If he were not reborn in an evil state, 
and ifhe returned to life as a human, ... he would be short-lived. 88 
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This implies that the doctrine of moral responsibility, like the 
doctrine of rebirth, is properly "verified" by the development 
of extrasensory powers (see chapter 5). On the basis of data 
available through such forms of telepathic insight as clairvoyance 
(cut'upapatana:/Ja, sheng szu chih), inductive inferences were drawn. 
The texts reveal two kinds of correlations drawn between action 
(kamma, yeh) and consequence (vipaka, i shu). These may be 
grouped as specific and general correlations. 89 

A list of specific correlations is found in the Cula-kamma-
vibhanga-sutta. They include the following: 

A person who kills living creatures ... tends to be short-
lived, while a person who refrains from taking life ... tends 
to be long-lived. A person who harms creatures ... tends to 
be sickly, while one who refrains from harming creatures ... 
tends to be healthy. One who is irritable ... tends to be ugly, 
and one who is not irritable ... tends to be handsome. A 
person who is jealous ... tends to be weak, while one who is 
otherwise ... tends to be powerful. A person who is miserly 
... tends to be poor, while a person who is liberal ... tends 
to be rich. A person who is humble ... tends to be reborn in 
a good family, while one who is haughty ... tends to be re
born in an evil family. He who does not consult the religious 
teachers for advice on what is good and bad ... tends to be 
ignorant, while one who does so ... tends to have great 
wisdom. 90 

From these specific correlations further generalizations were 
made that also had to be verified by telepathic insight. Thus, we 
find the theory that a person who leads an immoral life will be 
reborn in an evil state. These inductive inferences cannot be taken 
as the basis of absolute laws implying complete determinism. This 
is explicitly stated in the Mahli-kammavibhanga-sutta, where the 
Buddha refers to some recluses and Brahmans who, by thorough 
application and concentration of mind, were able to see beings 
who had led an immoral life and were reborn in an evil state. As a 
result of this telepathic insight, they concluded, "He who takes 
life, steals, ... who is of wrong views, will be reborn in an evil 
state after death. They who know this have right knowledge. 
Others are mistaken. "91 The Buddha rejected this conclusion as 
a very grave mistake. He pointed out that a person who sees a 
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man reborn in a happy state after leading an immoral life comes 
to a conclusion that is diametrically opposed to the one given above. 
The Buddha did not doubt the attainments of the person who 
perceives the phenomenon of rebirth and moral responsibility;92 
rather, he doubted the validity of the conclusion because certain 
aspects of the causal process were not taken into consideration. 
In the case of a person who led an immoral life but was reborn 
in a happy state, there may have been counteracting tendencies: 
perhaps he led a good life during previous lives or in the present, 
or perhaps he held right views at the moment of death. 93 

An interesting illustration of this problem is found in the 
L01Japhala-vagga of the Ahguttara Nikaya. 94 The Buddha says 
that if a person maintains that "Just as this man does a deed, 
so does he experience it,"95 then the living of the holy life would be 
meaningless; there would be no opportunity for the complete 
destruction of suffering. But if one accepts the theory, "Just as 
this man does a deed that would be· experienced in a certain way, 
so does he experience its consequences,"96 this makes the religious 
life meaningful, and there is opportunity for the complete destruc
tion of suffering. The former statement implies a form of complete 
determinism in the sphere of moral responsibility, comparable to 
the theory accepted by the Jainas. This may be why the Buddha 
considered it harmful to the religious life and the achievement of 
the goal. We agree with Woodward and Hare in GS that "this 
does not controvert the doctrine of the deed, but means that the 
particular kind of action does not find its exact replica in fulfil
ment." However, we cannot agree with their reason for that 
conclusion: "times and men and things are always changing. "97 
The reasons for our disagreement may become clear in the following 
analysis. 

The sutta describes similar deeds committed by two different 
people. For instance, one person may do a trifling evil deed, for 
which he ends up in hell. Someone else may do a similar trifling 
evil deed and experience the consequences in this life, not after
ward.98 Thus, two people commit identical evil deeds but reap 
different consequences in different ways. In the case of the first 
person the consequence is magnified and is reaped in another evil 
existence. In the case of the other the consequences of the same 
evil deed are not powerful enough to lead him to an evil state after 
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death, but are experienced in this life or are not even felt. The reason 
for this is not that "times and men and things are always changing" 
but that there are differences between the people committing these 
deeds. This is confirmed by the sutta itself: "Here a certain person 
has not properly cultivated his body, behavior, thought and intelli
gence (is inferior, insignificant), and his life is short (and misera
ble).99 With such a person ... even a trifling evil deed done leads 
him to hell. . . . In the case of a person who has proper culture of 
body, behavior, thought, and intelligence [who is superior and not 
insignificant], and is endowed with long life, the consequences of 
a similar evil deed are experienced in this very life (and much of it 
or even a modicum of it would not be seen)."lOO 

This passage illustrates a salient feature of the Buddhist theory 
of moral responsibility. The effect (phala, pao) of a deed (kamma, 
yeh) is not determined solely by the deed itself but also by the 
nature of the person who commits the deed and, we may add, by 
the circumstances in which it is committed. Several interesting 
metaphors are given in the sutta quoted above to illustrate this 
point, one of which may be summarized as follows: "If a man 
throws a grain of salt into a little cup of water, the water in that cup 
would become salty and undrinkable owing to that grain of salt. 
But if a man were to throw a similar grain of salt into the river 
Ganges, because of the great mass of water therein, it would not 
become salty and undrinkable." 101 This illustrates further the dan
ger of drawing absolute conclusions on the basis of generalizations. 

From the description in the M aha-kammavibhanga-sutta it 
appears that some of the Buddha's contemporaries, although they 
had developed extrasensory powers by which they could verify the 
decease and survival of beings, had neglected certain important 
aspects of the causal process in drawing inferences. The views of 
those who denied moral responsibility have already been analyzed 
in detail (see chapter 2). They differ so sharply from the Buddhist 
theory that no confusion is possible. But the theory of complete 
determinism in moral responsibility adopted by the Jainas (see 
chapter 2) was very often confused with the Buddhist theory of 
moral causation. The main difference between the two is that the 
J aina interpretation of karma is based on a theory of complete 
determinism (niyatl), whereas the Buddhist conception is founded 
on the theory of causation (paticcasamuppada, yin yuan fa). The 
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Buddha did not hold that everything is completely determined by 
one's past behavior (pubbekatahetu, yin pen tsp). Acquisition of 
merit in the past (pubbe ca katapufifiata) is only one of the factors 
that, along with "life in an appropriate surrounding" (patirupade
savasa) and "proper self-application" (in this life) (attasammapa-
1J,idhi), contribute to an auspicious or good life. l02 Moreover, 
according to the statement in the M aha-kammavibhaizga-sutta, even 
an evildoer could be reborn in a happy state of existence if he held 
right views at the moment of death or had done good deeds in an 
earlier existence. Taking a specific instance of the causation of the 
human personality, the Buddha pointed out that "action or be
havior (kamma) is the field, consciousness (vififia1J,a) the seed, and 
craving (ta1J,ha) the moisture that lead to the rebirth ofa being."103 
Therefore, behavior is only one of the causes that determine the 
nature of one's future life. The Milindapafiha (p. 268) distinguishes 
things of the world according to their mode of genesis, for example, 
arisen on account of kamma (kammanibbatta), arisen on account 
of causes (hetunibbatta), and arisen on account of season (utunib
batta). Even in this case, the possible existence of counteracting 
causes is not ruled out. Thus, it is not complete determinism but 
conditionality that is the basis of the Buddha's theory of moral 
responsibility.l04 Only in so far as behavior contributes, in this 
manner, to the determination of man's future life, does a man have 
"kamma as his own, kamma as his matrix, kamma as his kin, kamma 
as his refuge." In this way kamma is said to divide beings as inferior 
and superior. 105 Therefore, according to Buddhism, there is no 
need to expiate for past actions or to avoid performing actions in 
the future. What Buddhism emphasizes is the avoidance of evil 
actions, cultivation of morally good actions, and the purification 
of the mind 106 as the way to attain perfect happiness. 

Causation of Social Phenomena 

One of the major social philosophies dominating the life of 
the Indians before the rise of Buddhism was the caste system. 
Enunciated in the Puru~a-sukta of the lJ-gveda, the system of four 
social hierarchies was said to be divinely ordained. l07 The Pali 
Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas abound with refutations of this 
social theory. lOS Of special significance is the Aggafifia-suftanta, 
which, in its refutation, presents an evolutionary account of the 
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world. At this time the Brahman caste claimed the highest position 
in this social hierarchy: "Only a Brahman is of the highest social 
class; other classes are low. Only a Brahman is of white complexion; 
others are dark. Only Brahmans are of pure breed, not the non
Brahmans. Only Brahmans are genuine children of Brahma, born 
of his mouth, offspring of Brahma, created by Brahma, heirs of 
Brahma."lo9 

In the Aggafifia-suftanta, after giving an evolutionary account 
of the world, the Buddha explains how the different social grades 
came into existence. Following is a summary of this description. 

Then differences of sex appeared; households were formed; 
and the lazy stored up the rice instead of gathering it each 
evening and morning; and the rights of property arose and 
were infringed. And when lusts were felt and thefts com
mitted, the beings, now men, met together and chose men 
differing from them in no way except in virtue (dhamma) to 
restrain the evildoers by blame or fines or banishment. These 
were the first khattiyas. And others they chose to restrain the 
evil dispositions that led to the evildoing. And these were the 
first Brahmans, differing only in virtue (dhamma). Then cer
tain others, to keep their households going, and maintain 
their wives, started various occupations. And these were the 
first vessas. And some abandoned their homes and became 
the first recluses (samalJa). But all these were alike in origin, 
and the only distinction between them was in virtue. 110 

The Buddha thus insisted that caste and other divisions in 
society were occupational in origin and maintained that one did 
not have to follow a particular caste merely because he was born 
to parents who followed that caste. Moreover, to refute both the 
Brahmans' claim to superiority and the universal validity of the 
caste system, the Buddha cited existing societies with only two 
castes, masters (ayya, fa chia) and slaves (dasa, nu), and pointed 
out that even theirs were not rigid social divisions because a slave 
could become a master and a master a slave. 111 From the spiritual 
standpoint, the Buddha considered moral life the factor that de
termines the status of beings; from the social and economic 
standpoints, he held that wealth creates the differences: "A sudra 
acquiring wealth and fame can command the services of even the 
kijatriyas, brahmalJas and vaiijyas." 112 
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Apart from this Vedic theory of determinism in social life, 
there is another philosophical theory of natural determinism in the 
sphere of social life that does not seem to have exerted much in
fluence on contemporary society. It is an application of the fatalistic 
theory of natural determinism propounded by the AjIvikas (see 
chapter 2). This social philosophy is attributed to Pural)a Kassapa, 
who was one of the leading AjIvika teachers. He believed that 
human beings belong to one of six types of existence or species 
(abhijati): the black species (ka/Jhiibhijati), the blue species (nrldbhi
jati), the red species (lohitdbhijati), the yellow species (halidddbhi
jati), the white species (sukkdbhijati), and the pure white species 
(paramasukkdbhijati).113 Malalasekera and layatilleke have raised 
doubts that these colors denoted differences in physical complexion 
and suggest that the classification implies genetically different phys
ical and psychological types. 114 But considering the various types 
of people included under the different categories, we cannot say 
whether the classification implies genetically different physical and 
psychological types. The groups are described thus: 

1. Black species: Butchers, raisers of fowl, hunters, fishermen, 
dacoits, executioners, and all who adopt a cruel mode of 
living. 

2. Blue species: Monks leading ascetic lives11s and other 
people who accept the doctrine of moral responsibility. 

3. Red species: The Nigal)thas (Jainas) who wear only one 
robe. 

4. Yellow species: Laymen who wear white robes and the 
disciples of the naked ascetics. 

5. White species: Male and female AjIvika disciples. 
6. Pure white species: Nanda, Vaccha, Kisa, Satikicca and 

Makkhali Gos~ila. 

Cursory examination of the list above reveals that these groups 
do not represent categories differing in physical appearance but 
denote people graded according to the degree of moral advance
ment judged by AjIvika standards. Thus, even the lay disciples of 
the AjIvikas were considered superior to the disciples of other 
religious teachers. The AjIvika,~jp' general are cOnsidered to be of 
the white species, while the AJI~{ka teachers belong to the pure 
white species. We have seen that the Brahmans considered them
selves white, while all the rest, even the k~atriyas and the vai~yas, 
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who belonged to the same stock and were thought to be fair-skinned 
as opposed to the dark aborigines, were considered black. The 
Ajlvikas adopted this principle, increasing the number to six groups 
denoted by colors. 

All these "typologists" believed that man is born into the 
various groups as a result of fate and that a person is incapable of 
altering it by his own will or effort. Thus, both these schools of 
thought, the Brahmans insisting on the divine ordination of social 
rank, and the Fatalists emphasizing strict determinism, presented 
social philosophies that were static. 

Dismissing these views, the Buddha gave an evolutionary 
account of human society. He pointed out that "living in an appro
priate surrounding" (patirupadesavasa) was a factor that contrib
uted to the moral and spiritual advancement of the individual. 
Being concerned for the welfare ofliving beings, the Buddha could 
not neglect their life in society. As a social reformer, therefore, he 
was led to analyze the causes of social evils and suggest remedies. 
Just as Buddhahood is the goal of those who have renounced the 
world in search of the perfect happiness of nibbana, so is universal 
kingship (cakkavatti-rajja, chuan lun sheng wang) the ideal for the 
layman who chooses to live the secular life to perfection. Therefore, 
in Buddhism, the social or secular philosophy is on several occa
sions set forth by a universal monarch. 

A universal monarch is said to be a person who has conquered 
the whole world, not by force but by virtue. 116 But that state cannot 
be attained hereditarily. The Cakkavatti-sThanada-suttanta relates 
an incident about the accession of a son to the throne of his father, 
who was a universal monarch. Immediately after his accession, the 
glories of a universal monarch that the son was supposed to have 
inherited disappeared. Very much dejected, the son reported this 
to the father, who said: "The glories of a universal monarch cannot 
be considered a paternal heritage (pettikalfl dayajjalfl,fu ch'an)."117 
The implication is that one cannot even claim material possessions, 
not to speak of moral and spiritual distinction, on the grounds of 
one's birth. This is certainly a reaction against the claims of the 
Brahmans to superiority on the basis of their birth into that par
ticular caste. Moreover, it emphasizes that even the highest secular 
position has to be earned, not inherited. According to the Lakkha-
1J.a-suttanta the state of a universal monarch can be attained by a 
person who leads a virtuous life. lIB 
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The duties of a universal monarch are to impart moral in
struction and to look after the moral as well as the material advance
ment of the people. For this it is necessary to analyze the causes of 
social evils and attempt to remedy them. In the Cakkavatti-slha
nada-suttanta we come across an instance where a universal mon
arch made such an analysis. He found that "As a result of the 
nonaccruing of wealth to the destitute, poverty increased; when 
poverty increased, there was a rise in thefts; when thefts increased, 
there was escalation of violence; when violence was rampant, there 
was an increase in murder; when murder increased, lying became 
common; when lying became common, the life span as well as the 
comeliness of human beings diminished."119 The suttanta goes on 
to describe how all the social evils, including stealing, improper 
sexual behavior, hate, jealousy, disrespect of parents, elders, and 
teachers, were caused as a result. This is a strictly causal account of 
social evils, and it is interesting to note that poverty and maldis
tribution of wealth were considered major causes. According to 
the Agganna-suttanta, the king was first appointed when these evils 
first appeared in society, and his duty was to uproot their causes 
and prevent such evils from arising again. 120 Since maldistribution 
of wealth was one of the main causes of social evils, it was the duty 
of the king to find ways by which people could obtain wealth,121 
for material or spiritual prosperity could not be achieved through 
praying (patthanahetu) or begging (ayacanahetu).122 But the acqui
sition of wealth alone was not the solution, for some people, while 
protecting their own share, would undoubtedly try to appropriate 
what belonged to others.123 This implies that maldistribution of 
wealth is not the only cause of social evils. Equally important 
causes, such as greed, are mental tendencies found in the destitute 
and rich alike. For this reason, the universal monarch must instruct 
the people in spiritual (dhamma) advancement as well as material 
(attha) advancement. 124 

In fact, Buddhism emphasizes the mental tendencies that are 
the causes of social evils. This is because material progress alone 
cannot bring about the changes necessary for the moral advance
ment of man, although it is a prerequisite. Psychological tendencies 
such as greed and aversion must be gradually eliminated. Although 
these psychological tendencies depend on external things or sense 
data (nimitta), pleasurable (sukha) or unpleasurable (patigha), they 
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arise primarily from lack of understanding or improper reflection 
(ayoniso manasikara) on the objects that produce these evil ten
dencies in man. 125 Hence the importance of knowledge and mental 
concentration as means to the elimination of causes that give rise 
one's own suffering and that of others. 

Causation of Spiritual Phenomena 

The Buddha criticized three of the existing theories of causa
tion on the grounds that they were harmful to religious life (see 
chapters 1, 3). Acceptance of the belief that one's happiness and 
suffering is determined by an external agent such as God meant 
the surrender of one's freedom and ability to work out one's own 
salvation. In opposition to this theory of theistic determination, 
the Buddha held that "purity and impurity depend on oneself, and 
nobody can purify another." 126 Neither the theory of determinism 
in moral responsibility advocated by Mahavlra (chapter 2) nor 
that adopted by the Ajlvikas (chapter 2) left room for individual 
freedom. The theory of indeterminism, on the other hand, led to the 
denial of the efficacy of religious life because one could not be sure 
of what would happen during the next moment. 

Acceptance of a theory of causal dependence, not only in 
individual and social life but also in the physical world, enables 
one to put an end to suffering by removing the causes that produce 
it. Therefore, the Buddha maintained that there are causes for the 
defilement, and hence the purity, of man. 127 The Bodhisattvabhiimi 
explains how the processes of defiling (sanklesa) and of purifying 
(vyavadana) take place according to the ten causes (dasabhir 
hetubhi/:t).128 

It was pointed out that wrong understanding of, or reflection 
on, the perceptual world produces attachments or aversions that 
lead to most of the suffering in the world. Proper reflection (yoniso 
manasikara) implies reflection according to the genesis (yoni) of 
things, that is to say, reflection on the causality of things. The 
purpose is to avoid the two extreme views of eterna1ism (sassata
vada) and annihilationism (ucchedavada), which are said to promote 
evil tendencies such as egoism. Knowledge of causality should go 
hand in hand with restraint of the senses (indriyasarrzvara, hu ch'u 
ken), which enables one to cut at the roots of craving. Thus, the 
religious life is directed at cutting the tangle of wrong views and 
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developing insight (pafifiZivimutti, hui chiai t' 0).129 The outcome of 
this release is attainment of the knowledge of emancipation, the 
knowledge that one has "put an end to rebirth, that the higher life 
has been lived to its perfection, and that there is no hereafter." 130 
This final knowledge is not attained by a beginner all of a sudden. 
The Buddha declared: "I do not say that one can win final knowl
edge at the very outset; it is attained by a gradual discipline, a 
gradual mode of action and conduct."131 

The stages of the attainment of this final knowledge are de
scribed in the Nikayas and the Agamas. 132 Briefly, they consist in 
practice of the virtuous life (ariyena szlakkhandhena, sheng chieh 
chu) , followed by restraint of the senses (indriyasarrzvara, hu ch'u 
ken). When one is confronted by a sense object, he does not allow 
evil tendencies such as covetousness and displeasure to flow in; 
thus he restrains the senses. He then develops mindfulness (sati
sampajafifia, cheng chih ch'u ju) and strives to eliminate the "five 
impediments." This leads him to the first stage of the jhlina. By 
developing the mind further he is able to reach the fourth jhlina, 
where the mind is so serene and supple that he is able to develop 
the sixfold higher knowledge (abhififili, chih t'ung). Three of these 
six are essential, but not necessary, for knowledge of emancipation. 
(1) Retrocognition (pubbenivlisanussatifili1Ja, su ming chih) allows 
him to verify the fact of preexistence. According to the Bodhisattva
bhumi, this knowledge is essential for the realization that the theory 
of eternalism (Sli§vatavlida) posited by some of the §rama1Jas and 
brlihma1Jas is invalid. 133 (2) Clairvoyance (cut'upaplitafili1Ja, sheng 
szu chih) enables him to verify the decease and survival of beings 
and the doctrine of karma. (3) Knowledge of the destruction of 
defiling impulses (lisavakkhayafili1Ja, lou chin chih) is necessary for 
verifying the four Noble Truths. "As he thus knows and sees, his 
mind is emancipated from the inflowing impulses of sensuous grati
fication (klim'lisava, yu lou), of personal immortality (bhav'lisava, 
yu lou), and of ignorance (avijj'lisava, wu ming lou). Along with this 
emancipation arises the knowledge that emancipation has been 
attained."134 The Sarrzyutta Nikliya gives a strictly causal account 
of the various stages of the path to enlightenment. 135 This was in 
opposition to the view of Piira:t;la Kassapa that there is no cause 
or condition for the lack of knowledge and insight or for the 
presence of knowledge and insight. 136 

So far; the discussion has dwelt on the various causal patterns 
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pertaining to the world of normal experience and the realm of 
spiritua11ife, or the attainment of freedom. But how does a Buddha 
or any other saint who has already attained freedom fit into this 
scheme? How is his behavior determined? 

It was pointed out earlier that most of the suffering man 
experiences in this world is due to the way his perceptual process 
is conditioned. Among other things, the understanding of this 
perceptual process, followed by the stopping of evil impulses or 
defilements (asavakkhaya, lou chin), constitutes knowledge and 
freedom. Looking at the various aggregates constituting the psy
chophysical personality as being nonsubstantia1 (anatta) and pre
venting ego-consciousness from assailing one when perception 
takes place, a learned Aryan disciple has revulsion for (nibbindati) 
the physical form (rupa), feeling or sensation (vedana), perception 
(safifia), dispositions (sankhara) and consciousness (vififialJa). Hav
ing revulsion, he is not attached (nibbindalfl virajjati); being non
attached, he is freed (viraga vimuccati); in the person who is thus 
freed there arises the knowledge of freedom (vimuttasmilfl vimuttam 
iii fialJalfl hoti): "Destroyed is birth (khflJa jati); lived is the higher 
life (vusitalfl brahmacariyalfl); done is what ought to be done (katalfl 
karalJfyalfl); and there is no future existence (naparalfl itthattaya 
ti)." 137 

This means that the elimination of ego-consciousness by the 
development of insight can change the normal process of percep
tion. With the attainment of mental concentration or restraint 
(salflvara), one is able to prevent the influx of impurities such as 
attachment (raga) and aversion (patigha). Thus, in an enlightened 
one, perception simply does not generate obsessions and the con
sequent suffering; instead, as a result of his not grasping onto 
things, including his own personality, as being substantial, he be
comes detached (viraga). Detachment produces freedom (vimutti), 
through which one may attain stability (thitata) of mind so as not 
to be agitated by gain (labha) or loss (alabha) , reputation (yasa) 
or disrepute (ayasa), blame (ninda) or praise (pasalflsa), happiness 
(sukha) or suffering (dukkha)-the eight word1y phenomena (attha
loka-dhamma).by which one is constantly assailed in this 1ife.l3S 
The highest point of 'blessedness' (mangala) is achieved, according 
to the M aha-mangala-sutta, 139 by "one whose mind is not over
whelmed when in contact with word1y phenomena (lokadhamma), 
is freed from sorrow, taintless and secure." Such a person feels 
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secure and at peace in the midst of all the destruction and confusion 
prevailing in this world. This form of behavior is described as 
"going against the current" (patisotagamT), but it is still a causal 
process where each state is conditioned by a previous state. It is 
called "going against the current" because, unlike an ordinary man, 
the person who has attained emancipation (sammadaiiiiavimutto) 
does not allow any attachment (raga) to arise in him when he 
perceives a pleasurable object, even though he experiences a plea
surable fee1ing. 140 Hence for him there is no grasping; in the 
absence of grasping he is not smeared by the world (anupalitto 
lokena).141 When he is not smeared by the world he remains in a 
state of perfect happiness (paramasukha). 

It appears from the foregoing analysis that the causal process 
is operative in all spheres, including the highest state of spiritual 
development, namely, nirvana. But the later scholars attempted 
to distinguish two spheres, one in which causation prevailed and 
the other which is uncaused. This latter view was, no doubt, the 
result of a confusion in the meanings of the two terms, sankhata 
('compounded') and paticcasamuppanna ('causally conditioned'). 

We have already pointed out (see chapter 5) that sankhata 
and paticcasamuppanna, although used to refer to the phenomenal 
world, connote two different meanings. The former, it was found, 
refers to anything that is 'compounded', that is 'organized,' 
'planned,' or 'put together,' therefore, conditioned by the dis
positional tendencies (sankhara) of man. On the contrary, paticca
samuppanna refers to that which is 'naturally conditioned,' i.e., 
'causally conditioned.' For this reason, although both terms were 
used to describe the phenomenal world, only the former in its 
negative form (asankhata, wu wez) is used to define nirvana. Since 
in the Buddha and the arahants "all dispositions have been com
pletely calmed" (sabbasankharasamatha) , that state of freedom is 
called the 'element of the unconditioned or uncompounded' (asan
khatadhatu), and is always defined in terms of the absence of attach
ment (ragakkhaya), of aversion (dosakkhaya) , and of confusion 
(mohakkhaya).142 It was never described as 'the uncaused' or 'the 
in-dependent' (appaticcasamuppanna). This means that nirvana is 
a state where there is 'natural or causal happening" (paticcasa
muppada), but not 'organized,' or 'planned' conditioning (sankha
ra1Ja). This fact was completely overlooked by the scholars who 
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were indiscriminate in defining sahkhata as a synonym (paryZiya) of 
paticcasamuppanna.143 

The Twelvefold Formula of Causation 

So far we have been discussing the Buddha's explanations of 
different causal situations. In addition to these different analyses, 
we come across a recurring, twelvefold formula in the early Bud
dhist texts, a formula that was intended to explain important 
questions about man and his destiny. This special formulation of 
the causal principle, which dominates the early Buddhist texts, is 
stated thus: 

When this exists, that exists or comes to be; on the arising of 
this, that arises. When this does not exist, that does not exist 
or come to be; on the cessation of this, that ceases. That is to 
say: 

on ignorance depend dispositions; 
on dispositions depends consciousness; 
on consciousness depends the psychophysical 

personality; 
on the psychophysical personality depend the six 

'gateways' ; 
on the six 'gateways' depends contact; 
on contact depends feeling [or sensation]; 
on feeling depends craving; 
on craving depends grasping; 
on grasping depends becoming; 
on becoming depends birth; 
on birth depend aging and death. 

In this manner there arises this mass of suffering. 144 

Because this formula dominates the early Buddhist texts, 
many scholars have considered it to be the only aspect of causation 
discussed in Buddhism. 145 The preceding account of the various 
spheres in which the principle of causation operates, as well as the 
discussion in chapter 5, shows that this is not the case. Moreover, 
some of these scholars have maintained that the purpose of the 
special formulation is to explain the origin and cessation of suffering 
(dukkha). Keith says: "We can now see the limited character of the 
Chain of Causation, it is intended to explain the coming into being 
of misery .... " 146 This evaluation seems to take into account only 
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one aspect of the special formulation, to the neglect of the other 
important aspects. It is possible to maintain that the ultimate pur
pose ofthe special formulation is to explain the origin and cessation 
of suffering. But other important issues are also involved. 

We have already seen how some of the Upani~adic thinkers, 
who were able to verify the continuity of the human personality 
either rationally or intuitionally, came to believe in eternalism 
(sassatavada, chang chien), which they defended by a metaphysical 
theory of self-causation (see chapter 1). On the other hand, Mate
rialists and Ajlvikas denied self-causation and adopted a theory of 
external causation, which led them to believe in annihilation 
(uccheda, tuan) ofthe human personality at death and also of karma 
(see chapter 2). 

The Buddha, for whom karma and rebirth were realities, was 
reluctant to contribute to anyone of these metaphysical theories. 
The empiricist approach of the Buddha prevented him from pos
iting an unverifiable soul to explain the continuity of the individual 
after death. On the other hand, he was far removed from the mate
rialist approach denying the continuity of the individual and his 
moral responsibility. Thus, the problem he confronted was to ex
plain the working of karma and the process of rebirth without 
falling into the two extreme metaphysical theories of self-causation 
and external causation. As Jayatilleke points out, the raison d'etre 
of the special formulation ofthe causal principle "lies in the neces
sity to give a causal account of the factors operating in maintaining 
the process of human personality and thereby of suffering." 147 This 
is clearly expressed in a passage from the Sarrzyutta: "In the belief 
that the person who acts is the same as the person who experiences 
[the result] ... he posits eternalism; in the belief that the person 
who acts is not the same as the person who experiences [the result] 
... he posits annihilationism. Avoiding both these extremes, the 
Tathagata preaches the doctrine in the middle. On ignorance (avijjQ, 
wu ming) depends dispositions (sankhara, hsing) . ... In this man
ner there arises this mass of suffering." 148 The theory of causation 
is placed not only against these two theories but also against two 
other metaphysical theories, a combination of self-causation and 
external causation and fortuitous origination (see chapter 2). Keith 
has written that by opposing the Buddhist theory to all pre
Buddhist theories, the foregoing passage in the Sarrzyutta Nikaya 
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places Buddhist doctrine in a difficult position. That is because "all 
these issues belong to the realm of the indeterminates." Therefore, 
he concludes, "We obtain nothing more than the vague general 
assertion that things as compounded come into being under the 
effect of causes, but we have to put beside this the doctrine that we 
do not know anything definite as to their operation; "149 

The four theories against which the Buddhist theory of causa
tion was preached represent a fourfold scheme. These four alterna
tives were dismissed by the Buddha with the words, "Do not [ask] 
thus" (ma h' eval]1), because he considered them to be indeterminate 
(avyakata, wu chi),150 and therefore to be set aside. They are inde
terminate because categorical answers to the first two alternatives 
(and therefore also to the third and fourth alternatives, which 
represent the assertion and denial, respectively, of the combination 
of the first two) lead to metaphysical theories to which the Buddha 
was reluctant to contribute. Without being a partisan of anyone of 
these metaphysical views, the Buddha adduced empirical causal 
explanations. Thus, it is unfair to equate the Buddha's theory of 
causation with those of the pre-Buddhist teachers, as Keith does. 

Further, the formulation of the special theory giving empirical 
causal explanations of the birth and development of the individual 
eliminated other metaphysical problems such as creation by God, 
First Cause, and even Final Cause. This was observed by Buddha
ghosa, who raised the question, "Is ignorance [which comes first 
in the explication of the special formulation] like the primordial 
matter (pakati) of the Sailkhya school of thought (pakativadfnal?1), 
an uncaused first cause of the world?" And he gives the following 
reply: "It is not uncaused. The cause of ignorance has been declared 
when it was said' On account of the defilements (asava) ignorance 
arises.' "151 In support of the view that ignorance is not without a 
cause (akaralJal?1) he quotes a passage from the Nikayas: 152 "The 
first beginning of ignorance is not known [for us to maintain that] 
'before this there was no ignorance; at this point there arose igno
ranee.' But the fact that ignorance is causally produced can be 
known." 153 This means that the special formulation cannot be 
designated a 'chain' of causation because no absolute beginning is 
envisaged. On the contrary, it is better represented by a circle, with
out beginning. Thus, the special formulation has come to be known 
as vatta-katha. 154 
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In the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas the special appli
cation ofthe causal formula is introduced in many ways. Sometimes 
it is introduced directly by the statement, "I will preach to you, 
a monks, the doctrine of causation." ISS Other times, the formula 
is presented in explanations of such things as aging and death 
(jaramara1')a, lao szu), the four forms of nutrition (ahara, shih), the 
five aggregates (khandha, yin) constituting the individual, the cau
sality of moral behavior, or amidst criticism of some current phi
losophical theories. 1s6 

I Doubts have been raised about how the general formula 
'v ("When this exists, that exists .... ") came to be prefixed to the 

statement of the twelvefold formula. Thomas believes that the cou
pling of the two was a later addition. 1s7 The philosophical impor
tance of the general formula of causation, as well as the place 
accorded it in early Buddhism (chapter 5), does not warrant such 
an assumption. 1s8 In the passage quoted above the Buddha is 
represented as demonstrating his intellectual powers by referring 
to his knowledge of the arising and passing away of the psycho
physical personality. The general formula of causation was some
thing that he discovered with his attainment of enlightenment. 
Therefore, when he had to explain the arising and passing away of 
the psychophysical personality, he seems to have adopted the more 
instructive method of stating the formula first and then applying it 
to explain the causation of this personality. This is quite a logical 
procedure. Moreover, in most of the sUtras of the Samyukta Agama, 
where the theory of the twelve factors is discussed the general for
mula precedes it, even though this does not occur in the Pali 
counterparts. 1S9 Considering the large number of passages in the 
twelfth fascicle ofthe Samyukta Agama (which roughly corresponds 
to the Nidana Samyutta of the Samyutta Nikaya), where the general 
formula has been prefixed to the theory of twelve factors, it would 
be difficult to reject them as late compositions, as Thomas does. On 
the contrary, the prefixed version may even be an earlier version, 
and the practice of prefixing the general formula may have been 
abandoned when it was taken for granted that the special formula
tion represented an application of the general formula. 

Several modern scholars have made important analyses of the 
twelvefold formula. A brief account of this formula concludes our 
analysis of the causal principle in early Buddhism. 

-
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Ignorance (avijja, wu ming) heads the list of twelve factors. 
But, as pointed out earlier, it is not presented as the beginning of a 
process but as the most important factor to eliminate in seeking 
enlightenment and hence in disrupting the worldly process. It is 
explained in various ways. Ignorance is said to determine the dis
positions (sankhZira, hsing), in the sense that in the absence of 
correct knowledge about the nature and destiny of the individual, 
one's dispositions are determined in a way detrimental to one's 
future. These dispositions give shape to one's consciousness 
(vififialJa, shih), which in turn tends to determine one's current psy
chophysical personality (namarupa, ming se) as well as the psycho
physical personality one inherits in the next life. Depending on the 
psychophysical personality, there arise the six senses (sa!'ayatana, 
liuju chu). The activity of the senses leads to contact (phassa, chu), 
which brings about feeling or sensation (vedana, shou). This psycho
logical process generates deliberate activity, and the result is the 
arising of craving (talJhZi) (or its opposite, revulsion, patigha, which 
ultimately can be traced back to craving). Craving is said to be of 
three types: craving for sense pleasures (kama-talJhZi, yu ai), for 
existence (bhava-talJhZi, yu ai), and for nonexistence (vibhava-talJhZi, 
wu yu ai). Craving leads to grasping or clinging (upadana, ch'u), 
which culminates in becoming (bhava, yu) in the sense of rebirth 
(punabbhavabhinibbatti, t' eng lai yu). Becoming is followed by birth 
(jati, sheng), with its associated suffering. 

Thus, as C. A. F. Rhys Davids concludes: "In the central 
links we have the working out of the process of sentience, culmi
nating in the central links-sense, feeling, desire-and representing 
a fresh ebullition, a new source of causal force reaching on into the 
next birth. There its resultant is renewed sentience, eventually again 
to be darkened by the inevitable disease-decay-death-a centre of 
effects in sentience due to causes in the past." 160 These past causes 
have been simplified and given in abstract form, while the present 
is analyzed in detail from conception to grasping for another life. 
Thus it is difficult to agree with Beckh, who maintains that the idea 
of the 'chain' cannot be spread over three lives. 161 

Several attempts have been made to compare the special for
mulation of the causal principle with the SliIikhya series, based 
mainly on such slender evidence as the similarity of terms used. 162 

Jacobi and Pischel believe that the theory is derived from SliIikhya. 
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Keith sees close parallels. Senart finds borrowings only in the first 
two terms, arguing, "if ignorance is, as in Buddhism, empiric, it has 
no claim to head the list of terms." 163 The nature of ignorance and 
the reason for its placement at the head of the formula have been 
discussed earlier. These views may have originated in a misinter
pretation of terms used in the special formulation as well as a wrong 
assessment of the purpose for which the theory was formulated. 
First, the Siiilkhya theory purports to explain the evolution of the 
world from the primordial source (prakrti). No such thing is envis
aged by the Buddhist theory, which is mainly intended to explain 
the problem of rebirth and moral responsibility, especially in rela
tion to the individual. Second, since the Siiilkhya accepted a theory 
of self-causation (satkaryavada), to them each factor in the causal 
series is produced out from the other. But such a relation is not 
proposed in the Buddhist theory (chapter 1). Keith's misinterpre
tation of the causal formula prevented him from agreeing with 
Oltramare, who gave a reasonable analysis of how the theory 
came to be propounded. 164 Keith wrote that the suggestions made 
by Oltramare are ingenious but too coherent and logical to be 
primitive. 165 



VII. Later Developments 

ON THE BASIS of the foregoing analysis, we maintain that the 
teachings preserved in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas 
show no significant difference, at least with regard to the concep
tion of causality. Sometime after the parinibbana of the Buddha, 
the Buddhists attempted to systematize the teachings scattered 
throughout the Nikayas and the Agamas. This resulted in the 
emergence of the different schools of Abhidharma, each possessing 
an Abhidharma Pitaka of its own. At least the two major Abhi
dharmika schools, Theravada and Sarvastivada, have preserved 
their Abhidharma Pitakas, which vary considerably. 

The Theravada form together with its literature, both canoni
cal and commentarial, was introduced into Ceylon during the reign 
of the great Indian Emperor Asoka (3rd century B.C.). There it 
developed in relative isolation, and thus many of the original ideas 
could be preserved from amalgamation with the new conceptions 
and theories propounded by the later schools of Buddhism, at least 
until the time of Buddhaghosa. The Sarvastivada school became 
popular mainly in northwestern India. Which of these schools 
represents the earliest phase of Buddhism has been a subject of 
much controversy. Stcherbatsky maintains that "the Vaibha~ikas 
are the only continuators of one of the oldest schools, the Sarvasti
vadins. They derive their name from the title of a huge commentary 
upon the Kanonical works of this school and follow in philosophy 
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generally the same lines as did the original school." 1 M urti also 
sees no major difference between the two schools: "The Theravada 
and the Sarvastivada, in spite of some important differences, may 
be considered as representing one metaphysical standpoint." 2 

It has been pointed out that as regards the conception of 
dharma, the Theravada and Sarvastivada differ considerably. Two 
of the most important ideas associated with the conception of 
dharma that developed later are (1) the theory of moments (k~a7)a), 
and (2) the theory of atoms (parama7)u). These two theories are 
conspicuous by their absence in the earlier phase of Theravada 
(before Buddhaghosa). In the Theravada tradition we first encoun
ter a theory of moments in the works of Buddhaghosa. This is 
clearly evident from a statement found in Buddhaghosa's Attha
salinf. Commenting on the 'present' (paccuppanna) , he says, 
"Herein, the continuous present (santati-paccuppanna) finds men
tion in the commentaries; the enduring present (addha-paccup
panna) in the suttas. Here some say that 'the thought existing in the 
momentary present (kha7)a-paccuppanna) becomes the object of 
telepathic insight.' "3 

This implies that the theory of moments was not among the 
doctrines embodied in the Sutta Pitaka or the commentaries pre
served at Mahavihara, the center of Theravada Buddhism in 
Ceylon. If so, the incorporation of this theory in the Pali Com
mentaries may be taken as the work of Buddhaghosa. Even the 
theory of atoms (parama7)u) was not found in the Sutta Pitaka or 
the commentaries of the Theravadins. Buddhaghosa seems to have 
made a halfhearted attempt to introduce it also into the Theravada 
tradition. 4 Thus, two of the most important theories, which created 
innumerable philosophical problems for the Sarvastivadins as well 
as the Sautrantikas, were not found in the pre-Buddhaghosa 
Theravada tradition. This is the main reason why we consider the 
original Theravada distinct from the Theravada embodied in the 
commentaries of Buddhaghosa. 5 

It was pointed out in chapter 4 that with the acceptance of the 
theory of moments, the Sarvastivadins had to explain the problem 
of continuity. This they did by accepting a theory of 'own nature' 
(svabhava). In fact, Yasomitra (who had leanings towards the 
Sautrantika school), commenting on the Abhidharmakosa, main
tained that "by 'own nature' means by the 'self.'''6 That is why all 
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the other Buddhist schools criticized the Sarvastivada teachings as 
heretical. 

The Sarvastivada theory of 'own nature' left its impressions 
on the Sarvastivada theory of causation, too. As pointed out above 
(chapter 3), the Sarvastivadins distinguished between cause (hetu) 
and condition (pratyaya) because they accepted the substantialist 
standpoint that cause and the effect are connected by their 'own 
nature' (svabhava). The Sarvastivadins themselves admit that they 
are 'substantialists' (sadvadi).7 This is almost identical with the 
theory of 'everything exists' (sabbaJ?l atthi) rejected by the Buddha 
because he thought it would lead to a belief in eternalism (sassata
ditfhi) (chapter 1). Thus, not only was the theory of 'own nature' 
identical with the theory of 'substance' or 'self' (atman), as pointed 
out by Yasomitra, but it also tended toward eternalism (sasvata
dr-Ni); hence the view of the Sarvastivadins that things (i.e., 'own 
nature') exist during past, present, and future. 

If so, it is difficult to agree with Murti that the Sarvastivada 
(or more exactly, Vaibha~ika) theory of causation is a nonidentity 
theory (asatkaryavada).8 The evidence adduced above goes against 
the view that the Sarvastivadins perceived a complete difference 
between a cause and its effect. For them to have considered cause 
and effect as completely different entities would have made their 
theory of 'own nature' meaningless. In fact, as will be pointed out 
later, the Sautrantikas affirmed a difference between cause and 
effect "because there was no 'own nature' (svabhava) connecting 
them." 

In the very first stanza of the first chapter of the Mi1lama
dhyamaka-karika, Nagarjuna refers to four types of causal theories: 
(1) self-causation (svata-utpatti), (2) external causation (parata
utpatti), (3) both (i.e., self-causation and external causation, 
dvabhyam), and (4) noncausation (ahetu). In the second stanza he 
refers to the Buddhist theory of four causes or causal correlations 
(pratyaya). Murti seems to consider that this theory of four 
pratyayas comes under the category of external causation, probably 
because some Buddhist schools, while accepting the theory of 
pratyayas, considered the cause as being different from the effect. 
If Murti were right, we would except Nagarjuna, after stating the 
four types of causal theories (stanza 1) to criticize the first type, 
self-causation. Immediately after enumerating the four pratyayas, 
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Nagarjuna analyzes the nature of the causal relations and says: 
"The' own nature' ofthe existents (bhava) is not found in the causes 
(pratyaya)."9 Thus, the reference here is to the theory presented by 
the Sarvastivadins, who, while accepting the theory of four pratya
yas, also believed that cause and effect are related to each other by 
way of 'own nature.' Therefore, to Nagarjuna, the Sarvastivada 
theory of causation is a theory of self-causation, not a theory of 
external causation. 

The theory of causality propounded by the Sailkhya school is 
generally known as the 'identity theory' (satkarya-vada). This is 
because, according to the Sailkhya school, prakrti is the 'primordial 
matter' out of which the world evolved, and this prakrti persists in 
the products of evolution, too. Thus, the cause and the effect are 
identical in essence because they are 'made of' prakrti. Now this 
prakrti is sometimes called svabhava ('own nature'). 10 This shows 
the very close resemblance of the Sarvastivada theory to that of the 
Sailkhya. 

The Sailkhya conception of evolution seems to be a systematic 
exposition of the ideas presented by thinkers such as Uddalaka 
during the Upani~adic period, with the difference, as pointed out 
by Sailkara (chapter 1), that the Being (sat) of U ddalaka is sentient 
while the prakrti of the Sailkhya is insentient. This difference is also, 
to some extent, reflected in their theories of causation. In the theory 
ofUddalaka the 'cause' was looked upon more as a 'sentient being'; 
hence causation is one of 'self-causation' (svayamkrta-vada). In the 
Sailkhya school the 'cause' is considered 'insentient,' and therefore 
causation consists of 'self-generation' or 'generation out of itself' 
(svatotpatti- or satkarya-vada).l1 Yet in both cases the basis is the 
same. The former recognizes a substantial agent (atman), and the 
latter affirms a substance (svabhava = prakrti) by which the iden
tity of the cause and the effect is maintained. 

We have seen how the Upani~adic theory of self-causation 
was criticized and rejected by the Buddha. One of the main 
arguments adduced by the Buddha was that this view leads to 
belief in a permanent and eternal self or soul. The same can be said 
of the Sailkhya theory, which leads to a permanent and eternal 
substance. The implication of the Sarvastivada theory is not very 
different. The Sarvastivadin admission that cause and effect are 
related by way of 'own nature' (svabhava) implies that this 'own 
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nature' is the 'substance' (dravya) that survives through the past, 
present, and future and is therefore permanent and eternal. This is 
why they maintained that substance (dravya) exists (asti) during 
the past, present, and future. Therefore, it is possible to conclude 
that the Sarvastivada theory of causation, along with that of the 
SaIikhya, falls into the category of 'self-causation' that came to be 
known as the 'identity theory' (satkaryavada), but not under the 
category of the 'nonidentity theory' (asatkaryavada), as Murti 
seems to believe. Moreover, as pointed out earlier, the Sarvas
tivadins claimed to be 'substantialists' (sad-vadi). 

If the Sarvastivada theory of causation is a parallel form of 
the identity theory (satkaryavada) of the SaIikhya school, which of 
the Buddhist schools accepted a theory similar to the nonidentity 
theory (asatkaryavada) ofthe Vai§e~ika school? Explaining the con
ception of dharma presented by the Sautrantikas, we pointed out 
that it is based on the theory of moments. The Sautrantikas 
recognized only two moments, nascent (utpada) and cessant (vyaya), 
and rejected the static moment (sthiti-k~a1Ja). Since each moment 
was considered to be different from the-other, and since no under
lying substratum (like the svabhava of the Sarvastivadins) was 
recognized, they maintained that there was only a series of moments 
that succeeded one another, the causation of each individual mo
ment being reduced to invariable antecedence. What is perceived as 
duration is only the series of successive moments with a continuous 
flow. It was pointed out that the Sautrantikas had to solve yet 
another problem, the origin or the beginning of the series (chapter 
4). It was to explain this problem that the Sautrantikas said that 
a thing being nonexistent comes into existence (abhutva bhava 
utpada, pen wu chin yu sheng). 

The view that a thing being nonexistent comes into existence 
seems to have been the basis of the theory of causation that came to 
be known as the 'nonidentity theory' (asatkaryavada). As pointed 
out above, Murti's attribution of this theory to the Sarvastivadins 
seems to have no basis. All the available evidence indicates that it 
was the Sautrantikas who advanced such a theory. A statement in 
the Sik~asamuccaya runs thus: "A thing, being nonexistent, comes 
into existence, and having come into existence, passes away, because 
it has no 'own nature' (svabhava)."12 The theory of abhutva bhava 
utpada, therefore, contradicts the Sarvastivada conception of 
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dharma-svabhava. This is further exemplified by Candrakrrti's 
statement: "Thus heat is said to be without 'own nature' [= sub
stance], because fire itself is associated with causes and conditions. 
Fire, by being previously nonexistent and coming into existence 
later, is contingent or causally produced."13 Finally, the Sphuta
rthabhidharmakosa-vyakhya definitely attributes this theory to the 
Sautrantikas. 14 The Sautrantikas, whose theory of abhutva bhava 
utpada is almost identical with the asatkaryavada of the Vaise~ikas, 
were questioned as to why the sesame seed should produce oil, not 
any other substance, though they are equally nonexistent in the 
causal entity. Their reply was that there cannot be any questioning 
with regard to the ultimate laws of nature, which are unthinkable 
and beyond the scope of speculation. IS 

After examining in detail the arguments for and against the 
Buddhist theory of momentariness, Mookerje.e says: "From the 
elaborate exposition of the theory of causation with its confused 
tangle of criticism and counter criticism, ... one cannot resist the 
impression that the Sautrantika has failed, in spite of his logical 
acumen and wealth of dialectic, to carry any conviction. The fact of 
the matter is that causation is as unintelligible in the theory offlux as 
in the theory of permanent cause." 16 Thus, it was left to Nagarjuna 
and Saitkara to expose this, and they very successfully made use of 
their dialectics to prove the inherent contradictions both in the 
theory of satkarya (production of a potentially existing effect) and 
in the conception of asatkarya (production of a previously non
existent effect). Murti gives a lucid account of the Madhyamika 
criticism of asatkaryavada, which we need not repeat here. 17 When 
Das Gupta said that "the effect according to the Buddhists was 
nonexistent, it came into being for a moment and was lost," 18 he 
was not confusing the non-Buddhist theory with the causal theory 
of the Buddhists, as J ayatilleke seems to think. 19 He was referring 
to a theory of causation actually held by one of the schools of 
Buddhism, the Sautrantikas. The wrorig impression conveyed by 
Das Gupta is that this theory was accepted by all the early Buddhist 
schools. 

An attempt has been made by de la Vallee Poussin to equate 
the Sautrantika theory of abhutva bhava utpada with the conception 
of causation in the Pali Nikayas. He quotes a statement pertaining 
to causation from the Majjhima Nikaya and places it side by side 
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with the Sautrantika statement of causation. 20 The M ajjhima 
Nikaya statement runs thus: "In this manner, these dhammas, 
being nonexistent come to be" (eva1J1 khila me dhamma ahutva 
sambhonti).21 By placing these two statements together de la Vallee 
Poussin seems to be trying to show that the Sautrantika theory is 
similar, if not identical, with the theory of causation in early 
Buddhism. 

It is true that the two statements abhutva bhava utpada and 
ahutva sambhonti convey the same idea. But this similarity is only 
superficial and should not be allowed to obscure the fact that the 
two concepts have rather different substructures. Mookerjee, as 
mentioned earlier, has pointed out all the difficulties presented by 
the theory of momentariness, especially with regard to the con
ception of causation. The Sautrantikas came to adopt the theory of 
abhutva bhava utpada because of their acceptance of the theory of 
momentariness. But a theory of momentariness appears nowhere 
in the Nikayas and the Agamas (chapter 4). Nor do we find in them 
any metaphysical speculations on the problem of time. Therefore, 
the phrase ahutva sambhonti, in the Nikayas, can be considered a 
straightforward empirical statement involving no speculation about 
momentariness. It simply states that a dhamma that did not exist 
before comes into existence (when the necessary conditions are 
present). Thus, the objections raised against the Sautrantika con
ception of abhutva bhava utpada do not apply to the Nikaya 
conception of ahutva sambhonti. For instance, Santarak~ita refers 
to criticism of the theory of momentariness by Bhadanta Y ogasena 
thus: "Since there cannot be causal efficiency, either successively 
or simultaneously, the belief in momentariness is vain. When no 
peculiarity can be brought about [in the cause] by the auxiliaries, 
the series is rightly held to be undifferentiated [i.e., there is no 
occasion for diversity; it would produce the same seed-series instead 
of the dissimilar sprout-series.]" 22 But this kind of criticism cannot 
be leveled against the teachings in the Nikayas and the Agamas, 
where there is a recognition of empirical things, impermanent but 
still existing for some time (chapters 4, 5), not necessarily momen
tary. Causes, therefore, are observable facts existing for some time, 
and they can act successively or simultaneously because they are 
not momentary. 

H. V. Guenther writes that the statement in the Majjhima 
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Nikaya (i.e., ahutva sambhonti), in spite of its high authority, is 
rejected by the author of the Milindapanha. 23 This is because of the 
Milinda statement; "natthi ked sankhara ye abhavanta jayanti. "24 
But Guenther has failed to notice that the very statement from the 
Majjhima Nikaya is asserted by the author of the Milinda: "yam 
ahutva sambhonti hutva pativigacchati esa purima koti pannayati."2 5 

Moreover, the two statements natthi ked sankhara ye abhavanta 
jayanti and ahutva sambhonti are semantically different. The words 
ahutva and abhavanta refer to a difference in time. While ahutva 
refers to the past, abhavanta refers to the present or even the future. 
Thus, the first statement means that "there are no dispositions 
[produced] that are not [susceptible to] arising," the reason being 
that when the necessary conditions are present the effect would be 
produced; and the second statement means that "whatever, being 
nonexistent, comes to be and having been, passes away-such is the 
apparent beginning." 

Nor does the phrase ahutva sambhonti imply the metaphysical 
question whether the effect is not inherent in the cause. This is 
attested to by a statement in the Siksasamuccaya: "Here, 0 King, 
the subjective heat element arises; it does not come from some
where, nor does it, when ceasing, go into accumulation some
where."26 On the other hand, the statement "natthi ked sankhara 
ye abhavanta jayanti" does not imply that the effect is inherent or 
immanent in the cause. The examples quoted in the Milinda clearly 
state that the causes exist and that depending on these causes the 
effect is produced. For example, in the case of a house that did not 
exist before, it is said that there was wood in the forest, clay in the 
earth, and as a result of exertion on the part of men and women in 
handling these materials, there arose the house.27 

Just as the identity theory (satkaryavada) leads to a belief in 
permanence, so does the non-identity theory (asatkaryavada) lead 
to a belief in annihilation or the absence of continuity. The Buddha 
faced this identical situation, which is evident from the Kaccayana
gotta-sutta. 28 There he rejects both atthita and natthita because 
they would lead to belief in permanence (sassata) and annihilation 
(uccheda), respectively. 

From the analysis above it will be evident that Buddhist 
schools such as Sarvastivada and Sautrantika, as a result of the 
problems created by the theory of momentariness, adopted causal 
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theories that were metaphysical in character. The analysis of ex
perience into indivisible moments was a dominant feature of the 
philosophical atmosphere in which Nagarjuna lived. Hence the 
situation was extremely complicated for Nagarjuna, so whatever 
new interpretation he gave to the causal theory propounded by the 
Buddha was prompted by circumstances. Though presented with 
a choice of metaphysical theories of causation presented by both 
Buddhist and non-Buddhist schools, Nagarjuna was drawn to the 
doctrines embodied in the Prajfi.aparamita literature. He therefore 
sought a way to justify the teachings embodied there, and his dialec
tic seems to be an attempt to provide a philosophical foundation 
for these doctrines. Hence a word about these doctrines may be 
in order. 

The concept of Buddha is the most important topic in the 
Prajfi.aparamita literature. Buddha Gotama was a historical person. 
The Sutta Pitaka affords us ample evidence of that. 29 He influenced 
the lives and thought of the people of India during his time to such 
an extent that superhuman qualities came to be attributed to him, 
not only after his death but even while he was alive. These quali
ties-intellectual, moral, and even physical-soon raised him to 
the position of a deva in the eyes of his followers. The result was 
that the followers themselves became puzzled as to the real nature 
of the Buddha's personality. When the question regarding the 
Buddha's personality was raised, the Buddha himself answered 
that he was neither a manussa, nor a gandhabba, nor a yakka, nor 
even a deva or a brahma, but that he was only a Buddha.30 Similar 
questions were being raised even two hundred and fifty years after 
his death, during the reign of Asoka, the Maurya, in the third 
century B.C. 31 Thus it became one of the most important topics of 
discussion in the history of Buddhist thought. 

The passing away of the Buddha created a big vacuum in the 
lives of his followers and admirers. The Mahaparinibbana-suttanta, 
which relates the incidents in the last days of the Buddha's life seems 
to imply this. To perpetuate the memory ofthe Buddha, the Buddha 
himself recommended to his followers four places of pilgrimage. 32 

The desire ofthe faithful followers to have the Buddha as an object 
of worship contributed to the development of the conception of an 
eternal spiritual body (dharmakaya) of the Buddha. 

Although in the early Sutra tradition the question whether 
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the Buddha exists after death was regarded as a metaphysical 
question and was left unanswered, speculation regarding the im
mortality of the Buddha continued, and in the Mahayana tradition 
the Buddha came to be looked upon as one who "remains forever" 
(sada sthitalJ).33 According to the Saddharmapu1Jq,ar"lka, Gautama 
Buddha did not really die after eighty years' sojourn on earth. He 
can never die. He is immortal, and his parinirvana is only an illu
sion.34 If the Buddha is supramundane and immortal, his physical 
body (rupakaya) could not represent his real nature. Therefore, the 
Vajracchedika maintains, "The Tathagata is not to be recognized 
by means of the marks on his body."35 Buddha is the embodiment 
of dharma. 36 Thus the real body of the Buddha is the spiritual body 
(dharmakaya).37 The Buddha's real body is not only spiritual but 
cosmic as well. While the spiritual body (dharmakaya) is identified 
with all the constituents of the universe (sarvadharma), it is con
sidered to be the same as absolute reality (tathata).38 

This monistic philosophy, which is a culmination of the 
speculation on the nature of the Buddha, is the basic theme of the 
Prajfiaparamita literature. Running through that literature is a 
conflict between absolute reality, the dharmakaya, considered to 
be nondual (advaya), and phenomenal reality, which is a plurality. 
To resolve this conflict we find the Vajracchedika adopting the 
standpoint that reality is beyond description. 39 

This was the religio-philosophical tradition that caught the 
fascination of Nagarjuna. In his attempt to resolve the conflict 
between the ultimate and phenomenal realities, Nagarjuna seems 
to have adopted a novel technique. Instead of merely pointing 
out the conflict between the ultimate and the phenomenal, he used 
the dialectical method to eliminate the phenomenal from the 
discourse. As pointed out earlier, the Buddhist as well as the 
non-Buddhist schools of his day provided Nagarjuna with the 
opportunity of developing his dialectic by presenting two contra
dictory theories of causation. By resorting to the dialectical 
method he attempted to expose the inherent contradictions in 
these theories of causation. Since experience was reckoned in 
terms of moments and since the theory of moments stood in the 
way of a satisfactory explanation of the process of causal pro
duction (utpada), Nagarjuna, unlike the Buddha, gave up the appeal 
to experience. He was quite aware that pratftyasam1,ltpada was 
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the central tenet of Buddhism and that the Buddha's enlightenment 
consisted in the discovery of the causal principle. Therefore, in 
setting forth his dialectic, he retained one aspect of the theory of 
causation recognized by early Buddhism, the idea of relativity 
(chapter 5). Then he raised the principle of causation from the 
empirical level to that of absolute reality. This shift of emphasis 
emerges very clearly from the interpretation that the Madhyamikas 
gave to the Kaccayanagotta-sutta of the Samyukta. 40 

The early Buddhist theory of causation was called the middle 
path because it steered clear of the two extremes represented by 
the theories of existence (atthitli) and nonexistence (natthitli). The 
Buddha rejected these two views because he thought they would 
lead to the belief in eternalism (sassata) and annihilationism 
(uccheda), respectively. The Kaccliyanagotta-sutta, which gives the 
analysis above, is specifically mentioned by Nagarjuna in the 
Mulamadhyamaka-klirikli.41 Analyzing the two extremes of exis
tence (astitva) and nonexistence (nastitva), Nagarjuna comes to 
the same conclusion: "[The theory that everything] exists means 
adherence to eternalism. [The theory that] nothing exists is anni
hilationism. Therefore, the wise do not adhere to either of the views 
of existence and nonexistence. "42 

But in the Madhyamika literature we come across two versions 
of the analysis found in the Kaccliyanagotta-sutta. The first is the 
Klisyapaparivarta of the Ratnakuta-sutra, which is profusely quoted 
in the Mlidhyamakavrtti of Candrakirti, and the other is the 
Mlidhyamakvrtti itself. A comparison of the two throws much 
light on the difference between early Buddhist and Madhyamika 
theories of causation. In the Kasyapaparivarta, where the interlocu
tor is not Kaccayana but Kasyapa, it is said: " '[Everything] exists,' 
Kasyapa, is one extreme. '[Everything] does not exist' is the second 
extreme. In between these two extremes,· Kasyapa, is the middle 
path, and it is the correct perception of things. "43 The Klisya
paparivarta then describes this middle path (madhyamli pratipad) 
in terms of the twelvefold causal formula in its progressive and 
regressive orders. This description is very close to the one found in 
the Pali Nikayas as well as in the Chinese Agamas. . 

The same passage occurs in the Madhyamakavrtti and was 
identified by de la Vallee Poussin. But there it appears with an 
addition. Unlike the earlier references, there the middle path 
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(madhyama pratipad) is qualified by several other epithets such as 
'formless' (arupya), 'nonindicative' (an idarsana) , 'supportless' 
(aprati.$tha) , noumenal (anabha.$a), signless (an ike ta) , and non
conceptual (avijfiaptika),44 most of which are generally applied 
to the transcendental reality, nirvana. But the definition of the 
middle path as consisting of the twelvefold causal formula is 
omitted. The Ka§yapaparivarta, like the Nikayas and the Agamas, 
rejects the two metaphysical theories and gives a causal account 
of the phenomenal reality. But in the Madhyamakavrtti these two 
views are criticized from the standpoint of ultimate reality. While 
the middle path in the former is empirical and phenomenal, the 
middle path in the latter is transcendental. In fact, the general 
tendency in the Madhyamakavrtti is to identify causality (pratltya
samutpada) with the transcendental reality.45 

The perfect Buddha, 
The foremost of all teachers I salute. 
He has proclaimed 
The Principle of [Universal] Relativity. 
'Tis [like] blissful [Nirvana], 
Quiescence of Plurality. 
There nothing disappears, 
Nor does anything appear. 
Nothing has an end, 
Nor is anything eternal. 
Nothing is identical (with itself), 
Nor is anything differentiated. 
Nothing moves, 
Neither here nor there.46 

Thus, it seems that the doctrine of origination was denied by the 
Madhyamikas only from the standpoint of the transcendental 
reality. Candrakirti makes a statement to this effect: "From the 
Transcendentalist's standpoint it is a condition where nothing 
disappears, [nor something new appears], etc., and in which there 
is no motion. It is a condition characterized by the eight [above
mentioned] characteristics [such as] 'nothing disappears,' etc."47 
The use of such epithets to describe the state of nirvana is not 
rare in the early Buddhist texts. 

The enumeration of the eight attributes-'nondisappearing' 
(anirodham), 'nonarising' (anutpadam), etc.-as characteristics of 
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causality may have been prompted by a statement in the early 
Buddhist texts. This statement is also found in the Madhyama
kavrtti: "Whether the Tathagatas were to arise or not, this nature 
of phenomena exists. "48 In the early Buddhist texts this statement 
implied merely the objective validity of the causal principle (see 
chapter 5). The elevation of the causal principle from the phenome
nal to the transcendental level seems to have created many problems 
for the Madhyamikas, as is evident from the great attention paid 
to it by Candrakirti. 49 

Since the theory of causation was formulated to account for 
the arising (utpada) and passing away (nirodha) of things, the 
question was raised how we can deny events such as disappearance. 
Candrakirti is represented as saying that Nagarjuna composed the 
Madhyamaka-sastra to explain that problem. Therein he shows 
that there is a difference between the real meaning (neyartha) and 
the conventional meaning (nrtartha) of the scriptures. 50 But that 
does not appear to solve the problem because it too is an appeal 
to the transcendent. The transcendental standpoint, which is so 
emphatically stated in the Prajiiaparamita literature, was adopted 
by the Madhyamikas to reject all forms of views (dr.$ti). The 
Atthaka-vagga of the Sutta-nipata contain many discussions of 
the problems connected with metaphysical views (ditthz). In one 
of them, it is true, the Buddha maintains that "There is only one 
truth; there cannot be a second."51 But the problem is whether 
the Buddha was referring to an Ultimate Reality, a transcendental 
Absolute, on the basis of which all other theories are considered 
to be false. In other words, did the Buddha adopt a transcenden
talist point of view in his analysis of phenomenal reality? Did he 
maintain that "Reason involves itself in deep and interminable 
conflict when it tries to go beyond phenomena to seek their ultimate 
ground?"52 This is a crucial problem that needs detailed analysis; 
we take it up later (chapter 9) so as not to interrupt the argument 
here. ' 

The adoption of the transcendentalist standpoint is noticed 
in the Kasyapaparivarta as well as in the Madhyamakavrtti, 53 
where the extremes of permanence (nitya) and impermanence 
(anitya), of 'substantiality' (atman) and 'nonsubstantiality' (anat
man), of 'defilement' (safflklesa) and 'purity' (vyavadana) , are 
rejected as being unreal from the standpoint of the transcendental 
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reality (paramartha). Commenting on these statements in the 
Ka§yapaparivarta, Murti says: "Dialectic is engendered by the 
total opposition between two points of view diametrically opposed 
to each other. And the required opposition could have been 
provided by the atma-view of the Brahmanical systems and the 
anatma-vada of earlier Buddhism."54 Later Murti declares that 
"As a matter of dialectical necessity then did the Buddha formulate, 
or at least suggest, a theory of elements. The Mahayana systems 
clearly recognise this dialectical necessity when they speak of 
pudgala-nairatmya-the denial of substance-as intended to pave 
the way for Absolutism. Sunyata is the unreality of the elements 
as well (dharma-nairatmya)."55 We have pointed out (chapter 4) 
that Murti's assumption that the Buddha suggested a theory of 
elements as a matter of dialectical necessity is contradicted by 
a statement made by Candrakirti himself in the Madhyamakavrtti. 

What is more important to us at present is Murti's view that 
the atmavada of the Brahmanical systems and the anatmavada of 
earlier Buddhism provided the required opposition for the develop
ment of the Madhyamika dialectic. Murti seems to think that the 
pudgala-nairatmya (nonsubstantiality of the individual) presented 
by the Buddha and the early Buddhists constituted one extreme, 
opposed to the atmavada, the other extreme. But what of the 
dharma-nairatmya (nonsubstantiality of the elements) of the 
Mahayanists? It is not a form of anatmavada? The statement of 
Murti above seems to be based on the assumption that the Buddha, 
and therefore the early Buddhists, formulated only a theory of 
elements, not a theory of the nonsubstantiality of elements (dharma
nairatmya), which enabled the Madhyamikas to bring about a 
'Copernican revolution' in Indian philosophy. Our investigation 
has shown that this view is untenable (chapter 4). 

In the earlier part of this chapter we indicated what constituted 
the thesis and antithesis that enabled Nagarjuna to formulate his 
dialectic. The metaphysical theories of causation presented by the 
Satikhya and Sarvastivada constituted the thesis, i.e., the assertion 
of substance; and the causal theories of the Vai§e~ika and Sautran
tika provided the antithesis, i.e., the negation of substance. 
Although the latter view denying substance may appear to be 
similar to the early Buddhist theory, as we have pointed out there 
is a major difference in that it leads to a denial of causation, thus 
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coming very close to the anatmavada of the Materialists, which 
was rejected by the Buddha himself. Thus, when Nagarjuna wrote, 
the philosophical atmosphere was so polluted by speculative 
metaphysics that either he had to accept causality, and along with 
it the belief in 'substance,' or he had to reject 'substance' (the early 
Buddhist position) and along with it causality. This was the 
dilemma faced by Nagarjuna, and, as pointed out earlier, he 
resorted to the transcendental standpoint to reject all metaphysics. 

How did he achieve this? We saw earlier that from the 
standpoint of the transcendental everything in the phenomenal 
or the conditioned (sal?1skrta) world was considered unreal in that 
everything is relative. Substance (atma) and 'no-substance' (anatma) 
are relative; so are permanence (nitya) and impermanence (anitya), 
defilement (sal?1kle§a) and purity (vyavadana). Nagarjuna empha
sized this aspect of causation to deny the reality ofthe phenomenal. 
Relativity implies a denial of self-existence (svabhava), hence the 
absence of reality (sunyara). This aspect was emphasized by 
Nagarjuna. He found that speculation was based on concepts. He 
took each concept and showed how it is relative. Thus, by showing 
the antinomial conflict, he demonstrated the futility of speculative 
metaphysics. This was the purpose of his dialectic. In the philo
sophical atmosphere in which he lived, he could not maintain 
that something arose as a result of causes, because immediately 
the question would have been raised whether that which arose 
inhered in the causes or not. Therefore, he was compelled to give 
up the idea that causation explains 'arising' (utpada) and 'passing 
away' (nirodha); instead, he maintained that causation explains 
only relativity. 

But even if pratltyasamutpada were to be interpreted as a 
'theory of relativity,' would there not be an antithesis, the 'theory 
of nonrelativity' (apratftyasamutpada)? If so, even pratltyasamut
pada had to be given up as an extreme. This Nagarjuna was not 
prepared to do. Therefore, he denies that anything is 'unrelated' 
(apratltyasamutpanna),56 and raises pratftyasamutpada to the level 
of transcendental reality, thereby avoiding any interpretation of it 
as an extreme (anta). By doing so, he seems to divorce the theory 
(i.e., pratftyasamutpada) from the things the theory was intended 
to explain (i.e., the relative or the conditioned,pratftyasamutpanna). 

This seems to be the main difference between early Buddhist 
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and Madhyamika conceptions of causation. Whereas in early 
Buddhism the theory of causation was employed to explain all 
types of causation available in the world of experience, including 
nirvana (chapter 6), in Madhyamika thought it was employed 
to explain only the relativity of the phenomenal, the theory itself 
being considered transcendental. 



VIII. Causal Correlations: 
Another Facet of Development 

THE DEFINITION ofa cause (hetu,pratyaya) as the sum total of 
several factors led to further developments in the Buddhist theory 
of causation (see chapter 3). During the period of the Abhidharma, 
the Buddhists began to analyze each of these several factors to 
determine.the exact relationship between them. In the Theravada 
such speculations are embodied in the Patth"ana, while in the other 
schools of thought these analyses are found in almost every text. 

The theory of causal correlations (pratyaya, yuan) mentioned 
in the Abhidharmakosa seems to be the nucleus from which the more 
elaborate theories developed. That most of the schools started with 
the theory of four correlations is attested by the important place 
accorded it in the different schools. In the Theravada Abhidhamma 
these four are listed among the first five, the samanantara-pratyaya 
being counted as two, the anantara- and samanantara-paccayas. In 
the Sarvastivada and Madhyamika schools the number was fixed 
at four. l Hence, when the Yogacarins wanted to account for certain 
relations that are not covered by these four, they subdivided one 
of them, the hetu-pratyaya (primary cause; see chapter 3). The 
Theravadins, who were not restricted by such limitations, went on 
multiplying the number freely until they formulated a theory of 
twenty-four relations. 

We have pointed out that the Yogacara school enumerated 
seven characteristics of the primary cause (hetu-pratyaya, yin yuan), 
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one of which was subdivided into twenty forms (chapter 3). Of the 
seven characteristics of the hetu-pratyaya, six were related to the 
six hetus (causes) enumerated by the Sarvastiva.dins. The other, 
prabheda, has twenty subdivisions, of which the first ten are men
tioned in the Madhyantavibhaga-bha~ya of Vasubandhu and the 
last ten are treated in the Badhisattvabhumi and the Ch' eng wei shih 
lun. 2 Thus, the four pratyayas represented a very broad classifica
tion of causes, and their subdivisions provide a detailed analysis of 
all the different causes. 

In his translations of the A -pi-ta-ma chu-she lun and the Ch' eng 
wei shih lun, de la Vallee Poussin has discussed in detail the various 
pratyayas formulated in these texts. 3 A critical analysis of the theory 
of twenty-four paccayas of the Therava.dins has been made by 
Nyanatiloka.4 We do not propose to re-cover their ground. Our 
attempt here will be to compare the theory of paccayas presented by 
the Therava.dins on the one hand and the theories presented by the 
Sarvastivadins and the Yogacarins on the other, to determine 
whether there is any correspondence between them. 

Heru-paccaya or 'primary cause' is the first of the twenty-four 
forms of causal correlation enumerated in the Patthana. It occupies 
a place of similar importance in the Sarvastivada and Yogacara 
teachings. In the philosophy of early Buddhism, psychological mo
tives such as greed (labha, t' an), hate or aversion (dasa, wei), and 
confusion (maha, ch' ih) are referred to as the roots (mUla, ken), 5 

in the sense of primary causes, of evil behavior. The Patthana cites 
these psychological motives as examples of primary causes (hetu
paccaya),6 and Buddhaghosa maintains that a thing can be a pri
mary cause in the sense of being the root (mUlatthena). 7 These three 
motives are compared to the roots of a tree, which feed and nourish 
the other parts of the tree. 8 Just as greed, hate or ayersion, and 
confusion are the primary causes of evil (akusala, pu shan), so their 
opposites are the primary causes of good (kusala, shan).9 

According to the Yogacara school, the 'store-consciousness' 
(alaya-vijiiana), which serves as a receptacle of the "seeds" (bfja) 
such as dispositions (vasana), is the primary cause of the seven 
forms of active consciousness (pravrtti-vijiiana), which are the 
effects.Io But to the Yogacarins, alaya-vijiiana includes both good 
and bad tendencies, 11 although according to the Abhidharmasamuc
caya, which represents a formative stage in the evolution of 
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Y ogadira thought, only the good tendencies (kusala-vasana) are 
considered to be the primary causes. 12 

The arammafJa-paccaya or the alambana-pratyaya (suo yuan 
yuan) is the objective cause or condition. Discussing the alambana
pratyaya, Yasomitra says: "There are two kinds of causal relations, 
namely, that which produces (janaka) and that which does not pro
duce (ajanaka). The alambana-pratyaya does not produce because 
it is only an objective support." 13 Here the reference is to the per
ceptual 'image' produced by the object (vi,yaya) , rather than the 
object itself. Since the 'image' has already been produced by the 
object, it need not be produced again in the mind by the object, and 
therefore it serves only as objective support. Hence the distinction 
between the alambana-,yatka (i.e., the six forms of vijfiana) and the 
vi,yaya-,yatka (the six objects).14 

For the manifestation of mental phenomena, some kind of 
objective support is a sine qua non. Buddhaghosa maintains that 
there is nothing in this world that will not become an object of 
consciousness. IS While the five forms of sense consciousness that 
are produced by external stimuli serve as objective support for the 
five forms of sensory perception, all forms of mental coefficients, 
all terms expressive of concepts, and nibbana are related to mind by 
way of objective support. The Yogacara school, which did not 
accept the reality ofthe external object, nevertheless recognized this 
relation. They believed that consciousness (vijfiana) contains within 
itself the ingredients of the subject-object relation and represents 
one stage in the evolution of consciousness. 16 

Adhipati-paccaya is the dominant cause. It represents the effi
cient cause because it exerts influence over the effect. I? For example, 
the six internal bases of cognition (the eye, etc.) are related to the 
six forms of cognition in this manner. 18 Pali Abhidhamma distin
guishes two forms of the dominant cause: (1) objective dominance 
(arammafJadhipati) and (2) coexistent dominance (sahajatadhi
pati).19 The first accounts for the impressions created by external 
objects on the mind. The external world presents us with various 
agreeable and disagreeable objects. These impressions determine to 
a great extent the nature of our cognitions. Not only the impressions 
but also the nature of the sense organs themselves affect the charac
ter of the cognitions. But apart from these objective presentations 
apd the nature of the sense organs, there are certain motives that 
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dominate our consciousness, which are said to arise along with 
consciousness. Intention, will, energy or effort, reason, and inves
tigation fall in this category and are considered coexistent dominant 
conditions. 20 In the ultimate analysis even such mental concomi
tants appear to be engendered by external objects. But because of 
the dominating or "overpowering" influence of these motives a 
distinction seems to have made between objective and coexistent 
dominance. 

The Sarvastivadins and the Y ogacarins give a much wider 
meaning to adhipati-pratyaya (tseng shang yuan). According to the 
Sarvastivada it is a comprehensive and universal cause. 21 The 
Y ogacarins go so far as to include the other three causes, hetu, 
samanantara, and alambana, under this category. 22 While the other 
three causes explain specific relations, adhipati-pratyaya accounts 
for any possible relations. Hence we find the Sarvastivadins identi
fying it with karafJa-hetu. 23 The difference between the Theravada 
and Sarvastivada conceptions may be explained thus: The Thera
vadins, whose speculations were not restricted by the limitations 
imposed by other schools, continued to expand the original theory 
of four pratyayas, enunciating new causes as occasion demanded. 
Therefore, it was not necessary to accept a cause that could accom
modate anything not falling under the other three causes. As a 
result, their definition of adhipati-paccaya was limited. On the con
trary, the Sarvastivadins who accepted the theory of four pratyayas 
and formulated a theory of six hetus, defined the adhipati-pratyaya 
so that anything not accounted for in these two theories could be 
included in it. The Ch' eng-wei-shih-lun states that adhipati-pratyaya 
exerts influence in four ways, namely, by being a generating cause 
(sheng), a sustaining cause (wei or chu), an accomplishing cause 
(cheng), and a cause of acquisition (te).24 Thus, all primary and 
subsidiary causes fall into this category. 

Samanantara-paccaya or samanantara-pratyaya ( teng wu chien 
yuan) is defined as the proximate or contiguous cause. The Thera
vada tradition perceived two forms of this pratyaya, although they 
are not strictly distinguished (see above). The formulation of this 
correlation may have been necessitated at first by the rejection of 
the idea of annihilation (uccheda, tuan). But with the development 
of the theory of momentariness during the period of the Abhi
dharma, its importance in accounting for the rapid succession of 
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momentary phenomena came to predominate (chapter 4). With the 
formulation of this relation, the Sarvastivadins, the Sautrantikas, 
who formulated a theory of momentariness, and the later Thera
vadins, who accepted this theory-all were able to explain the con
tinuity of momentary phenomena, primarily the mental. According 
to the definitions given by all the schools of thought, a phenomenon 
that serves as a cause for an immediately succeeding phenomenon, 
without pause, can be called an immediately contiguous cause. 25 
Abhinirvrtti-karalJa (or hetu [sheng ch'i neng tso]) mentioned in the 
Y ogacara treatises also emphasizes the immediate production of 
the effect and is therefore called the proximate cause (asannab 
pratyayab).26 

Next in the list of twenty-four paccayas of the Theravadins is 
sahajata-paccaya, or the conascent cause. In the Patthana it is 
defined as "that which arises to help or assist the arising of another 
phenomenon."27 The example of the lamp is quoted to illustrate 
this relation. When a lamp is lighted, the light accompanies the 
lighting of the lamp. When the lamp is burning, it burns together 
with its heat and light. In this case, the lamp relates itself to light and 
heat by way of conascence. 

This corresponds to sahabhu-hetu (chu yu yin) in the Sarvasti
vada classification. The Sphutartha quotes an example from the 
early texts as an illustration: "These three limbs of the path ac
company right view. Along with them have arisen feeling, sensa
tion, volition, etc." 28 De la Vallee Poussin translates it as "cause 
mutuelle" . 29 This relation seems to refute the idea that a cause 
should always be temporally prior to its effect. An effect will appear 
when the necessary factors summarized by the cause have been 
fulfilled-not necessarily after the cause. 30 This relation implies 
that factors mutually support each other to give rise to the effect and 
continue to do so even after the effect has come into existence. 31 In 
this respect it is similar to the co-relative cause (annamanna-paccaya, 
see below). This, according to the Abhidharmasamuccaya, is an 
aspect of the primary cause (hetu-pratyaya) and is described as 
'assistance' (sahaya, chu pan). 32 It is further explained as the rela
tion between phenomena that "arise together and exist without 
deficiency, like the primary and derived elements."33 

Not all relations are genetic or 'intrinsic.' In many cases it is 
possible to discern interdependence rather than genetic connection. 
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The reciprocal or co-relative cause (diiiiamaiiiia-paccaya) was for
mulated to account for such connections. The idea was first ex
pressed in the Upani~ads: "The body is founded on breath, and 
breath is founded on the body."34 In the early Nikayas and the 
Agamas it is maintained that such a relation occurs between con
sciousness (vififilll'}a, shih) and the psychophysical personality 
(namarupa, ming se). The relation is compared to that between two 
reeds that stand leaning against one another; if one were to be taken 
away the other would certainly fall. 3s The example of the three 
sticks (tidarp!a) is usually quoted in the Pali Abhidhamma to illus
trate this relation. 36 

The Y ogacarins consider this relation a characteristic of the 
primary cause, and they call it 'coexistence' (sampratipatti, teng 
hsing). Coexistence is explained as the function of a phenomenon 
that exists with another phenomenon and serves it by way of objec
tive support, such as the mind and mental concomitants. 37 Ac
cording to Haribhadra's classification (chapter 3), it coincides with 
sabhaga-hetu (hsiang ying yin), formulated by the Sarvastivadins. 38 
In the She ta ch' eng [un, AsaIiga is represented as maintaining that 
the two forms of consciousness, a/aya-vijfiana and pravrtti-vijfiana, 
are reciprocal causes (anyonyapratyaya = afifiamafifia-paccaya).39 
The interdependence here does not mean genetic interrelation but, 
rather, mutual interdependence among existents, "a static set ofre-

. ciprocal dependencies like that among the parts of a steel frame. "40 
The dependence cause (nissaya-paccaya) is described as the 

ground or basis for the existence of some other phenomenon.41 
This relation is slightly different from the two preceding (sahajata 
and aiiiiamaiiiia) paccayas. For example, the earth is the dependence 
cause or the basis on which a tree can grow. But the earth does not 
arise with the tree, as in the case of the conascent cause (sahajata
paccaya), nor does the earth depend on the tree for its existence, as 
in the case of the coexistent or reciprocal cause (afifiamafifia
paccaya). In psychology, the six 'gateways' (ayatana) of sense per
ception serve as dependence causes for the six forms of cognition 
( vififi(1)a). 

The counterpart of this cause is the dhrti-kara1)a (ch'ih neng 
tso) of the Yogacarins, a subdivision of the primary cause (hetu
pratyaya). According to their definition, the e~rth is related in this 
manner to the beings who live therein42 because the earth holds 
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them and prevents them from falling.43 A separate cause corre
sponding to this does not appear in the Sarvastivada classifi
cation. But it may be possible to include it under adhipati-pratyaya, 
which in the Y ogacara tradition functions as a supporting cause 
(prati~thli, chu). 

Next is the 'sufficing cause' (upanissaya-paccaya), which 
Buddhaghosa defines as "excessive dependence". 44 It represents a 
powerful means or inducement. 45 According to the Patthlina, there 
are three forms of the sufficing cause. They are (1) the objective 
sufficing cause (arammalJupanissaya) , (2) the immediate sufficing 
cause (anantarupanissaya), and (3) the natural sufficing cause 
(pakatupanissaya).46 The first is similar to the dominant influence 
of the object (arammalJiidhipati); the second is similar to the im
mediate contiguous cause (samanantara-paccaya). The importance 
of the third lies in the fact that it explains moral and spiritual 
advancement. Because of sufficing causes such as faith (saddhli) , 
one gives alms, observes the moral rules, performs uposatha func
tions, develops meditative powers and insights, etc.47 

In a certain way this relation is similar to sarvatraga-hetu 
(pien hsing yin) of the Sarvastivadins. It may be argued that any 
phenomenon serving as a powerful inducement for certain forms of 
behavior, moral or immoral, persists until the goal to which that 
behavior is directed is achieved. In this sense upanissaya paccaya 
resembles sarvatragahetu, for according to the latter a false view 
held by a man dominates all his behavior, bodily, verbal, and 
mental. His behavior becomes infused with the false view and is 
made disagreeable to others.48 False view, while serving as a strong 
inducement, runs through his entire behavior. Haribhadra has 
pointed out similarities between sarvatraga-hetu and the charac
teristic of the primary cause described as "opposition" (paripantha, 
chang ai).49 

The preexistent or prenascent condition (purejata-paccaya) 
recognizes the prior existence of some phenomenon as a condition 
for the production of another phenomenon. Helping or supporting 
the arising of a thing by its prior existence is the function of this 
cause. 50 Among the list of hetus or karalJas put forward by the 
Y ogacarins, none corresponds exactly with this cause. But ak~epa
hetu (chao yin neng tso) or 'projecting cause,' which is a subdivision 
ofthe primary cause,51 in certain respects resembles the preexistent 
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condition. Aksepa-hetu accounts for the problem of action at a 
distance, hence is defined as 'remote cause' (vidural:z pratyayal:z). 
Ignorance (avidya) prodrices old age and death (jaramarwJa) and is 
therefore a remote cause. 52 According to the Bodhisattvabhumi, 
a seed producing another of its kind is a remote cause, because the 
intermediary stage represented by the tree is not given. 53 But the 
Theravada description seems to imply the continued existence of 
the cause even after the effect has come into existence. Thus, the 
only similarity between the two relations is that they both recognize 
a time lag between the cause and the effect. 

That which supports the continued sustenance of a phenom
enon that has already come into existence is said to be the post
existent or postnascent condition (pacchajata-paccaya).54 For ex
ample, the continued supply of the necessary quantity of moisture, 
etc. is necessary for an existing plant to grow to maturity. Otherwise 
there would be change in its growth (S 3.91-92). In the same way, 
a personality, which has come into existence because of past causes, 
requires continued sustenance in the future. If the four kinds of 
food-material food, contact, volitions, and consciousness-do 
not feed this personality, it will not develop or continue to exist. 55 

This definition is quite similar to that of the nutriment cause 
(ahara-paccaya, see below) and may therefore be compared to the 
cause of stability (sthiti-karalJa, chu neng tso), which again is a sub
division of the primary cause. 56 

According to the Patthana, any phenomenon that causes its 
resultant to accept its inspiration so that the latter can gain greater 
and greater advancement is called the habitual-recurrence condi
tion or cause (asevana-paccaya).57 The term asevana is used in the 
sense of habituation by constant repetition. If a man develops 
thoughts of loving kindness (metta) once, he will be enabled to 
develop the same thoughts with a greater degree of perfection later. 
An important characteristic of this relation is that it exists among 
things of the same order, among likes. 

The same relation is expressed by a characteristic of the pri
mary cause termed 'increase' (pusti, i).58 It is explained as "the 
good, bad and, neutral dharmas previously cultivated that cause 
greater and greater efficiency of the dharmas, good, bad, and 
neutral, respectively, to be produced in the future." 59 Haribhadra 
maintains that this is similar to the samprayuktaka-hetu. 60 Accord-
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ing to the Sphutartha, there are five characteristics of hetu, one of 
which is upabrmhmJa. It is defined in the same way pu~ti is defined 
in the Abhidharmasamuccaya. 61 

The need to account for the problem of moral responsibility 
gave rise to the relation of kamma (kamma-paccaya). The problem 
of the causation of moral behavior and responsibility has been 
discussed earlier (chapter 6). The importance of this problem may 
have induced the Abhidhammikas to formulate a special relation 
to account for it. According to the Theravada Abhidhamma, 
kamma here refers to the particular function of the volitions. 62 
It is a reflection of the statement in the early Buddhist texts that 
kamma is merely volition (see chapter 6). Two forms of kamma 
relations were distinguished by the Abhidhammikas: (1) the 
asynchronous (nanakkhar;ika), and (2) the conascent (sahajata).63 

The psychophysical personality that arises in this existence 
is due to the dispositions (sankhara) or volitions (cetana) ofthe past 
life. This is the asynchronous kamma relation because the disposi
tions or the volitions belong to the past. On the other hand, there 
are certain thoughts, good (kusala) or bad (akusala), that arise 
along with the volitions. Such volitions are related to the thoughts 
by way of the conascent kamma relation. 64 

In several respects, the kamma relation resembles vipaka-hetu 
(i shu yin) of the Sarvastivadins. Like the kamma relation, vipaka
hetu emphasizes the volitional aspect of karma. Like the asyn
chronous kamma relation, it partakes of the idea of projection 
(ak~epakatva) of the effect and recognizes a time lag between the 
cause and the effect. 65 Haribhadra has equated vipaka-hetu with 
a characteristic of the hetu-pratyaya given in the Abhidharma
samuccaya as 'grasping' (parigraha, she shou). 66 The characteristic 
of 'grasping' is explained by the example of "bad and defiling 
tendencies causing the belief in a [permanent] soul."67 But a closer 
relationship exists between the asynchronous kamma relation and 
ak~epa-karar;a (chao yin neng tso), the projecting cause enunciated 
by the Y ogacarins. 68 In the asynchronous kamma relation, kamma 
signifies a particular energy. It does not cease, though the volition 
may cease to be evident, but exists in a latent form. As soon as it 
obtains a favorable opportunity, and when the other necessary 
conditions are available, it produces the effect. 69 

The nutriment-cause (ahara-paccaya) is one that is prefigured 
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in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas. The Nikayas and the 
Agamas refer to four things-material food, contact, volition, and 
consciousness-that serve as nutrition for beings who are born and 
those seeking birth (chapter 6). But the Abhidhammikas specify the 
function of food (ahara). They maintain that "even though food 
has the power to generate [some effect], the primary function of 
food is to support or sustain [what has already come into exis
tence]."70 This view is clearly implied in the sthiti-karmJa (chu 
neng tso). 71 

The faculties (indriya)-such as faith (saddha), energy (viriya), 
mindfulness (sati), concentration (samadhi), and knowledge 
(panna)-that control the behavior of man come under the category 
of controlling conditions (indriya-paccaya). During the time of the 
Abhidhamma twenty such faculties were enumerated.72 Because 
of the importance of these faculties in determining the behavior of 
an individual, the Patthana has formulated this special kind of 
cause. But the idea of dominance (adhipati) implied in this relation 
makes it quite similar to adhipati-paccaya (see above). Therefore, 
the Sarvastivadins and the Y ogacarins may have been satisfied with 
the formulation of adhipati-pratyaya. 

The stages on the path to a goal are considered by the Abhi
dhammikas as causes (paccaya) because each stage has the power of 
clearing the ground and assisting the attainment of the succeeding 
stage. Such causes or conditions are called the path conditions 
(magga-paccaya).73 This relation resembles prapana-karmJa (teng 
chih neng tso), 74 which is illustrated by the example of the path 
leading to nirvana. 7 5 The Ch' eng wei shih lun refers to it as an aspect 
of adhipati-pratyaya (an accomplishing cause, cheng, see above). 

Sampayutta-paccaya, or the 'association condition,' accounts 
for the synthesis of phenomena that are analyzed into different 
parts for the sake of examination. Statements referring to the 
association of ideas are not rare in the Nikayas and the Agamas. 76 
This relation corresponds in many respects to samprayukta-hetu 
(t'ung lui yin), formulated by the Sarvastivadins. The Theravada 
and Sarvastivada definitions are similar. The former maintains 
that association takes place in four ways: (1) having one base 
(ekavatthuka), (2) having one object (ekarammafJa) , (3) arising 
simultaneously (ekuppada), and (4) ceasing together (ekanirodha). 77 

Speaking of the samprayukta-hetu, the Sphutartha says, "it is deter-

I 
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mined by its function of having one object."78 Haribhadra says the 
same thing with regard to a characteristic of the primary cause that 
he describes as sampratipatti (teng hsing), although he prefers to 
identify samprayukta-hetu with the characteristic pu~ti (tseng i).79 

Atthi-paccaya, or the 'presence condition', is defined in the 
Theravada Abhidhamma as "that which renders service by being 
a support to another through presence."80 This may appear to be 
a redundance, but the importance of this relation becomes clear 
when we consider the early Buddhist notion of 'cause.' It has been 
pointed out that a cause is the sum total of several factors (chapter 
3). Taking the example of a plant, it was pointed out that there are 
three factors essential for its arising. The presence of earth and 
moisture is essential, not only for the arising of the sprout, but also 
for its later development. It is this aspect of the 'presence' of certain 
conditions that is emphasized in this relation. 

Atthi-paccaya seems to correspond to sahakari-karalJa (t'ung 
shih neng tso )81 or sahakari-hetu (t'ung shih yin). 82 Sahakari-hetu, 
or the supporting cause, is a subdivision of the primary cause and 
is defined as the concurrence (samagrT, ho ho) of various factors, 83 
thus emphasizing the need for the presence of several conditions. 

Thus, nearly eighteen of the twenty-four causal correlations 
enumerated in the Patthana have counterparts in the Sarvastivada 
and Yogacara theories. We have not been able to find parallels for 
six of the relations enumerated by the Theravadins. However, in 
addition to those mentioned above, the Y ogacara list contains 
thirteen more relations for which parallels are not traceable in the 
Theravada Abhidhamma. 

One of the relations enumerated in the Patthana that has no 
parallel in the other schools is vipaka-hetu. It does not, by definition, 
correspond to the vipaka-hetu of the Sarvastivadins. The former, 
unlike the latter, does not emphasize the importance of volitional 
activity. In fact, the Patthana maintains that a phenomenon that 
aids, without exerting any effort, the arising of another phenome
non is called vipaka-paccaya, or the 'resultant condition.' 84 

Jhana-paccaya, or the 'contemplation condition,' was for
mulated by the Theravadins to explain the process of concentration. 
The factors that allow the mind to sustain concentration are such 
causes (paccaya). Some of these factors are initial application 
(vitakka), sustained application (vicara), pleasurable interest (p/ti), 
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joy (somanassa) , indifference (upekkha), and one-pointedness of 
mind (cittassa ekaggata).85 

While the relation by way of association (sampayutta) illus
trated the homogeneous nature of consciousness, the relation by 
way of dissociation (vippayutta) explains the distinction between 
mental and physical phenomena. It purports to refute the view 
of the idealists that material elements are mere projections of the 
mind. While explaining the interdependence of mental and physical 
phenomena, it helps to keep them apart, thus affirming the realist 
standpoint of the Abhidhammikas. 

An important aspect of the causal situation left unexplained by 
the presence condition (atthi-paccaya) is expressed by the 'absence 
condition' (natthi-paccaya). The presence condition emphasizes 
only the presence of certain conditions or factors for the arising 
of a thing. But there are certain factors that should disappear to 
make room for the appearance of the effect. In the example of the 
seed, we found that the presence of three conditions was necessary. 
If the sprout is to come into existence, the seed has to give way, 
but the other two conditions may still have to be present and 
continue to support the sprout. It is this disappearance and making 
room for the effect to manifest itself that is emphasized in the 
absence condition. 86 

The 'abeyance condition' (vigata-paccaya) and the 'continu
ance condition' (avigata-paccaya)87 are defined in the same way as 
the absence and presence conditions, respectively. The formulation 
of these conditions may have been prompted by the desire to 
eliminate the belief in a static reality, which may be implied by the 
absence and presence conditions. The abeyance condition empha
sizes gradual disappearance, and the continuance condition avoids 
the static existence implied by the presence condition. 

The following several paragraphs give a brief description of 
the thirteen forms of correlation discussed in the Abhidharmasamuc
caya that have no parallels in the Theravada list. (1) Utpatti-karm}a 
(sheng neng tso )88 is the producing or generating cause. It is 
defined, like the supporting cause (sahakari-karmJa), as the complex 
(samagrT) of causes that gives rise to the effect. It is illustrated by 
the relationship between the complex of causes such as the visual 
organ, etc. and visual consciousness (cak~urvijiiana). Haribhadra 
says that it is the cause of production because it gives rise to an 
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effect that did not exist earlier. 89 The Ch' eng wei shih {un, which 
does not refer to the first ten causes enumerated in the Abhidhar
masamuccaya, includes the producing cause under the category 
of adhipati-pratyaya by pointing out that production Uanana, 
sheng) is one of the modes by which the adhipati-pratyaya manifests 
its activity. 

(2) Prakasa-karalJa (chao neng tso )90 is the revealing cause. 
It is like the lamp, which reveals objects (or colors) by destroying 
the darkness. (3) Vikara-karalJa (pien huai neng tso ),91 or the 
cause of alteration, brings about a change in another phenomenon. 
It is illustrated by the example of fire, which alters the nature of 
anything inflammable. Haribhadra points out that this is a cause 
that changes one series to another, as, for example, fire changes the 
series called "wood" to the series called "charcoal."92 

(4) Viyoga-karalJa (fen Ii neng tso )93 is a cause of separation 
as a sickle is in relation to what is to be cut. It cuts into two what 
is connected or conjoined. (5) ParilJati-karalJa (chuang pien neng 
tso )94 is a cause of transformation as is a skill in the metalworking 
art in relation to gold and silver. This refers only to the trans
formation of a basic material; hence it differs from the cause of 
alteration, which implies a complete change. (6) Sampratyaya
karalJa (hsin chiai neng tso), 95 is the cause of agreement, as smoke 
is to fire, because what is not manifest can still be known by 
comparison or inference. (7) Sampratyayana-karalJa (hsien liao 
neng tso )96 is a cause of making known or proving, for example, 
a proposition, a reason, and an example. (8) Vyavahara-karalJa (sui 
shuo neng tso )97 is the cause of reference or denomination, which is 
the basis of speech. Speech depends on names (nama), perception 
(sarrzifia) , and views (dr~ti), which therefore are the causes of 
reference. Here nama names the object, sarrzina perceives it, and 
dr~ti adheres to it. Thus, all forms of speech are determined by 
names, perceptions, and views (namasarrzifiadr~tihetuka). 

(9) Apek~a-karalJa (kuan tai neng tso) is the cause of expecta-
tion. It is illustrated by the relation between hunger and thirst to 

. the search for food and drink, respectively. (10) Avaha-karalJa (yin 
fa neng tso) is defined as the coinciding or agreeing cause because 
it is supposed to bring about results that are in conformity (anukUla) 
with the causes. It is illustrated by the example of proper service 
to royalty leading to the gaining of the confidence of the royalty. 
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(11) Pratiniyama-kara1'}a (ting pieh neng tso) is the cause of special
ized activity. The dispositions (sarrzskara), in so far as they possess 
a special force to produce their fruits, are called pratiniyama
kara1'}a. For example, a birth in anyone of the five realms is 
determined by the appropriate causes producing birth in that realm, 
and this is thought to emphasize the diversity of causes. (12) Virodhi
kara1'}a (hsiang wei neng tso) is the cause of opposition or an 
obstructing factor, such as the relation of hail to corn. (13) A v irodh i
kara1'}a (pu hsiang wei neng tso) is merely the absence of obstruction, 
hence a negative cause. 

A passage in the Sumangalavilasinf of Buddhaghosa is strongly 
reminiscent of the analysis of the pratyayas in the Abhidharma
samuccaya and other treatises of the Y ogadira school. There 
Buddhaghosa describes the various powers and types of knowledge 
possessed by the Buddha.98 One of them consists of the knowledge 
that ignorance (avijja) is related to the dispositions (sankhara) in 
nine possible ways, as a causes of: ' 

1. Production or genesis (uppado hutva, cf. utpatti-kara1'}a). 
2. Natural happening (pavattarrz hutva, cf. pravrtti, abhi-

nirvrtti). 
3. Objectivity (nimittarrz hutva, cf. aramma1'}a, alambana). 
4. Endeavoring or striving (ayuhanarrz hutva). 
5. Association (samyogo hutva, cf. samprayuktaka'sampayut

ta). 
6. Obstruction (palibodho hutva, cf. paripanthato, virodhi-

kara1'}a). 
7. Arising (samudayo hutva). 
8. Primary support (hetu hutva). 
9. Dependence (paccayo hutva). 

The marked similarity between this and the analysis in the Abhi
dharmasamuccaya seems to show that Buddhaghosa was aware of 
the developments taking place in northern India during his time. It 
also indicates that Buddhaghosa's interpretation of the Theravada 
texts was very much colored by these ideas. In fact, the cause of 
obstruction (palibodha), number 6 in this list, was not recognized 
in the Theravada tradition, because in that tradition a 'cause' was 
understood to be something that helps or supports (upakaraka) the 
arising of another thing, not something that obstructs. 99 

--



IX. Conclusion 

THAT THE BUDDHA left certain metaphysical questions unex
plained (avyakata, Sk. avyakrta) has engaged the attention of many 
scholars. T. R. V. Murti after having examined all the previous 
theories, advanced a theory that has exerted so much influence on 
modern scholars that it seems to be considered the last word on the 
subject. As an exposition of the Madhyamika philosophy, Murti's 
The Central Philosophy of Buddhism is unquestionably the best we 
have. But we contend that although Murti has presented an author
itative account of Madhyamika philosophy, his interpretation of 
early Buddhism is not in the least satisfactory. We have pointed out 
(chapters 4, 7) how Murti wrongly attributed certain theories, such 
as the theory of real elements, to the early Buddhists and even to 
the Buddha himself. In this chapter we propose to show that Murti's 
theory regarding the silence of the Buddha does not have any basis. 

In The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, Murti starts by saying, 
"It is our contention that the Madhyamika dialectic is anticipated 
in essentials by the Buddha. The Madhyamikas have but system
atically formulated his suggestions and drawn out their implica
tions" (p. 36). The conclusion being thus preconceived, Murti goes 
on to present the different views expressed by modern scholars and 
then interprets the ten (in later Mahayana, fourteen) unexplained 
questions in a manner that supports his conclusion. He selected 
only a few sections from the early Nikayas for his explanation of 
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the unexplained questions and overlooked many of the earliest and 
most important portions of the Nikayas, which throw much light 
on this problem-for example, the Atthaka-vagga of the Sutta
nipata. As a matter of fact, the selections that directly refer to the 
ten unanswered questions afford very little help in revealing the 
reasons for the Buddha's silence, except the Culla Malunkya-sutta, 1 

which emphasizes pragmatic reasons. 
Let us state the ten questions as they occur in the early sources. 

They are grouped by topic. 

Duration of the universe 
1. The world is eternal. 
2. The world is not eternal. 

Extent of the universe 
3. The world is finite. 
4. The world is infinite. 

Nature of the soul 
5. The soul is identical with the body. 
6. The soul is different from the body. 

Destiny of the saint (arahant) 
7. The saint exists after death. 
8. The saint does not exist after death. 
9. The saint does and does not exist after death. 

10. The saint neither exists nor does not exist after death. 

Jayatilleke has made the most recent analysis of these ten 
questions. He differs from Murti in the way he distinguishes the 
different types of questions, and gives different reasons for the 
Buddha's silence on them. 2 He points out that the first four ques
tions have no answer because of the limitations of empiricism (see 
chapter 6). He finds the other six questions logically meaningless 
and maintains that they resemble the solution of the Logical 
Positivists. They differ from the solution of the Logical Positivists, 
he points out, as follows: "The Buddhist while saying that it is 
meaningless to ask whether one exists in (hoti), does not exist in 
(na hoti), is born in (upapajjati), is not born in (na upapajjati) in 
Nirvana, still speaks of such a transcendent state as realizable." 3 

Jayatilleke's source for this interpretation is a statement in the 
Sutta-nipata: "The person who has attained the goal is without 
measure; he does not have that with which one can speak of him." 4 
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This brings us face to face with one of the most crucial prob
lems in early Buddhism-the interpretation of nirvana. 5 In the first 
place, the person referred to in the quotation above (atthangata) 
could either be one who has attained the goal (artha) in this very life 
(ditthadhamma), in which case it does not pose much of a problem, 
or one who has passed away (astha-gata), in which case Jayatilleke's 
interpretation creates difficulties. Jayatilleke's interpretation seems 
to assume the existence of a transcendental state realizable after 
death, a state that is not describable. This appears to be the same 
theory that the Buddha considered to be metaphysical, namely, 
"The Tathagata exists after death" Choti tathagato parammarafJ,a). 
The second clause in the quotation above, yena na1?1 vajju ta1?1 tassa 
natthi [he does not have that with which one can speak of him], if 
interpreted literally, would mean that a being exists in nirvana after 
death, but that no concepts can be used to describe him. In this, 
Jayatilleke's view comes close to that of Murti. 

We have seen that the Buddha rejected the Upani~adic belief 
in atman. It was pointed out in chapter 1 that one of the ways the 
Buddha analyzed this concept resembles the analysis of such con
cepts by the Logical Positivists, who believed that the grammatical 
structure of a sentence is not a trustworthy guide to its meaning. 
If the Buddhists had interpreted the foregoing statement in the 
Sutta-nipata literally, to mean the existence of a being in nirvana 
(after death), there is no reason why they should have rejected the 
Upani~aa.ic theory of atman, for according to the Upani~ads atman 
was also a transempirical reality. Thus we maintain that the reason 
for which the Buddha rejected the U pani~adic conception of atman, 
whether empirical or transcendental, was the same for which he 
rejected the belief in the survival of a saint after death. For to accept 
a transempirical or transcendental state, to be realized by the en
lightened one after death, is to reject the very basis of early Buddhist 
epistemology, namely, empiricism. The reason is that an enlight
ened one realizes that he has put an end to craving and grasping and 
has eliminated any kind of future existence (khlfJ,a jati, sheng i chin; 
napara1?1 itthattaya, keng pu shou yu 6 ). 

The statement, "The person who has attained the goal is with
out measure" (atthangatassa na pamafJ,am atthi) seems to convey 
the idea that there is no way of knowing (pamafJ,a = pramafJ,a, a 
source ofknow1edge) the state of the enlightened one after his death. 
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Hence there is no sense in applying concepts to describe him. Thus, 
here, as with the question ofthe extent and duration of the universe, 
there appears to be an epistemological problem, the limitation of 
empiricism. That, we believe, is why the Buddha was silent on the 
status of the enlightened one after death. It accounts also for the 
Buddha's rejection of the two metaphysical theories: the concept 
of atman and the theory of the existence of a transcendental state 
attained after the death of the enlightened one, a state that seems 
to be identical with the Brahman of the Upani~ads. The silence of 
the Buddha was thus due to his awareness of the limitation of 
empiricism, rather than of concepts. 

What, then, is the nirvana that he always spoke of? It is a state 
of perfect mental health (aroga) , of perfect happiness (parama 
sukha), calmness or coolness (sftibhflta), and stability (anefija), etc. 
attained in this life, or while one is alive. 7 It is the nibbuti attained 
by every arahant, male and female, as described in the Thera-gathli 
and the Therf..gathli. After attaining this state, a person enjoys per
fect happiness until the end of his life. 

As mentioned earlier, speculation regarding the fate of the 
enlightened one after parinibbana came to occupy a very important 
place in Buddhism, especially after the passing away of Gotama 
Buddha (chapter 7). The faithful follower was not satisfied until 
he was convinced that the Buddha, after his parinibbana, continued 
to exist in some transcendental form. This was the kind of specula
tion that came to the forefront in Mahayana and that culminated 
in the conception of the Absolute (variously termed tathata, dhar
makaya, etc.) in the Prajiiaparamita literature. 

The belief in a trans empirical reality may have received sup
port from the speculations of the Y ogacarins, who considered the 
highest knowledge to be the nondiscriminative consciousness at
tained in the highest state of samadhi by a Yogi. This nondiscrimi
native consciousness may have been considered a foretaste of the 
trans empirical state to be attained by the saint after death. Signifi
cantly, the Buddha was said to have attained this latter state, called 
nirodhasamapatti, just before he passed away. When he was in this 
state some even thought that he had attained parinibbana. 8 As the 
texts indicate, he emerged from this trance before he finally passed 
away. (This attainment of nirodhasamapatti by the Buddha when 
he needed rest is often referred to in the texts; the attainment of that 
state just before passing away could also have been an attempt by 
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the Buddha to overcome the physical pain that came upon him 
just before death.) 

Nirodhasamapatti is the same as sannavedayitanirodha, "the 
cessation of perception and feeling," which is the highest state of 
meditation attained by the Buddha and the other arahants. That 
the Buddha attained nirodhasamapatti just before his parinibbana 
may have led the later Buddhists to believe that the Tathagata 
continues in a transempirical state after death. Since in nirodha
samapatti both perception and feeling ceased to exist, it could not 
be described in positive terms such as perception (sanna) or feeling 
(vedana). On the other hand, complete annihilation (uccheda) did 
not occur, for a person who had attained this state could, at will, 
return to a norma1.state of consciousness. What is important is that 
nirodhasamapatti does not constitute enlightenment and freedom. 
It is an important stage of mental concentration attained by the 
Yogi whence he is able to develop not only the insight necessary to 
achieve enlightenment but also the renunciation that leads to free
dom. A prerequisite of the state of complete freedom (nirvana) is 
insight, which is also attained as a result of concentration, which in 
turn consists of the sixfold higher knowledge (see chapter 5). These 
two processes, insight and concentration, culminate in nirvana, 
understanding of and freedom from the world. These two pro-

. cesses are represented in Figure 3. 
The first process enables one to gain calmness and therefore 

freedom of mind (cetovimutti, hsin chiai t' 0); the second leads to 
understanding and freedom through insight (pannavimutti, hui 
chiai t'o). Both these processes therefore seem to converge when 
one attains enlightenment. Hence, in early Buddhism, enlighten
ment is said to consist of freedom of mind and freedom through 
insight, which result in the realization that one has put an end to 
birth (khf1J.a jati, sheng i chin), that one has lived the higher life 
(vusitalfl brahmacariyalfl,Jan hsing i wei), that one has done what is 
to be done (katalfl kara1J.fyalfl, so tso i P , an), and that there is no 
future existence (niiparalfl itthattaya, keng pu shou yu). An enlight
ened person can go about in the world without being smeared by 
the world (chapter 6). It is this state of nirvana that the Buddha 
says is realizable. Such behavior is considered transcendental 
(lokuttara), because it contrasts with the ordinary behavior of 
men, who are engrossed in the darkness of ignorance (avijja). 

As for the state of the enlightened one after death, there is no 
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way of knowing. Therefore the silence of the Buddha with regard to 
these questions seems to have been prompted by the limitations of 
empiricism-the very same reason the Buddha refused to answer 
questions about the extent and duration of the universe. The 
Buddha is recorded as maintaining that there is no further existence 
for one who has attained enlightenment (see above). If he had 
pressed this view, he would no doubt have been criticized as a 
'nihilist,' which in fact he was at one stage.9 On the other hand, if 
he had maintained that the enlightened one attains a transcendental 
state after death, he would have earned the title of 'eternalist' and 
would not have been very different from the pre-Buddhist teachers 
whose doctrine he had categorically rejected. Similarly, one cannot 
have the experience of a personality Ufva) divorced from the phys
ical body (sarfra) and a personality identical with the physical body. 
Thus, according to our understanding of the early Buddhist texts, 
the silence of the Buddha regarding these ten questions is due 
entirely to the limitations of empiricism, and not to the inability 
of concepts to describe a transcendental reality. 

One could, of course, raise the question, What is the meaning 
or implication of the phrase "transcends logic" (atakkavacara, Sk. 
atarkavacara) occurring in the early Buddhist texts? Referring to 
his discovery, causality (paticcasamuppada), the Buddha said that 
it is deep, immeasurable and "transcending logic." 10 Did he mean 
that concepts, which are the tools oflogical thinking, are inadequate 
to express reality? It does not seem to be so, because analysis of the 
conceptual thinking in one of the oldest parts of the canon, the 
Atthaka-vagga of the Sutta-nipata, does not lead to such a view. 

A careful study of the oldest suttas indicates not that the con
cepts themselves are inadequate to express reality, but that the way 
our minds are conditioned when using such concepts creates diffi
culties in understanding reality through such means. Let us take, for 
example, the concept that is most controversial among Buddhists, 
the concept of 'self' (atta, Sk. atman). The mind of the pre-Buddhist 
thinker was conditioned in one of two ways when using the concept 
of 'self' : either (1) he believed that there is a permanent, transem
pirical entity (as in the Vedic tradition), or (2) he believed that there 
is no personality, no personal identity, and therefore no continuity 
except in the material particles that constitute one's physical body 
(Materialist tradition). The concept of 'self' thus appears to have 
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been used as each person wanted it to be used-in other words, 
according to each individual's inclination. Says the Sutta-nipata 
(781): 

"When, inclination prompts 
and self-will reigns, shall men 
desert their cherished views? 
-Their outlook shapes their speech."ll 

The interference of one's likes and dislikes in the use of con
cepts, according to the Buddha, leads to dogmatic beliefs (ditthi) 
and hence endless logomachies. 12 The Buddha realized that by 
calling for definitions he was able to prevent people from using 
concepts in this manner. He often followed this method in his 
teaching, as in the case of the monk Sliti, who held the view, ac
cording to the Buddha, that "it is this very consciousness that trans
migrates, not another." The Buddha immediately asked, "What 
now Sliti is this consciousness?" (katamalfl talfl Sati vififialJalfl), to 
which Sliti answered, "He who is the speaker, experiencer, and who 
experiences the consequences of the good and bad actions in such 
and such places." 13 Here Sliti was referring to an agent, a subject 
like the 'self' posited in the Upani~ads. The Buddha considered that 
a heresy (ditthigatalfl) and went on to explain consciousness as 
a causally conditioned phenomenon (paticcasamuppannalfl) (see 
chapter 1). But the denial of a permanent entity as posited by the 
Upani~adic thinkers did not lead the Buddha to the other extreme 
of denying personal continuity, as did the Materialists. The atma
vada of the Vedic tradition gave rise to the anatma-vada of the 
Materialists. The Buddha considered this anZitma-vada itself an
other extreme, because while denying the transempirical or nonem
pirical 'self,' the Materialists also denied empirical consciousness, 
which for the Buddha was a reality. Therefore, the Buddha con
tinued to use concepts such as 'I' (aharrz) , 'you' (tvalfl), and 'self' 
(atta), but without either implying the existence of a trans empirical 
reality or denying personal continuity. 

Another group of concepts seems to have expressed only some 
aspects of empirical reality because they were used to clothe one's 
own metaphysical assumptions. These were the pre-Buddhist con
cepts of causation such as 'self-causation' (sayalfl ka tarrz , tsu tso) 
and 'external causation' (pararrz katarrz, t' a tso ) (chapters 1, 2). The 
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Buddha found these concepts to be limited and inadequate to ex
press reality. This was not because reality as he saw it was indescrib
able or transcendental but because people used these concepts to 
express only a part of reality, the part that fit their metaphysical 
predilections. Thus, the man who was prone to believe in a transem
pirical soul Catman) as a reality would explain causation in terms of 
'self-causation.' On the other hand, the Materialists, who denied 
the reality of psychic phenomena, looked upon causation as a mere 
external causation. The syncretist Jainas accepted both 'self-causa
tion' and 'external causation,' along with their metaphysical as
sumptions. The Buddha was unable to use the existing concepts and 
employed entirely new concepts to explain such situations. The use 
of the term paticcasamuppada (Sk. pratftyasamutpada), a purely 
Buddhist term, to denote the causal situation illustrates this prob
lem very clearly. 

All this may lead to the following conclusions. Rejecting an 
Absolute (such as the Brahman or Atman of the Upani~ads) or a 
transempirical reality, the Buddha confined himself to what is 
empirically given. Following a method comparable to that adopted 
by the modern Logical Positivists, he sometimes resorted to lin
guistic analysis and appeal to experience to demonstrate the futility 
of metaphysics. As a result of his empiricism he recognized cau
sality as the reality and made it the essence of his teachings. Hence 
his statement: "He who sees causality sees the dhamma." 14 
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79. M 3.207ff.; TD 1. 707b (Chung 44.2). 
80. Ibid.; see also Jayatilleke, Theory of Knowledge, p. 463. 
81. M 3.214-215; TD 1.708b (Chung 44.2). 
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yutta; see S 2.17; TD 2.85c (Tsa 12.19). 

CHAPTER VI 

1. DA 2.432; DhsA, p. 272; cf. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, p. 119. 
2. S 2.178ff.: "anamataggo'yaJp. ... saJp.saro pubbakoti na pafifiayati avij

janrvaraI)anaJp. sattanaJp. taI)hasaJp.yojanana!p. sandhavataJp. sa!p.sarata!p.." TD 
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hence an epistemological rather than an ontological problem. This view carries 
the support of later Theravada commentators (see SA 2.156: "anamataggo ti anu 
amataggo, vassasatarp. vassasahassarp. naJ;1ena anugantva pi anamataggo aviditaggo, 
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(Chung 34.6); Sn 77; Thag 363, 388. 

23. A 1.223-224: "lti kho Ananda kammarp. khettarp. vinnaJ;1arp. bijarp. taJ;1ha 
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sineho avijjanTvaralJ.anaI1l sattanarp. ta1).hlisarp.yojananarp. hTnaya dhlituya vififia1).arp. 
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theory of six elements, see Stanislaus Schayer, "Pre-Canonical Buddhism," Archiv 
Orientalni (Prague), 7 (1935): 130. 
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fen Ii neng tso (viyogakaraI).a) 5]- $. ie.1'F 

feng (vayu) JlJ,. 

fu ch'an (pettikarp. dayajjarp.) X it 

Fu shuo chiu cWng yu ching 1* -ti if II#, 11 ~& 

Fu shuo ta ch' eng tao ch' ien ching 1* -ti :k. *- is Sf: ~& 

Fu shuo tao ch'ien ching 1* 1i is Sf: ~& 

heng yu (sarvada asti) '1E.;ff 

ho hui (sangati, sannipata) ,,6..4tJ-o ., 

hsiang (sanna) ;tl!, 

hsiang hsii (sangatibhliva?) ;j:~?1l 
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hsiang i (lak~aIJ.iinyathatva) ~Q "-

hsiang wei neng tso (virodhikaralJ.a) ~Q it. 1ft 1'F 

hsiang yin (gandhabba) ~ ~ 

hsiang ying yin (sabhagahetu) ~Q J.l!!. I§ 

hsien liao neng tso (sampratyayanaka
raIJ.a) JJi j 1ft 1'F 

hsin (citta) .,'-" 

hsin chiai neng tso (sampratyayakaralJ.a) 1t ~ f!t 1'F 

hsing (satikhara) H 

hu ch'u ken (indriyasatp.vara) ~ Jt ~u.. 

huai (satp.vatta) Jt 

hui chiai t'o (pafifiavimutti) ~ Nf. JIlL 

huo (tejo) :K. 

i (mano) -;to 

i ch'ieh ch'ung sheng, yu ming chih lui - {o71 ~ ~ ~ 4[l-Z ~ 

i chieh fa wu 0 (sabbe dhamma anattii) - {o715!:-$ ~ 

i chieh yu (sarvam asti) - {o71 ~ 

i fa (manodaIJ.Q.a) -;to -fol 

i shu (vipiika) $ it& 

i shu yin (vipiikahetu) $ it& I§ 

jo *" 
joyu *"~ 

jo yu tzii tse yu pi, jo wu tzii tse wu pi 
(imasmitp. sati idatp. hoti, imasmitp. 
asati idatp. na hoti) *" ~ Jl:t. J)1j ~ {It *" $ Jl:t. JJIj $ {It 
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ju eM (ayatana) AA 

ju fa erh (tathata) ~a *" -ffl 
ju i tsu (iddhividha) ~a ~ Jt. 

Ju leng-chia ching A ;f~ 1Q.> i@. 

ju mieh cheng shou (safifiavedayitani
rodhaJp. samapanno) A ;* iE ~ 

ju yu ming se (namariipassavakkanti) A..;f.f ~ @.. 

ken (mUla) ~~ 

keng 10 (phassa) ~ $ 

keng pu shou yu (naparaJp. itthattaya) ~ ~ ~ ;f.f 

k'ou (vacl) 0 

k'u (dukkha) % 

kuang yin (abhassara) 7t % 

kuan tai neng tso (apek~akaraIJ.a) 1i\!. '* iit'it: 
k'ung (surifia, akasa) ~ 

lai (anagata) ~ 

Liao pen sheng szu ching 1'..f-:i. ft j& 

liuju eM (sal'ayatana) ~ AA 

liu sheng (cha!abhijati) iWJ:i" ~a 

lou chin chih (l'isavakkhayanal.la) ~ :i. 

lui i (bhlivanyathatva) JJi ~ 

mieh chin (vaya) ~ :i" 

ming hsiang (namarupa) ~ if. 

ming se (namariipa) ~ @.. 
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neng tso (karaI).a) 'fiE. 11= 

neng tso yin (karaI).ahetu) 1lt 11= [liJ 

nu (dasa) :k:t 

pao (phala) -tit 

Pei to shu hsia szu wei shih erh yin yuan 
ching ~ ~ ttt T .~ ,/it -t -=- [liJ j.~ ~& 

pen sheng pen chien (pubbantakappana) ,f.. ±. ,f.. ~ 

pen wu (abhfitva) ,f..~ 

pen wu chin yu (abhfitvabhava) ,f..~ A,;ff 

pen wu chin yu sheng (abhiltvabhava 
utpada) ,f..~ A,;ff ±. 

pi (asau) ·ft 

Pi-p' o-shih fu ching l¥. ~ r 1* ~& 
Pieh i tsa a-han ching ~IJ if $It For *" ~& 
pien (anta) l! 

pien (vivatta) ~ 

Pien chung pien lun :¥it 'f it ~ 

pien hsing yin (sarvatragahetu) ~ 11 [liJ 

pien i fa (vipariI).amadhamma) ~ 1" * 
pien huai neng tso (vikarakaraI).a) ~ it 1iE.11= 

pu chu shih shen (appatitthita vififiaI).a) ;;f-1.i ~ #' 

pu hsiang wei neng tso (avirodhikaraI).a) ;;f- :fm it 1iE.11= 

P'u-sa ti ch'ih ching % ii ~1:!!.# ~& 

pu shan (akusala) ;;f--i-
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se (rUpa) ~ 

shan (kusala) ~ 

she shou (parigraha) .14 ~ 

She fa ch'eng fun .14 *-* ~ 
shen (atta?) iff 

shen (kaya) Jr 

shen fa (kayadm;u;la) Jr-f.l 

shen shih (vififiaJ;1a) iff ~ 

sheng (jati, uppatti, uppada) ± 

sheng chiai eM (ariya sTlakkhandha) 1l i£. ~ 

sheng i chin (khTJ;1a jati) ± e... 11: 

sheng mu t'ai (gabbhassavakkanti) ± -JJ}:!lil 

sheng neng tso (uppattikarana) ± fit 1'1= 

sheng szii chih (cut'iipapatafiaJ;1a) ± ~ ~,f 

shih (vififiaJ;1a) ~ 

shih (ahara) it 

shou (vedana) ~ A. 

shou ming shen ch'ang (appaJllaJ;1avi-_ 
harT) .. 4t-~ -k 

shou ming sheng tuan (appadukkhavi
harT) .. 4t-~ M 

shou yin (upadanakkhandha) ~ Ft-

shui (apo) 1~ 

shuo wu lun eM (n'atthikavada) 1t -AA-~ ~ 
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shuo wu tso (akiriyavada) 1.Jt~1'F 

-!>:.a -'lI'shuo wu yeh (n'atthikavada) 6JL ... , if. 

shuo yu lun chS (atthikavada) 1.Jt::fr 'Uil-;It 

So ch'u ching pJf A i'& 

so tso i p'an (katarp. karal).Iyarp.) foJf1'F e.. ';4 

so yiian yuan (alambana-pratyaya) pJf Jt it 

su ming chih (pubbenivasanussatinal).a) -tei 4f- t' 

sui shun yiian ch'i (idappaccayata) F:i! )II~ it :its 

sui shuo neng tso (vyavaharakaral).a) F:i! 1.Jt 1it1'F 

sui so yuan sheng (paccayarp. paticca) F:i! foJf ,~t ~ 

szU (cetana) .~ 

Ta ch'eng a-pi-ta-mo chi fun *-~ for NE. :it J1f $1~ 

Ta ch'eng a-pi-ta-mo tsa chi fun :k. ~ for NE.:it J1f $It $1~ 

Ta ch'eng she-li-so-tan-mo ching *-~ %-~ ~ JIt JJ{: i'& 

ta chia (ayya) :k. ~ 

fa hsin chih (cetopariyanal).a) 11!!.. ,.::; t' 

ta fan (Maha Brahma) :k. :1t. 

l' a so t80 (pararp. ka tarp.) . 11!!.. pJf 1'F 

t'a tsao (pararp. patarp.) 11!!..3t 

t' a tso (pararp. ka tarp.) 11!!..1'F 

tai i (anyonyathatva) it ~ 

fan (raga, lobha) 11 

te ('acquisition') if 
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teng chih neng tso (prapanakaraJ;la) 4f .f..it 110 

teng hsing (sampratipatti) 4f it 

t'eng lai yu (punabbhavabhinibbatti) 't 3f..;f[ 

teng wu chien yiian (samanantara
pratyaya) 4f ~ r~j !~ 

ti (pathavi) J1!!. 

t'ien erh (dibbasota) :k..:If-

t'ien yen (dibbacakkhu) :k QR 

ting fen (niyati) ;t -n'" 

ting fen hsiang hsiichuan pien (niyati
saIigatibhavapariJ;lata) ;t '§;- i~ ~ .ft. ~ 

ting pieh neng tso (pratiniyamakaraJ;la) ;t ii'J it 110 

Tsa a-han ching #. For *" i.<Ji!. 

tse JJ1j 

tseng i (vrddhi, pu~ti) ~ ld. 

Tseng i a-han ching ~ o!: For *" i@!. 

tseng shang yiian (adhipati-pratyaya) ~ J:..!t 

tso 110 

tso yeh (saficetanikaIn kammaIn) 110 1; 

tsi! hsing (svabhava) ~ t1. 

tsi! tsao (attakataIn, sayaIn kataIn) ~.it 

tsi! tsai (issara) ~,(f. 

tsi! tso (attakataIn, say~ kataIn) ~ 110 

tsi! tso t'a tso (sayaIn kataij ca paraIn 
patau ca) ~ 110 1l!!..1'F 
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tsun yu (issara) .:f. :it; 

tsun yu tsao (issaranimmfu).a) .:f.:it; it 

ts'ung ch'i (uppada) {It ~ 

ts'ung t'a wen (parato ghosa) {lt1t!!. r4 

tu ch'u (titth'ayatana) J1.. At 

tuan(uccheda) ~ 

tuan chien (ucchedaditthi) jJJf ~ 

t'ung lui yin (samprayuktakahetu) jii] $Ji ~ 

t'ung shih neng tso (sahakarikarllI}.a) jii] * 'fit 1'1= 

t'ung shih yin (sahakarihetu) jii] * ~ 
tz'ii (idrup.) Jlt. 

tz'ii yu ku pi yu, tz'ii ch'i ku pi ch'i; tz'ii 
wu yu ku pi wu yu, tz'ii mieh ku pi 
mieh (imasmiIp sati idrup. hoti, imassa 
uppada idrup. uppajjati; imasmitp 
asati idrup. na hoti, imassa nirodha 
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idrup. nirujjhati) Jl:t ::ff tk. flt::ff Jl:t ~ tk. {It ~ Jl:t ~ ::ff tt {It ~ ::ff Jl:t ~ tk. fit ~ 

wei (satikhata) ~ 

wei (,sustaining') 1il. 

wei (dosa) ~ 

wei i (avasthanyathatva) 1il. ~ 

wei ming (niyati?) ~ 4jl-

wei szii (mato k8Jakato) ~ Jt. 

wu ch'ang (anicca) ~ '*" 
wu ming (avijja) ~ slJ 

wu ming lou (avijj'asava) ~ I!fJ iMJ 
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WU 0 (anatta) ~ 4X 

wu tso (akiriya) ~ 1'1= 

wu wei (asatikhata) ~ ~ 

wu yin tso (ahetu appaccaya) ~ l§ 1'1= 

wu yin wu yiian (ahetu appaccaya, 
adhiccasamuppanna) ~ l§ ~ ~~ 

wu yu ai (vibhavata1;lha) ~ ;f[ ::t 

wu yu pen chi (anavaragra) ~;f[.t-. ~ 

wu yu shen shih (appatitthita vififial).a) ~;f[ if ~ 

yeh (kamma) 

yen (cakkhu) 

-'lJ.<. 
if< 

QFl 

yen ch'u (cakkhusamphassa) QFl ~ 

yen k'u (dukkhapatikkiila) liik."* 

yen szU (amaritukama) liik.?t 

yen yin yiian se yen shih sheng (cakkhufi 
ca paticca rITpe ca uppajjati cakkhu
vififial).aI11) QFll§ j~ ~ QFl ~ ± 

yin (hetu, upanisa) l§ 

yin (khandha) jlt 

yin chien (ditthadhammaupakkama
hetu) l§ R.. 

yin chii (satikharapufija) jlt ~ 

yin fa neng tso (avlihakaral).a) 511tiie. 1'1= 

yin ho hui (satigatihetu?) l§ 1;- Yt 

yin pen tso (pubbekatahetu) l§ .t-.1'1= 
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yin su ming tsao (pubbekatahetu) ~ -?if 4/l-lt 

yin tsun yu tsao (issaranimmfu;lahetu) ~ ... :it; It 

yin wei ming (abhijlitihetu, niyatihetu?) ffil ~ 4/l

yin yiian (hetu-pratyaya) ~ ~ 

yin yuan ch'i (paticcasamupplida) ~ ~ ~ 

yin yiian ch'i so sheng fa (paticcasamup
panna dhamma) ~ ~~pk ±)4;. 

yin yiian fa (paticcasamupplida) ffill.~ )4;. 

yin yiian ho ho sheng (hetwp. paticca 
sambhiitaIll) ~ if..,fp '*' ± 

yin yuan hui erh sheng (hetum, paticca 
sambhiitaIll) ~ ~ -t- ifQ ± 

yu (bhava, bhavati) ;:ff 

yii (tal)hli) ~ 

yu ai (bhavatal)hli) ;:ff ~ 

yii ai (klimatal)hli) ~ ~ 

yu lou (bhav'lisava) ;:ff ilfJ 

yii lou (klim'lisava) ~ ilfJ 

yiian (pratyaya) if.. 

Yiian ch'i ching if.. ~ ill! 

yiian ch'i fa (paticcasamupplida) if.. ~ )4;. 

Yiian ch'i sheng tao ching if.. ~ ~ it ill! 

yiian sheng fa (paticcasamuppanna 
dhamma) *±)4;. 
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The General Index lists only the major concepts. References to the Chinese terms 
for these concepts may be located in the text by first looking up the Sanskrit or Pali 
equivalents in the Index of Chinese Terms and then tracing these Sanskrit or Pali 
terms in the General Index. 

Abhidhamma-mulatikii, 82 
Abhidharma (Abhidhamma), 59,70,71,80, 

103,147,163,165,166,168,171-173 
Abhidharmakosa, 62, 65, 66, 74,82,148,163 
Abhidharmakosa-bhii$ya, 61, 62 
Abhidharma Pitaka (Abhidhamma Pitaka), 

70, 82, 147 
Abhidharmasamuccaya, 64-66, 164, 167, 

171,174-176 
Abhidharmika (Abhidhammika), 71, 171, 

172,174 
abhijiiti. See existence, types of 
abhinirvrtti-kiiraYJa. See cause, proximate 
abhutvii bhiiva utpiida (arising of an effect 

that was nonexistent), 81, 151-153. See 
also causation, nonidentity theory of; 
causation, Sautrantika theory of 

Absolute (Brahman, Atman), 9, 159, 180, 
185 

Absolutism, 86, 160 
accidentalism (yadrcchliviida), 29, 94. See 

also indeterminism; noncausation. 
Ace1a Kassapa, 13 
acetasika. See nonmenta1 
action. See karma 
adhiccasamuppiida. See origination, fortu

itous 

adhiccasamuppanna. See chance; indeter-
minism 

adhipati-pratyaya. See cause, dominant 
agent. See self 
Aggaiiiiii-suttanta, 12, Ill, 112, 132, 133, 136 
aggregates (khandha, skandha), 78, 85; caus-

ally produced, 86; five, .86, 115, 144; of 
grasping (upiidiina-), 116 

Aghamar~ana, 6, 9, 10 
ahiira-paccaya. See cause, nutritive 
ahetu appaccaya. See chance 
ahetuviida. See noncausation, theory of 
Aitareya AralJyaka, 7, 18 
Aitareya, Mahldasa. See MahIdasa Aitareya 
Ajita Kesakambali, 39, 40 
Ajlvika, determinism, 32-38; doctrine of 

salvation, 37; moral and ethical implica
tions of, determinism, 38-41; social phi
losophy, 134-135 

akasmika. See chance 
akiriyaviida. See inaction, doctrine of 
lik$epa-hetu (-kiiralJa). See cause, projecting 
alambana-pratyaya. See cause, objective 
analysis, linguistic, 185 
anamatagga. See beginning, inconceivable 
Ananda (author of Abhidhamma-mulatikli), 

82 
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anafifiathata. See invariability 
anantara-paccaya. See cause, contiguous 
anZitma (anatta). See nonsubstantiality 
anavariigra. See beginning, without 
Aizguttara Nikaya, 22,80, 105, 109, 114, 117, 

120, 127, 130 
anitya (anicca). See impermanence; non

duration 
annaka4arrz. See causation, external 
annihilation (uccheda), 43, 44,101,142,166, 

181; belief in (-ditthi), 79, 154 
annihilationism (ucchedavZida), 44, 88, 90, 

101, 137, 157 
anvaye fialJa. See knowledge, inductive 
anyonyathZitva. See change, of relation 
apek.ra-karalJa. See cause, of expectation 
A-pi-ta-mo chu-she lun, 164 
appearance, momentary, 74, 75, 96; phe-

nomenal (lak.ralJa), 74 
arthakriyakaritva. See causal efficiency 
Asa:iJ.ga, 168 
asahkhata. See unconditioned 
asat. See non-Being 
asatkZiryavZida. See causation, nonidentity 

theory of 
asava. See impulses 
asavakkhaya. See impulses, stopping of 
asavakkhayanalJa. See knowledge, of the 

destruction of defiling impluses 
asayarrzkararrz apararrzkararrz. See causation, 

neither internal nor external 
asevana-paccaya. See cause, habitual recur-

rence 
Asoka, 147, 155 
Assutava-sutta, 82, 103 
astita (atthita). See Being; existence 
atarkiivacara (atakkiivacara). See logic, tran-

scends 
Atharvaveda,4, 17,37 
atman. See self 
Atman. See Absolute 
atomism, 86 
atoms (paramiilJu), 18, 73, 102; theory of 

(-vada), 71, 72, 148 
attachment (raga), 139, 140; absence of 

(-kkhaya), 140. See also craving; greed 
attakatarrz. See causation, self
Atthakavagga, 159, 178, 183 
A tthasalinf, 148 
atthikavada. See existence, theory of 
atthi-paccaya. See condition, presence 
atthita. See Being; existence 
avaha-karaIJ-a. See cause, coinciding 
avasthiinyathatva. See change, of condifion 
aversion (dosa), 127, 164; (patigha), 139; 

absence of (-kkhaya), 140 

avicalita-nityatvam. See permanence, mo-
tionless 

avigata-paccaya. See condition, continuance 
avijja. See ignorance 
avirodhi-karalJa. See cause, of nonobstruc

tion 
avisaya. See experience, beyond the sphere 

of 
avitathata. See necessity 
avyakrta (avyakata). See indeterminate; un

explained, questions 
ayatana. See gateways 

Barhaspatya, 23 
Barua, B. M., 16, 49, 50 
Basham, A. L., 32, 33, 36, 37, 40 
Beckh, H., 145 
becoming (bhava), 141, 145; stream of 

(-sota), 120 
beginning (agga, agra), 12, 15, 17, 21, 111; 

absolute, 143; epistemological problem, 
213-214 n. 2.; inconceivable (anama
tagga), 21, 213-214 n. 2.; views con
cerning (pubbantakappana), 11; without 
(anavariigra), 213-214 n. 2 

behavior. See karma 
Being (sat; also astita, atthitZi), 10-12, 16, 

18,45,79,80, 110, 150, 154, 157. See also 
existence 

Belva1kar, S. K., 36 
Berkeley, George, 100 
Bharadvaja, 105 
Bhliviinyathlitva. See change, of state 
bhavasota. See becoming, stream of 
Bhfsma,38 
brjaniyama. See causal patterns 
birth (jZiti), 98, 141, 145 
Bodhisattvabhumi, 55,137,138,164,170 
Bodhi tree, 67 
Brahma, 17-20, 111, 133 
Brahmajlila-suttanta, 20 
Brahman, 4, 8,9, 17-19, 133, 180, 185 
BrhadZiraIJ-yaka Upani.rad, 18 
Brhaspati, 4 
Broad, C. D., 20, 212-213 n. 71 
Buddha, development of the concept of, 

155-156; physical personality (rupakZiya) 
of the, 156; remains forever, 156; spiritual 
body (dharmakZiya) of the, 155-156; 
transcendental form of, 180 

Buddhadeva,75 
Buddhaghosa, 11, 33-36, 54, 56, 57,59, 72, 

82-84,92-94,143,147,148,164,165,176 

cakkavatti. See universal monarch 
Cakkavatti-sThanada-suttanta, 135-136 
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Candrakfrti, 55, 78, 79, 86, 152, 157-160 
Carvaka, 23, 31 
caste, Brahman, lll, 133, 135; fourfold, 

1I I, 132; system, 132 
causal, connection: object of experience, 96; 

correlations, 105, 163-176; efficiency 
(arthakriyakaritva, karitra,paccayata), 73, 
75, 81, 82, 96, 102, 125, 153; empirical, 
explanations, 143; nexus, 91; natural, 
occurrences, 43; occurrences, 89; patterns 
(niyZima), 107; patterns, five types of, 43, 
1I 0; production, 78; uniformity, 100, 107; 
uniformity, essence of Buddha's enlight
enment, 107; uniformity, universal valid
ity, 109 

causality (pa/iccasamuppZida, pratftyasamut
pZida), 54, 89,91,100,107; as reality, 185; 
based on inductive inference, 100; defini
tion of, 54; eight attributes of, 158-159; 
general formula of, 90; 'transcends logic', 
183; universal validity of, 107 

causation (pa/iccasamuppada, pratrtyasa
mutpZida), 54-56, 68,91; activity view of, 
3; and causality distinguished, 100; chain 
of, 91, 95,141, 143; commonsense notion 
of, 61, 63, 97, 98, 203 n. 31.; constant 
conjunction, 95, 98; constant conjunction, 
criticism of, 96; definition of, 54-56; 
denial of, 160; empiricist notion of, 211 n. 
35.; experienced, 100, 104; external, 5,15, 
23, 31, 32, 41, 43-45, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 
58, 90, 142, 150, 184, 185; external, 
Buddhist criticism of, 43-44; four char
acteristics of, 55, 91; general formula of, 
68, 94, 95, 97, 113, 114, 122; general 
formula of, authenticity of the, 144; 
identity theory of (satkZiryavada), 1I, 95, 
146, 150, 151, 154; internal as well as 
external, 5, 44, 48, 50, 51, 185; Jaina 
theory of, 13, 44-50; Madhyamika -and 
early Buddhist theories compared, 157-
162; many-one relation of, 97-98; Mate
rialist criticism of, 27-28; a mental 
construct, 91; mere inference, 103; mere 
relativity, 161 ; middle path, 89, 90, 94, 99, 
101; moral, 1I5; neither internal nor 
external, 5-6; nonidentity theory of 
(asatkZiryavZida), 95, 149, 151, 152, 154; 
objectivity of, 91-93, 98, 99, 159; of 
drought, ll4; of earthquakes, ll4; of 
moral behavior, 125-128; of plant life, 
1I5; of social phenomena, 132-137; of 
spiritual phenomena, 137-141; of the 
human personality, ll5-121, 132; of the 
perceptual process, 121-123; one-one 
relation, 97-98; ontological status of, 92; 
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physical, llO-115, 123; positivist notion 
of, 203 n. 34.; primitive conception of, 2; 
productivity, 96, 98; psychological, 123; 
relativist theory of, 45, 52; relativity, 
97 -98; Sarvastivada theory of, 60-64, 
149-151; Sautrantika theory of, 81, 151-
154; Sautrantika and early Buddhist 
theories compared, 152-155; scientific 
theory of, 97; self-, 5, 6,16,25,31,45,47, 
48,50,51,58,90,95, lll, 113, 142, 146, 
149-151, 184, 185; self-, Buddhist criti
cism of, ll-15; self-, in the Ara1Jyakas, 
7-9; self-, in the BrZihmalJas, 7; self-, in 
the Upanifiads, 10-1I, 125; self-, in the 
Vedas, 6; self-, Jaina criticism of, 13; 
through inherent nature (svabhZiva), 25-
32; twelvefold formula of, 120-122, 141-
146,158; validity of, 99; Vedic conception 
of, 3; verification of, 99 

cause (hetu, pratyaya), 56-66; Abhidharma 
definition of, 59-60; accomplishing, 166; 
according to Mahfdada, 9; and condition, 
distinction between, 61-63,149; and con
dition, modern scholarly interpretations 
refuted, 56-58; and condition, origin of 
the distinction between, 60-63; and con
dition, synonymous use, 56-59, 63; and 
effect, identity of, 5, 150; and effect, 
unscientific division between, 203 n. 26.; 
coexistent (aiiiiamaiiiia-), 168; coinciding 
(Zivaha-), 175; commonsense notion of, 
3, 59; conascent (saha/ata-, sahabhu-), 60, 
65, 66, 167, 168; contiguous (anantara-), 
163; contributory, 61; cooperating, 56; 
correlative (aiiiiamaiiiia-), 167-168; cor
responding (sabhaga-), 60, 65-66, 168; 
definition of, 56-58, 173; dominant (adhi
pati-), 61, 165, 169, 172, 175; dependence 
(nissaya-), 168; efficient, 165; external, 47, 
64; Final, 9,143; First, 9, 10, 16, 1I0, 11I, 
143; generating (uppatti), 166, 174; ha
bitual recurrence (asevana-), 170; im
mediately contiguous (samanantara-), 61, 
73,81,163,166,167,169; intelligent, 18; 
internal, 47, 64; modes of (paccayCikZira), 
54; mutuelle, 167; negative, 176; nutritive 
(ZihZira-), 60, 170-172; objective (alam
bana-, ZirammalJa-), 165; of acquisition, 
166; of agreement (sampratyaya-), 175; 
of alteration (vikara-), 175; of association 
(samprayuktaka-), 60, 65, 66, 170, 172, 
173 (see also condition, association); of 
expectation (apek!fZi-), 175; of making 
known (sampratyayana-), 175; of non
obstruction (avirodhi-), 176; of opposition 
(virodhi-), 176; of reference (vyavahara-), 

'. 
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175; of separation (viyoga-), 175; of 
specialized activity (pratiniyama-), 176; 
of stability (sthiti-), 170, 172; of transfor
mation (parilJati-), 175; plurality of, 97; 
postexistent or postnascent (pacchcljata-), 
170; preexistent or prenascent (pure;ata-), 
169; primary or root (hetu-), 59-61, 
163-170, 173; primary, definition of, 
164-165; primary, subdivisions of, 65-
66; primitive notion of, 3; projecting 
Caki/epa-), 169, 171; proximate, 63, 166, 
167; sufficing (upanissaya-, sarvatraga-), 
61, 65, 66, 169; supporting (nissaya-, 
sahakiiri-), 60,169,173,174; group of, 54, 
56; harmony of, 56; reciprocal (anyonya-), 
168; remote, 63, 170·; revealing (prakasa-), 
175; supporting (dhrti-), 168; theory of 
six, 60-61, 65, 164, 166; Theravada 
definition of, 63, 64; universal, 166; 
Vijfianavada definition of, 64-66 

Central Philosophy of Buddhism, The, 177 
cessation, of perception and feeling (safi

fiiivedayitanirodha), 120, 181, 182, 216 n. 
56 

cetopariyafiiilJa. See telepathy 
cetovimutti. See freedom, of mind 
Ceylon, 147-148 
chance (adhiccasamuppanna, ahetu, akas

mika, yadrcchii), 22, 26, 29, 33, 35, 37, 
53. See also indeterminism; origination, 
fortuitous 

Chiindogya Upanii/ad, 10, 25 
change (anyathiitva, viparilJiima), 69; ac

cording to early Buddhism, 82-85, 103-
104; according to a pattern, 89; empiricist 
account of, 83, 104; four Sarvastivada 
theories of, 74-75; criticism of Humean 
conception of, 101; illusory, 14, 15, 45; 
in MahIdasa's philosophy, 7, 8, 18; not 
accidental, 89; of characteristics (lak
i/alJa-), 74; of condition (avasthii-), 74; 
of relations (anyonyathiitva), 75; of state 
(bhiiva-), 74; SaIikhyan view of, 8; Sau
trantika theory of, 81; Theravada con
ception of, 82 

characteristics (laki/alJa), 63, 74, 75 
Ch'eng wei shih lun, 119, 164, 166, 172, 175 
citta. See mind 
cittaniyiima. See causal patterns 
cittavippayutta. See nonmental 
clairaudience (dibbasota), 104, 105, 182 
clairvoyance or divine eye (dibbacakkhu), 

104, 106, 129, 138, 182 
components (=khandha), 86; bundle of, 85. 

See also aggregates 
compounded. See conditioned 

Concept and Reality in Early Buddhist 
Thought, 122 

concept(s), and reality, 183-185; inade
quacy of, 185; limitations of, 180; not 
inadequate, 183 

conception (gabbhassa avakkanti), 117; of 
the psychophysical personality (niimaru
passa avakkanti), 117. 

condition (pratyaya,paccaya), 54, 56; defini
tion of, 56-58; abeyance (vigata-), 174; 
absence (natthi-), 174; association (sam
payutta-), 172, 174 (see also cause, of 
association); contemplation (jhana-), 173; 
continuance (avigata-), 174; controlling 
(indriya-), 172; dissociation (vippayutta-), 
174; jointly sufficient, 59; path (magga-, 
priipana-), 172; presence (atthi-), 173-174 
supporting, 63; theory of four, 61, 65, 
149, 163, 164, 166 

conditionality (idampratyayata, idappacca
yatii), 54-56, 89-91, 94, 95, 98, 127, 132 

conditioned (saJflskrta, sankhata), 78, 81, 85, 
86, 140, 141, 161 

conflict, antinomial, 161 
confusion (moha), 127, 164; absence of 

(-kkhaya), 140 
consciousness (vijfiiina, vififiiilJa), 14, 98, 

115-121, 132, 139, 141, 145, 168; active 
(pravrtti-), 164, 168; eschatological use of, 
116, 118, 119; evolution of, 165; non
discriminative, 180; rebirth, 118, 119; 
sense, five forms of, 165; store- (alaya-), 
119, 164, 168; stream of (-sota), 120; 
surviving, 118,215-216 n. 46.; unreal, 25, 
27; visual, 174 

contact (phassa), 14, 127, 141, 145 
contingence (krtakatva), 78 
continuity, 35, 75, 79, 101, 148; absence of, 

154, 183; causal, 80, 81, 102; of the 
individual, 142, 184 

convention, linguistic (saJflvrti), 77,223 n. 45 
Conze, Edward, 68 
Copernican revolution, 160 
correlations. See causal correlations 
correspondence (tathatii), 93. See also ob-

jectivity 
craving (talJhii), 98, 122, 127, 132, 137, 141, 

179; three types of, 145 
creation, 5, 7, 15, 18, 19,21,23,34,51,52; 

Buddhist criticism of theories of, 20-22; 
divine, 6, 15; doctrine of, 22; mechanical 
view of, 17; organic view of, 17. See also 
God 

Creation, Hymn of See Purui/a Sukta 
creator, 4, 16, 19,20 
CUla-kammavibhal1ga-sutta, 128, 129 
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Culla-Malunkya-sutta, 178 
current, going against (patisotagam"i), 140 
cutupapatana1Ja. See knowledge, of decease 

and survival 

Dasgupta, S. N., 152 
Das, Saratchandra, 57 
defilements. See impulses , 
de la Vallee Poussin, Louis, 57, 80, 152, 153, 

157, 164, 167 
dependent origination (pa{iccasamuppada, 

pratftyasamutpada), 59, 96. See also cau
sality; causation 

destiny (niyati), 35, 36, 41, 43, 46, 47 
detachment (viraga), 139 
determinacy, of the past, 123 
determination, theistic, 137. See also crea-

tion; God 
determinism, 33, 50, 51, 53, 94, 95; Ajrvika, 

38-40, 43, 134; complete or strict, 32, 37, 
42,45,48,94,109,127,129,131,132,135; 
in social phenomena, 134-135; natural 
(svabhavavada), 7, 26, 28, 37, 38, 134; 
natural causal, 41; .theistic, 51. See also 
fatalism; niyativada 

Deussen, Paul, 15 
Devadaha-sutta, 34, 35, 40 
Dha=aplila (Pali commentator), 52, 53, 82 
Dhammasanganr, 71 
dharma (dhamma), 68, 80, 148; Abhidharma 

definition of, 71; as concept, 87, 88; 
causally produced, 68, 84, 85; character
istics of' (lak.yU1Ja), 69, 87; conditioned 
(sarrzs/q'ta), 73; defiled (jasrava-), 73; 
element of (-dhatu), 87, 92; empirical, 70, 
84, 87, 88; four salient features of, 73; 
-kaya (the spiritual body), 87, 155, 157, 
180; nature of, 67; -niyama, see causal 
patterns; phenomena, 86; point in space
time, 71; Sarviistivlida conception of, 
73-77; Sautrlintika conception of, 81, 
151; Schayer's interpretation of, 87; three 
characteristics of, 84-86; substantiality 
of (-svabhava), 76, 80, 87, 152; various 
uses of, 68 

Dharmaplila,64 
dharmata. See nature, of things 
Dharmatrlita,74 
dhrti-kara1Ja. See cause, supporting 
dialectic. See Madhyamika dialectic 
dibbacakkhu. See clairvoyance 
dibbasota. See clairaudience 
Dfgha Nikaya, 12 
Drghatapassr, 126 
dispositions (sarrzskara, saizkhara), 80, 84, 
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85, 91, 98, 114-116, 119-121, 124, 125, 
139-142, 145, 171, 176; (vasana), 164, 
165; conscious and unconscious, 128 

dissolution (sarrzvatta), 20, 111, 112, 114 
divine eye. See clairvoyance 
dosa. See aversion 
dravya. See substance 
dravyavada. See substance, theory of 
dualism, Cartesian, 100 
dukkha. See suffering; unsatisfactoriness 
Dvayatfinupassana-sutta, 97 

Edgerton, Franklin, 55 
ego, 73; consciousness, 123, 139; substan

tive, 14 
egoism, 137 
elements (dharma, dhatu), bifurcation into 

substance and characteristics, 63, 74; 
plurality of, 28; real, 74; six, 115, 117; 
theory of, 25-26, 28, 85-86, 160; theory 
of eternal, 75. See also dharma 

emancipation (vimutti), 42, 140. See also 
freedom 

empirical, extra, 44; level, 157; reality, 44, 
75, 184; reasons, 12; things, 84, 87 

empiricism, 100, 179, 185; limitations of, 
178,180,183 

empiricist, 96, 142; notion of causation, 
211 n. 35 

enlightenment, 89, 118, 138, 144, 145, 181, 
183 

eon (kappa), 112 
eternalist, 125, 183 
eternalism (sassatavada, s(isvatavada), 88, 

90, 101, 137, 138, 142, 149, 157 
everything exists (sabbarrz atthi, sarvam astz), 

76,149 
evolution, 5, 7,10,12,20,26,28,111-114; 

according to the Ajrvika system, 36; 
according to Sliilkhya, 146, 150; creative, 
6; of the physical personality, 26, 27; of 
social phenomena, 135-137; mechanical, 
6; self-, 34-36 

existence (astita, atthitli, sat), 11, 157; cycle 
of (sarrzsara), 37, 115, 121; future, 179; 
real, 86; theory of «(ltthikavada), 44; types 
of (abhijlitz), 33-35, 134 

existents, primary (mahabhuta), 70, 83, 116; 
(bhava), 150 

experience, 70, 96; appeal to, 185; beyond 
the sphere of (avisaya), 71, 76; co=on
sense (lokavyavahara), 79; direct, 106; 
introspective analysis, 103; of change, 
101; religious, 21 

extremes (anta), 90, 94, 109, 137, 142, 157, 
161 
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fatalism, 32, 37, 45, 94. See also determinism, 
complete 

fatalist (niyativadin), 38, 46, 135 
fate (niyatc), 5, 19,37, 135. See also destiny; 

necessity 
feeling (vedana), 115, 122, 139, 141, 145. 

See also experience 
form (rupa), 70, 87, 139; secondary (upa

dliya-), 70. See also personality, physical 
freedom (vimuw), 123, 124, 137, 139, 181, 

182; of mind (ceto-), 181; through inher
ent nature, 38; through insight (pafifia-), 
138, 181, 182. See also emancipation 

gandhabba, 116, 118, 120 
'gateways' (ayatana), 122, 141, 145, 168 
Gautama Saitghadeva, 35 
Geiger, Magdalene, 68, 69, 87 
Geiger, Wilhelm, 68, 69, 87 
Gho~aka, 74 
Giyu, Nishi, 62 
God (issara, zivara), 7, 15-23, 41, 46-49, 

111, 125, 137, 143; argument from reli
gious experience for the existence of, 15; 
cosmological argument, 15 -16; creation 
by, 5,15; as external cause, 52; intuitional 
method of verifying the existence of, 19; 
teleological argument or argument from 
design, 15-17; as unmoved mover, 193 n. 
104 

Godhika, 118 
god(s), Vedic conception of, 1-3 
Golden Germ (hiraTJyagarbha), 16 
grasping (upadana), 98, 141, 145 
greed (lobha), 164. See also craving; attach-

ment 
grossness (kakkhalata), 70 
Guenther, H. V., 153-154 
GuI;laratna (author of Tarkarahasyadfpika), 

32 

Hare, E. M., 130 
Haribhadra (author of Abhidharmasamuc

caya-bh1'4ya), 66,168,170,171,173-175 
Haribhadra (author of $arjdarianasamuc-

caya),26 
hell, 130 
hetu. See cause; condition 
hetu-pratyaya. See cause, primary 
HInaylina, 80 
hira7Jyagarbha. See Golden Germ 
Hodous, Lewis, 57, 58, 60 
Hsiian Tsang, 61 
Human exertion (purisakara), 32, 34, 36, 38, 

39,46-49,52; denial of, 38, 39, 43 

Hume, David, 14,96,100-103 
idampratyayata (idappaccayata). See con-

ditionality; relativity 
iddhividha. See psychokinesis 
idealism, 25, 86 
identity, of cause and effect, 44; denial of 

personal, 44; personal, 13, 14, 48, 143 
ignorance (avidya, avijja), 91, 98, 141-146, 

170, 181; of past and future, 125. 
immanent energy. See inherent nature 
immortality, personal, 138 
impermanence (anicca, anitya), 45, 69, 72, 

82, 103, 159, 161; according to early 
Buddhism, 82-85 

impulses (airava, asava), 138; stopping of 
(-kkhaya), 139; three types of, 138 

inaction, doctrine of (akiriyavada), 22, 40 
indeterminacy, of the future, 123 
indeterminate (avyakrta, avyakata), 143. See 

also unexplained 
indeterminism (adhiccasamuppada), 6, 29, 

37,49,51, 109, 124, 137. See also chance; 
origination, fortuitous 

indriya-paccaya. See condition, controlling 
indriyasarrrvara. See senses, restraint of the 
inference, 5, 27-29, 31, 99, 103, 106, 108, 

109, 131; inductive, 2, 99, 100, 103, 106, 
107, 129; Materialist criticism of, 29-31 

inherent nature (svabhliva), 5, 23-26,28-33, 
36, 38, 41, 99, 125, 148-150; causation 
through, 25, 26, 30-32; definition of, 
29-30; denial of, 161; implies 'self' 
(atman), 148 

inherent power (svadhli), 6, 7 
insight, telepathic, 109 
instruction, gradual path of, 99 
interdependence, Materialist rejection of, 

30-31 
intrinsic nature (svabhliva), 97. See also 

inherent nature 
invariability (anafifiathata), 55, 91, 93-95; 

(niyamatva), 30. See also necessary, con
nection 

issaranimmaTJa, 34. See also creation, doc
trine of 

rivara (issara), 19,20; See also God 

Jacobi, H., 145 
Jayarlisi Bhatta, 24, 27, 28 
Jayatilleke, K. N., 25-28, 33, 37, 38, 45, 52, 

53, 99, 123, 124, 134, 142, 152, 178, 179 
Jeschke, H. A., 57 
jhana (contemplation), 138,182 
jhana-paccaya. See condition, contemplation 
Jfianaprasthlina, 71 
Jiilinavimala, 32 
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Kaccayana, 157 
Kaccayanagotta-sutta, 154, 157 
kakkhalata. See grossness 
kala. See time 
KamalaSi:la,75 
kammaniyama. See causal patterns 
kamma-paccaya, 171 
kara1:za-hetu, 60-66, 166. See also cause 
karitra. See causal efficiency 
karma (action, behavior), 5, 18, 46, 47, 

126-128,132,171; and consequence, 128, 
129, 131; and rebirth, 128, 129; annihila
tion of, 43, 142; causally explained, 
131-132; caused by conscious motives, 
127, 128; caused by 'past (pubbekatahetu), 
22, 34, 48, 50-52, 125, 132; caused by 
sensory stimulation, 127; caused by un
conscious motives, 128; conditionality of, 
131,132; defined as volition (cetana), 126; 
doctrine of, in Buddhism, 128-132; Jaina 
theory of, Buddhist criticism of, 52; Jaina 
theory of, epistemological basis of, 52; 
psychological springs of, 127; rejection of 
strict determinism in, 130-131; three 
forms of, 126; verification of, 129,131 

Ka§yapa, 157 
Kasyapaparivarta, 157 -160 
Katha Upaniead, 9 
Kathavatthu, 80 
Katyayana-sutra, 79 
Keith, A. B., 91, 94, 95, 141-143, 146 
khandha. See aggregates 
Khuddaka Nikaya, 63 
knowledge, and freedom, 139; and insight, 

124,138; empirical, 87; inductive (anvaye 
fill/Ja) , 108; of causal processes (dhamme 
fiava), 107; of emancipation, 42, 138, 139; 
of facts and connection between facts, 
205 n. 7:, of the decease and survival (of 
beings) (cutupapata-), 104, 106, 144; of 
the destruction of defiling impulses 
(asavakkhaya-) , 104, 106, 138; perfect, 
89; sixfold higher (abhififia), 104-107, 
138,181,182; sources of (pramava), 179; 
two forms of, higher (para) and lower 
(apara) , 9 

Kokuyaku Issaikyo, 62 
Kosambiya-sutta, 42 
keava. See moment 
keavavada. See moments, theory of 
Kyokuga, Saeki, 62 

Lakkhava-suttanta, 135 
lakeava. See characteristics 
lakeaViinyathatva. See change, of charac-

teristics 

Lalitavistara, 57 
Lankiivatara-sutra, 121 
Law, B. c., 37 
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law, causal, 13, 89,92,94,99, 107,209 n. 1; 
cosmic, 4; natural, 3-5; scientific, 94. See 
also rta 

Locke, John, 100 
logic, transcends (atakkiivacara, atarkiiva

cara), 183 
logical alternatives, 220 n. 150 
Logical Positivism (Logical Positivist), 14, 

178, 179, 185; causation according to, 
203 n. 34 

lokavyavahara. See experience, common-
sense 

Lokayata, 23, 38 
Lovaphalavagga, 109, 130 
Liiders, Heinrich, 4 

MacDonell, A. A., 33 
Madhava (author of Sarvadarsanasayt1-

graha),26 
Madhyamaka-sastra, 159 
Madhyamika, 79, 86, 152, 157-159, 162, 

163,177; dialectic, 159-161, 177 
Madhyamika-vrtti, 75,157-160 
Madhyiintavibhaga-bhaeya, 64, 164 
Magandhiya, 105 
magga-paccaya. See condition, path 
Mahabharata, Santi-parvan, 24, 26, 38-40 
Mahabodhi Jataka, 22, 41 
mahabhuta. See existents, primary 
M aha-hatthipadopama-sutta, 116 
Maha-kammavibhanga-sutta, 109, 129, 131, 

132 
Maha-mangala-sutta, 139 
M aha-nidana-suttanta, 117, 118 
M aha-parinibbana-suttanta, 155 
Maha-sudassana-suttanta, 84 
Mahavihara (a monastery in Ceylon), 148 
MahavTra, 13,45-51,137 
Mahayana, 80, 85,93, 156, 160, 177, 180 
Mahayanist, 160 
Mahrdasa Aitareya, 7-10,18,36,45,113 
Majjhima Nikaya, 34, 40, 59, 105, 109, 

152-154 
majjhima patipada. See causation, middle 

path 
Makkhali Gosala, 32-34, 36, 37, 39-41, 53, 

95, 125, 134 
Malalasekera, G. P., 134 
Materialism, 23-32; evolutionary school of, 

26-27; germs of, 25; nihilist school of, 
26-28, 39; sources for the study of, 24; 
two types of, 26. See also natural deter
minism; nature 
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matter (pradhana), unconscious, 18; (prak
rtl), 11, 23, 25; primordial, 18, 143, 146, 

-150; static (avicalita), 28 
meaning, conventional (nftiirtha), 159; real 

(neyiirtha), 159 
meditation (dhyana), 19. See also contempla

tion 
memory, 104 
metaphysical, assumptions, 184; basis, 11; 

concepts, 13; entity, 14; questions, 177 - -
185; self(atman), 121, 125; speCUlation, 
15; theories, 142, 143, 179; views, 23 

metaphysics, 99,161; futility of, 185 
'middle path', 142, 157; formless ... non

conceptual, 158. See also causation, mid
dle path 

Milesians, 25 
Milindapaftha, 132, 154 
mind (citta), 119; knowing another's, 105; 

luminous, 216 n. 57 
misconception (viparyasa), 77 

. moha. See confusion 
moment (k~a1)a), 69, 155; static (sthiti-);_ 81, 

151 
momentariness, theory of, 80, 83, 96, 

152-154, 166, 167 
momentary (k~a1)ika), 74, 82 
moments, theory of (k~a1)avada), 71, 72, 

80-83, 96, 102, 103, 148, 151, 156; 
criticism of the theory of, 72 

Monier-Williams, M., 33, 56 
monism, 31, 88 
monotheism, 3, 4 
Mookerjee, Satkari, 152, 153 
moral behavior, causation of, 125-132; no 

all-inclusive theory of, 27 
moral responsibility, 22, 40, 50, 51, 95, 123, 

128-130, 132, 142, 146, 171; complete 
determinism in, 50, 125, 137; denial of, 
38-40, 44, 51, 125; in the Upani~ads, 
12-13, 125; individualistic theory of, 51. 
See also karma 

moral retribution, 106, 109 
mUla. See root 
Mula-madhyamaka-karika, 60, 78, 149, 157. 

See also Miidhyamaka-sastra 
MUlatika. See Abhidhamma-mulatika 
MUlJrjaka Upani~ad, 19 
Murti, T. R. V., 80, 85, 86, 88, 148, 149, 151, 

152,160,177-179 

Niigarjuna, 11, 60, 76, 78-80, 84, 96, 97, 
149, 150, 152, 155-157, 159-161 

nairatmya: dharma-, see nonsubstantiality, 
of elements; pudgala-, see nonsubstan
tiality, of the individual 

namarupa. See personality, psychophysical 
name (nama), 175; (sammuti), 77, 78 
Niit;lamoli, Bhikkhu, 64 
Niit;lananda, Bhikkhu, 122 
Nariiyana, 16 
Nlisadfya Sukta, 15, 122 
natthikavada. See nonexistence, theory of 
natthi-paccaya. See condition, absence 
natthita. See nonexistence; non-Being. 
natural determinism (svabhlivavada), 26, 28, 

29, 32, 33, 38-41; Buddhist criticism of, 
40-41; ethical implications of, 38; of the 
Ajfvikas (niyativada), 23, 32-38, 53. See 
also determinism, complete; fatalism 

naturalism, 23, 24, 42, 43; in Buddhism, 
42-43; three types of, 23-24 

nature (bhliva), 33, 35, 36; (svabhliva), 19, 
35, 37-39, 41, 46-49 (see also inherent 
nature) ; extrinsic, 64; determinism of, 31 ; 
intrinsic, 64; of things, 42, 75, -124; 
uniformity of, 1,2,4 

necessary connection, 28, 30 
necessity, 19, 124, 125 (see also fate); 
(avitathata), 55, 91, 93, 95, 98; causal, 108; 

unconditional, 94 
Neraiijarii, 67 
Nettippakara1)a, 63-64 
nibbana. See nirvana 
Niaana SOJ'!'Iyutta, 144 
NigalJ.thas, 22, 41, 49, 134 
nihilist, 125, 183 
niQsvabhliva. See nonsubstantiality 
nirodhasamapatti, 180-181 
nirvana, 73, 135, 158, 162, 165, 172, 

178-182; natural causal happening, 140; 
state of perfect mental health, 180. See 
also emancipation; freedom 

nissaya-paccaya. See cause, supporting 
niyati. See destiny; fate 
niyativada. See determinism, complete; 

fatalism; natural determinism 
niyativadin. See fatalist 
non-Being (asat), 10, 79. See also non

existence 
noncausation (ahetu), 53, 149; theory of 

(ahetuvada), 40, 53. See also acciden
talism; indeterminism 

noncausationist (ahetuvadi), 31, 38 
nondual (advaya), 156 
nonduration (anitya), 73. See also imper

manence 
nonexistence (natthita), 154, 157 (see also 

non-Being); theory of (natthikavada), 40, 
44 

nonmental (acetasika, cittavippayutta), 71 
nonrelativity (apratrtyasamutpada), 161 
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nonsubstantiality (anatma, anatta, nibsva
bhava) , 69, 73, 77, 78, 138; of elements 
(dharma), 80, 82, 86, 159, 160; of the 
individual (pudgala), 78, 80, 86, 160; 
theory of (anatmavada), 184; Materialist 
theory of, 161, 184 

Nrsirp.ha A§rama, 28, 30 
Nyanatiloka, Mahathera, 164 
Nyayakusumafijalf, 30 
Nyaya Varttika, 18 

object (arammal.w), 117; (vi~aya), 165; 
empirical, 73; external, 62, 165, 166 

objectivity (tathata), 55, 91-93, 99 
obsession (prapafica), 122, 139 
Oltramare, P., 95, 146 
order, divine, 18; magical, 4; mechanical, 

4; moral, 4; objective, 123; physical, 2; 
sacrificial, 4; social, 111; universal, 4. 
See also causal patterns 

origination, fortuitous (adhiccasamuppada), 
53, 142. See also accidentalism; indeter
minism; chance 

own nature. See inherent nature 

paccaya. See cause; condition 
paccayata. See causal efficiency 
pacchajata-paccaya. See cause, postexistent 
Pakudha Kaccayana, 39-40 
Paficavirrzsa Maha BrahmalJa. See TalJdya 

Maha BrahmalJa 
pafifiavimutti. See freedom, through insight 
pantheism, 7 
paramiilJu. See atoms 
paramiilJuvada. See atoms, theory of 
Paramiirtha, 61 
paramiirtha. See reality, transcendental 
Parame~tin, Prajapati. See Prajapati Para-

me~tin 
pararrz katarrz. See causation, external 
parata utpalti. See causation, external 
parilJamanityavada, 45 
parilJati-karalJa. See cause, of transforma-

tion 
parinirvana (parinibbana), 147, 156, 180, 181 
Parmenides, 195 n. 10 
Pasadika-sultanta, 11 
paticcasamuppada. See causality; causation 
Patika-suttanta, 20 
Patthana, 59, 64, 163, 164, 167, 169, 170, 

172,173 
perception, 27, 99, 121, 139, 175, 181; 

auditory, 105; causation of, 59, 61, 62, 
121-123; correct (bhilta), 157; denial of, 
27, 196 n. 49; direct, 105, 196 n. 49; 
extrasensory, 21,104-107,115; gateways 
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of (ayatana), 76, 122; normal, 99, 105; 
obsessed (prapafica), 122; paranormal, 
99, 105; sense, 29, 107, 121, 165; sense, 
cause of suffering, 121 

permanence (nicca, nitya, sassata, sasvata), 
30, 44, 45, 159, 161; belief in (sassata
ditth1), 79, 154; motionless (avicalita
nityatvam), 28, 29, 39; Upani~adic theory 
of,9 

personality, 73,116; causes of, 116; human, 
115, 132, 142; physical, 87, 115, 156; 
psychic, 87, 115, 116, 118; psychophysical, 
87,115-120,139,141,144,145,168,171; 
spiritual, 87 (see also Buddha, spiritual 
body of) 

Phagguna, Moliya, 14 
phassa. See contact; sense data 
phenomena (dharma), 69; eight wordly 

(atthaloka-), 139. See also dharma 
phenomenal, 161, 162; world, 9, 28, 74 
phenomenalism, 70, 86 
'phenomenon' (dharmalak~alJa), 87 
Pischel, R., 145 
Pleasure Principle, 218 n. 86 
pluralism (nanattha), 71, 88; radical, 88 
plurality, 14,31,33, 156, 158 
Polonnaruva (ancient city of Ceylon), 82 
polytheism, 3 
positivism. See Logical Positivism 
Potaliputta, 126 
pradhana. See matter 
Prahlada, 38 
Prajapati (god), 7, 16-19 
Prajapati Parame~tin, 6, 15 
Prajiiaparamita literature, 155, 156, 159, 180 
prakasa-karalJa. See cause, revealing 
prakrti. See matter 
prapana-karalJa. See condition, path 
prapafica. See obsession 
PrasnavyakaralJa, 32 
pratiniyama-karalJa. See cause, of spe-

cialized activity 
pratftyasamufpada. See causality; causation 
Pratftyasamutpada-siltra, 90 
pratyaya. See cause; condition 
predictability, 108 
present (paccuppanna), three forms of, 148 
probability, 124, 125 
proposition, universal, 30 
psychokinesis (iddhividha), 104, 107, 182 
pubbantakappana. See beginning, views 

concermng 
pubbekatahetu. See karma, caused by past 
pubbenivasiinussatifialJa. See retrocognition 
punishment (daIJ4a), 126 
PiiraJ;la Kassapa, 39, 40, 138 
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suddhi), 37 

purity, 137 
puru~a (spiritual principle), 25 

Ranade, R. D., 36 
Ratnakuta-sutra, 157 
Ratnavalf, 96 
realism, 86; naive, 71 
realist, 75 
reality, 20, 86, 87, 93, 96, 99, 183, 185; 

absence of (=sunyata), 161; absolute 
(dharmakliya, tathata), 156, 157, 180; 
according to the Buddha, 184, 185; 
beyond description, 156; beyond space, 
time, and causality, 15; empirical, 44, 75, 
184; Jaina conception of, 45; Materialist 
conception of, 26-28; not indescribable, 
185; not transcendental, 185; objective, 
103; phenomenal, 156, 158, 159; static, 
174; transcendental, 158-161; trans
empirical, 179, 180, 185; ultimate, 44, 
74-7~93, 158, 159 

reasoning, inductive, 99; pure, 107 
rebirth, 32, 34, 43, 106, 109, 115, 117, 118, 

121, 128-130, 142, 145, 146, 216 n. 48; 
substratum of, 97, 98; verification of, 106. 
See also reincarnation; survival; trans
migration 

reflection, proper (yoniso manasikara), 58, 
137 

regularity, 1-4 
reincarnation, logical possibility, 199-200 n. 

122. See also rebirth; survival; trans
migration 

relative, 161 
relativity (idampratyayatli, idappaccayatli), 

54, 55,97, 157, 158, 161; Jaina theory of, 
47; of the phenomenal, 162; theory of, 161 

retrocognition (pubbenivlisQnussatifialJa), 
104, 106, 138, 182 

.fJ.gveda, 1, 3-6, 16, 17, 110, 112, 132 
Rhys Davids, C. A. F., 13, 69, 86, 90, 116, 

118, 145 
Rhys Davids, T. W., 114 
Riepe, D. M., 24 
root (mula), 8-10, 18 
rta (cosmic order), 3; guardian of, 3; 

identified with Brahman, 4; (law), 6; 
moral order, 4; (truth), 4; sacrificial, 4. 
See also law; order ... '," 

Ruben, Walter, 25 
rupa. See form; matter 

rupakaya. See Buddha, physical personality; 
personality, physical 

Russell, B. A. W., 103 

sabbaJ?1 atthi. See everything exists 
sabhliga-hetu. See cause, corresponding 
$aifdarsanasamuccaya, 24, 26 
SaddharmapulJifar7ka-sutra, 57, 155 
sahabhu-hetu. See cause, conascent 
sahajata-paccaya. See cause, conascent 
sahakliri-hetu (-kliralJa). See cause, sup-

porting 
samadhi, 180 
samanantara-pratyaya (-paccaya). See cause, 

immediately contiguous 
Slimafifiaphala-suttanta, 32, 34, 36, 39-40 
Samiddhi, 126 
SaJ?1k~epasarrrikli, 28, 31 
sammli ditthi. See view, right 
sammuti. See convention, linguistic; name 
sampayutta-paccaya. See cause (condition), 

of association 
sampratyaya-kliralJa. See cause, of agree

ment 
sampratyayana-kliralJa. See cause, of making 

known 
samprayuktaka-hetu. See cause, of associa

tion 
saJ?1slira. See existence, cycle of 
saJ?1slirasuddhi. See purification, through 

wandering 
saJ?1skrta. See conditioned 
saJ?1vatta. See dissolution 
saJ?1vrti. See convention, linguistic; name 
SaJ?1yutta Nikliya (Agama), 11, 13, 58, 62, 

76, 82, 91,97, 117, 118, 120, 121, 138, 
142, 144, 157 

sangati. See species 
Sankara, 11,25,29,72,73,150,152 
sankhlira. See dispositions 
sankhata. See conditioned 
Slinkhya, 8, 11,25, 143, 145, 146, 150, 151, 

160 
safifiavedayitanirodha. See cessation, of per-

ception and feeling 
Slintarak~ita, 72, 153 
Santi-parvan. See Mahlibhlirata 
Saratchandra, E. R., 117-119 
sarvadli asti, 75 
SarvadarsanasaJ?1graha, 24, 26, 27, 29 
Sarvajfilitma Muni, 28 
sarvam asti. See everything exists 
Sarvastivlida, 60, 74, 77, 80, 82, .147-151, 

154, 160, 163, 164, 166, 169, 173; four 
teachers of, 74, 75, 79, 80, 87 
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Sarviistivadin, 61-64, 66, 69, 71, 73, 75-77, 
80, 82, 86, 147-149, 164, 166-169, 172, 
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sarvatraga-hetu. See cause, sufficing 
sassatadifthi. See permanence, belief in 
sat. See Being; existence 
Satapatha BrahmfllJa, 7, 17 
Sati, Bhikkhu, 119, 184 
satkiiryaviida. See causation, identity theory 

of 
Sautrantika, 73, 80-83, 96, 102, 148, 149, 

151-154, 160, 167 
sayarrr katarrr. See causation, self-
sayarrr katafi ca pararrr kataii ca. See causa-

tion, internal as well as external 
Sayana, 8, 17 
scepticism, 105, 106 
Schayer, Stanislaus, 87-88 
sectarian tenet (titthayatana), 22 
seed (bTja), 164 
Sela, Bhikkhunl, 12, 58 
self (iitman), 5,9, 11, 12, 14, 18, 19,44, 115, 

121, 123, 142, 149, 160, 179, 180; as agent 
(kartii) and enjoyer (bhoktii), 14, 184; as 
cause, 10; as extraempirical entity, 44, 
183; as substance, 100-101; as under
lying reality, 9; causally conditioned, 184; 
causation of, 12; emergent, 215-216n. 46; 
(soul) identical with body (tajjivatac
chharzra-), 27; transempirical, 184, 185; 
universal, 12 

self-originating (svayambhu), 7 
Senart, E., 146 
sensation. See feeling 
sense data (phassa), 70, 136 
senses. See gateways 
senses, restraint ofthe (indriyasarrrvara), 137 
She ta ch'eng lun, 168 
shoot (tUfa), 8-10, 18 
Sik:tiisamuccaya, 151, 154 
Silailka, 5, 28, 33-36, 38, 45-48, 50, 51, 106 
silence, of the Buddha, 178, 183 
skandha. See aggregates 
So ch'u ching, 68 
society, evolutionary account of, 135-137 
Sogen, Yamakami, 72, 73 
Soothill, W. E., 57, 58, 60 
soul. See self 
space, cosmic, 112; Humean analysis of, 

101-102; infinity of, 15 
species (sangati), 33-38, 41, 46, 48, 52, 53; 

caused by (sangatibhiivahetu), 34; six, 134 
Sphutarthabhidharmakosavyiikhyii, 57, 63, 

64,83,152,167,171,172 
Stace, W. T., 20 
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Stcherbatsky, T. I., 69-74, 76, 79, 83, 88, 
147 

Stebbing, L. S., 97 
sthiti-kiiralJa. See cause, of stability 
substance, 100, 103, 149, 160; (atta), 69, 161; 

(dravya), 74, 151; (sllabiiva), 74, 78, 79, 
82, 86, 150; early Buddhist criticism of, 
76-78; Madhyamika criticism of, 78-80; 
mental, 100; permanent, 44, 63; primor
dial, 25; theory of (dravyaviida), 63; 
Theravada criticism of, 80. See also 'thing
in-itself' 

substantia1ist (sadviidr), 149, 151 
substantiality (atta), 69, 159 
substratum, underlying (svabhiiva, dravya), 

75, 82. See also substance 
suffering (dukkha), 97, 98, 139, 141, 145; 

self-causation of, 13-14. See also un
satisfactoriness 

Sumangalaviliisinf, 176 
suRiia. See unreal 
sunyatii (emptiness), 86, 160, 161. See also 

unreal 
survival, 43, 44,104,106,138; modern view 

of human, 212-213 n. 71; knowledge of, 
104, 106; of consciousness after death, 
215-216 n. 46; of saint after death, 179. 
See also rebirth; reincarnation; trans
migration 

Sutrakrtanga, 5, 13, 36, 45 
Sutra Pitaka (Sutta Pitaka), 70, 148, 155 
Sutta-nipiita, 97, 159, 178, 179, 183, 184 
Suvarnaprabhiisottama-sutra, 57 
svabhiiva. See inherent nature; self 
svabhiivaviida. See ·natural determinism 
svabhiivaviidin, 31, 33, 39 
svadhii. See inherent power 
svata utpatti. See causation, self
svayambhu. See self-originating 
Svetii.fvatara Upan4ad, 9, 12, 19, 25, 26, 29, 

37,41,45,52 

Taittirijla BriihmalJa, 17-18 
Taittirijla Upani:tad, 12 
tajJlvataccharfraviida. See self, identical with 

body 
TliIJt/ya Mahii BriihmalJa, 18 
talJhii. See craving 
tapas (creative fervor, warmth), 4, 6, 17 
Tarkarahasyadfpikii, 32 
tathatii. See objectivity; reality, absolute 
Tatia, Nathmal, 92 
Tattvasangraha, 72 
Tattvasangrahapaiijikii,75 
Tattvopaplavasarrrha, 24, 26, 27, 31 
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182 

theists, 125 
Theragatha, 180 
Theravada, 66, 80, 82, 147, 148, 163, 166, 

170,172,174; pre-Buddhaghosa, 72, 148 
Theravadin, 59, 63, 64, 71, 73, 163, 164, 166, 

167, 173 
Therigatha, 180 
thesis, 160 
'thing-in-itself' (svo bhavo), 78, 87 
Thomas, E. J., 144 
time (kala), 5, 19, 37, 46-48, 79, 153; 

Rumean analysis of, 102; infinite regress 
of, 15, 16; infinity of, 15 

titthfiyatana. See sectarian tenet 
transcendent, 159; state, 178 
transcendental, 161, 162; (lokuttara), 181; 

form, 180; state, 179, 180, 183 
transcendentalism, 15 
transcendentalist, 158; standpoint, 159 
transempirical, entity, 183; reality, 179, 180; 

self (soul), 184-185; state, 181 
transmigration, 23; in AjIvika thought, 37. 

See also rebirth; reincarnation; survival 
Treatise of Human Nature, 100, 101, 103 
truth(s) (rta), 4; (satya), 4, 6, 89, 93; (svab

hava),. 41; conventional, 26; cosmic, 89; 
four Noble, 92, 107, 138; highest, 18; one 
only, 159 
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uccheda. See annihilation 
ucchedaditthi. See annihilation, belief in 
ucchedavada. See annihilationism 
Udana, 52 
Udayana Acarya, 30 
Uddalaka Aru!).!, 10-12,25, 110, 111, 113, 

150 
Uddyotakara, 18 
unconditioned (asaizkhata), 140; definition 

of, 140; element of (-dhatu), 140 
unconscious, motives, 128; process, 120-

121. See also disposition 
unexplained (avyakata, avyakrta), 177; ten, 

questions, 178-179. See also indeter
minate 

uniformity, 1,2,4,67,108; causal, lO7-lO8; 
minor, 67; of mental phenomena, 105, 
124. See also causal patterns; causality; 
order 

universal monarch (cakkavattz), 135-136 
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unsatisfactoriness (dukkha), 69. See also 
suffering 
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ing 
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upanissaya-paccaya. See cause, sufficing 
upatti-karal'}a. See cause, generating 
utuniyama. See causal patterns 

Vaibha~ika, 147, 149 
Vaise~ika, 63, 71, 102, 151, 152, 160 
Vajracchedika Prajiiaparamita, 156 
Vakkhali, 118 
Van Rensselar Wilson, R., 108 
Varadaraja,30 
Vardhamana,30 
Varu!).a,3-4 
Vasubandhu, 64, 82, 164 
Vasumitra,74 
Vats!putriyas, 57 
vatta-katha, 143 
vedana. See feeling 
verification, 99 
Vibhaizga, 71 
views (ditthi, dmi), 159, 175, 184; right 

(samma-), 57; metaphysical, 88; wrong 
(miccha-), 137 

vigata-paccaya. See condition, abeyance 
vijiiana. See consciousness 
Vijfianavadin,64,66 
Vijiiaptimatratasiddhi, 64 
vikara-karal'}a. See cause, of alteration 
vimutti. See emancipation; freedom 
Vinaya Pitaka, 55 
viiiiial'}a. See consciousness 
viiiiial'}asota. See consciousness, stream of 
vipaka-hetu, 61, 65, 66, 171, 173 
viparyasa. See misconception 
vippayutta-paccaya. See condition, disso-

ciation 
viraga. See detachment 
virodhi-karal'}a. See cause, of opposition 
virtue (dhamma), 133 
Visvakarman, 16, 17, 19 
vivatta, 20. See also evolution 
viyoga-karal'}a. See cause, of separation 
volition (cetana), 126, 127, 171; past, 123 
vyavahara-karal'}a. See cause, of reference 

will, freedom of, or free-, 48, 50, 51,123-125 
Woodward, F. L., 130 
world (loka), conditioned, 161; evolution 

and dissolution of the, 111-114; origin 
of the, 6, 111; phenomenal, 140; un
smeared by the (anupalitto), 140 
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Yasomitra, 57, 58, 63, 149, 165 
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